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I.

RECENT DOGMATIC THOUGHT IN
SCOTLAND.

T HIS article is one of a series intended to deal with recent dog-

matic thought in different countries of the Protestant world.

The part which I have been asked to undertake is that which bears

on Scotland. I have yielded to the request of the editor, because

I did not feel at liberty to decline such a topic with all its diffi-

culties; but I am perfectly certain that I shall leave much out that

might naturally be handled, and probably also include what in the

judgment of some might have been omitted.

It will be noticed that what I have to deal with is “recent dog-

matic thought.” I shall hardly go farther back than a quarter of a

century, taking as a good starting point the publication of Principal

Cunningham’s Lectures on Historical Theoloyy in 1862, followed

up as these were by the institution of the Cunningham Lectures in

186L Along with this limit, another principle of exclusion will lie

in restriction to “ dogmatic thought.” This will cut off all natural

theology, like Dr. Flint’s Theism and Antitheistic Theories; all

apologetics
;

all books of introduction, and history of the canon

;

all exegesis, unless of special dogmatic import; and all Church

history, except in relation to doctrine.

Nor shall I introduce, though falling under dogmatics, the discus-

sions that have from time to time arisen as to the sources of doc-

trine in Holy Scripture, with questions as to its authority and inspi-

ration. These would require greater length than this article admits

of
;
and of the latest of them, it might be premature yet to speak.

Restricting myself then to the actual doctrines of Scripture, as
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these have been the field of discussion and controversy for the last

quarter of a century in Scotland, I shall begin with the doctrine of

the Trinity and then proceed to other doctrines, noting the phases

of thought that may have arisen in the time embraced.

In regard to the great doctrine of the Trinity, including the

divinity of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, it is to be remarked

that little has been produced in Scotland in this period. The posi-

tions of Principal Cunningham in his Historical Theology (Yol. i,

pp. 267-306), where a very able and temperate statement of the

Nicene doctrine is given, have not been controverted by leading

writers; nor has the Trinitarian controversy, as such, stood promi-

nently forward. Only towards the end of the period has a work
appeared, in connection with an eminent name, where the ordinary

views are distinctly modified. This is the posthumous System of

Biblical Theology (two vols., Edinburgh, 1888) of Dr. W. Lindsay

Alexander, for many years a leading minister of the Scottish Con-

gregationalists and Principal of their Theological Hall. In this work

he defends with his characteristic ability and scholarship the more

vital parts of the Trinitarian doctrine, the divinity of the Logos and

of the Holy Spirit, and holds that Father, Son and Holy Ghost rep-

resent a real and essential distinction of the divine Nature; but

denies that we have Scriptural authority for an eternal sonship or

procession, these belonging alone to the work of redemption. In

his work, which is made up of lectures to his students, Dr. Lindsay

Alexander controverts the statements of Principal Cunningham and

also of Dr. Pve Smith, as to what all admit to be the less vital,

however important, parts of the Trinitarian scheme. But it is the

less needful to reply to his objections, since the ground has been so

often traveled over
;
and by Dr. Lindsay Alexander himself and

the school of Scottish thought which he represents. Dr. Wardlaw,

while rendering such service as he did in his Discourses on the

Socinian Controversy in 1814, took the same exceptions, which

are reproduced in his System of Theology in 1856-7
;
and Dr.

Lindsay Alexander had, mamr years before his death, in a Preface

to Moses Stuart’s Letters to Channing
,
the well-known work on

American soil (1819) with which opposition to Unitarianism has

been perhaps more than any other identified, expressed his agree-

ment with Stuart in his non-acceptance of the same portion of the

Nicene doctrine. How far these difficulties on the part of those

who, notwithstanding, at the same time hold and contend for the

true Deity of the Son and Spirit, may have spread in Scotland, I

am not prepared, in the absence of evidence, to affirm. But one

thing is certain, that Unitarianism itself is, in Scotland, singularly

barren in literary production, and though ever ready to assert its
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own growth in other communities, does not, under its own name, in-

crease. Neither would any have been less tolerant than Dr. Ward-
law and Dr. Lindsay Alexander (and this is equally true of Moses

Stuart) of the idea that their own deviation, as they believed on

Scriptural grounds, from a part of the Church scheme of the Trinity

which is less central, should have afforded any handle to others for

rejecting or doubting that coequal and coeternal Deity of the Word
and of the Spirit which they contended for as fundamental to Chris-

tianity.

When we proceed to the second topic of doctrine, variously called

Doctrine of the Person of Christ, Christology, or Incarnation, it

must be said that in the last quarter of a century or so, Scotland

has hardly displayed more activity than in the field of the Trinity.

In one sense there has been perhaps not even so much
;
as hardly

any point has generated conflict or antagonism
;
yet probably here,

in criticism and application of Christological ideas to interpretation,

there has been more fullness.

The most prominent writer, beyond all doubt, on the field of

criticism in regard to the Incarnation, has been Prof. Bruce of

Glasgow, in his well-known Cunningham Lecture on The Humili-

ation of Christ (Edinburgh, 1876). This work contains a very

able and searching criticism of the patristic Christology that found

its settlement in the council of Chalcedon, though, with Neander, he

seems to me hardly to do justice to Cyril of Alexandria. His con-

trast of the Lutheran and Reformed Christologies is equally inter-

esting. And probably the most original feature of the book is the

statement, classification and estimate of the so-called Kenotic theo-

ries of recent German speculation. These, as their name hardly im-

ports, go beyond the general idea of emptying in regard to the in-

carnation, and ascribe in connection with it, elements of weakness

hitherto supposed to be inapplicable to the divine Logos. As far as

the subject admits of it, Dr. Bruce’s statement of them is clear
;
but

perhaps their great obscurity defies classification, even to the extent

to which he has carried it
;
and they may not always agree with

themselves, as for example Kahnis speaks of the “ Logos-conscious-

ness as made finite,” and yet highly praises the council of Chalcedon.

The fairness with which Dr. Bruce examines these theories, and

states what seem to me unanswerable objections to them as held by

Thomasius, Gess and Ebrard, lends weight to his closing utterance:

“We shall probably find, after the most painstaking inquiry, that

what we know reduces itself as nearly as possible to the axioms

enumerated in our first lecture, and that the effect, though not the

design, of theories of Christ’s person, has been to a large extent to

obscure some of these elementary truths, the unity of the person, or
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the reality of the humanity, or the divinity dwelling within the

man, or the voluntariness and ethical value of the state of humili-

ation” (p. 247).

Another element of interest in this book is its discussion of temp-

tation and of perfecting in connection with our Lord’s human
nature, which in the Epistle to the Hebrews he holds to be ethical

,

and not simply official. In his application of the humiliation of

Christ to soteriology, the most important question is in regard to

different views of the atonement, which he successively examines.

These, however, belong to the next topic of this retrospect, and will

be there noticed.

In Dr. Bruce may be noticed also the handling of current theo-

ries even of the incarnation which really subvert it, by denying its

possible condition in a really preexistent Logos. Thus of the theory

of Beyschlag and of the alleged preexistence of the Logos as held in

it, he says: “ It is neither one thing nor another; hovers between

idea and reality
;

is impersonal, yet shares in the personality,

thought and will of God. And while speculatively indefinite, the

theory is rather plausible and ingenious than solid and convincing

in its exegesis. And finally it excludes the possibility of seeing in

the incarnation a manifestation of gracious free condescension.

Christ did not come into the world freely to save sinners; He was

sent
,
as we are all sent, without knowledge, consciousness or choice;

sent in the sense of being born into an existence which dates from

birth
;

all beyond—the so-called preexistence—is simply a nimbus

engendered by a poetic imagination” (p. 487).

As I have said, Dr. Bruce’s lectures on the Humiliation of Christ

did not arise amid any conflict of opinion in Scotland as to the in-

carnation but reflected rather discussions in Germany, now prob-

ably less active. What they spoke to in Scotland and were helped

by, wTas the rising interest in the personal Christ which has marked

the last forty or fifty years. Of the same type but more popular was

his earlier book on the Training of the Twelve (1871). A third

work, the most recent, also connected with the incarnation because

occupied with the teaching of Christ in the synoptical gospels, is

The Kingdom of God. As this, however, has excited controversy,

largely, though not exclusively, due to opinions as to the origin of

the gospels which hardly belong to this paper, I shall leave it un-

touched.

Among the various commentaries on the gospels which rise into

the dogmatic region and exhibit the person of Christ with clearness

and vigor, may be mentioned, those of Dr. James Morison, of Glasgow,

on The Gospel of St. Matthew (1870), and also on The Gospel oj

St. Mark (1873); and that of Dr. Thomas Whitelaw, of Kilmar-
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nock, on The Gospel of St. John. And there may be also men-

tioned, following up an able popular Life of Jesus by Dr. James

Stalker, a more recent work by the same author, now of Glasgow,

which belongs neither to the region of biography, nor of exegesis,

nor of dogmatics, but touches them all, and bears the title Imago

Christi (third edition, 1890). Indeed the work professes more to

belong to the region of Christian ethics, being occupied with Christ’s

•example as drawn from the “ close study of His actions in detail.”

This work is very attractive, and reveals a real power of character-

drawing and spiritual analysis; but its aim is not so much to grap-

ple with difficult questions in the psychology of the God-man as to

unfold the unity which mysteriously rises in his transcendent and

yet normal personality.

Another work may further be noticed, which though it belongs

to the same school of historic or exemplary depicting of Christ,

raises also an important doctrinal question. This is on The Resur-

rection of our Lord
,
and is a Baird Lecture (1881) by Dr. William

Milligan of the University of Aberdeen. This work raises the

question, which belongs also to the doctrine of atonement, whether,

in conformity with the Old Testament parallel of the high priest,

who only finished the sacrifice when he sprinkled the blood within

the veil, the sacrifice of Christ can be completed on the cross, and

does not rather demand His entrance into heaven and the presenta-

tion of His blood there as blood which has passed through death by
virtue of the resurrection. It is well known how the early Socini-

ans explained away the atonement of Christ by making it lie in a

moral change, and how accordingly they could ascribe this to a

merely human Christ if only the scene were transferred to the place

of His exaltation, for which end they appealed to all the passages in

the Epistle to the Hebrews which spoke of an offering in any sense

by the Mediator in heaven. It is in no such interest that Dr. Milli-

gan pleads, holding, as he does, not only the doctrine of atonement,

but of an atonement which is not a mere manifestation of Father-

hood but brings out “ the sterner attributes of the Almighty.” At
the same time he sees in the presentation by Christ on behalf of His

people, a dedication of the recovered life of His Church with His

own to the service of God
;
and thus the atonement is according to

him defended from one-sidedness, and the juridical view has in the

final act of Christ a protection of itself from Antinomian abuse and

error. This view is interesting and, like all that Dr. Milligan has

written on the resurrection in connection with other doctrines, pre-

sents it in a light worthy of consideration. But there is here the

difficulty that the completion of the atonement on its judicial side,

seems first in heaven to await through Christ’s appearance within
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the veil its formal ratification, so that this cannot be marked off for

its dedication side
;
and there is this further consideration, that the

atonement on its judicial side already involves for Christ’s people

a confession and abhorrent renunciation of sin, so that a special

dedication is already involved in it and goes up to heaven with it.

In coming to the third topic of this series, the Atonement of

Christ, we find it far more fruitful of diversified authorship, and in

fact the one point of doctrinal theology in which all through the

period Scottish writers have been engaged in earnest debate, so

much so that discussion on even the Trinity and the Incarnation

have run into this channel also. This has not been so, as if Scottish

writers had been to a large extent divided against themselves. In

point of fact, only one Scottish name appears on the less prevailing

side, Dr. John MacLeod Campbell, and he a little earlier than when
our date begins. But there have been such influences and move-

ments acting on the Scottish people, as to keep alive the necessity of

perpetual debate and controversy on this field
;
and hence a succes-

sion of writers down to our own day has to be considered. But first

of Dr. MacLeod Campbell, to whom as a Scottish author promi-

nence is due, though the others have by no means confined their at-

tention to him, but dealt with the kindred views of Robertson and

Maurice, Young and Bushnell.

Dr. John MacLeod Campbell published in 1856 his work on the

Nature of the Atonement and its Relation to Remission of Sins and

Eternal Life; and several editions have followed. The work has

something of the attraction which belonged to the independent

thinking and deep piety of its author, but also much of a pervading

mystic haze, and a tendency to employ leading words of Scripture

which are controverted as if they were accepted by others in his

own sense. He claims a certain affinity of Luther with his own
doctrine of Christ’s literal identification of Himself with sinners, and

speaks with more respect of the older Calvinism of Owen and

Edwards than of the modern. Dr. MacLeod Campbell has involved

his scheme of atonement in great confusion by seeming to grant some

of the premises of the ordinary system while yet wholly denying

the necessity of penal infliction on sinners, or anything more than a

direct application to them through the Fatherhood of God in Christ

of the blessing of forgiveness and other elements of eternal life. The

latter position of a door eternally opened in fatherhood does not differ

from Mr. Maurice, save only that self-sacrifice is not asserted to be a

necessary element in God. The point in Dr. MacLeod Campbell’s

scheme that takes the place of the orthodox vicarious and penal

suffering is that Christ in our humanity made a “ perfect confession

of our sins.” “ This confession, as to its own nature, must have been a
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perfect Amen in humanity to the judgment of God on the sin of

man,” for “ that response has all the elements of a perfect repentance

in humanity for all the sin of man, a perfect sorrow, a perfect con-

trition— all, excepting the personal consciousness of sin—and by

that perfect response in Amen to the mind of God, in relation to sin,

is the wrath of God rightly met, and that is accorded to divine jus-

tice which is its due, and could alone satisfy it” (pp. 127-165).

Such is the equivalent which this writer offers for the bearing of

penalty and the imputing of righteousness on the ordinary system.

His Scottish critics have here replied to him with great spirit and

fairness. These are, in the order of time, Dr. G. Smeaton, of the

New College, in his Doctrine of the Atonement (Edinburgh, 1868);

Dr. T. J. Crawford, Professor of Divinity in the University of

Edinburgh, in his Doctrine of Holy Scripture respecting the Atone-

ment (Edinburgh, 1871); Dr. Bruce, in his Humiliation of Christ

(1876), and Dr. Lindsay Alexander, in his System of Biblical The-

ology (1888). As a sample of this very able polemic, may be taken

the objections of Dr. Crawford, lie argues, first
,
that the confes-

sion of sin by a sinless being “ comes little, if at all, short of actual

substitution ;” secondly
,
that a perfectly holy being cannot undergo

repentance and contrition for sins of which he is not personally con-

scious
;

thirdly
,
that such confession by Christ, without substitution

,

would aggravate sin rather than sensibly expiate it; fourthly
,
that

God could not possibly have allowed such a repentance
;
and, fifthly,

that it could not, if possible, have transcendently illustrated His love

as Christ’s sacrificial death has done. These objections are largely

concurred in by the other writers referred to
;
and it must be re-

garded as an unfortunate thing for the scheme opposed to penal

infliction, that it should, in this instance, have included in itself

elements in which Christ’s painful sympathy with sinners, admitted

by all Christians, are exaggerated in a way so incredible. The sys-

tem of Dr. MacLeod Campbell thus confesses a great blank, but does

not fill it, as on the ordinary view of penal sufferings is done.

Nothing is done by Christ for sinners, nothing is impetrated
;
and

when Dr. MacLeod Campbell takes his stand on a native sonship of

men in Christ, how is this to be reconciled with the universal Scrip-

ture demand of regeneration :
“ As many as received Him to them

gave He power to become to the sons of God ?”

Passing from the special point on which these theologians have

answered Dr. MacLeod Campbell, I may look at the general strain

of their discussions. One feature may be noticed, more or less, in

them all. They all, more or less, follow the inductive method.

They look on the question as one of revelation, and pursue the line

of so-called Biblical theology. In fact, the alleged originality of
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the modern Germans as Biblical theologians, here and elsewhere, is

overstated. In Athanasius’ Orations against the Arians, there is the

most ample handling of texts, and so in Grotius’ De Satisfaction.

What is more modern is the tracing of different types of doctrine,

and the confirming of Scripture testimony at any point by their

agreement. This is not wanting in these writers, either, as we shall

see, though they do not equally follow it.

The first work in time, that of Dr. Smeaton, so far back as 1868,

limits itself to the Doctrine of the Atonement as Taught by Christ

Himself

;

and has for its second title, Or, The Sayings of Jesus

Christ on the Atonement
,
Exegetically Expounded and Classified.

The writer in the Preface says: “ The one-sided views on this great

theme, held not by scoffers at vital religion but by earnest men,

actually, though not willingly, deviating from Biblical truth, are

not to be corrected by human authority, nor even by an appeal to

the Church’s past, which yet as the voice of our mother is en-

titled to some amount of deference. They can be effectually con-

fronted and silenced only by the explicit testimony of the Church’s

Lord. The doctrine will stand there, but will stand nowhere else.”

“ It is not, then, to the Christian consciousness that I appeal with

some modern teachers, nor to Christian feeling and reason with

others, but to the sayings of the great Teacher, and of His com-

missioned servants employed as Ilis organs of revelation to the

Church of all time.”

In harmony with this programme, Dr. Smeaton pursues an in-

vestigation, in forty-eight sections, of our Lord's utterances, reveal-

ing a mind of great acuteness, with uncommon philological acquire-

ments, and at home in the nooks and corners, not only of patristic

and Reformation but of modern German and even Dutch theology.

There is, perhaps, too much elaboration and subdivision; but no

one can read the work without feeling instructed and impressed by its

exhibition of our Lord's testimony. It is impossible to give exam-

ples of his dealing with texts; but the following remarks in one of his

longer notes show how, while contending earnestly for the older doc-

trine, he allowed a more evangelical element in the Schleiermacher

and Hofmann school than had ever before confronted it :
“ The pres-

ent is, beyond question, the most evangelical phase which the opposi-

tion to the vicarious satisfaction ever assumed
;
and there is little

doubt that it will be overcome, as other phases have been by the

word of Christ’s testimony But no evangelical divine will

simply condemn it, but rather accept much that it has of good and

seek to supplement its defects. Its founder was mainly Schleier-

macher, whose impress it still bears
;
and as it arose in a time of pre •

vailing spiritual death, its adherents were more solicitous about the
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introduction of spiritual life than of orthodox doctrine. Its watch-

word is the Lebensyemeinschaft mit dem Erlbser
,
or fellowship with

Christ, in His life, and the essence of Christianity is not regarded so

much as any objective thing, whether it be the Trinity or the atone-

ment, as the communication of a new life
;
and Jesus of Nazareth

communicates that new life to humanity. The principal and perilous

defect is, that the atonement is not exhibited as the purchase of this

life, or as having any causal connection with.it” (pp. 444, 445).

It may be mentioned further that Dr. Smeaton justly recognizes

that men like Dorner, while he himself dissents from their view of

an incarnation taking place independently of the fall, have, as to

the nature of atonement, “ advanced far beyond the mystic and sub-

jective theories of the Schleiermacher school, maintaining that there

is in God not only a self-communicating element
(
das selbst-mitthei-

lende
),
but also a self-maintaining, self-asserting element (

das selbst-

behauptende)—the former being love, the latter justice. This was

what was expressed in the scholastic period by the phrase communi-

cativum sui, to define love, aud conservativum sui, to define justice.

Justice is an attribute worthy of God, and necessary to the welfare

of the universe
;
and they who assail the exercise of justice really

overthrow the foundations of the gospel. Punitive justice is, in

reality, an amiable attribute worthy of God, and indispensable to

the moral welfare of mankind” (p. 866).

It may be stated further that Dr. Smeaton necessarily, from his

point of view, urges the vital importance of the Deity of Christ in

connection with the atonement, and while admitting the excellence

otherwise of the views of Gess, strongly protests against his depoten-

tiation theory, because “no man, on his principle, can assert, as must

be asserted, that Christ, as Mediator, acted in both II is natures in

the work of atonement” (p. 871). He also dissents from those

critics of Anselm who see in his upholding of the divine honor, any-

thing different from the maintaining of the divine justice; and

allows more to Grotius, though weaker on the necessity of atone-

ment, than has generally of late been done.

This work of Dr. Smeaton was followed by another in 1870,

equally able, learned, and instructive, entitled The Doctrine of the

Atonement
,
as Taught by the Apostles ; or

,
1'he Sayings of the Apos-

tles Exegetically Expounded. There was some measure of repeti-

tion almost inevitable in two works on the same plan; but, on the

whole, this is well avoided, and there is an Historical Sketch of the

Doctrine of Atonement appended, extending to sixty-six pages and

embracing the whole course of this doctrine from the earliest days,

with an amount and accuracy of knowledge rarely displayed in

Scottish theology.
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A year after the last work of Dr. Smeaton there appeared, in 187

l

r

the able and solid treatise by Dr. T. J. Crawford, Professor of Di-

vinity in the University of Edinburgh, on the Doctrine of Holy

Scripture respecting the Atonement. It has not the original though

sometimes adventurous exegetical gift of Dr. Smeaton, nor his fine

and curious scholarship, but has more of constructive power, and a

certain reigning clearness and faculty of judgment which make it

perhaps in all the best Scottish work on the atonement. His

method is also inductive. In fourteen sections he handles as many
sets of texts in the New Testament which speak of the atonement,

and then he draws from them twelve results. In Part ii, he goes

back to the Old Testament to find confirmatory evidence in the

Levitical and Patriarchal sacrifices, examining in regard to the

Levitical system the leading Non-Piacular theories. Part iii is

devoted to theories of the sufferings of Christ, which have been pro-

posed as substitutes for the Catholic doctrine of the atonement.

These are thirteen in number and are stated with great accuracy

and replied to with much point and force. An example has already

been given of his criticism of Dr. MacLeod Campbell’s theory of

sympathy or identification
;
and now an extract may be made from

his examination of the so-called “governmental theory,” one among
other passages which make me think that the “absolute justice” of

the stricter theory and the “ rectoral justice ” of the governmental

are perhaps not so widely apart as he makes them. “ We are told

that while ‘distributive justice’ requires that the full and actual

punishment of sin should be inflicted,
1 public justice’ may dispense

with it for something else that answers the purposes of government

as effectually in the way of restraining and discouraging sinners

from future offenses. Be it so. But then if this ‘ something else in

lieu of the penalty ’ be endured, not by the offender himself, but by
a perfectly innocent and blameless substitute; and what is more, if

this substitute be provided, not by the offender himself, but by the

very judge and sovereign before whose tribunal that offender

stands arraigned—I cannot see that it is one whit more manifest that

the ends of ‘ public or rectoral justice ’ are thus answered than that

the requirements of ‘absolute justice’ are thus satisfied” (p. 373 [386]).

Dr. Crawford closes his book with a Part iv, dealing with objec-

tions to the Catholic theory of the atonement. Notwithstanding

some repetition, this part is as luminous and vigorous as any
;
and

the following extract puts as justly as it has ever been the con-

sideration that all theories alike have the same burden to bear, as

far as the consent of God to the pardon of sin in connection with

the sufferings of Christ is concerned, as the orthodox. “If it be

consistent with the justice of God to appoint an innocent and divine
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Person to suffer in order to assure us of the truth of His heavenly

mission, to manifest His Father’s love, or to illustrate the principle

of self-sacrifice; why may it not be consistent with the justice of

God to appoint such a Person to suffer in order to exempt sinners

from the penal consequences of their transgressions.” .... “The
sufferings of the innocent, endured for whatsoever reason, are and

must needs be as regards Himself unmerited sufferings. And the

pardon of the guilty, procured in whatsoever way, is and must

needs be as regards themselves unmerited pardon. There is no

possibility of denying these two propositions, whatever view of the

mediation of Christ may be adopted. Make of His sufferings what

you will, they were not such as He deserved, and yet they were in-

flicted on Him. And make of the pardon of sinners what you will, it

is not such as they deserve, and yet it is conferred upon them. If

then, as regards the divine justice, there be any difficulty—arising on

the one hand, from the treatment of the innocent Saviour otherwise

than was His due, . . . .—and, on the other hand, from the treatment of

sinful men otherwise than is their due, by pardoning their offenses,

—this much is clear, that the difficulty cannot be removed, either on

the one side or on the other, by denying the commonly received

doctrine of the Atonement. The only way in which it could be

removed would be by denying, as regards the Lord Jesus Christ,

either His innocence or His sufferings; and by denying, as regards the

pardoned transgressors, either their sinfulness or their forgiveness.

But all these are matters of fact that cannot be got rid of, whatever

we may think of the revealed method of human redemption” (pp.

422
,
423 [442 ,

443]).

As hinted before, the Lectures of Dr. Bruce on the Humiliation

of Christ come in at this point of the history and discuss with

other bearings of the incarnation, the doctrine of atonement. This

discussion is necessarily much shorter than any whole book on the

subject; but its issue is essentially the same with that of the works

already considered. He reviews in succession what he calls the

prophetic theory, as advocated by Socinus, Robertson and Ritschl,

according to which Christ’s sufferings and death were only inci-

dental to His prophetic office
;
then, what he calls the sympathetic

theory, as held by Abelard and Bushnell, where the motive power

is love working by manifested self-sacrifice; then, what he calls the

redemption by sample theory, where Christ first sanctifies Himself

and then by union takes believers up into fellowship with His

blessedness and purity, a view under which he brings the names of

Schleiermacher, Menken and Maurice
;

then, the confession of sin

theory, as associated with Dr. MacLeod Campbell
;
and then, lastly,

the redemption by substitute theory, in which lies the objective impu-
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tation of sin to the Redeemer, as the ground of a threefold imputa-

tion—of sin by Christ to Himself, of our sins to Him by us, and of

nis righteousness to us by the Father. This last, Dr. Bruce holds;

but as admitting the amount of truth which lies in the other theo-

ries. Thus, he says at the close of his work, “ While advocating the

last named theory, still entitled by comparison to be called the

Catholic, I have not found it necessary to repudiate as utterly false

all those preceding. I have been able to recognize each in succes-

sion as a fragment of the truth, one aspect of the many-sided wisdom
of God revealed in the earthly ministry of His eternal Son. In this

fact I find great comfort with reference both to my own theological

position on this great theme, and to that of many who occupy a

different position. For, on the one hand, it is a presumption in

favor of the Catholic doctrine, that it does not require to negative

rival theories, except in so far as they are exclusive and antagon-

istic; and, on the other hand, one may hope that theories which

have even a partial truth, will bless their advocates by the truth

that is in them, connecting them in some way with Him who is the

fountain of life and initiating a process of spiritual development

which will carry them on to higher things. It is not impossible, for

it is not even uncommon, to grow to Catholic orthodoxy from the

meagerest, even from Socinian beginnings” (p. 400).

It is interesting to find how largely the researches and conclusions

of the three foregoing writers on the atonement are confirmed by
the studies of the fourth and latest, Dr. Lindsay Alexander. No
part of his Biblical Theoloyy is more careful, and his association

with the Congregationalist type of thought and his departure at

some other points from the Westminster line, make his coincidence

here all the more striking. With great fullness of knowledge both

in regard to Hebrew and classical literature, be argues for the

divine institution of sacrifice, meeting the objections of Davison on

primitive sacrifice
,
and of Archbishop Thomson, in his Bampton

Lectures. He reviews again the Mosaic offerings, taking the ground

that, with the exception of presumptuous sius such as amounted

under the theocracy to treason, they took in all offenses, remitting

not on the moral side, but on the theocratic, their penalties, and

thus affording a type of ultimate expiation by Christ, even of moral

transgressions; and he maintains more than has been common that

believers under the law attained to some knowledge of the relation

of the system under which they lived to a coming propitiation of

an effectual character. He then goes into a very able and learned

examination, parallel to that of Dr. Smeaton and Dr. Crawford, but

quite independent, of the New Testament teaching as to the sacri-

fice of Christ; and he appeals to the concessions of rationalistic
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writers, such as Wegscheider, Von Ammon, Hase and DeWette,

as accepting the accuracy of the orthodox interpretation
;
and here

he adds :
“ Those statements are not quoted as if they presented

the best possible statement of revealed truth on the subject, but

simply as indicating how to men of free and unbiased minds the

doctrine of Christ’s propitiatory, sacrificial, and substitutionary work

on our behalf commends itself as the doctrine undoubtedly taught

by the sacred writers” (Yol. ii, p. 84).

In dealing with theories of the atonement, Dr. Lindsay Alexander

does not ascribe as much as Dr. Smeaton to Anselm. He regards

the satisfaction rendered to the honor of God as restricted too much
to the domain of private right, and as needing to be enlarged to a

scheme of public justice. He thus sees an element of truth in Gro-

tius and his successors. More fully than others, he treats of the

atonement as affected by the differences between Calvinists and Re-

monstrants. Dr. Owen he regards as having laid too much stress

on the idea of purchase, and having thus obscured the infinite value

of the Saviour’s propitiatory work, and left out of account the nat-

ural meaning of the Scripture statements that give the atonement a

bearing upon the whole world. At the same time, Dr. Lindsay Al-

exander equally complains of the Remonstrants as setting forth an

atonement which stands in the same indiscriminate relation to all,

and secures nothing for any. He says: “If Scripture tells us that

Jesus Christ gave Himself a ransom for all, it also tells us that He gave

His life a ransom for His sheep
;

if it tells us that whosoever believes

shall be saved, it also tells those who are saved that they are ‘ bought

with a price,’ .... that they are His ‘ purchased possession,’ and that

He gave Himself for them in a sense in which He did not give Himself

for all” (Yol. ii, p. 120). And when he has reviewed the contro-

versy, even among Calvinists, as to the extent of Christ’s atonement,

he declares his own belief that its great purpose was the salvation

of those who should ultimately be saved :
“ P’or these reasons, which

I have rather hinted at than fully unfolded, I am constrained to

adopt the view of which I consider Turretine the best expounder,

viz., that the work of Christ, though of infinite value and having

many important ends to answer in the divine administration, was

yet in its original purpose and main design intended to secure the

redemption of Christ’s own people, given unto Him by the Father,

and who are His purchased possession, His special treasure, the

sheep of His pasture, the members of His Body. Indeed, I cannot

see how any one retaining the doctrine of election and of effectual

calling can well abide in any other conclusion” (Yol. ii, p. 186). Dr.

Lindsay Alexander having thus given his own judgment as to the

views and tendencies prevalent among Calvinists in their controver-
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sies here with each other, adds :
“ At the same time, as I have

said, I do not see that it is of very great moment practically which

of the two views we have been considering we adopt As Dr.

Pye Smith has observed, ‘ The gracious decree of election and the

designs of redemption must be in perfect unison. But whether the

relation of the former to the latter immediately regards the orig-

inal performance or the successive application of the Saviour’s me-

diatorial work does not, I acknowledge, appear to me to be a ques-

tion very necessary or profitable, or that it is clearly solved in the

divine oracles
;
and where they are silent it is our wisdom to re-

main so likewise.’ In this,” adds Dr. Lindsay Alexander, “ I wholly

agree, only when men will not remain silent on such questions one

is forced to consider whether what they say is just and true or not”

(Yol. ii, pp. 136, 137).

From this discussion it is evident that Dr. Lindsay Alexander’s

view as to the extent of the atonement is not very different from

that of the United Secession Synod, in their controversy from 1841

to 1845, as to a universal sufficiency and a special application in

Christ’s death
;

or, at least, that he would have ended it, as they

did, on the ground of forbearance. Into his handling of the suc-

ceeding debates as to the nature of the atonement, in connection

with Dr. MacLeod Campbell and those who have followed, how-

ever distinguished by ability, after what has been reported of other

writers it is not necessary to enter.

In going, fourthly
,
from the question of atonement to that which

comes nearest it in theological argument, Justification, it has to be re-

ported that, in recent years, comparatively little of formal debate has,

in Scotland, gathered round it. The last full handling of it was by

Dr. James Buchanan, in the second series of the Cunningham Lec-

tures, in 1866
;
after which, except in works on the atonement, it

receives comparatively little notice. It would be a mistake, how-

ever, to suppose that this indicates any falling away from older

views. The sequence of thought carries the usual doctrine with

that of atonement
;
and hence we find that Dr. Lindsay Alexander,

at the close of the period, stands opposed to Dr. MacLeod Campbell

at the beginning of it. The latter says :
“ Because this excellent

condition of faith is in us but as a germ, a grain of mustard seed, a

feeble dawn, God, in imputing it to us as righteousness, has respect

unto that of which it is the dawn, of which, as the beginning of the

life of Christ in us, it is the promise, and in which it shall issue,

even the noon-tide brightness of that day in which the righteous

shall shine as the stars in the kingdom of their Father” (Nature of

the Atonement
, pp. 37-39). In reply to this, Dr. Lindsay Alexander,

while conceding to Dr. MacLeod Campbell “ the inherent religious-
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ness of faith itself as the germ of the new life,” and admitting that

men of his school have justly called attention to this, and while also

granting that literally it is not said in Scripture that “ the righteous-

ness of Christ is imputed to us,” but that “faith is imputed or

counted to us for righteousness,” that is, “ that faith in Christ puts

us in the same position with regard to privileges as perfect right-

eousness would”—a mode of expressing the doctrine which the

Methodist theologians also prefer—yet goes off entirely from the

substance of Dr. MacLeod Campbell’s doctrine, professing his own
agreement with Owen, “in his invaluable treatise On the Doctrine

of the Justification by Faith.'" His adverse criticism of a theory of

justification which takes a commencing faith for a complete, then

follows. Dr. Lindsay Alexander argues that this makes no pro-

vision for past guilt, nay that, by Dr. MacLeod Campbell, effectual

atonement is denied
;
that if we are in justification looked on as in-

wardly righteous, the necessity of the antithesis compels us to

think Christ “ made sin” as inwardly sinful
;
and that, in this way,

faith becomes a real ground of acceptance along with the blood of

Christ. Nay, there is a deeper difficulty, for the legal fiction ob-

jected to inevitably returns, “ and that, let me add, under a far less

innocent form than it appears in the doctrine of imputation as

taught by Calvin, Fuller, and Wardlaw; for surely if it be wrong

to teach that God imputes Christ’s righteousness to us as if it were

our own, it must be worse to teach that He treats the germ of good-

ness in us as if it were the perfection of it, and gives to a man who,

from being wicked and sinful, has taken only the first step to good-

ness the right which belongs only to those who are perfect in good-

ness, and have never been anything but good” (Yol. ii, p. 404).

Nearly allied to justification is the theological locus of Adoption.

This has remained, as far as Scotland is concerned, in the same

quiescence of late with the other. In the beginning of the period,

indeed, there falls the celebrated discussion between Principal Cand-

lish and Dr. Crawford, arising out of the first series of Cunningham

Lectures by the former in 1864, on The Fatherhood of God. Of

this it is only here necessary to say that both agreed in rejecting such

a native fatherhood of God as was held by the broader Church

school, as Thomas Erskine, Dr. MacLeod Campbell, and Mr. Mau-

rice. In the results of the examination by Dr. Crawford of their

views as to the bearing of them on the atonement, Dr. Candlish

expressed his entire concurrence. The points where he and Dr.

Crawford differed were chiefly two. Dr. Candlish, in his estimate of

the relation of man to God by nature, regarded it more as that of a

subject rising to a high point of graciousness, whereas Dr. Craw-

ford contended that it was already sonship
;
and the other difference
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was, that the sonship of believers in Christ, which Dr. Crawford

looked upon as greatly higher than their original sonship in Adam,
was carried by Dr. Candlish up to the point of participation in the

highest, or eternal, sonship of Christ with the Father. The discus-

sion of these eminent men on this exalted theme was exceedingly

interesting and instructive. Probably their differences were, to a

considerable extent, verbal
;
and Dr. Candlish, if less theologically

exact, erred only in seeking to enhance the greatness of redemption.

This discussion, however, has, I think, left little trace, and has

not been continued. It is different, however, with an older-standing

question as to adoption, to which Scotlaud has not been strange,

viz, Whether, after all, the Christian benefits of justification and

adoption are not really the same, the one being the return of man
to God as a subject, and the other the same return considered as that

of an outcast child? In this discussion, where Dill and Dick, fol-

lowing Turrettine, held the virtual equivalence of justification and

adoption, Dr. Crawford raises a distinct negative, urging that the

degree of favor expressed in the Scriptural “ adoption of sons” can-

not be lowered to any judicial acceptance, however gracious. But

now comes our most recent theologian, Dr. Lindsay Alexander,

and cuts away this whole dispute by denying that there is anything

in Christianity corresponding to adoption at all, and affirming that

men become the “ sons of God” only by the inward change of regen-

eration. He asks Dr. Crawford, how he would distinguish what is

contributed by adoption to sonship, and what by regeneration, and

adds :
“ I venture to think he would be somewhat puzzled to put

down in precise form such a definition of these two terms in relation

to believers as would give to each a distinct and separate meaning,

and yet not confound either of them with something else” (Vol. ii,

p. 868). It is enough to have indicated the present state of this con-

troversy. But I humbly think that, while the view of Dr. Lindsay

Alexander is favored by its simplicity, it would be hard to show

that there is no objective or forensic element in sonship as spoken

of in Scripture, for example, in the reinstalment of the prodigal

son, and in this way we should leave the old dispute still undecided.

When we come to ourfifth head, the doctrine of Sanctification, we

find more of theological movement in Scotland, as expressed in au-

thorship, than in connection with justification. This may be due to

the degree in which revival or evangelistic movements have occupied

the public mind. Since 1859, and still more since 1871, such move-

ments, though arising from time to time before as far back as 1839,

have directed special attention to the work of the Holy Spirit in con-

version
;
and more recently much emphasis has been laid upon sancti-

fication in connection with the so-called higher Christian life. The
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effect, however, has appeared rather in preaching, and in literature

of a less strictly scientific character
;
for when we come to science,

our theology here has been more occupied with its old themes, and

that too, though not without fresh evangelistic coloring, in its old way.

Nor has the Broad Church school here exerted so much influence.

As its antagonism to the ordinary doctrine of the atonement was pro-

fessedly based on that being too outward, it has naturally striven to

claim for itself the quality of being more inward, and hence its

recoil at this point in the direction of Pelagianism or Semi-Pela-

gianism has been less visible. There is, then, no work or set of

works in regard to spiritual influence lately produced in Scotland

to which theologians of the more evangelical school have felt called

upon to reply
;
and thus their books more respect general Bible

doctrine on the subject, or gather up universal Christian history.

This is true of one of the ablest of works ever written on the

Holy Spirit. This is the Cunningham Lecture, The Doctrine of

the Holy Spirit (1882), by Dr. Smeaton, which shows all the high

qualities of his work on the atonement. This volume embraces the

Biblical theology both of the Old and New Testaments on the sub-

ject; then the doctrinal theology, dealing with such questions as

the personality and procession of the Holy Spirit, the work of the

Holy Spirit in connection with the person of Christ and the giving

of Scripture, and His work in regeneration, sanctification, and the

founding and progress of the Church
;
and, lastly, an historical re-

view, containing the patristic literature, the separation of the East-

ern and Western Churches, the Reformation, Puritan, Methodist,

and more recent periods. I do no not profess to agree with all the

separate views and criticisms of so comprehensive a work
;
but,

taken as a whole, it is worthy of the large scale on which it is

planned, and is an addition to Christian theology. Two extracts

may be made from this work, one summing up the general position

of the author, the other his relation to the revival movements of

his day.

Thus of the former :
“ I strongly hold the duty of asserting the

freedom of the will and the necessity of divine grace as two sides

of an inexplicable mystery in the same way as holds true of many
other theological points. My duty is to conserve the mystery which

the rationalistic understanding is only too prone to invade—to assert

it, not to explain, far less to explode it” (p. 168). With regard to

revivals, he says :
“ These memorable seasons are to be hailed as

interpositions of the Spirit’s power. 1
It maybe observed,’ says Ed-

wards, ‘ that from the fall of man to our day, the work of redemp-

tion in its effect has mainly been carried on by remarkable commu-
nications of the Spirit of God. Though there be a more constant

14
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influence of God’s Spirit always in some degree attending His ordi-

nances, yet the way in which the greatest things have been done,

towards carrying on this work always has been by remarkable effu-

sions as special seasons of mercy.’ The Church’s ever-living Head
knows how to usher in creative epochs, to rally His people to some

converging point through the lapse of centuries, and to gather up

under this powerful influence isolated opinions into one consistent

whole. When a former awakening has spent its force, when the

element of thought or action previously applied threatens to be-

come effete
,
a new impulse is commonly communicated by Him who

interposes at various stages to make all things new. The previous

condition of things is commonly such as renders a new sect or a

new organization well-nigh inevitable” (p. 252).

In substantial agreement with Dr. Smeaton stands the work, so

often referred to, of Dr. Lindsa}7- Alexander. There are some, not

unimportant, differences. Dr. Lindsay Alexander, with probably

the majority of modern Calvinists, accepts the distinction of Edwards

between natural and moral inability. He also, contrary to the

great mass of theologians, who hold in general with Owen, denies

the so-called common operations of the Spirit, holding that the only

striving of the Spirit with those who fail of conversion is by the

Word or something outward; and he prefers to speak of the Word
as a true, though subordinate cause of conversion, rather than as the

instrument of the Spirit. But as to the absolute need of the Holy

Spirit’s inward work to every human being in order to faith and

repentance, and the stupendous nature of the change effected, his

harmony with the general strain of teaching is sufficiently evidenced

all through—as by language like this :
“ Having brought himself

under the power of evil, he cannot originate a state of holiness for

himself; any more than, when the central life-power in his body is

destroyed he can of himself revive ;” or by his quotation of these

words of Dr. Shedd :
“ The fall of the will, therefore, though a

free and self-moved procedure, brings this faculty into such a rela-

tion to holiness that it is utterly impossible for it to recover itself

back to its primitive state: it being a contradiction to attribute a

power of originating holiness to a faculty the whole of whose power

is already absorbed in an unintermittent determination to sin” (Yol.

ii, pp. 442, 443).

Another work on sanctification it would not be right to pass

over, which I have reserved to the last, though a little earlier, be-

cause its main theme is different. This is The Bible Doctrine of

Man
,
the Cunningham Lecture of 1878, by Dr. W. Laidlaw of the

New College, Edinburgh. This belongs to anthropology, but has

an evident bearing on the work of the Spirit in sanctification. In
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this clear and vigorous treatise, filled with excellent criticism of

German and English theories of Bible psychology, Dr. Laidlaw in

the main rejects the alleged trichotomy of body, soul, and spirit,

investigates the nature of the image of God in man, and shows in

what sense it remains so as to be still recoverable. He dismisses

the idea of Heard and others, that regeneration lies in the resusci-

tation of a dead or buried pneuma ; and he thus describes it, in con-

formity with the general strain of those who speak of it as “a state,

disposition, principle or habit:” “Deeper than consciousness and will,

the Spirit produces in regeneration that new abiding state, disposi-

tion, principle or habit, which constitutes the regenerated charac-

ter, which gives it stability and perseverance, and which makes the

renewed man’s walk and conversation what they are ” (p. 188). An
interesting discussion follows, in which, applying his results as to

“ flesh ” and “ spirit ” in Paul’s usage, he endeavors to explain the

relations between them in Romans vii and viii
;
denying that this

celebrated passage sets forth the normal experience of believers, but

holding that it exhibits in the light of a contrast what law on the

one side and the grace of the Spirit on the other can do for them.

The doctrine of the work of the Holy Spirit naturally connects

itself with that of Election to Eternal Life. Under this head, our sixth
,

the theology of Scotland has not in the period now considered been

productive of authorship, either in the Presbyterian churches or be-

yond them. This may be accounted for partly by the fact that the

Presbyterian churches have learned to see that there is a large field

of agreement and cooperation with other Christians who do not

hold at this point the Calvinism of their own Standards, but still

concur in such a basis of truth as is held by the Evangelical Alli-

ance
;
and also partly by the corresponding fact that such evan-

gelical Christians, as for example the various bodies of Methodists,

share these views of unity in the main and the desire cf coope-

ration which springs out of them. In such circumstances contro-

versy naturally abates, and publications that even do full justice to

both sides are called forth only in exceptional cases. Nothing has

occurred to stir u£) in this way the sense of doctrinal difference

within the last quarter of a century. Methodism has hardly ever

had a controversial mission of this kind in Scotland. The Evan-

gelical Union, separating in a more active and protesting state under

its distinguished leader, Dr. James Morison, from the United Seces-

sion Church, has, without letting fall its distinctive tenets, come by
degrees into more friendly relations with all the Presbyterian

churches, so that open debate as to peculiarities of view on either

side is comparatively silent. It is only in other ways that the drift

of opinion in Scotland can be ascertained. As examples of these I
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shall mention two incidents—one in the history of the United Pres-

byterian Church, and another in the history of the Presbyterian

Alliance—which cast some light on this subject.

When, in 1879, the movement for the revision of the Confession

of Faith in the United Presbyterian Church came to a settlement

by the passing of the Declaratory Act, it was not judged necessary to

make a new Confession, or to strike out anything from the existing

one, but to add a number of explanatory and qualifying statements,

under the different heads in regard to which discussion had arisen or

change had been sought. On the subject of Election, this was the

explanatory or modifying statement which was adopted: “That

the doctrine of the divine decrees, including the doctrine of election

to eternal life, is held in connection and harmony with the truth,

that God is not willing that any should perish, but that all should

come to repentance, and that He has provided a salvation sufficient

for all, adapted to all, and offered to all in the gospel, and also with

the responsibilty of every man for his dealing with the free and

unrestricted offer of eternal life.” The other incident respects the

application on the part of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church of

America, which had been for some time before the Presbyterian

Alliance for admission. This came to be decided at Belfast in 1884,

where it was found that this body, while professing adherence to the

consensus of the Reformed churches, and also, as was granted on all

hands, holding the doctrine of the perseverance of saints, had still

eliminated from the Westminster Confession as revised by it the arti-

cle on election to eternal life. This naturally created difficulty in ad-

mitting them to such a body as the Presbyterian Alliance
;
and one

of the greatest debates in recent ecclesiastical history arose. It was

contended by those who wished their admission that this should take

place “without pronouncing any judgment on the Church’s revision

of the Westminster Confession;” and they argued that no adverse

utterance was necessary, inasmuch as the Church had professed its

assent to the consensus of the Reformed churches, which and not the

Westminster Confession was the test of membership, and at any rate

retained enough of Calvinism to be admitted to so comprehensive a

body as the Presbyterian Alliance. To this motion another wras op-

posed, that “ without approving of the Church’s revision,” they be

admitted. When other motions for the non-admission of the Cum-
berland Church and for delay had been rejected, the two motions

for their admission, without and with disapproval, fell to be voted on,

and it was found that there was a majority of 112 to 74, for the

latter motion, so that the Cumberland Church came in with this

mark of censure, or at least warning. No record of the votes of the

different churches or nationalities has been preserved, and hence
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nothing can be stated with certainty as to the position of the Scot-

tish churches that took part in this vote
;
but my impression at the

time and ever since has been that counting them as a whole their

relative numbers in the division were probably not much differ-

ent from those of the whole assembly.

Only one literary monument as to election of a more recent date

remains to be noticed, the work of Dr. Lindsay Alexander, so often

referred to. This unhesitatingly takes the ground of Calvinism, and

it is interesting to see with what force and clearness its author argues

for what many Episcopalians, like Whately, many Congregationalists,

and it may be not a few Presbyterians tend to stand in doubt of as

“ a creed outworn.” In fact it would not be easy to find a better

compend of the question
;
and it would be much easier to dissent

from Dr. Lindsay Alexander’s positions than to refute them. He
holds that Calvinism is here the “happy mean between Pantheism

and Epicureanism, between the doctrine that teaches that all things,

the evil as well as the good, are but manifestations of God, and the

doctrine which teaches that God dwells aloof from the universe and

suffers things to take their course, having no plan to accomplish, no

purpose to execute, no result to secure, in connection with events in

the universe” (ii, p. 283).

Dr. Lindsay Alexander does not indeed hold a decree of preten-

tion, but rather because, as he thinks, it is difficult to conceive that

God should decree simply to do nothing, than from any other

objection to this view, but he holds a special communication of

grace, and a decree so to communicate it. Hence he argues against

Grotius, even when the latter gives up foreseen faith as the ground

of election, and seeks to retain some less important place for it.

“Either the foreseen faith formed the ground of the saving decree, or

it did not. If it did not, then God’s decree to save men is irre-

spective of their foreseen faith, and we are landed in the conclusion

of what Grotius and his party abhor, that of an absolute sovereign

decree to save ‘singulares personas.’ If, on the other hand, it did,

then follows that contradiction of the apostle’s language which I

have already pointed out—the foreseen faith becomes the meri-

torious ground of a choice which the apostle most expressly says

was not of merit but of grace. Grotius is here on the horns of a

dilemma: either he must renounce his Arminianism and become

Calvinist, or he must retain his Arminianism and renounce the

teaching of the apostle ” (ii, p. 250). Dr. Lindsay Alexander freely

grants all the mystery usually associated with his doctrine
;
but

here he claims sympathy with Paul, “ who evidently thought that

when he was propounding the doctrine of the divine election of the

saved he was propounding something very deep, and likely to
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prove very staggering to the human understanding” (ii, p. 252).

Still he holds by his position when properly distinguished: “ We find

in the matter of religion that whilst fatalistic views lead to the

melancholy and oftentimes revolting conclusions of Antinomianism,

the doctrines of predestinarianism are usually associated with the

zeal, watchfulness, and activity of a vital and sanctifying Christianity.

It is a remarkable fact, that of all the nations which have embraced

Christianity those in which the doctrines of Calvin have prevailed

have been most distinguished for the assiduity with which the

people attend1 upon the means of grace ” (ii, p. 291).

Only one other doctrine remains—a seventh—ofwhich the narrowing

limits of this paper allow at best a brief notice. This is the doctrine of

the Last Things, or Eschatology. It is well known how much agita-

tion in many quarters has been occasioned within the last five-and-

twenty years on this field. The speculations which have gathered

around such topics as future probation, conditional immortality and

ultimate restoration, have not been without their corresponding

tremor in Scotland. Nor is this wonderful, when the inherent diffi-

culties of the ordinary belief are recognized, and account taken of

Christian sympathies, which arise out of the evangelistic impulse to

make the kingdom of God as wide as possible. The present writer

is far from saying that the Scripture evidence opposed to these doc-

trines has been shaken or that the admission of this would not in

turn end in the felt sacrifice of deep or deeper elements of Scripture

truth and Christian consciousness. Still it must be acknowledged

that these views have been brought forward with a plausibility

never before equaled, under the sanction of names which if not the

highest enlist some consideration, and in an age to which novelty

and even heresy have for not a few more of attraction than repul-

sion. In these circumstances it may be regarded as somewhat

remarkable that in Scotland these movements and tendencies have

as yet borne little fruit in the shape of literary production and that

almost nothing of strenuous controversy excited by them is of Scot-

tish origin and diffusion. Nothing like a literature has been called

forth, with a succession of names, with replies and rejoinders, and

with wide and lasting investigations, as in the case of the atonement.

The agitations in churches have so far died away. None of them

has at this point extended any liberty of teaching beyond what

existed before. In regard to future probation, the able and learned

discussion by Prof. Johnstone of the United Presbyterian Church, in

his Commentary on 1 Peter
,
published in 1888, shows how little

solidity there is in the claim set forth by Dean Plumptre and others

to found the doctrine of future probation on the alleged preaching

to the spirits in prison. The Cunningham Lecture on the Future
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Life, delivered last year by Prof. S. L>. F. Salmond of the Free Church

College, Aberdeen, but not yet published, with other matters of

interest examined and set aside the current arguments for con-

ditional immortality and final restoration. Whatever may be the

issue of the movement for the revision of the Westminster Stand-

ards in the Free Church, and also in the Established Church of

Scotland, there is not likely to be made, or, it may be, even seriously

in any quarter suggested, any modification at this point
;
and thus;

the churches may be expected to go on their way, bearing the diffi-

culties which are connected with these questions, but preaching

with reverence and godly fear the doctrine in regard to them of the

great body of the Church of Christ in past ages.*

In drawing this paper to a close, which is the first attempt of the

kind as far as the present writer knows to track the course of doc-

trinal thought in Scotland for a similar period, it may be added,

that whilst there are movements and tendencies in the field of doc-

trine not to be contemplated without serious anxiety, the review

now given forbids in regard to the Scottish churches a preponder-

ance of gloom and misgiving. Whatever change in doctrine has

hitherto been suggested from the side of Germany or any other

quarter, the Scottish people, like the American, have been able,

sooner or later, to estimate it at its just value. Christian education

and Bible study were never probably more active. There is no
decay in the spirit of moral and social reform in Scotland,

especially on one great question—that of temperance. The Foreign

Missions of the churches are also increasingly urging their claims.

The life that should accompany sound doctrine, is, it is hoped, in this;

old historic region neither worn out nor undermined by formalism.

Much indeed fails, but with practical work thus cherished, with Chris-

tian learning largely in the field, and with a spirit of devotion, though

too feeble, still unquenched, the lovers of the best traditions of their

country may leave to the Spirit of God, apart from whom all is fruit-

less, the care of that saving truth which has not so largely blessed

the past without Him and which will only open out new treasures;

the more that He is acknowledged and sought in the future; and they

may thus, with all the critical helps and processes of the nineteenth

century in the one hand, humbly but confidently grasp in the other

the Bible of Knox and Melville, of Rutherford and Chalmers, in the

belief that “The Word of the Lord endureth forever.”

John Cairns.
Edinburgh, Scotland.

* The question of revision of Standards, in connection with ‘‘Delivery and!

Development of Doctrine,” is handled with characteristic ability and candor by
Principal Rainy, in his Cunningham Lecture of 1866.



II.

THE VALUE OF THE VULGATE OLD TESTA-
MENT FOE TEXTUAL CRITICISM.

HAT no document published by manuscript copying remains

JL perfectly free from error has long been known. That the

Old Testament is no exception to the rule is now generally admitted.

It follows that the Old Testament with other ancient documents is

the object of textual criticism. The only peculiarity in the case of

the Old Testament, is that the witnesses upon which the textual

criticism depends are rather the ancient versions than ancient manu-

scripts. The object of the present paper is to examine one of these

witnesses and determine the nature and value of its testimony.

This witness is the Latin translation commonly called the Yulgate.

That the problem is somewhat complicated will appear on consider-

ing in outline the history of the version.

The early Church accepted the Old Testament as read by the

Greek-speaking Jews in the so-called Septuagint or Alexandrian

version. That the knowledge of Greek was at first sufficient to

make use of this Greek Bible wherever churches were planted, is

evident from the fact that the New Testament also (including even

an epistle to the Roman Church), was written in this language. In

North Africa, as it seems, the need of a Latin Bible was first felt,

and at an early day a translation was made, or translations were

made, from the current Greek. Whether it was one or many is still

a disputed point. There is no inherent improbability in the suppo-

sition that separate and independent attempts were made at least for

some portions of the Old Testament. The phenomena presented

by existing fragments seem to point in the same direction. The

testimony of Augustine is explicit in favor of the theory, and that

of Jerome is not against it. For our present purpose, it is sufficient

to note that if originally one version onlyr existed, it was revised and

changed by so many hands that there seemed to be “ as many trans-

lations as there were copies.”*

* Hieronymi in Josue Prcefatio :
“ cum apud Latinos tot sint exemplaria quot

codices”—repeated also elsewhere. Augustinus, de Doctrina Christ, ii, 11 : “qui

Scripturas ex Hebraea lingua in Grsecam verterunt [alluding to the LXX transla-

tors] numerari possunt, Latini autem nullo modo.” The question of onetrans-
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The state of the text in the fourth century is evident from con-

temporary testimony. Its corruption led the then Pope Damasus to

desire a careful revision, and he suggested this work to Jerome

—

the leading scholar of the Church of his time. Jerome first com-

pared the OldLatin*

*

with the current Greek or Septuagint, the so-

called Koivrj (in distinction from the Ilesychean and Lucian revised

texts). He then made use of the Hexapla of Origen, a copy of

which (or, perhaps, the original work) he discovered in Palestine.f

The study of Hebrew under a rabbi and acquaintance with the

text in the hands of the Jews made him realize, however, the un-

satisfactory nature of such emendation. About the year 390, he

began, therefore, a new translation of the whole Bible—the Old

Testament directly from the Hebrew. The work was completed

about fifteen years later.

It is clear that if we had this translation as it left the author’s

hands, we should have a valuable witness to the state of the Hebrew
text at the end of the fourth century. It is equally clear, however,

that the Vulgate (to use this name| for Jerome’s version) was pecu-

liarly liable to corruption. It was a new translation introduced

where the old was already familiar and precious. It was, therefore,

received with but slight favor. Even Augustine, who praised

Jerome’s New Testament, looked askance upon the new Old Testa-

lation or many is discussed at length by Ziegler, Die lateinischen Bibelubersetz-

ungenvor Hieronymus (Miinchen, 1879;, and by Fritzsclie, in Herzog *, viii, 435.

Ziegler argues for a number of translations, Fritzsclie for a single one.

*The Old Latin is sometimes (is in fact commonly) called Ilala on the basis of

Augustine’s : in ipsis autem interpretationibus Ilala ceteris praeferatur nam est

verborum tenacior cum perspicuitate sententiae (de Doct. Christ, ii, 15). If this

be a correct text, Augustine uses Itala only of a certain recension of the Old

Latin Bible, and the name could not be correctly applied to the version as a

whole. Bentley, however, conjectured that Augustine really wrote

—

ilia ceteris

praeferatur quce est verborum tenacior, and the text so restored is in full harmony
with the context. We can hardly use Itala therefore with much confidence even

for a single recension. Besides the authors already cited, consult Corssen in the

Jahrb. fur prot. Theol., vii, 507 sq.

In order to take as little space as possible, I shall use the following abbrevia-

tions :

© = the Septuagint.

§ = the current Hebrew or Massoretic text.

2 = the Old Latin.

© = the Syriac Pesliitta.

33 = Jerome’s Latin.

f Zockler, Hieronymus (Gotha, 1865), p. 103 and p. 181. « The first revision

covered, so far as we know, the Psalter only. The Hexaplar text contained

the obeli and asterisks of Origen. Augustine alludes to the convenience of these

signs as showing what was contained in the LXX and the Hebrew respectively.

j The name, editio vulgata, or editio communis vulgata, was clearly applied by

Jerome to the received Greek version of his time, and the same is true of Au-

gustine as quoted by Van Ess {Geschichte der Vulgata, p. 31).
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ment.* Nothing more could be expected at first than moderate

use of the new translation by the more studious. Its readings would

gradually find favor and take the place of some of the old. But

even when copied for itself it would be mixed with the old and

more familiar phrases. The mixture of the two was inevitable, and

the best manuscripts that have come down to us show traces of this

mixture. Even these best manuscripts are but imperfectly known
to us.

The form in which this version is generally known is the official

text of the Roman Catholic Church. This text was settled by Pope

Clement VIII, in accordance with the decision of the Council of

Trent, “ut haec ipsa Vetus et Vulgata editio emendatissime
,
quoad

fieri posset, imprimeretur." We shall err in judging this work if

we suppose that the editors intended it to be a reproduction or re-

storation of Jerome’s edition. The interest of the Council of Trent

was to choose an authentic copy of the Scriptures primarily “ ex

omnibus Latinis editionibus quae circumferentur.” The exigency

arose from the circulation since the Revival of Learning of a number

of new translations based on the original Greek and Hebrew, some

of them certainly published in the interest of the Reformation. As
contrasted with these, the Church could approve only “sola Vetus

et Vulgata quae longo tot saeculorum usu in Ecclesia probata

fuerat.” In this as in other matters the Council put itself on the

side of tradition. The Church had in usage sanctioned a particular

Bible. Here as elsewhere something must have been recognized,

semper ubique et ab omnibus. All that the Council had to do was

to discover this authentic document. In general, it identified it

with the Latin Bible longest current. The work of more exactly

defining this Bible was left to the Pope who should publish an

authoritative edition. That the whole theory was illusory need

not concern us here. We need note only that the authorized

* It should be said that Augustine was moved by the obvious infelicity of

having in circulation at the same time two copies of the Scriptures differing

so widely as Jerome’s and the Old Latin. The result would be to estrange the

Greek and Latin divisions of Christendom. “ Perdurum enim erit si tua inter-

pretatio per multas ecclesias ceperat lectitari quod a Graecis ecclesiis Latinae

ecclesiae dissonabunt.” He urges, also, the difficulty of establishing the alleged

Hebrew reading on account of the general ignorance of that language, while, as

to the Septuagint, “facile contradictor convincitur Graeco prolato libro id est

lingute notissimae.” Nevertheless he puts himself in the attitude of an inquirer.

He asks about the differences between the Hebrew and the LXX :
“ Neque

enim parvum pondus habet ilia quae sic meruit diffamari, et qua usos Apostolos

non solum res ipsa indicat sed etiam teattestatum esse memini.” Later he avows

that he is convinced of the utility of Jerome’s work, and solves the problem by
declaring both Hebrew and Greek to have been inspired. (So in De Civ. Dei,

xviii, 43, 44.) The letters to Jerome are contained in Vallarsi, Hieronymi

Opera, i, 635 and 762 (Venetiis, 1766).
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edition of the Yulgate does not claim to be Jerome’s work re-

stored.*

As already indicated, a critical inquiry must be based upon

Jerome’s text. The two elements of which the current Yulgate is

composed have very different sources and testify to very different

things. The readings which, come from 2, come from the Septua-

gint. Only those which belong properly to 33 testify what Jerome

read in his Hebrew text. Our first endeavor, then, must be to sepa-

rate these two elements, and to do this we must go back of the

printed copy to the manuscripts. A considerable number of these

have been collated by Yercellone, and the results published in a

book entitled Variae Lectiones Vulgatee Latinse Bibliorum Editionis.

He designates his manuscripts A, B, C, etc., down to Y inclusive,

and has used other collations including the copy of the Sixtine edi-

tion. In order to classify these documents we must confine our-

selves to those distinctly designated; for, of course, the information

that a certain reading is found in two or four Cassinensian MSS. is

too indefinite for our present purpose.f

* The opinions and debates of the Tridentine fathers are set forth at some
length by Van Ess ( Geschichte der Vulgata). The current of opinion was there

not only against the newer Latin versions but against recourse to the originals

as well. “The translation which has been heretofore read in the churches and

schools must be held to be divine and authentic in all its parts ;
otherwise the

game will be given up to the Lutherans, and the door opened to a thousand

heresies’’ (p. 195). Nevertheless Pope Sixtus V, in the bull, AEternus lilt,

which prefaced his edition, declares that he had consulted the Hebrew and

Greek originals as well as the codices. The Preface, also, to the Clementine

edition declares “qui namque in ea libri continentur (ut a majoribus nostris

quasi per manus traditum nobis est) partim ex S. Hieronymi translatione, vel

emendatione suscepti sunt, partim retenti ex antiquissima quadam editione

Latina,” etc. Bellarmine, the author of this preface, says elsewhere: “Vul-

gata editio non est unius auctoris sed qusedam habet ex Hieronymo, qucedam ex

Luciano, qusedam ex Theodotione, quaedam ex alio quodam interprete innomi-

nato” (p. 383). These expressions make it clear that none of the editors set

about discovering the words of Jerome as being alone authentic. On the one

side Sixtus varied from him towards the Hebrew, while Clement followed the

reaction towards the composite text which had become current in the middle

age.

f The history of the printed text is pretty well known. The first attempt to

meet the wishes of the Council of Trent was made by Sixtus V, whose edition

was solemnly declared authentic by the bull, AEternus Ille, prefixed to it. This

edition apparently adhered more closely to the Hebrew than the copies in gen-

eral use, and encountered opposition on that account. (The bull is dated 1589.

The title page bears the date MDXC.) Sixtus having died the year of publica-

tion, his successor recalled the copies so far as possible, and, under the lead of

Bellarmine, appointed a commission to prepare a new edition—ostensibly be-

cause so many errors of the printer were discovered in that of Sixtus.

This new edition, published under Clement IX, in 1592, has remained the

standard of the Roman Catholic Church, and all subsequent editions are sub-

stantially conformed to it. The copy I have used bears date, Paris, 1870. Van
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Can we now discover genealogical relations? For tliis purpose

we examine a number of readings to see whether the same MSS.
are found in company. The result is to show two pretty distinctly

defined groups. In a certain territory we have, for example, 325

variations from the Eoman texts. More than one-half of these are

found in the manuscript A. Of this half a majority (two-thirds, in

fact) are found also inDEIKTU. We may not improperly

call ADEIKTU the group of A. Almost constantly we find

B not present where A is cited, and with B we find other MSS.
likewise conspicuous by absence, and these, with B, constitute the

group of B. But if we try to go further we shall find little on which

to base a theory. A is occasionally quite alone, B rather more fre-

quently. G, H, R, T and U are also found alone. H is not only

often alone, but is peculiar in that it often notes “ the Hebrew reads”

so and so. It was, therefore, edited or copied by one of the few

scribes who knew some Hebrew. Further, we fird together A T,

B T, G T, El, C F, EIRY, LRSY, and many other minor groups,

but none with such constancy as to argue very close connection. This

result is in favor of our material, for it shows that we have a con-

siderable variety of MSS. represented—large enough, we may hope,

to give us all of Jerome’swork.**

Our next effort must be to ascertain which of the two groups is

most likely to contain Jerome’s work. For this purpose we must

Ess has given in the margin of his edition the variations of the Sixtine copy of

1590. Slight inspection of these shows that the commission corrected a good
deal more than typographical errors.

The work of Vercelloneis Varies Lectiones Vulgates Latinos Bibliorum Editionis,

quas Carolus Yercellone, Sodalis Barnabites Digessit. Rom®, Tomus i, 1860

;

Tomus ii, 1864. These two volumes cover Genesis-4 Regum. More seems not

to have been published. A question might be raised as to the accuracy of the

collator, and, in fact, it is called in question by Nowack, so far as completeness

is concerned. On the other hand, the collation of the Amiatinus by Heyse is

generally” acknowledged to be very imperfect. In the mass of material collected

by Yercellone there is likely to be some error. I have supposed, however, that

the general argument as to the relations of the MSS. will not be affected.

Nowack’s work, Die Bedeutung des Hieronymus Jur die alttestamentliche Text-

kritik (Gottingen, 1875), proceeds on the general lines of this paper. The first

draft of the paper, however, was nearly done before I recalled this fact—not hav-

ing looked at his essay for some years. I have not, therefore, consciously bor-

rowed from him.

* I may remark that the results of this inquiry should in strictness be limited

to the First Book of Samuel, which I have had more especially in mind. Prob-

ably they would not vary for the other books. The books of Samuel are espe-

cially favorable for investigation in that the Greek and Hebrew differ so consid-

erably. The figures on which my calculations are based are as follows : In 325

variants A is cited for 180. Out of these 180, T coincides in 158, K in 142, D in

127, and IT in 126. B concurs with A only 71 times, and R only 46 times. A,

it may be remarked, is the celebrated Codex Amiatinus.
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bear in mind that the Old Latin was made from the LXX. Those

readings (it follows) which show the influence of the Greek, are frag-

ments of 2. Having winnowed these out we may take the others

to represent S3, and (what now concerns us most) may class our MSS.

as suspicious or reliable according as they show one or the other

class of readings. As this is an investigation in which difference of

meaning is decisive, we may at once lay aside a large class of read-

ings which the editor felt bound to register, and which we should

be bound to consider were we making a critical edition of the Vul-

gate. Where it is a question of et and atque, of in eum and in eo
,

of quod, quia
,
and quoniam

,
we may pass on to something else—be-

cause we cannot say that one variant shows the influence of the

Greek (or Hebrew) rather than the other.* Inner Latin corrup-

tions, also, it is plain, must be excluded, as where cecidit has become

cecinit with no authority in either Hebrew or Greek. The prob-

ability of an error on the part of a Latin scribe is so evident that we
seek no further for an explanation. So the curious instance in which

exire has become rex ire. In 1 Sam. xxvi. 20, sicut persequitur

aquila perdicem, the word aquiia seems to be the insertion of a Latin

scribe to whom “ as one pursues” did not seem sufficiently definite.

In 1 Sam. ii. 19, five MSS. insert et votum suurn under the influence

of a parallel passage (i. 21), but with no authority from Greek or

Hebrew so far as now appears. In one case cited by Nowack,

1 Sam. xi v. 41, the marginal note of a scribe

—

in hoc loco vide ne quid

prsetermissum sit—has found its way into the text of a MS. But

these being carefully left aside, there remains a large group of varia-

tions in which one side is ranged with the Greek, the other with the

Hebrew. Such are the following :

1 Sam. iv. 1. Etfactum est in diebus illis convenerunt Philistiim

in prselium ; et egressus est Israel. The words in italics, though

found in the Roman edition, are lacking in A E I K L N (which

begin the chapter, Egressus est namque). They are lacking in §, also,

though found in © with slight variations. No reason for their inser-

tion by Jerome can be imagined
;
while, if he found them in 2, the

only reason for omitting them would be that he did not find them

* Although it is well established that Jerome, on the whole, is nearer the

Hebrew than the Greek, yet it is tolerably clear that in some cases £ may show
more slavish adherence to the Hebrew idiom (even through the Greek) than 93.

Where one has et respondit et ait, and the other qui respondents ait, the former,

though more Hebraistic, is, nevertheless, the reading of £. To the exceptions

made above, we may add differences of order, as : Spiritus Domini in illis with

in illis Spiritus Domini. Jerome was too good a Latinist to adhere slavishly to

the Hebrew order of words, and he distinctly avows that he often left the lan-

guage of 2 unchanged in minor errors, in order to avoid arousing the prejudices

of which Augustine informed him. Any argument based on the order of words
would, therefore, be precarious.
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in his Hebrew text. They are clearly a part of 2, and the MSS.
which omit them are in this place representative of the genuine 25.

v. 6 (second half). Et ebullierunt villse et agri in medio regionis

illius et nati sunt mures et facta est confusio mortis magnae in civi-

tate. The whole clause is omitted by A D E H K M N O Q lT
,

and others. It is not found in §, but is in substance in ©. The
Codex Vaticanus reads : xa'i nitron t yd>pa~ ahrr^ avetpurjffav poet; Kal

iyivsro auyyumq davaroa peyaX-qs iv rij noXet
;
other MSS. have expanded

the clause more nearly as it is in the Latin. “ Laudati enim codices

Latini abunde demonstrant additamentum non pertinere ad Hieron-

ymianum versionem,” is the remark of Vercellone.

v. 9 (last clause). Inieruntque Gethaei consilium et fecerunt sibi

sedes pelliceas—lacking in the same documents as the preceding

except H and M.* It is not found in §. The Greek has tai inotyaav

taurolq o[ reOOaloc eSpa<; [some MSS. add, *at Izippaoav aurots /tue?].

The clause inieruntque [Gethaei] consilium has no representative

except the words just quoted. We have therefore here a case of

duplication—two separate Latin renderings of the same clause have

been put together, the word Sdpa<; being represented both by con-

silium and by sedes.

v. 10. Miseruntque ergo arcam Dei [Domini] in Accaron.

Cumque venisset area Dei [Domini]
in Accaron exclamaverunt Ac-

caronitae dicentes. The words in italics are lacking in D E N U.

They are found in the current Hebrew as well as the received Greek,

but are lacking in ©, in eight of Kennicott’s Hebrew and nine of

Parsons’ Greek MSS. (including the Codex Alexandrinus). The

omission of the clause is easily accounted for by homoeoteleuton.

The question is where the omission first took place. The variety of

testimony on both sides seems to indicate that it was in a Hebrew

copy whose descendants are © and the other documents here found

with it. Jerome’s Hebrew copy was probably in this group.

viii. 18. Et non exaudit vos Dominus in die ilia quia petistis

vohis regem. The last clause is omitted byACDHKMNOPQU
and §. It is contained in ©.

ix. 5. Cum autem venissent in terram Suph et non invenerunt.

These three words added by B C F G I S Y to the text of the other

MSS. have no authority in § or ©.

ix. 25. Et locutus est cum Saule in solario, stravitque Saul in

solario et dormivit. The Hebrew has only “DTI
OSDtr’D jjh ty. The Greek has only StloTpuisav tw laobX M
tS d(opart tea) inotprjdij. The current Latin has evidently combined

the two readings. But a number of MSS. agree with '§, namely,

A C D II O Q T U.

* It is supplied in tlie margin of A E I by a later band. In such cases I have

counted the testimony of the first band only.
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x. 1. Ecce unxit te Dominus super hereditatem suam in princi-

pem
;

et liberabis populum suum de manibus inimicorum ejus qui in

circuitu ejus sunt. Et hoc tibi signum quia unxit te Deus in princi-

pem. All the verse except the first clause is among the Latin

documents omitted byADEIRMNOQTU. It is not found

in our Hebrew but can be traced to ©.*

xi. 1. Et factum est quasi post mensem [menses tres] ascendit

Naas Ammonites. The words in italics are from ©, which, instead

of our U'HIlOD ’PH had CHH 10D hTl apparently. The Hebrew
reading is already translated in the Latin (ille vero dissimulabat se

audire), and placed (as in §) at the end of the preceding chapter.

The Roman edition has plainly combined the two readings of 2 and

33. The MSS. which agree closely with § are those we have met

before ranged on the same side : ADEHMNOQTU. The
reading of menses tres for mensem is inner Latin corruption found

in three MSS.

xiii. 15. “Verba .... Et reliqui populi ascenderunt post Saul

obviam populo qui expugnabant eos venientes de Galgala in Gabaa

in colie Benjamin expuncta fuerunt a Sixtinisf et primo a Gregori-

anis neque leguntur in codd. ADHIKNOQTU Re
quidem vera Grsecus habet eat KaraXeinixa kt).." These words of Ver-

cellone sufficiently state the case.

xiv. 13. The papal editors have here left out a clause

—

[et] cum
vidissent faciem Jonathse—which is based upon the Greek, and

which is found in B G L R (supplied also in D by a later hand).

xiv. 22. Et erant cum Saul quasi decern millia virorum—in the

common text, omitted byADEHIKMOQU and others. It

is not found in Sj nor in © in this verse. The latter, however, sup-

plies it at the end of the following verse.

xiv. 41. The well-known half verse on the Urim found in ©, but

lacking in §, is inserted by the Roman editors. Of the Latin MSS.,

however, the following agree with § : ADEHKNOQU (ini

and T the insertion is made by a later hand, and they should, there-

fore, be included in the list).

xvii. 36. Nunc vadam et auferam opprobrium populi ; quoniam

quis est iste Philistseus incircumcisus. The whole of this is lacking

in § and inACDEHIKNOQTU. It is found in the prin-

cipal Greek MSS., though omitted by the Complutensian editors

* Doubtless the LXX had before them the more correct reading in this case.

The clause has fallen out of the Massoretic text by liomoeoteleuton. The point

of interest here is that the Latin testimony is only a testimony to the Greek

reading.

t The author means the Codex Carafianus, which, on internal evidence (it

has no title or subscription), he holds to contain the judgment of the Sixtine

editors. The edition of 1590 contains the words (according to Van Ess).
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from their Greek (because not in the Hebrew ?). Even BFG V,

which usually side with ©, omit the clause from this place, though

they add a part of it
(
nunc vadam et auferam opprobrium populi)

at the end of the verse.

xviii. 6. Porro cum reverteretur percusso Philistaso David et

ferret caput ejus in Jerusalem egressm sunt mulieres. The words

in italics are found in C E F G R S V. They are found neither in

the Hebrew nor in the Greek, and have evidently crept in from

xvii. 54. The Greek, however, has a considerable omission here, so

that, in that version, xvii. 54, stands immediately before xviii. 6.

The corruption, therefore, is most likely to have taken place in some

MS. of © now lost, or in the derived 2.

xx. 15. The second half of the verse

—

auferat Jonathan
,
etc.—is

clearly derived from ©, where it is a duplicate translation of the

first half of the verse (in a somewhat different form), inserted, as is

so common, along withjhe earlier rendering. Among the Latins it

is omitted byACDHIKNOQTH.
xxv. 6. At the end of the verse BFGRS V add (with some va-

riation among themselves) the clause : ex multis annis salvos faciens

tuos et omnia tua,. This also is a duplicate, the translation of 2 from

the Greek having been retained along with 33. I cannot otherwise

account for it, and suppose ex multis annis to represent sfc <hpa<;,

which must in some way come from ’ll
1

?. But this word is also

represented in the Latin by fratribus meis
,
which I take to be the

rendering of 33.

This list is, perhaps, sufficient for our present purpose—to test

the value of the different MSS. Reviewing the list we shall have

little hesitancy in admitting these conclusions, to wit

:

1. The authorized edition of the Yulgate contains a number of

striking variations from the Massoretic text.

2. The greater part of these are not sustained by anything like

the unanimous consent of the MSS. A few of them are plainly

inner Latin corruptions. But the majority can be traced with a

high degree of probability to the Septuagint Greek. The most

natural explanation is that they really belong to 2 and not to

Jerome’s version.

3. These readings are lacking in a group of MSS. which is toler-

ably well defined though its members vary somewhat among them-

selves—the same which we have called the group of A. They are

contained in another group also tolerably well defined which we
have called the group of B.

4. For the recovery of Jerome’s original the group of A is of the

first importance. Were a critical edition of the Yulgate our object

it would have to be constructed on the basis of this group of MSS.
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For our present more modest task, it is enough, to note that in com-

paring 23 with §, the readings of A and its fellows may be prima

facie taken as those of Jerome
;
those attested only by B and its

group must be regarded with suspicion. Where no variation is

registered we may suppose that we have Jerome’s language—al-

lowed by him to stand in some cases from the old version. If this

agrees with ©, rather than §, we may still suspect its independ-

ence.*

The collation of S3 with §, bearing these conclusions in mind,

gives us for 1 Samuel the following somewhat tedious list (the read-

ing of § is first given, then that of S3, with a colon between)

:

i. 14. And Eli said to her : dixitque ei. The omission of the

subject is attested by all Latin MSS., and is independent of ©, which

reads : nal sItzsv aurjj to xaudaptov We shall find many cases simi-

lar to this, and shall probably conclude that the majority are simply

free translations.

i. 17. “jn^VlN
:
petitionem (so the best MSS., omitting the

possessive).

i. 21. And the man Elkana went up : ascendit autem Elcana

(seven MSS. contrary to § and ©). Eight MSS. read, vir Elcana
,

* At the first blush it seems as if more certain methods might be formed for

the discovery of Jerome’s text. The examination of his own quotations is the

most obvious of these. The theory would be like this : Jerome in those writings

published after the making of his translation would quote from that translation ;

by examination of the quotations we can ascertain which MSS. conform to his

views. Unfortunately, the results do not square with our theory. As now pub-

lished, at any rate, Jerome’s quotations do not agree closely with any of our

MSS. of the Bible. The following examples from one of his latest writings suf-

ficiently show this :

1 Sam. ii. 24, as quoted by Jerome : Nolite, filii mei, nolite ; non bonam
famam audio ego de vobis. None of our MSS. agree with this, but all agree sub-

stantially in : Nolite filii mei ; non enim est bona fama quam ego audio.

xiv. 43. Gustavi in summitate sceptri quod est in manu mea parum mellis

(Jerome) : gustans gustavi in summitate virgse qute erat in manu mea paulu-

lum mellis (S3).

xiv. 45. Num Jonathas morietur .... absit (Jerome) : ergone Jonathas

morietur .... hoc nefas est (S3). Compare, also :

f Ecce in conspectu Domini (Jerome).

1 Num coram Domino? (S3),

r Aliter enim videt homo aliter Deus (Jerome).

1 Nec juxta intuitu hominus ego judico (33).

These examples show that even if our editions of Jerome are reliable we can-

not gain much knowledge from his quotations as to the wording of his own
translations of the Scripture. He quotes from memory, and his memory is one

that retains the sense rather than the words. If he were to quote constantly

from the old version after having made the new we could not consider it surpris-

ing. But even this we cannot establish.

The Questiones Eebraicce in Libros Regum, published among Jerome’s works
(Vail., iii, 805, sq.), is not genuine, and has no value for the present inquiry.

15
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and others, vir ejus Elcana. The shorter text is doubtless the

earlier.

ii. i. run: et exaltatum est. All except two MSS. agree with

this insertion, which is found in © though not in ©.

ii. 14. 12 iron np» : tollebat sacerdos sibi, which seems to

point to Ip for 12. © has the same.

ii. 15. run*, da mihi seems to be only free translation. The

same may be said of immolans for i^*X!7 in verse 16 and of immo-

lanti for 172111 tS^Xp. Still, as © has 6 dvrjp 6 Obmv and rf avdp\ rS

ebo’/Ti, it is possible that in some Hebrew copies the two expressions

were alike.

ii. 16. 72X1
:
qui respondens aiebat ei.

ii. 19. ip nnPym
:
quam aiferebat.

ii. 20. 02” : reddat is apparently Dp2”, which is the original

of © also, and the better reading.

ii. 21. mrr 0)7 : apud Deum et homines, found in three MSS.,

is a case of expansion from a parallel passage (notice verse 26).

ii. 23. nPx ayn Po-nx2 : ab omni populo—omitting !7pX.

The word is, in fact, superfluous, and, as the next verse begins with

Px, we have probably a case of dittography in the Hebrew, and 33

has the correct reading. © has U azdp.aTo>z [kwto';'] toT> Xaod Kopioo,

which we can account for only on the theory that the nPX was ex-

panded into D’HPX.

ii. 28. *V2nP : et adoleret mihi.

ii. 29. ’j77¥ 72*X
:
quse praecepi ut offerentur in templo.

The passage is extremely difficult and © has an entirely different

reading. It is possible, therefore, that 23 gives simply a conjecture

as to the sense. In the same verse we find j7'2'X72 D2XH2HP

:

ut comederitis primitias, where again © differs from both. The

original of 23 was apparently j7*2*X7 D2rn72!7p, which is, at least,

as probable as §.

iii. 9. PxiOtrP »Py 72X7 : et ait ad Samuelem—omission of

the subject, as in i. 14. In several instances in this passage 23 inserts

an et.

iii. 14. »p
,

y

j7’2 |iy : iniquitas domus ejus.

iii. 17. 7’PX 727 72'X 72717 : sermo quem locutus est Dom-
inus ad te. Several MSS., however, do not agree with this reading,

which may, therefore, be a part of 2. In this case it is inner Latin

corruption, for it is not found in ©. It is found in ©.

iii. 21. m.T 7272: juxta verbum Domini. The reading was

that of some Hebrew MSS.—7272.
iv. 4. 'p^ 22 2£? 027 : eruntque duo filii Ileli. is lack-

ing also in ©, which may, therefore, be the source of the reading,

though, on the other hand, if Jerome had found the word in his
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copy, there seems to be no reason why he should not have inserted

it in his version. The word is suspicious from its resemblance to

which follows, and as elsewhere the shorter text is to be pre-

ferred.

iv. 7 (8). nxo nrprr vb o ; non enim fuit tanta exultatio.

This is clearly free translation, but the translator may have read

AST for nNO.
iv. 13. Tjn 1

? XD rNHl : vir autem ille postquam ingressus est

nuntiavit = ITl JO tJ^Xm. In verse 14, t^’XPn : at ille.

iv. 18. “Tj/iiTf 1’ “tJ/O :
juxta ostium. The Hebrew is cum-

brous, and Jerome may have had simply or “IO, instead of

*Y

v. 11 (12). Tyn *732: in singulis urbibus = ^33. This

is at least as good as the reading of §, in which © agrees with no

recorded variation.

vi. 4 (5). : omnibus vobis : ©.

vi. 7. “ And now take and make a new cart and two milch cows

on which a yoke has not coine, and yoke the cows to the cart and

leave their young behind them at home.” The words in italics are

omitted by 23
,
which also changes the connection, reading : et duas

vaccas .... jungite in plaustro. The shorter text (that of 23) is

more likely to be original, and the insertions in this case are of a

kind liable to be made by a scribe.

vi. 9. "p“T DX DiTJOT : et aspicietis; et siquidem per viam.

23 is here uninfluenced by ©, and has decidedly the better reading.

vi. 18. “ According to the number of all the cities of the Philis-

tines.” 23 omits all.

vii. 3. rrnrwm : Baalim et Astaroth is found in a number

of MSS., and has no support in ©. It is, however, an insertion very

easy to make.

vii. 8. ’J3 VOX^ : dixeruntque. Cases of the omission

of the subject (here expressed in the clause immediately preceding)

have already been noticed and can hardly be counted real variants,

though here the reading is supported by two Greek MSS.

vii. 10. ‘T’JOty’ : a filiis Israel is read by A B F G I K S,

and points, of course, to which Jerome probably read in his

Hebrew, as it has no support in ©. At the beginning of the next

verse the rendering of ’iSOK by filii
,
given by B G K L 0 Y, prob-

ably goes back to S, though supported by only one of Parsons’

Greek MSS.

viii. 5. nny is lacking in 23.

viii. 7. 1DXO TIX 1DXO “|DX X 1

? ’3 : non enim te abjece-

runt sed me—free translation ?

ix. 6. ”133.3 tT’Xni : vir nobilis.
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ix. 7. U1N m : nec’quidquam aliud—probably free translation,

ix. 13. DVrD inX 'D
:
quia hodie, omitting blN, which is an

evident error. It is lacking also in © and ©.

ix. 21. pNltt” UDpD : de minima tribu Israel. Another

case of correct text, in which, however, © has led the way.

ix. 24. MN'ID DJfil quando populum vocavi. The
verse is plainly corrupt, but whether Jerome had a different text,

and, if so, what it was, is not easy to discover. As no variation in

the Latin is recorded he probably allowed the existing translation

to stand.

x. ii. ’mjn oyn joj d’nuu or rum :
quod

esset cum prophetis et prophetaret dixerunt ad invicem—reading,

perhaps, 11 and 113K1.

x. 12. Du','2 WN [J11 : responditque alius ad alterum.

x. 14. 12N*1 (second)
:
qui respouderunt.

x. 15. ‘TlNtr "111 1UX1 : et dixit ei patruus suus.

x. 19. I
1

? : nequaquam = Nl with which agree © and ©.

x. 21. lnn^D1

? mpl: et applicuit tribum Ben-

jamin et cognationes ejus.

x. 22 . jam mi run : ecce absconditus est domi.

© agrees with §.

x. 24. ni»T 13“inD lil\X Dil'Nin : certe videtis quern elegit

Dominus. © agrees in not reading the interrogative.

x. 26. ^nn
:
pars exercitus. © has oM duva/isutv.

xi. 2. DDp flllDN ilND : in hoc feriam vobiscum fcedus. The

reading is no doubt correct, but as it is found in © (with some ex-

ceptions), it may not have been in Jerome’s Hebrew copy. On the

other hand, eighteen MSS. of De Rossi’s list insert iT13. In the

same verse, ‘7N"u?*
J
73*‘7y nsnn rmoBn

:
ponamque vos oppro-

brium in universo Israel.

xi. 5. my idni : et ait—another case of the omission of the

subject.

xii. 6. ntyrr liTNl: et eduxit. The lil’X is, in fact, super-

fluous.

xii. 8. IN’Wl : et eduxit. : collocavit. The singular

is better in both cases.

xii. 17. DiWy 1L*‘N‘ POl DDD^l ’3
:

quia grande malum
feceritis vobis.

xii. 21. The first ’3 is rightly omitted by 93, with © and ©. In

the same verse, Yw kii Vryv nP -\m :
quae non proderunt

vobis neque eruent vobis.

xii. 22. DJ*
1

? Ip DDilN* .Ill’ P’NIM O :
quia juravit

Dominus facere vos sibi jwpulum.

xiii. 4. Pane* my on : et erexit se Israel. The reading is
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an attractive one—if we could only discover a probable Hebrew
original. One Greek copy has iir/uirev, corrupted from the received

fa^uvdrjaav and this may have suggested the Latin.

xiii. 7. mnN r-nn oyn *731 WMD UTlM : cumque ad-

huc esset Saul in Galgala universus populus perterritus est qui seque-

batur eum. It is possible that Vnn was duplicated into tymrr,

though it is also possible that this was original, and MTUT the error.

Symmachus has rjicoXouOr^s.

xiii. 11. locutus est ad eum Samuel.

xiii. 23. tTDDD “DMO : ut transcenderet in Machmas.

xiv. 7. "j
1

? HDD : perge quo cupis—free translation.

xiv. 15. nvon toi sed et omnis populus stationis

eorum = DrDVD DM ‘PD'I or Dm*7 DM ^Dl. Either of these is

better than and the variation is to all appearance independent

of ®.

xiv. 20. nOlflD : et caedes.

xiv. 21. non DJI DDD: reversi sunt = DDD. © also read

non dh •odd.

xiv. 36. : dixitque populus.

xiv. 38. HDD :
per quern = \DD, agreeing with ©.

xiv. 47. JTDH’ : superabat may, perhaps, be traced to ©, which

has tffw^sro (= MW).
xv. 1. *710 ^M *103; 'iV- super populum ejus Israel (omit-

ting the second pM)- A few Hebrew MSS. have the same reading.

XV. 3. DflOinm : et demolire (= nO*inm).

xv. 4. Dh^DD: quasi agnos (— D’N^DD).

xv. 9. D»3jyom : et vestibus. The Hebrew word is confessedly

incorrect. It seems difficult to suppose, however, that it could have

been changed from m^Ot^n or and the rendering is

likely a conjecture.

xv. 19. : sed versus ad prsedam es—reading

DJTl for The verb is better especially with
t

?J<, and the

reading is valuable because independent of ©.

xv. 22. mrr*? pnn: numquid vult Dominus. The Latin

changes the pointing (or restores it) from pDflll to pDllil, and omits

the
<

7. Its reading is undoubtedly smoother.

xv. 29. npD” it? nV3 DM :
porro triumphator in Israel

non parcet. Triumphator is doubtless a conjecture for CllM, favored

by Aramaic usage, perhaps going back to Aquila or Symmachus,

as suggested by Driver. Parcet for “IptJ^ is inexplicable, even with

the help of ©, which has iitravo-^ati. It stands for D1H in xxiv. 11.

xvi. 12. D’MM HD' DM : et pulcher aspectu—substituting DM for

DM (which is, indeed, an impossible reading).

xvi. 16. V'X )&py yiSft “pDM WIDN’
:

jubeat
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dominus noster et servi tui qui coram te sunt quserent hominem.

The Hebrew is awkward, and 33 had a better text though not so

good as ©.

xvii. 8. *PN Ill : et descendat ad singulare certamen—free

translation.

xvii. 18. npn OilDlJl : et cum quibus ordinati sunt disce,

reading Dronjn. This would be better if we could manage the

verb.

xvii. 26, 27. ilt^Jl 110: quid dabitur. lltJ'j?’ HD: haec da-

buntur. Both are probably free renderings.

xvii. 32. run MD’PDil Dy : adversus Philistaeum.

xvii. 49. m ripen : et misit.

xvii. 5i. wPsn Pn io;n : et stetit super Philistaeum. This

would naturally imply for pN. The interchange of the two

prepositions, however, is exceedingly common in our Hebrew text,

and the confusion may be ancient.

xvii. 53. wPa nnx ppio: postquam persecuti fuerant

Philistaeos. This would naturally be pin nmt.
xviii. 5. : et prudenter se agebat.

xviii. 14. i;rn PdP in omnibus quoque viis suis—reading

pDD (but following ©).

xviii. 23 . hPnii o’iDimiN : omnia verba base. The inser-

tion of PO is very common. One Greek MS. has it represented

here. In verse 26 the same Hebrew words are rendered verba quse

dixit.

xix. 3. pp ’rmm ns warn : et quodcumque videro nun-

tiabo tibi. This would, perhaps, pass for free translation, though

we should naturally restore pp Miim ,inin noi, which is at

least smoother Hebrew.

xix. 4. KBIT PN : ne pecces = NOnn pN.

xix. 7. fniliT lP 1D1: Jonathan is lacking in 58, in ©, and in

the principal MSS. of ©.

xix. 9. I’D : manu sua (so ©).

xix. 12. 1HVIN PD’O Trim : deposuit eum.

xix. 17. ION Ml
:
quia ipse locutus est.

xix. 20. QTvhy DiJ 10J? PMOCI: et Samuelem stantem super

eos, omitting one of the two participles. One of them is clearly

superfluous, and is omitted as well by ©, though both are repre-

sented in 6. In the same verse, PiNtr ’DnPo Py : in illis.

xix. 24. Ml OD NODI! : et prophetavit cum ceteris. This may
be free translation to avoid the repetition of the etiam ipse in the

clause just preceding.

xx. 6. ’Dipt)’ lp*3 ON : si requisierit me (this in the best MSS.

is doubtless Jerome’s reading). So for PN£50 pNBO, we find simply
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rogavit, though elsewhere the repetition is reproduced in the Latin.

The shorter form is original.

xx. is, i9. Tin ip3’ o : requiretur enim

sessio tua usque perendie. Descendes ergo. Jerome divided the

verses differently, and for nC'PC’l seems to have read DV (per-

haps, also, *TT) for f“in). The passage is obscure and probably

corrupt. The Latin is certainly not worse than the Hebrew.

xx. 33. iron1

? n’jnn 7ixt? 7d’i

:

et arripuit Saul lan-

cean ut percuteret eum (omitting 77^).

xx. 36. X3 X¥0 p : vade et affer mihi (free translation ?).

xxi. 3 (2). -urx -mrrnx rroixo jnPx trx *7x noxn
pnPtr ojx : et dixit : nemo sciat rem propter quam missus es a me
—apparently omitting *7x and H01X0. The latter is certainly

superfluous and is omitted also by ©. In the same verse VlJMV is

rendered condixi = myv, also read by ©.

xxi. 7. IHpPn DIO : lacking in 33. The words read like an

interpolation, or at least an afterthought.

xxi. 9 (8). IT’ |\X1 : si habes, reading DX or DX1. Either is an

improvement on §.

xxii. 3. XTNX’ : maneat oro = XJ“D^\ agreeing with ©, and

probably correct.

xxii. 9. Pixtr my-'iy nvj xim : qui assistebat et erat primus

inter servos Saul (tyl for ty?). In the same verse PDJ XD : in

Nobe.

xxii. 13. nrn DIO : usque hodie permanens—free translation.

xxii. 17. mrv \3rD3 yisb . in sacerdotes Domini—omitting

which is in fact superfluous.

xxii, 21. *rn7 moxW : et annuntiavit ei—omission of both

proper names.

xxii. 22. TDD : ego sum reus = TQH, and agreeing with ©.

xxiii. 6. 1T3 "IT 715X : ephod secum habens descendit = "1"!’

1TD “TlDXl. This is clearly a better reading, but it is, perhaps, de-

pendent on ©. 9

xxiii. 20. pan mx 7d7 : sicut desideravit anima tua.

© found pan SPfil The simplest and probably the original text

is that of 33.

xxiii. 23. inx warn pxn up* dx rrm
:
quod si etiam in

terram se abstruserit perscrutabor eum. Some verb was read in-

stead of UP* (|S¥J ,7nDJ ?), and the sense is good.

xxiii. 25. typnP
;
ad quoerendum eum with ©.

xxiv. ii. -py Dnm : sed pepercit tibi oculus meus. The

inserted words are necessary to make sense, unless, with ©, we change

the form of the verb to DPIXI.
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xxiv. 12. I’UII X*71 : nolui extendere manum meam in te

—

softening the expression.

xxiv. 20. 11*731 13'XHX 3>’X XV3’ ’31
:

quis enim cum in-

venerit inimicum suum dimittet eum. The translator seems not to

have had 3**X, and to have read ’31 for ’31. The substitution of

’31 for ’31 is easy, and once made would compel the insertion of

tTX.

xxv. 3. D’*7*7V3 ;ni : et pessimus et mahtiosus. *7*71^31 would

not be an impossible form.

xxv. 5. Dnjtf? Ill 13X’l : et dixit eis.

xxv. 7. rn *p i3*x D'jnn n>* •p D’lu ’3 ’n;B» iijn

U3J?: audivi quod tonderent pastores tui qui erant nobiscum in

deserto. The Hebrew is certainly awkward, and the Latin is better

—perhaps under the influence of ©. At the close of the verse

*73133 DillM ’3’ *73 : omni tempore quo fuerunt nobiscum in

Carmelo.

xxv. 8. 1XV31: nunc ergo inveniant.

xxv. 12. 1*7X1 D’1311 *733 : omnia verba quae dixerat (eight

MSS. add NabaT).

xxv. 15. 1130 111V13 : in deserto (omitting B11’13).

xxv. 17. 11’3-*73-*7V1 1JB1X
_
*7X: adversum virum tuum et

adversum domum tuam. This is independent of ©, and may be

accepted so far as to make the preposition the same in both cases

(*7V of course). It is doubtful, however, whether >1’3 could be

original.

xxv. 25. BIX : dominus meus rex—clearly an error, but prob-

ably due to a Hebrew scribe. In the same verse, XII p 1330 ’3

13^ 1*73:1 133> *73J : quoniam secundum nomen suum stultus est,

et stultitia est cum eo. The sense is nearly the same, but if a close

translation the Latin will imply the omission of p, and the inver-

sion, XII *731 On the whole this seems more vigorous.

xxv. 28. 1’3’3 : omnibus diebus vitae tuae. © has simply -w-ors.

xxv. 31. *]33**71 : omits the conjunction. 1*7 BIX V’311*71

:

aut ipse te ultus fueris. The Hebrew is certainly awkward, but it

is doubtful if SS’s text was any better.

xxvi. 7. j3” 333^: jacentem et dormientem.

xxvi. 14. 1*731 *7X nxip inx ’3
;
quis es tu qui clamas et

inquietas regem. This is, perhaps, only rhetorical expansion on the

part of the translator. If so, it is one of comparatively few cases.

xxvi. 16. 113V 1X1 : et ubi sit [= W] scyphus. This is a

very tempting emendation.

xxvi. 23. 1’3 : in manum meam—agreeing with ©.

xxvi. 24. i3\x3 i:m : et sicut = 13‘X31.
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xxvii. 1. dPk toPn n : ut fugiam et salver. In the same

verse, *11^ UD'pP UDD D'NUl : ut desperet Saul cessetque

me qmerere. Both may be free translations, though one is tempted

to strike out UDO in the latter clause.

xxvii. 8. rnisr pin nsw pK.n niDD” nan n : hi

enim pagi habitabantur in terra antiquitus euntibus Sur. 93 clearly

read \K1D for “[KID. Otherwise it does not give us any help.

xxvii. 9. pKrrnN •. omnem terram. One MS. of Kennicott

makes the same insertion.

xxvii. 11. “)Dp (the second time) is rightly lacking in 93.

xxviii. 2. jnn nnx p*? : nunc scies = jnn nnr, agreeing

with ©.

xxviii. 3. rvyy\ : in urbe sua.

xxviii. 4. ymPn lin'l : et venit in Gelboe.

xxviii. 6. Two subjects
(
Saul and Yahweh

)
are not expressed

by 93, and in the following verse niH is omitted likewise.

xxviii. 11. nti’NNl “lOWl! : dixitque ei mulier. In verse 12,

the second nD’KH is omitted.

xxviii. 13-. j“VK") HD *D
:
quid vidisti—omitting the ’3, which

is clearly superfluous.

xxviii. 16. py VTl: et transient ad aemulum tuum, reading

pv1

?. is a doubtful word, and the text of 93 is an improve-

ment. © seems to have read pn or ’mi.

xxviii. 17. The second Him is lacking in © and 93.

xxviii. 20. nPn Pi ovn P : tota die ilia. It may be said

that this sufficiently translates the present Hebrew. Yet it is diffi-

cult to suppose that Jerome would have translated in this way.

xxviii. 21. Pm n *om : conturbatus enim erat. The first

word in § is, in fact, superfluous.

xxix. 3. DUD* Hf IK D’U’ n? : multis diebus vel annis—perhaps

free translation.

xxix. 4. dwP nt? i
1

? iidk’i

:

et dixerunt ei—omission of

the subject as so often before. In this case, however, © and © coin-

cide, so that § has probably been expanded. In the same verse,

onn om\‘n mnn : in capitibus nostris found also in <©.

XXX. 1. Ppv Pi mrp : ex parte australi in Siceleg.

XXX. 7. nn is lacking in 93 and in two Greek MSS.
xxx. 9. nor annum: et lassi quidam substiterunt. This

gives a better sense.

xxx. 19. on 4

? mp 1

? ncrx P nyi : et quascumque rapuerant

—inp
4

? “lD'Nl seems to have been the original of 93, which connects

the phrase with what follows.

xxx. 20. David at the beginning of the verse is omitted by 93,
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which reads also for NllTH iUptSH : ante faciem suam. The

latter is clearly to be preferred.

xxx. 30. : in lacu Asam implies j22^“TQ3, which is

indicated also by some MSS. of ©.

xxxi. 4. PD is lacking in 53.

The reader can easily draw his own conclusions from this list.

Judgment in regard to particular cases may differ, but the following

general statements seem warranted by the facts

:

1. Jerome’s Hebrew Bible was of the same general type with

ours. It is clear that at some period subsequent to the work of the

Seventy a single copy of the Old Testament was adopted as au-

thentic by the Synagogue. This was probably before the time of

Jerome, for his copy in its general features agrees -with our Hebrew
text.

2. Nevertheless the Hebrew of Jerome was not yet settled in all

points in the stereotyped form to which it was brought by the Mas-

soretes. In a number of cases his copy has preserved a variant read-

ing. Even where it simply shows agreement with the Greek it is

not always dependent upon it. It has in a number of cases readings

agreeing with the Syriac where the derivation of one from the other

is unlikely. It shows besides a number of variants in which it stands

alone. A considerable proportion of these as well as of those in

which 33 corroborates the testimony of the other versions are, on

internal evidence, to be preferred to those of §.

3. While the results of the collation of the Yulgate cannot be com-

pared in importance with those gained from the Septuagint, yet they

are sufficient to enable us to say that for a really critical text the

Vulgate is an indispensable authority. It order to its adequate use,

however, it must itself first be published in a critical edition.

Hexry Preserved Smith.

Lank Seminary.



III.

CHRISTIANITY AND TOLERANCE.

THERE have been numerous forms of relation between Church

and State. In all kinds of paganism they were and are iden-

tical, except where necessity introduced unimportant differences of

administration. The intolerance of paganism was the efficient cause

in separating Church and State forever. Christianity and the State

,
were at variance from the beginning. Persecution compelled con-

certed action, and that led to organization. When, therefore, the

new religion obtained recognition, it was already provided with an

organization corresponding in some degree to the secular, but differ-

ing from it utterly in that it had different officers and different aims.

Constantine and his successors introduced, therefore, the new concep-

tion of a State Church, the temporal supremacy recognizing and

accommodating to itself the ecclesiastical authority. Under this

system, the Church was in a measure independent, and, owing to her

monopoly of learning, was able to form the State and sometimes

control it. The system culminated in the most amazing of all insti-

tutions, the Papacy, which for a time made it doubtful whether all

temporal authority was not to be merged into ecclesiastical. The
third conception of Church and State was that of Byzantium and

her successor, Russia. It prevailed likewise (after the Reformation),

and still lives in many countries of Northern Europe. Its advo-

cates argue that, if the State be Christian every citizen is a Chris-

tian, and must profess a common creed. Accordingly, the govern-

ment supports, protects and regulates the Church. Out of this there

was gradually evolved the latest known idea of Europe with regard

to Church and State, that of tolerance. The civil authority, as in

France, supports several Church organizations on an equal footing,

and permits, under certain conditions, any religious sect to hold

property, perform its ceremonies and worship in its own way.

But in America there prevails an entirely different belief and

practice as to the relation of ecclesiastical and temporal govern-

ment. It is that of a free Church in a free State. How simple and

natural it sounds! And yet no maxim could be more entirely new

nor more profoundly difficult of application. In the matter of

belief, and in some matters pertaining to conduct, our course is easy
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enough. The Church, as a corporate body, is protected in her

rights as any other corporation is, and no one may meddle with the

management of her affairs as long as she does not call on the law to

interpret her constitution or regulate her officers. The State con-

fines itself to temporal matters, and leaves to the Church her spiri-

tual and religious control. In doctrine, creed, government, form of

worship, and, above all, in the choice and calling of ministers, the

Church is left to absolute liberty. But in this day it is idle to talk

of toleration where every sect or denomination is equal before the

law—even sects of infidels, be they communists, anarchists or

heathen.

This perfect liberty, which we consider an inalienable right, is

established according to the highest authorities and the common
consent of the people in our system. But there are, in spite of the

advanced theory, certain practical difficulties. It is confessedly the

first duty of the State to protect itself. Civil liberty and self-gov-

ernment are only possible under conditions of the most perfect politi-

cal and personal morality. The State, therefore, assumes, and must

assume, towards morals an attitude not only of protection, but of

active support. It recognizes, therefore, the sanctity of the fam-

ily, except in one direction—that of facilitating divorce, and permits

none but the marriage of one man and one woman. By its Sunday

laws it safeguards the poor and demands the recognition of the

Christian Sabbath as a civil ordinance, an institution founded in the

requirements of man’s nature. And thus far, at least, the State in

most places has looked upon religion and morals as inseparable, and

thrown its powerful sanction about the reading of the Bible in the

public schools.

On every one of these points the American policy has been at-

tacked. Monogamy has been menaced by the Mormons and various

communistic societies of free lovers, and more seriously even than

by such outcasts, in the provision made by civilized communities of

real Americans for easy divorce. The Sabbath laws have long been

menaced by the easy indifference of many who scorn Puritanism
;

they have been more hotly engaged by the red-republican agitators

and anarchists, largely foreigners; but the most venomous onslaught

ever made is that of the Liberal League, largely composed of native

Americans, which, in its official organ, The Index
,
demands the

taxation of churches, the abolition of government chaplains, the

banishment of the Bible from .the schools, the cessation of procla-

mations by the President and governors appointing days of

thanksgiving and fasting, the disuse of the judicial oath in courts,

the erasing of all Sunday laws from the statute books, the abroga-

tion of any and every law looking to the enforcement of Christian
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morality and the secularization, from foundation to cope-stone, of the

entire government. And one great portion of the Christian Church

and many individuals in the Protestant churches, join hands with

their enemies to banish all religious and even moral and conse-

quently historical, instruction from the schools.

It is vain and even sottish to disregard, as the foibles of an over

wrought and discontented set of agitators, these pernicious views.

The entire misapprehension of the American system which makes

possible and often successful the concerted movements of such

strange allies, is far more general than most of us think. The
judges and advocates in the famous Cincinnati cases were able and

acute jurists, with a logical and philosophical explanation of their

conduct. The legislators who make our marriage laws are neither

fools nor agitators, nor led by sordid motives of policy regarding

certain classes of voters whose support they are angling to catch.

The president of the Liberal League is a man of refinement and

learning, an adroit polemic and a careful reasoner—many of his

supporters are scarcely less so. It is not long since onr most intelli-

gent and skillful writer of fiction addressed the President in behalf

of the Chicago anarchists, on grounds which were not purely senti-

mental and humane. In fact, among my own acquaintances there

are many earnest Christians and patriotic men who cannot under-

stand why, in a free country, Jews and Roman Catholics should be

taxed to have their children taught doctrines which are abhorrent

to their principles and faith. Nowhere is the easy-going theory of

“ live and let live ” more perfectly reduced to practice than in the

United States. Like other communities of our race, we have faith

in our star, and blindly follow the hand which beckons to us from

the future without much regard to logical nicety or theoretical

guidance. We are in the full enjoyment of our political, civil and

religious liberty—the sterling common sense of the American peo-

ple never fails to respond in an emergency—our boundless physical

prosperity begets a vague optimism, and we feel that we do well to

leave every man in the full exercise of privileges which we never

examine because they have come without effort and do not yet seem

to be seriously threatened. When we are called on in a crisis we
are compelled to justify, not what we ought to do, but what we have

done, and our pride is more often the spur of our ingenuity than is

our right reason.

But, on the other hand, a very respectable number of able men
who, though not alarmists, are yet fully awake to the significance of

the contests in the borderland between government and religion,

have entered upon a discussion which will one day attract wider at-

tention. They are divided into two camps. One brings the charge
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of political atheism against us, denies that this is a Christian coun-

try, admits the force of the positions of the Liberal League, and

summons the nation to embody in its fundamental law a recognition

of God as the source of all authority and of the Bible as the rule

of conduct for nations as well as for individuals. The other seeks

to establish the Christian character of the nation as it is. It cites

the admitted overwhelming majority of Christian individuals
;
the

Christian nature of our institutions; the statement of Webster, Story

and other great jurists, that Christianity is part of the common law

and therefore the law of the land
;
the fact that the abolition of re-

ligious tests in the national and State Constitutions was aimed not

at Christianity, but at sectarianism
;
and enumerates various existent

Christian elements in the national and State governments. The
opposing parties have at least a common aim, to prevent the enemy
who would secularize us root and branqh, and to establish a sound

and broad foundation for the development of that Christian moral-

ity, both public and private, which is the only assurance of a con-

tinuous historical development of the American system of a free

Church in a free State. Only the most judicious statesmanship and

nicest adjustment can secure the blessing to us, but supreme as an

influence in the struggle will be the great force of public opinion,

formed, moulded and guided by the intelligent and educated men of

the country.

From such considerations it seems evident that Christian tolera-

tion has a new sense. It has its roots in the old toleration of his-

tory, which was, as has been said by an English statesman, first

craved as a boon, then demanded as a right, and is now scorned as

an anachronism. Toleration has now been removed from the sphere

of ecclesiastical life where it exists as a matter of course, into the

domain of civic life, where, too, it exists as a matter of course, but

where its practice is liable to perversion and the name to a danger-

ous misapprehension. What can a Christian man tolerate? what

can a Christian citizen tolerate ? what can a Christian statesman

tolerate?—all these are questions which constantly press for an

answer. They are different questions, and they may lead to a still

further one, What can a Christian society tolerate under a free gov-

ernment where it has a numerical majority, and both moral and

physical force on its side? And toleration may once again enter

the sphere of government in still another question, What can a

Christian nation tolerate in one which is either imperfectly Chris-

tian or avowedly heathen?

It has been a positive misfortune that for so long such a quantity

of superfluous religious energy should have been directed to senti-

mentality and emotional quickenings. There is not only a spiritual
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side to Christianity, there is a practical and a rational side. We
have so long cultivated one side of personal piety that the strong

sense of self-control has been weakened even in the individual, and

the feeling of personal responsibility for conduct has been enervated

by the vagueness and subjective character of revivalism. The State

is not merely an aggregate of individuals
;

it is an organism

evolved through the family from individuals, and its character is

within limits a reflex of that of the citizens who compose it. While,

therefore, there may not be a State Church, there always will be a

religious side to the State as long as man retains his present consti-

tution with its rigorous religious quality manifesting itself in either

a positive or negative attitude towards Christianity, and not ener-

vated by a weak personal sentimentality. Citizenship is no longer

anywhere regarded as indefeasible
;
we may, under the condition of

removal, put it off
;
but while we retain it we are bound to exercise

it, not only for personal ends, happiness, wealth, morality, but for

the general development corresponding in every respect but one to

that of the person. The State has no soul as the citizen has, but

the citizen has duties to his fellow-man inseparable from those which

the eternal welfare of his soul imposes on him with reference to his

Maker. In these duties to man is a religious element of the highest

quality, and that side of religion is transferred to the State and con-

stitutes its religious side with organs different from those of the

person, but with identical sanctions for its conduct.

If this be true, it follows that citizenship has not only secular but

religious duties, both of an equally positive nature. Nor is this

another way of saying that to teach morals and to be moral, one

must teach religion and practice its precepts, certain as that is
; it

means that the Christian citizen regards the appointment of days of

thanksgiving and prayer as a public duty, essential to the well-

being of the State, and will contend for his position
;
that he de-

mands the system of chaplains for the army and navy, for legisla-

tures and penal institutions, religious teaching in the public schools

as far as their course of study extends, and the use of the oath in

courts—in short, the inculcation of Christian morality throughout

the whole system because it is Christian morality, heedless of what

are called the equitable rights of Jews and infidels. The other

position that Christianity, like other forms of religious belief, is tol-

erated here in America, and has no different status or rights, is no

longer tenable. The laws do not exercise coercion for moral pur-

poses in the matter of gambling, of the sale of intoxicating drinks,

of dancing, theatre-going, sale of indecent pictures and the like

because that morality is a so-called natural morality, separate and

apart from Christian morality, or because the two coincide. There
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has been, and still is, a morality which is natural and not Christian.

Communities in the past have lived with tolerable success from the

secular point of view under its provisions. We do not and cannot.

Look at the question from another standpoint, that of interna-

tional relations. On what other theory do certain nations of

Europe and America establish consular courts in Mohammedan and

heathen countries for the adjudication of causes in which their citi-

zens are concerned and maintain their existence by force, while in

each others’ lands they leave their citizens’ well-being to the deci-

sion of local judges? Why are there no Mohammedan or Chinese

courts in America ?
' Is it because Americans are more numerous

than Chinese ? Of course not
; we know the facts. Is it because

one form of civilization is different from or higher than another ?

Who shall be the arbiter or declare that Ilayti or some Central

American nations are better ruled than S}'ria or Egypt or the

native principalities of India? Why, again, are Christian missions,

Avith their churches, colleges and schools, made the subject of diplo-

matic negotiation and protected by the moral force of the State ?

There are many who could not endure the presence in other lands

of emissaries whose teachings are subversive of the entire social

order there existing, nor exert themselves in the protection of such

adventurers, if it were merely a question of protecting American

citizens and American property. As a matter of fact, every civi-

lized Christian country of Europe and America has felt itself ani-

mated by a higher purpose and greater strength in dealing with

Christian missions than any mere secular conception of their

national life could give. Or, again, What justifies the interference

of one State in the affairs of another ? Surely it is not selfishness

or utilitarianism which has led the great powers of Europe to dis-

member European Turkey and build up its provinces into Chris-

tian States. The western world, including America, would not look

on complacently at such a process if there were not a deep-seated

conviction of the indefeasible rights and unalterable duties of

Christians in the matter of civil government.

And so we are confronted a second time, and from other consid-

erations, by the conviction that modern toleration is by the Chris-

tian and not of him, by Christianity and not of it; and it is quite

as certain as it was before that in using the word we are speaking

of individuals in political and not ecclesiastical relations, and of

nations and communities from the standpoint of civic, political and

public morality. Freedom of conscience and its corollary freedom

of worship have been firmly established up to the point where they

might interfere with the welfare of the State, but no further. The

State of which we are speaking is, or is to be, a Christian State,
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not a natural State, nor a pagan State, nor a Mohammedan State.

Having its origin and support in the social and moral nature of

man, there cannot be among or over men, the overwhelming ma-

jority of whom are Christians, and all of whom practice in theory

the morality founded in Christianity, a secular State in the extreme

sense of that word.

The tremendous awakening of interest in historical studies through-

out the United States, notably in the study of the science of gov-

ernment, of political economy, of philosophical jurisprudence, and of

political ethics, is a sign of the times. Problems confront us, the so-

lution of which goes to the very basis of our social and national life.

That of slavery we have settled at an expense too terrible to be

reckoned. We seem determined to grapple with others before it

costs blood even to state them clearly and see them plainly. Only

one class of men can take the lead—the men of high culture, with

a corresponding sense of duty. At no time in our history has our

destiny been so bound up with education, the education of the emo-

tions, the. will and the intellect. Those who are trained to cultivate

and restrain the emotions, to use their brains in the examination of

the complexity, historical and theoretical, of the questions of the

hour, to exercise their will in conduct and action—such men alone

seem the safeguards of a community constituted as ours is.

It is difficult to assign the credit for this revival of historical

studies. Due in part to the change in the method of studying and

teaching history, it gains strength from the fact that the great ques-

tion which in our day distinguishes American parties is one of

applied theories in political economy. It finds energetic sympathy

among those who dislike old faiths, and unfortunately but a mild

interest among many who uphold them. The universities train

scholars, and the scholars fail to assert themselves in the world of

affairs because they so often shrink from the attacks of the ignorant

masses and those who court their votes. I for one do not wonder

at the attacks made upon Christianity by the combined forces of so

many intelligent men, when I see the timidity of its supporters in

shrinking from active participation as Christians in public struggles,

and in asserting their principles as vigorously as others do theirs.

Nowhere else, and at no other time, has the spiritual, personal

and humane side of Christianity reached a higher development.

We must view with delighted interest the increase in the member-
ship of the churches, the splendid energy thrown into charities, the

liberal support of institutions for the alleviation of misery, and the

sturdy resistance to the increase of crime. But there is a dark and

painful contrast in the apathy displayed regarding public affairs,

and the concerted action of the highest form of social union, the
16
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State. Is it not time to emphasize this side of our duty, while we
do not leave the other undone ? The clergyman cannot surely pass

by national behavior in the performance of his high calling
;
the

teacher has a duty scarcely, if at all, inferior to his in the careful

training of the coming man with regard to his public as well as his

private life. Every citizen must recall his moral accountability in

the performance of public acts as well as in private life, and be

made to feel it by the State
;
the great profession of. the law, which

seems to have been called to the substantial administration of the

American commonwealth, must, therefore, make its choice between

theories as well as between courses of conduct. Deep-seated in the

human mind lies the belief in legality—nowhere more so than

among us. In fact, in many communities the distinction between

morality and legality is not consciously drawn, and the man who
keeps out of the clutches of the law may be as immoral as he

chooses, and pass for a good citizen and a good neighbor. This is

particularly true in matters falling under the seventh and eighth

commandments. Upon those who make and administer the law

falls, therefore, the highest responsibility in securing Christian legis-

lation, and a pure and fearless administration of it.

Christianity emphasizes above all else the fact that man has an

immortal soul to be saved—it does not thereby, even by inference,

imply that he has not also a life to be saved. It is, in fact, its constant

teaching that only in the rarest instances, if ever, is salvation secure

without Christian life and conduct. Human life is only possible in

the State—as both pagan and Christian philosophers put it, man is

a political animal. The only perfect Christian life, therefore—life

in all the fullness of its social relations—is that within the boun-

daries and control of such a government as makes it possible. Such

a State can neither be colorless nor neutral. Every organism must

have a positive character. To define the State is not easy. In fact,

the subject is so abstruse and difficult as to have always been regarded

by the student of human thought and action as the most elusive

within the fields of speculation and observation, a fact which estab-

lishes its claim most firmly on the student if his aim be the search

for truth. Nevertheless, the position we have reached is incontro-

vertible and sufficient for our purpose. The highest form of Chris-

tian living depends in a measure upon the State. That under which

we live, though founded in Christian morality, has in the too noto-

rious instance of slavery been a hindrance and stumbling-block
;

it

may become so again in circumstances not so striking or picturesque,

but more important even to the continuance of national life. We
must secure ourselves against such a possibility by the very means

resorted to in the most insidious and dangerous attacks on Chris-
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tianity as a system, the study of history for the construction of a

theory, and bold and fearless and persistent action on the principles

of morality which are well known and almost commonplace in

private life. We have a direct and written revelation in regard to

personal behavior. We have a more incomplete one in the Scrip-

tures regarding national behavior, though the most vital principles

are stated with sufficient clearness. But in the movements of men
in great masses, as communities and nations, that is in history, we
have a revelation of the divine purpose in bold outline, and the

most satisfactory foundation for the science of morals.

Assuming, then, that we have a free Church in a free State, and

mean to stand by the system, the question of what Christianity may
tolerate to that end becomes the all-important one, for here at once

presents itself the popular and specious phrase—the rights of man.

Nothing is more admirable, as nothing is more intractable, than

the individual conscience, when there is one. How shall we deal

with it? Within the sphere of thought, and even the free expres-

sion of thought, the State will not meddle. Christian censorship is

after all human, and subject to human blindness. The safest side seems,

on the whole, to be that of abstention, though it is difficult enough to

maintain composure among the ravings of anarchists, or in hearing

the smooth phrases of false moralists. But, on the whole, common
sense and a noble self-restraint demand a retort in kind. The press and

the platform should be as loaded with argument, with literature, with

speech, with agitation from the Christian side as it is from the other.

Until the hour for action arrives the tongue and the pen should be

active in season and out of season. The tendency to degenerate in

all human things has become the trite theme of the moralist. It

can only be met by the constant struggle for the existence of the

right, which is the law of the moral universe. We use certain

phrases until their sound becomes wearisome—one of these is

“public opinion.” Let us beware of such an insidious temptation.

Such phrases are like the folk-song in music—they give an insight

into national character, and so afford help in the statement of prob-

lems. We must ever study and interpret them, and give them new
meaning as every new day creates a new phase of the situation.

Public opinion is the first and last peaceful resort. Until every

effort has been put forth in shaping it and leading it, resort to other

means is criminal.

But when fanatics and aliens attempt to act what they teach, the

case is far different. Are we, in a misbegotten zeal for the rights

of men, to have regard only to the rights of other men ? If we are

simply tolerated in bur own home and the land of our birth, if the

subjugation of the wilderness, the struggle for civil and religious
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liberty fought by our ancestors, the patient efforts in framing our

institutions, the wisdom in interpreting them, the self-devotion of

martyrdom in dying for them—if all these give us no prior claim, and

are to sink into oblivion—even then wre have at least equal rights

with the last arrival, the overheated agitator whom the traditions of

social tyranny have imbued with a hatred of all order, or the pious

and earnest devotee who preaches a return to medievalism. And,

besides, we have the responsibility of numbers and of force. How
are we to use it—to choke our own convictions, to hamper the

public action which alone makes right living possible, to abdicate

in short, and, from false sentimentality, commit the greatest crime

possible to be conceived ! There is a certain sense of shame in the

utterance of such language even by way of rhetorical trope. No-

w'here else than here could the words have a serious meaning.

Some signs, however, there are that such is the case. When a

noisy clamor was made in 1876 demanding the opening of the great

exhibition on Sunday, the dignified and sufficient answer made by

General, now Senator, Hawley, was, “ It is not the American

way.” Ask yourself whether such words fall to-day with the same

force on the public ear. For many, many years the practice, once

almost universal, of introducing the name of Christ into Thanks-

giving proclamations has been abandoned. The exclusion of the

Bible from any of our public schools would at one time have been

unthinkable. And could anything on the face of it be more pre-

posterous than the demand successfully made that all history should

be banished from public institutions, except that which gives a gar-

bled and incomplete account of the very Reformation which called

us into existence ?

Suppose these are mere straws. Can we make a similar catalogue

of some which point the other way? Unfortunately not. Referring

again to the uses of a theory—here is an admirable illustration. If

the American State belong to the lowest forms of organism, and be

but an aggregate of local units, as certain growths are simply a

mass of spores, we may look on with concern, but we cannot help

ourselves. If, however, it be a higher organism, where the parts

interact upon each other, and life results from the constant and har-

monious interchange of relations, we dare not stand by in idleness,

and it becomes the duty of the authority which expresses the ulti-

mate popular will to intervene for the prevention of moral disease

and contamination. It must be repeated again and again, Chris-

tianity is not tolerated in the United States, it tolerates
;
and it tol-

erates, and can tolerate, no public action which endangers its exist-

ence and threatens the institutions under which it lives most per-

fectly.
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The present epoch in our history is one of transition. That is

true in a sense of every epoch, but in a very peculiar and emphatic

way of this one. It is especially so in respect to our subject.

From that point of view much, may be said for the present condi-

tion of things. Our forefathers had a theory of the State, as very

few in this day have. Their conception was that of its very limited

and neutral character. It had no responsibility for the life and

character of its subjects. The formation of those was to be left to

other agencies. They observed how for ages past the worst evils

in society had sprung either from the conflict or alliance of the

secular power with a spurious ecclesiasticism. Our population was

fairly homogeneous, in that it was, on the whole, of Anglo-Saxon

origin and Protestant in religion. They determined, therefore, to

prevent the growth of such an ecclesiasticism by any State favor.

In other words, they trusted to the strength and harmony of society

for much which had elsewhere been the concern of the State. Their

trust was not misplaced, and if society had remained as it was, with

small city populations, and those intelligent and law-abiding, with

sparse rural settlements under the influence of sturdy Christian faith

and rugged morals, the question, as they stated it, would never have

been reopened or given rise to either passionate or dispassionate

discussion.

But the course of events has been different from anything which

human foresight could have predicted. The increase of our popu-

lation by immigration has added an element so incongruous to those

who have the right to vote, and to society at large, that during the

last half century all the elements in the problem have been changed.

Social forces in the family, the church, the school, the college, have

been strengthened, but not in proportion to the strain put on them.

That indefinable but powerful resultant of life at home, in com-

merce, agriculture, manufactures and the professions, the public sen-

timent does not and cannot, in certain localities, perform the func-

tions entrusted to it, even with difficulty and friction. Where the

general sentiment is yet stronger than the local, as in most of the

States as compared to that of towns, right-minded citizens naturally

appeal to the wider and wholesomer sentiment for aid. The labor

agitation, from a very different standpoint, works to the same end.

Its leaders have been trained in a community which has never

known any but a paternal government. Many of them are Ger-

mans. In that empire the government intervenes at every step of

private life, and ends by insuring the laboring man against want in

old age. Then the monstrous combinations of capital, which in

America so successfully employ the government for their own pur-

poses, seem to the workingman to make combination on his part
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equally necessary, and lead him to the conclusion that if corpora-

tions are to control the necessities of life it would be better for him

if that corporation in which alone he has a share, namely, the gov-

ernment, should do it. But the strangest phenomenon in this con-

nection is that of the university professors of America who favor

the European conception of the State. For many years past, the

most brilliant young Americans have sought the highest grade of

their education in German universities. The specious presentation

in those seats of learning of the doctrines formed and expounded,

honestly enough, no doubt, in the interest of monarchy and dynastic

politics, left behind, even in many of the acute minds, a residuum

of conviction as to the widely extended sphere of State powers and

duties. That conviction to-dav colors the teaching in many of our

most important chairs, and finds expression in a great body of polit-

ical literature.

There is, therefore, between the conflict of the two views, almost

a suspension of action where action is most necessary. The pre-

sumption is generally in favor of existing conditions
;
the theory of

government as held by most of our statesman in the past and the

present is in substance the old one. Many of them have distorted

it into positive ungodliness from their desire to offend no one, not

even the most sensitive voter
;
but in the main they have held it in

a noble sense. But under it, nevertheless, Michigan and Oregon

forbid the appropriation of public funds for the payment of chap-

lains, and the governor of Washington gives as a reason for not

taxing churches that they improve property in the neighborhood

!

It is now, however, claimed, and with powerful argument, that it

can no longer meet the existing conditions. Conditions are stronger

than theories. State socialism gains ground every day in economic

questions and in the character of legislation. The State which is

thus to interfere in our daily lives can no longer continue neutral

in regard to religion and morals, even if it has always been so. It

therefore behooves Christianity to be armed in theory and ready for

strong concerted action if we really are face to face with a change

in the whole nature of governmental action. The dilemma seems

to be, Either hold fast the old theory and stop State action in the

domain of spiritual and personal and social interests, or if such a

suspension of activity be impossible, restate the whole conception of

the State so that its new activity may not only not worK injury to

Christianity, but since State action is very positive, may further it

and have the proper sanctions for so doing.

There is much ado in our time about the scholar in politics.

This is a plea for the Christian scholar in politics. Much of the

criticism, not to say scorn, which has been heaped on the scholar is
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fully deserved
;
much is, of course, captious and idle. The one

truth in the whole accusation is in the charge of feebleness, and it

is to be feared that the same accusation would lie at the door of the

latter class. There is an element in intellectual training which is

very dangerous. From the first the child is compelled to accept

much which he does not understand
;
at a later stage, his mind is

carried through a long course of mechanical exercises to secure accu-

racy and pliability. Then in university work, if it be the right

kind, the mind is awakened to the necessity of seeing both sides

before coming to a conclusion, and so wide is the field that so much
time is spent in the scrutiny of both views, or many views, that

the power of drawing inferences, establishing positions, and proceed-

ing to action is very nearly atrophied. What we want in the Chris-

tian scholar in politics is not less investigation, but more
;
but we also

want decision and courage in thinking, decision and courage in act-

ing. The indifferent -and hostile do not hold aloof; they are in the

thick of the conflict—learning, planning, insinuating, acting. There

was a mediaeval topic of debate among the schoolmen, as to whether

God or the devil were more powerful. The theme is not entirely

antiquated. Their conclusion was a compromise, explaining that

God was undoubtedly the more powerful, but that the devil made
up for it by his pernicious activity. Progressive heterodoxy in

politics has not the power of right, but it has the power of wide

information and the advantage of a great activity. Energy alone

can give the right to tolerate, and remove us from the position of

being tolerated.

There is another element in modern Christian thinking which

also begets hesitancy, the every-day question of decision as between

two duties. It has been said that it is impossible to state one truth

forcibly without at the same time distorting another. This is only

true as regards the human element in putting things, but it is vastly

more true in the examination of guides to personal conduct. The
burden of Christian teaching is the distinction between private and

public morality. .When they conflict, the individual must exert

himself to the utmost in the struggle to act according to the dic-

tates of his own conscience
;
when the effort is seen to be vain there

is nothing left for him but to suffer. There always has been, and

always will be, suffering for conscience sake. In the misconception

and exaggeration of this principle lies much of our danger. The
question is too large for any but the most extended discussion, but

an illustration maybe given sufficient for our purposes. The clergy-

man ministers day by day to the spiritual, and often to the tem-

poral, wants of his people. He has a certain recognized province,

within which no one questions his right to explain, to admonish, or
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to warn. By virtue of his previous training, his constant study and

the authority of his calling, he is, although rash critics of the Church

sometimes question it, the person—the parson as our ancestors pro-

nounced it—of the whole community in which he lives. In private

life he is the guide, counselor and friend of young and old, rich and

poor, the powerful and the lowly. Suddenly a public question of

the highest importance rises above the horizon of his daily labor.

He has an opinion, and above most others a right to express it.

But his regular hearers have the call of party or prejudice or

ignorance to a different view from that which he entertains. The

question is sure to be one affecting directly public morality and in-

directly private behavior. According to the prevailing ethics of

America, his mouth is closed or he is abused as a political preacher.

Far too often he suffers in silence. The sustenance of his family,

his opportunity for general usefulness in other directions, his peace

of mind, the continuity of his career depend .upon it. And so one

of the strongest forces for good in our modern life is wasted. But

suppose that, choosing between the greater and the lesser duty tem-

porarily, he quietly consults and combines with his fellow-sufferers.

With proper energy the agitation would spread, many right-minded

people would come to understand that a political sermon, nobly con-

ceived and moderately expressed, was not a stump-speech or a dema-

gogue’s harangue, and the outcome would surely be not only lib-

erty and power, but a new strength, for the minister and the

ministry. Think what we would lose from the Scriptures if politi-

cal preaching had been forbidden by the Spirit of God. The

tonic for much good which appears at first sight weak and must

crave tolerance as a boon, is to be found in the beneficent principle

of association. Out of it the world derives strength, why not the

Church ?

By far the greater portion of the constructive work done in our

time within the field of philosophy is in the direction of seeking a

foundation for morals. The greater portion of the investigation is

confined to the individual. This is the natural course, but there is

a real danger that the claims of history in that line should be dis-

regarded, and with them the claims of society to a body of moral

teaching suited to all emergencies. Christianity, not merely as a

personal religion, not merely as a system of doctrine and conduct,

but in its historical continuity, has the solemn duty here and now

of setting forth its whole lesson as an element in the problem. The

state of society at this moment is a part of that continuity in politics

as well as in beliefs and occupation. We call on the Christian

scholar to make its position and its demands heard wherever there

are ears to hear. Whatever the elements which oppose—false doc-
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trine, honest dullness, active malevolence—let it be the system of

Christianity which determines when and to what degree it shall

exercise its strong, wise, charitable toleration.

Which is to be tolerated in the United States, Christianity or the

reverse? We were sure, under the old system, of the meaning of

a free Church in a free State. The system has not changed, but it

looks as if the conditions had
;
in any case, there is the possibility.

We must either secure the perpetuity of the old system, where the

State interfered so little as not to destroy the social conditions which

made Christian morals and Christian living safe, or, if we must

endure the new idea of State interference, we must so alter the

theory that they will be safe still. Everything else is of little

importance compared with this; and the only men who can lead

such a movement are the Christian scholars. I am not pleading for

views, but for the scrutiny of our present condition, for intelligent

watchfulness'and fearless action should a crisis arrive.

William M. Sloan e.

Princeton.



IV.

MR. GORE ON THE HOLY SPIRIT AND
INSPIRATION.*

I
N his essay in Lux Mundi

,
Mr. Gore treats of the agency of the

Holy Spirit in creation, in nature, in the human race, in Christ, in

the Church, and in the inspiration of Scripture. At the outset he lays

it down as an important principle that Christianity makes appeal

on its own behalf to experience. There is nothing to be said against

this principle. The incidents cited, however, merit remark. He
refers to the fact that in answer to the Baptist’s inquiry, Christ

referred His messengers “ to the transforming effects of His work ”

on the blind, the lame, the lepers, the dead and the deaf, etc. It is

to be observed that the evidences of His Messiahship furnished in

these examples were signs foretold by the prophets, and that the

ultimate principle underlying the appeal was the supreme authority

of Scripture, and not mere human experience. It is a principle of

vital importance that all experience in the sphere covered by Reve-

lation must be tested by the Word of God.

In his second instance, Mr. Gore draws, as his brethren of this

Oxford School are ever doing, upon the fathers. He refers to the

methods of defense adopted by “the original defenders of the Chris-

tian Church,” and cites in illustration Cyprian’s experience of illu-

mination through his baptism, and the power it brought with it.

This instance shows the importance of testing all experience by

the divine Word. According to the teaching of the passage adduced

from Cyprian, the external rite of baptism purged away the stain

of former years, and cleansed and hallowed his breast and created

him a new man, resolving all doubts, showing him that what before

seemed impossible could now be achieved, etc., etc. How does Mr.

Gore know that this alleged experience of Cyprian may not be the

outcome of that “excited state of feeling” to which he himself

objects at the opening of his second paragraph ? Has he any means of

judging of it outside the Word of God? He has none whatever that

will bear examination. When he brings Cyprian and his experi-

ence to this test, the whole theory on which the doctrine he avows

[*Lux Mundi, etc.; Essay viii. Fora general notice of Lux Mundi from the

hand ot Dr. Watts, see elsewhere in this number.

—

Editors.]
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is founded is exploded. What Cyprian and the Church to which

Mr. Gore belongs connect with the due administration of the ordi-

nance of baptism, the Scriptures represent as having taken place

prior to its administration, and as the condition of the right of

admission to it. It is with baptism as it was with circumcision
;
it

is “ an outward and visible sign ” of a grace assumed to be previ-

ously possessed. Its function is to seal, not to impart grace in the

first instance. This is certainly the principle on which Paul pro-

ceeds in dealing with the Jewish ritualists of his day. They trusted

in their Abrahamic descent and in their punctilious observance of

external ceremonial rites. He shows them that the case of Abra-

ham is against them. Was it through an external rite or through

faith that Abraham obtained the righteousness whereby he was jus-

tified ? “ How was it (faith) reckoned ? When he was in circum-

cision or in uncircumcision ? Not in circumcision, but in uncircum-

cision. And he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the

righteousness of the faith which he had yet being uncircumcised.”

Such is Paul’s short method with the ritualists of his time, and it

furnishes the rule for dealing with all ritualists in all time. Yes, in

all time
;
for the case has been put on record not for Abraham’s

sake alone, “ but for us also to whom it (faith) shall be imputed, if

we believe on Him that raised up Jesus our Lord from the dead.”

The faith whereby Abraham was justified was imputed to him when
he was in uncircumcision, “ that he might be the father of all them

that believe though they be not circumcised, that righteousness

might be imputed to them also : and the father of circumcision to

them who are not of the circumcision only, but who also walk in

the steps of that faith of our father Abraham which he had being

yet uncircumcised ” (Rom. iv).

Had these Oxford eleven studied the case of Abraham, and taken

account of the relation of the sacrament of circumcision to his faith,

they had not agreed to send forth to the Christian world a book

whose all-pervading idea is a sacerdotal hierarchy whose function it

is to dispense the grace that is in Christ through the medium of

sacraments. If faith possessed be the condition on which baptism

is to be administered, and if a soul spiritually dead requires to be

regenerated before it can believe, it must be manifest that regenera-

tion must have precedence of baptism, and cannot be regarded as

its sequent and effect.

In these remarks, the principle underlying the limitation of the

appeal to experience implied in Mr. Gore’s statement has keen kept

steadily in view. It is not every experience, or alleged experience,

he will accept in evidence of the truth of Christianity. The nature

of the experience must be taken into account. This qualification
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of the position is indispensable if we are to avoid mysticism and

fanaticism, but he has not given us any reliable test whereby we
are to judge of the experience as mystic, fanatic, or trustworthy,

save that it must eviuce “ a permanent transformation of the whole

moral, intellectual and physical being of man.” This sounds well

;

but what is the standard by which this “ moral, intellectual and

physical transformation” is to be measured? Rome has one stand-

ard, the Greek Church has another
;
even Anglican Romanizers

have still one differing in important points from both. Whence
shall come the arbiter or the rule of arbitrament between these rival

claimants ? They would all accept Cyprian’s experience as the fruit

of baptism, but that experience as to its alleged source is condemned

by the Word of God, as it reverses the relation between faith and

baptism, and each introduces, or omits, tests which the others repu-

diate. The weakness of Mr. Gore’s essay, therefore, and of the

leading essays in this book, is revealed on the very threshold of his

argument. He has quietly placed the doctrine of baptismal regen-

eration in the forefront of the Christian evidences, a species of evi-

dence not only not self-evident, but for which no evidence can be

adduced and against which the concurrent testimony of both Tes-

taments regarding the way of salvation is most emphatic and con-

clusive.

Mr. Gore, in speaking of the Spirit’s agency in the human race,

makes use of expressions which evince very imperfect conceptions

of the divine attributes and of the relation of God to the work of

His hands. He says, for example, that “it is just in this depart-

ment that failure has been most conspicuous. It is here that the

Divine Spirit has found His chiefest disappointment ” (p. 319). “ The
hedging in of the few, the drawing of the lines so close, the method

of exclusion again and again renewed all down the history of

redemption, represents the love of the Divine Spirit ever baffled in

the mass, preserving the truth of God in a ‘ remnant,’ an elect body,

who themselves escaping the corruption which is in the world,

become in their turn a fresh centre from which the restorative influ-

ence can flow out upon mankind ” (p. 320).

This idea of limitation is unquestionably a leading feature in the

history of God’s dealings with the race of mau, and these essayists

have tried again and again to evoke from it some support for a limi-

tation of the agency through which the Spirit works to a sacerdotal

hierarchy within the “Spirit-bearing body,” the Christian Church.

At present it is not proposed to refer to the object of these writers

in dwelling so often and so much upon this unquestionable Scriptural

fact. The point to which attention is called is the reason assigned

for the limitation. According to Mr. Gore, this method of dealing
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with the mass through the agency of an elect few, was one to which

the Divine Spirit was constrained of necessity, because in dealing

with the masses He was “ haffied ” and “ disappointed ” through the

perversity of fallen human nature.

It would be interesting to know how Mr. Gore would reconcile

this account of the origin of the doctrine of election with the om-

niscience of God, or with the omnipotent energy of the Holy Ghost

in the application of the redemption purchased by Christ. Can an

omniscient Being suffer
“ disappointment?" Can the Holy Spirit

be “ baffled" iu executing the functions of an office which He holds

for the very purpose of imparting spiritual life to all those com-

mitted to Christ by the Father, concerning whom Christ testifies

that it is the will of the Father that He should lose nothing (neither

soul nor body of them), but should raise it up at the last day? The

whole structure of the economy of grace forbids the adoption of a

theory which impugns the wisdom of God, and traces the origin of

election, aot to His good pleasure, but to the obstacles thrown by

human perversity in the way of the Spirit’s work in His efforts to

carry the divine purposes into execution. He failed in dealing with

the masses, and therefore was compelled to limit His agency to an

elect few ! But the question arises, How came it to pass that there

was this ‘'remnant,” this elect few? Mr. Gore’s account of this cru-

cial point is certainly anything but satisfactory. The Spirit has

not been baffled or disappointed everywhere, “ for in every age, en-

tering into holy souls, He has made them sons of God and prophets”

(p. 319). This, however, is no answer to the question. What is

wanted is, to know how these “ holy souls” came to be holy and a

fitting habitation for the Holy Ghost? By what agency was this

moral and spiritual estate, in these select few, produced? Was it

of natural, or of supernatural origin? Had the Holy Spirit any

agency in producing it ? If so, could the gracious operation that

transformed these souls from sin to holiness not have wrought as

effectually on the mass of mankind, who were passed by and left in

their guilt and pollution ? What obstacles were there to the Spirit’s

work in the one case which were not in the other ? Who made
these “holy souls” to differ from all others? or what did they pos-

sess of holiness which they did not receive from the fountain of all

holiness through the agency of the Holy Ghost ? Except Mr. Gore

is prepared to hold that these souls, selected as a priesthood through

whom the Divine Spirit purposed to act upon the mass of mankind,

were holy by nature and not through any divine supernatural ac-

tion, he must admit that their spiritual estate, fitting them for the

entering in of the Spirit to make “ them sons of God and prophets,”

must have been an estate produced by a previous work of the one
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and the self-same Spirit; and, admitting this, he must admit the

Pauline doctrine on the point in hand, viz., that “it is not of him
that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that showeth

mercy” (Rom. ix. 16). It is not the holiness of the subjects of the

divine choice that leads God to choose them. The choice of them is

antecedent to their holiness, and in order to the production of it.

“ According as He hath chosen us in Him before the foundation of

the world, that we should be holv and without blame before Him
in love” (Eph. i. 4). Holiness is not the ground but the goal of

the choice. Paul subverts this whole argument of this Oxford

eleven by his account of this process of limitation carried on under

both Testaments. Referring to the apostasy of the visible Church

in the days of Elijah and the “ continuity” of the true invisible

body through the sovereign grace of God, the apostle concludes

with a generalization that covers both dispensations :
“ Even so,

then, at this present time, also, there is a remnant according to the

election of grace” (Rom. xi. 5). That is, as it was in Elijah’s time,

even so is it now. God has acted on the elective principle through-

out, and in doing so He shows that His choice is of grace. As this

choice was made before the foundation of the world, it is manifest

that God has neither been “ disappointed" nor “baffled" in the issue

and execution of it.

This leads naturally to the consideration of what the essayist says

in regard to the work of the Holy Spirit in the Church. His first

remark is that “ it is social.” “ It treats man as a ‘ social being/

who cannot realize himself in isolation.” “ This is apparent,” he

adds, “ with reference to either of the gifts which summarize the

essence of the Church’s life, grace, or truth. Sacraments are the

ordained instruments of grace, and sacraments are in one of their

aspects social ceremonies—of incorporation, or restoration, or be-

stowal of authority, or fraternal sharing of the bread of life. They

presuppose a social organization. Those who have attempted to

explain why there should be in the Church an apostolic succession

of ministers, have seen the grounds of such appointment in the ne-

cessity for preserving in a catholic society, which lacks the natural

links of race, or language, or common habitation, a visible and ob-

ligatory bond of association” (p. 322).

Here we have, under the one head of the social character of the

Spirit’s work in the Church, the two leading elements of Anglican

High Churchism— sacramental grace and apostolical succession.

“ The gifts (to wit, the sacraments) which summarize the essence

of the Church’s life, grace, or truth,” “ are the ordained instruments

of grace,” and these ordained instruments are administered by “ an

apostolic succession of ministers.” There could be no more caustic
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criticism on the former of these elements than Paul’s account of

his commission (1 Cor. i). He was not sent to baptize but to preach

the gospel. He was thankful to God that he had baptized so few.

Could Paul have said this if he had held, with these men of Ox-

ford, that the sacraments are the ordained instruments of grace,

that is, as these men teach, that it is only through sacraments that

saving grace reaches the children of men, and, in the first instance,

only through the sacrament of baptism ? Ho ritualist could adopt

the language of Paul in regard to this ordinance, and their inability

to do so proves that their theory is irreconcilable with the apos-

tle’s doctrine.

But Paul goes further in this same chapter. He puts the ordi-

nance of preaching above all sacramental ceremonies, and ascribes

to it what these ritualists ascribe to sacraments :
“ The preaching of

the cross is to them that perish foolishness
;
but unto us who are

saved it is the power of God For after that in the wisdom

of God the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by the

foolishness of preaching to save them that believe” (1 Cor. i. 18, 21).

With these essayists, the ordained instruments (and by this they

mean the exclusive instruments) of grace are the sacraments
;
with

Paul, the chief, the primary instrument, is the ordinance of preach-

ing, and the central theme, the cross. Such is the concurrent

teaching of the New Testament. Preaching is placed in the fore-

ground and baptism follows where the truths proclaimed have been

received. This rule is woven into the very texture of the orig-

inal commission :
“ Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, bap-

tizing them unto the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost
;
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I

have commanded you
;
and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto

the end of the world. Amen” (Matt, xxviii. 19, 20). An out-and-

out ritualist might interpret this commission as an instruction to

make disciples of all nations by baptizing them. Such interpreta-

tion is neither in harmony with common sense, nor with apostolic

practice. How would a missionary set about such a method of exe-

cuting his commission ? Would he just gather men before him,

and, without a word of explanation, proceed to administer the ordi-

nance ? If, without explanation or appeal to their spiritual need,

he proceeded to sprinkle water upon them, they would very likely

resent his action as a violation of common courtesy. If he were a

Baptist and, without word or parley, proceeded to immerse the com-

pany convened, he would soon find that, instead of making disciples,

he was stirring up against himself and the cause he represented, not

only a very bitter, but a very reasonable, hostility.

Regarding the apostles as the authoritative interpreters of their
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commission, let us see how they viewed their instruction in regard

to preaching and baptizing. When, on the day of Pentecost, they

were endued with the promised power from on high, did they pro-

ceed to baptize the multitude that came running together because

of the report that “ was noised abroad,” or did they, on the contrary,

preach the death and resurrection of Christ, and press home upon

their auditors their sin in the crucifixion of Christ ? This is what

Peter did, as he stood up with the eleven, calling upon them to

repent, and be baptized for the remission of sins, promising that

they should receive the gift of the Holy Ghost, such tangible gift

as the disciples themselves had just then received—a species of gift

very common, at the outset, in the Christian Church, and continued

until the completion of the Canon. The result was that “ they that

gladly received his word were baptized : and the same day there

were added unto them about three thousand souls” (Acts ii. 38, 41).

In a word, the gospel was preached, and when men received the

message they were baptized. The ordinance of preaching took the

precedence, and the administration of the sacrament followed upon

repentance and faith.

This is the order observed in the history of the apostolic admin-

istration, and it is the only order in harmony with the way of sal-

vation as set forth in the Divine Record. It is by hearing, not by

baptism, that faith comes, and hearing comes by the Word of God
(Rom. x. 17). It is therefore through the ordinance of preaching

that the conditions necessary to the origination of faith are fur-

nished, and not through the ordinance of baptism. This one fact

negatives the whole theory upon which these ritualistic sacramen-

tarians proceed. It is not by baptizing men that they are made

believers. Faith is correlative to the Word of God, and presup-

poses the proclamation of it, and men are classified as believers or

unbelievers according to their treatment of the message.

But Mr. Gore not only restricts “ the ordained instruments of

grace” to the sacraments, he limits the administrators to “ an apos-

tolic succession of ministers.” These sacraments, through which

alone grace is authoritatively conveyed to the souls of men, must be

administered by men who are in the line of the succession from the

original apostolate. By succession he and his brethren mean an

actual tactual continuity, without a break from the days of the

apostles themselves, and this continuity is maintained by diocesan

bishops who are apostles, and are invested with apostolic preroga-

tives. Such is the theory. On what authority does it rest ? Neither

inside, nor outside the Holy Scriptures, is there one particle of evi-

dence on which to found it. Neither inspired nor uninspired history

knows anything of such an apostolic chain, every link of which was
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an apostle. The Scriptures predict the rupture of this chain through

the rise of the man of sin, the son of perdition, in the temple of God
(the Church of Christ), and the history of the Church since apostolic

times chronicles the fulfillment of this prediction. This man of sin

has arisen, and his rise has been in the Church. No candid person,

conversant with the history of the Church, can read Paul’s descrip-

tion of him and his blasphemous pretensions (2 Thess. ii), without

being convinced of his identity with the mystery of iniquity whose

headquarters are at Rome. All that this son of perdition was to do,

Rome has done and is still doing, and Oxford, wooed by her en-

chantments, is helping her to reestablish her seat and authority in

the land of Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley.

It is not enough, however, that the officiating ministers should be

in the line of the apostolic succession. To secure, as far as human
ministration can secure, sacramental efficacy, they must be in the

official priesthood. This doctrine of the priestly rank and priestly

functions of Christian ministers is one of the principal postulates of

these essays. According to Mr. Lock, in his essay on the Church,

she, as Iiis body, carries on this priestly work on earth. “ Sacer-

dotalism, priestliness, is the prime element of her being.” This

work, however, is an organized work, organized by the Church.
“ This function, too, of the Church naturally has its organs, whose

task it is to make its offerings and to stand before it as the types of

self-consecration ” (pp. 391, 392). “ As the Church stands in rela-

tion to the world, so they stand to the Church
;
they fill up that

which is lacking of the afflictions of Christ in their flesh for His

body’s sake, which is the Church, whereof they are made ministers;

they convey spiritual gifts and benediction to the Church ” (p. 393).

Mr. Gore’s doctrine is at one with all this. He objects to “ Protest-

antism of an unecclesiastical sort” building so much upon “the

anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews ” (which, as he alleges, gives apos-

tolic teaching at second hand), and interpreting it “ in a sense hostile

to the Epistle of Clement, which represents exactly the same stream

of apostolic teaching, only one short stage lower down.” His reason

for objecting to the use which this un-Churchly Protestautism makes

of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and for his preference for the Epistle

of Clement, is that “ Clement interprets the high priesthood of

Christ in a sense which, instead of excluding, makes it the basis of

the ministerial hierarchy of the Church ” (p. 339). Here we have,

in the narrowest possible compass, the theory and its basis, and, at

the same time, an unwitting suggestion as to the method of refuting

it. The priestly work carried on by Mr. Lock’s and Mr. Gore’s

ministerial hierarchy is of no less rank than that which pertains to

Christ’s high priesthood. This is certainly a high claim, and should.
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be established upon evidence of no doubtful or equivocal character.

For such evidence these essays must be searched in vain. In Mr.

Gore’s essay, all that is furnished is the fact that Clement interprets

Christ’s high priesthood as not excluding, but as constituting the

basis of, the ministerial hierarchy of the Church. He accepts

Clement’s interpretation of Christ’s high priesthood rather than that

given in the Epistle to the Hebrews, on the assumption that his

interpretation represents the mind of the historic Church, and that

it is “irrational considering the intimate links by which the New
Testament Canon is bound up with the historic Church, not to accept

her mind, especially when we have its consent down independent

lines of tradition, as interpreting the mind of the apostolic writers”

(pp. 339, 340). Mr. Gore is evidently sensible of the peril in which

his sacerdotal theory of the Christian ministry is placed by the

Epistle to the Hebrews, and would evidently be not altogether

unwilling, if he could, to give the preference to the Epistle of

Clement. As he cannot match Clement’s epistle single-handed

against that epistle, he tries to back it up by the mind of the

Church, because, as he alleges, “ the Spirit in the Church interpreted

the meaning of Scripture.”

A singular feature of Mr. Gore’s logic comes into view in discuss-

ing this point. While he wishes his readers to accept Clement’s

interpretation of Christ’s high priesthood as endorsed by the

Church, he at the same time approves of the judgment of the

Church in drawing a line between the Epistle to the Hebrews and

Clement’s epistle. “ They are closely linked together, but the lat-

ter depends on the former : it is secondary and the other is primary ”

(p. 339). Mr. Gore has here answered himself. If the Epistle to

the Hebrews, he himself being the judge, is primary, while the

epistle of Clement is only secondary, surely the plain teaching of

the primary is to be accepted rather than the interpretation of the

secondary. And certainly Mr. Gore, of all men, should be the first

to accept the teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews on the high

priesthood of Christ rather than Clement’s interpretation of that

priesthood, inasmuch as the Church, in whose authority as an ex-

positor of Scripture he places absolute confidence, has drawn a line

between Hebrews “ and S. Clement’s Scripture ”—“ a line which,”

he tells us, “his own judgment approves.”

The so-called unecclesiastical Protestantism, therefore, has not

been so far astray in building on the Epistle to the Hebrews in regard

to the high priesthood of Christ, and in rejecting the doctrine which

would evoke from His priestly office a basis for the ministerial hier-

archy propounded in these essays. If the Church has declined to

place Clement’s letter in the sacred Canon, while she has enrolled
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the Epistle to the Hebrews as part and parcel of it, she has ipso

facto set the explicit teaching of that epistle above all conflicting

patristic deductions, by whomsoever drawn. But he who accepts

intelligently the doctrine of Christ’s priesthood as propounded in

this wonderful epistle, will not be likely to accept “ the ministerial

hierarchy ” which these essayists have invested with prerogatives

which belong exclusively to the Son of God who is passed into the

heavens.

Nor are we limited to the testimony of this epistle in regard to

this all-important question. The office bearers of the New Testa-

ment Church are designated by names indicative of their functions;

but among these names we search in vain for that of “ priest,” or for

the ascription to any office bearer of any priestly function. We
read of presbyters, of bishops, of deacons, and of their qualifications

and duties, and find instructions given regarding their appointment;

but nowhere is there mention made of an official priesthood or of

the gifts and graces necessary to the discharge of priestly functions,

nor is instruction given to have such officials ordained in the

Churches. This unquestionable fact is all the more remarkable and

significant as the New Testament writers employed to set forth the

constitution of the Church, were all Jews, and had been trained

under a most elaborate sacerdotal system. How are we to account

for this characteristic feature of the New Dispensation ? How is it

that men who were accustomed to approach God through an elabo-

rate ritual, ministered by an official priesthood, ignore all sacerdotal

titles in speaking of Church officers, and recognize no official priest-

hood save that of Christ ? The only answer that can be given to

this question is, that all that was prefigured by the priests that were

under the Law was fulfilled in the priesthood of Christ
;
and as the

typical priests had Christ as their Anti-type, all that they typified

has been met by Him, and no unfulfilled priestly function is left for

those who bear office in His Church.

In this discussion of the respective claims of the Epistle to the

Hebrews and what he calls “ S. Clement’s Scripture,” Mr. Gore indi-

cates his view of the relation of the Church to the sacred writings.

She has drawn the line, placing the Epistle to the Hebrews on the

one side and “ Clement’s Scripture ” on the other. We approve of

her judgment, but it is hard to say how our judgment would run if

we had not the judgment of the Church to guide our judgment.
“ It is,” he alleges, “ becoming more and more difficult to believe in

the Bible without believing in the Church ” (p. 338). “ What we
should make of the New Testament record, what estimate we should

be able to form of the Person of Jesus Christ and the meaning of

His life and work, if it was contained simply in some old manu-
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scripts, or unearthed in some way by antiquaries out of the Syrian

sand, it is impossible to say. In order to have grounds for believing

the facts, in order to be susceptible of their evidence, we require an

antecedent state of conception and expectation. A whole set of

presuppositions about God, about the slavery of sin, about the rea-

sonableness of redemption, must be present with us. So only can

the facts presented to us in the gospel come to us as credible things,

or as parts of an intelligible universe, correlated elements in a

rational whole. How tbe work of the Spirit in the Church has

been to keep alive and real these presuppositions, this frame of

mind ” (pp. 339-8). The question underlying all this is simply this :

How do we know that the Scriptures are the Word of God ? Mr.

Gore’s theory is that the testimony of the Church is an indispensa-

ble element in the basis of our belief, and that this testimony takes

precedence of all other species of evidence. This is Hooker’s

doctrine, and the doctrine propounded by Archdeacon Lee in his

book on The Inspiration of Holy Scripture. In treating of “the

witness of the Spirit, or the testimony which the Holy Ghost con-

veys to each reader of the Scriptures,” Dr. Lee objects, not to this

species of evidence, but to the position given to it by the Westmin-

ster divines, who take the ground that “the authority of the Holy

Scripture, for which it ought to be believed and obeyed, dependeth

not upon the testimony of any man or church, but wholly upon

God (who is truth itself,) the author thereof
;
and therefore it is to

be received because it is the word of God Our full persua-

sion and assurance of the infallible truth, and divine authority

thereof, is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit, bearing witness

by and with the word in our hearts.” In opposition to this view,

Dr. Lee holds that “ the Bible must be recognized as divine, before

such a witness can be called in confirmation of previous evidence.

But to tbe Christian, who with willing mind and humble acquies-

cence accepts the Scriptures as the Word of God, this testimony of

the Holy Spirit is a precious treasure ” (pp. 3 i, 35). He quotes in

support of this position the following from Hooker’s Ecclesiastical

Polity
,
Book iii, c. 8 :

“ Scripture teachetk us that saving truth

which God hath discovered unto the world by Revelation, and it

presumeth us taught otherwise that itself is divine and sacred.” Or

as Hooker puts it (Book iii, Sec. 14) :
“ In the number of these

Principles” (Principles known beforehand and independent of Scrip-

ture), “ one is the sacred Authority of Scripture. Being therefore

persuaded by other means that these Scriptures are the Oracles of

God, themselves do teach us the rest, and lay before us all the duties

which God requireth at our hands, as necessary unto salvation.”

The real question at issue here is, whether a man can be said to
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recognize the Bible as divine, and, as a Christian “ with willing mind

and humble acquiescence,” accept the Scriptures as the Word of God,

prior to the inward work of the Holy Spirit bearing witness to the

infallible truth and divine authority thereof, by and with the Word
in his heart? The point raised by this question is one of momen-

tous importance. It is no less than this: “Do men become Chris-

tians prior to the inward work of the Holy Spirit testifying, in the

presence of the Word, to its infallible truth and divine authority?”

If they do, the question arises, How, or by what means, do they

become such ? The ritualistic answer is the one given in the Cate-

chism of the Episcopal Church, to which Dr. Lee and Mr. Gore be-

long. In baptism, according to that Catechism, the subject is

“ made a member of Christ, the child of God, and an inheritor of

the kingdom of Heaven.” If baptism can effect all this, and even

Hooker holds that in it the gospel call, in the strict predestinarian

sense, is given, then of course the baptized can without further illu-

mination accept the Scriptures as the Word of God. Hooker’s

statement on the effect of baptism is as full and strong as the most

pronounced ritualist could desire. “Predestination,” he says,

“bringeth not to life without the grace of external vocation, wherein

our baptism is implied. For as we are not naturally men without

birth, so neither are we Christian men in the eye of the Church of

God but by new birth; nor according to the manifest ordinary

course of divine dispensation new born but by that baptism which

both declareth and maketh us Christians. In which respect, we
justly hold it to be the door of our actual entrance into God’s house,

the first apparent beginning of life, a seal perhaps to the Grace of

Election before received
;
but to our sanctification here, a step that

hath not any before it ” ( Ecclesiastical Polity
,
Book v, Sec. 60).

Having seen the utterly un-Scriptural character of this baptismal

theory, it is unnecessary to enter further upon an examination of its

claims. Its relation to the question now before us is nevertheless

very manifest. The question now in debate is, “ Whether men
receive the Scriptures in the true and proper sense of receiving them

as .the Word of God, because of the agency or testimony of the

Church, or because of the witness of the Holy Ghost?” In taking

the latter ground, the Westminster divines do not treat as worthless

the testimony of the Church. They specify eight species of evi-

dences whereby the Scriptures are proved to be the Word of God,

and among these they embrace the testimony of the Church
;
but

holding, as they do, that the natural man can neither receive nor

know the things of the Spirit, even when they are revealed in the

divine record, they teach that our full persuasion and assurance of

the infallible truth and divine authority of the Scripture arises from
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the testimony of the Spirit bearing witness by and with the Word
in our heart. The other classes of evidence enumerated by them,

they represent as sufficient to leave the rejectors of the Scripture as

a divine revelation, without excuse
;
but they hold to it, that the true

spiritual apprehension of the Scriptures as the Word of God is the

result of the Spirit’s agency when he regenerates the soul and thus

opens the understanding and heart to apprehend its spiritual excel-

lency, and, by an energy such as that put forth in the creation of

light, shines in our heart to give the light of the knowledge of the

glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ (2 Cor. iv. 6). This is a

fundamental principle of the economy of grace, and it takes the

sinner out of the hands of all sacerdotal hierarchies, whether Roman
or Anglican, and reserves to the Spirit Himself the prerogatives

which they would arrogantly usurp as their own exclusive birth-

right. It is not, as Hooker and Lee and their Catechism teach, that

men are first made Christians by the agency of the Church, through

the administration of the sacrament of baptism by a priestly caste

which can trace its lineage through an unbroken chain of prelatic

ordinations back to the apostles, and that then the witness of the

Spirit comes in to confirm what has already been achieved. On
the contrary, the Spirit’s agency antedates all sacramental illumina-

tion in the first instance, and is assumed in Scripture as the sole

warrant for the administration of any sacrament. The man who
receives the Scriptures as the Word of God simply because the

Church says so, is not, in the Scriptural sense of the term, a Chris-

tian, for the very obvious reason that his faith is correlative to

human testimony, and rests in it. Such a faith, however, is not the

precious faith of God’s elect. Their faith is correlative to the testi-

mony of the Holy Spirit, and rests on the faithfulness of God.

This fact demonstrates the gravity of the question raised by these

essayists. The whole drift and tendency of their teaching is to

turn the minds of men to the Church and her ministrations, instead

of to Christ aud His finished work and eternal Priesthood. Instead of

teaching that men become members of the Church by first becom-

ing members of Christ, they teach that it is only by becoming mem-

bers of the Church that they can become members of that mystical

body of which He is the head. This doctrine pervades these essays,

and the acceptance of it by any church involves the abandonment

of the first principles of the economy of redemption.

There is manifest confusion and lack of discrimination in the

statement of the relation which the Church sustains to the Bible.

The assumption is that a number of books were placed before her,

and that through the work of the Spirit within her she was enabled

to select from among the mass of documents those which were
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entitled to be enrolled in the Canon. This assumption is destitute

of foundation, as the history of the matter proves. Take, for

example, the Epistles of Paul. Does any one entitled to a hearing

venture to assert that these were selected out of a number of docu-

ments through the spiritual discernment of the Church sitting in

judgment upon them ? One might as well say that the letters of

Calvin, or Melancthon, or Luther, or Erasmus were not accepted

as genuine and authentic by those to whom they were addressed

until a conclave of experts was convened to sit in judgment upon

their claims. With the one exception of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, the apostle asserts at the outset his relation to the epistles

as their author by announcing his name and specifying his rank.

At the close of the second Epistle to the Thessalonians he appends

his salutation with his own hand, and informs his readers that this

“ is the token in every epistle : so I write.” With such evidence

before them, the churches addressed in these epistles had no need

to hold a convention in order to determine whether they were

worthy of a place alongside of the other inspired writings. Cer-

tainly the apostle Peter had no doubt about the genuineness or

authenticity of Paul’s epistles, which were well known even among
the churches of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia in

his day, when he put them on equality of footing with “ the other

Scriptures,” “ which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest unto

their own destruction ” (2 Pet. iii. 16).

Now these fourteen Pauline epistles constitute a very large pro-

portion of the New Testament writings, and it is manifest that we
are not dependent upon the official judgment or the authority of

the Church as our warrant for accepting them as entitled to a place

in the Canon of Scripture. The churches to which they were ad-

dressed received them as a part of the divine Revelation on the au-

thority of the apostle, and, in transmitting them to others, they

added nothing to that authority. We must not confound the trust-

worthiness of the transmitter with the authority of the writer

whose letter he simply transmits. What is true regarding the rela-

tion of the Church to these epistles, may, on similar and other lines

of proof, be shown to be true of the whole of the Old and New
Testaments. The Church has acted throughout simply as the trans-

mitter of the Revelation, and, by so doing, has added nothing to its

authority. Phoebe, who conveyed the greatest of Paul’s epistles to

the Church at Rome, did not thereby enhance its authority, and

when that Church transmitted it, or copies of it, to other churches,

she did not thereby give a weight to it which it did not previously

possess.

Approaching the question of inspiration, Mr. Gore adopts a “ dis-
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tinction drawn by Bishop Clifford, in the Fortnightly Review ” (Janu-

ary, 1887, p. 145), viz., “ that Christianity brings with it indeed a

doctrine of the inspiration of Holy Scriptures, but is not based upon

it” (p. 341). This is the doctrine now proclaimed by the Newer Criti-

cal School in Scotland, which they have imported from Germany
and France. All that was needed on the part of the transmitters

of the Revelation committed to them by the agency of the Holy

Ghost, was, it is alleged, the possession of the attributes of intelli-

gence, honesty and fidelity. Possessing and exercising these attri-

butes, they were competent to furnish, and have actually furnished,

a reliable, trustworthy historical record of Avhat was communicated

to them originally b}' the supernatural agency of the Holy Ghost,

and this record, independent of its plenary inspiration, is a sufficient

basis and warrant of faith.

It would be difficult to frame a more superficial or incongruous

theory than this. It admits that the record transmitted to us may
be relied on as accurate, trustworthy history, and yet denies that

the Christianity it portrays rests upon the doctrine of the inspira-

tion of the Holy Scripture which it brings with it. Now the great

difficulty which this theory of a simply accurate historical basis has

to encounter, lies in the unquestionable fact that this same history

bears testimony to the inspiration of the sacred writers as the ground

of our faith in it as the Word of God. This is certainly the posi-

tion taken up by the Apostle Peter in his second epistle (chap. i.

16-21), where he ascribes the infallible surety of the prophecy of

Scripture to the fact that “ no prophecy ever came by the will of

man : but men spake from God, being moved by the Holy Ghost ”

(Revised Version). In the estimation of Peter, it is this fact of the

agency of the Holy Ghost on the minds of the sacred writers, that

made their writings more sure than that voice from the excellent

glory which overwhelmed himself and his two brethren when they

were with Christ on the mount. If it be said that this testimony

borne by Peter has reference simply to the predictions of the Scrip-

tures, the reply is obvious, and it is this, that there is no warrant for

the limitation of the term prophecy to prophetic forecasts of things

yet to be, as the matter of the prophetic record abundantly demon-

strates. But, besides, Ave are not limited to such testimonies as the

one here adduced from the Second Epistle of Peter, in establishing

the position that the history of the Revelation cannot be separated

from inspiration and set forth in its historical nakedness as a merely

human record, as a sufficient basis of faith. The inspiration is too

intimately interwoven with the structure of the history to admit of

any such severance. The antiverbalists are perpetually claiming to

be the only scientific students of Scripture. They tell us that they
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do not determine in an a priori manner, what sort of a revelation

God should, or would, give us, and then proceed to verify their

own foregone conclusions by the selection from the record of what

may seem to suit their purpose. They claim that they take up the

book in a state of mind absolutely free from all bias in favor of any

theory whatever, and deal with the actual facts as they are presented

in the sacred writings. Proceeding in this judicial spirit, they tell

us that they find discrepancies, contradictions, sanctioned immoral

principles, which are irreconcilable with the verbal theory. Such

is their claim
;
what is the fact? The fact which stands out most

patent on the very face of the record and which is engraven deep

upon its tablets, is a fact which these claimants to scientific recogni-

tion persistently ignore. Against this claim of these claimants we
enter the claim of the record itself. If we are to accept the testi-

monies of Christ and His apostles, we have no choice but to accept

the entire record in all its parts as given by inspiration, or to reject

it without distinction of parts as discredited by a claim which is

negatived by facts. As already stated, the history cannot be severed

from the inspiration and constituted the basis and warrant of faith,

as Mr. Gore, following Bishop Clifford and the Newer Critical

School, assumes. As the history is a history of Revelation commu-
nicated through the inspiring agency of the Holy Spirit, the accept-

ance of it implies the acceptance of it as the offspring of inspira-

tion, and the doctrine which rests on the assumption of the sever-

ance of the history from the inspiration is as unscientific as it is

untheological.

Coming closer to the question of inspiration, Mr. Gore takes the

ground that every section of the human race is a partaker of it.

“ Every race,” he says, “ has its special vocation, and we recognize

in the great writers of each race the interpreters of its vocation.

They are specially gifted individuals, but not merely individuals.

The race speaks in them : Rome is interpreted by Virgil, and

Greece by kEschylus, or Plato. Now every believer in God must

see in these special missions of races, a . divine inspiration. If we
can once get down to the bottom of human life, below its pride, its

willfulness, its pretentiousness, down to its essence, we get to God
and to a movement of His Spirit. Thus every race has its inspira-

tion and its prophets” (pp. 341, 342). To this outline, if we are to

judge from recent utterances across the channel, may be added Ger-

many with her Goethe and Schiller, England with her Shakespeare,

Tennyson, Browning and Carlyle, and Scotland with her Burns.

On the principle laid down by Mr. Gore, in all these has wrought

the one and the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man severally as

He willed. By such prophets God has been enlightening and edu-

cating the races of mankind.
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Such is Mr. Gore’s account of God’s dealings with the human
race. What saith the Scripture about these wise men whom he

has elevated to prophetic rank as the divinely inspired instructors

of their kin ? “ It is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise,

and will bring to nothing the understanding of the prudent. Where
is the wise? where is the scribe? where is the disputer of this

world ? hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world? For

after that in the wisdom of God the world by wisdom knew not

God, it pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them

that believe ” (1 Cor. i. 19-21). This statement of the apostle

applies with singular pertinency to the wisdom of the gentile

prophets who, according to Mr. Gore, had a divine commission and

executed their appointed task. After all that the sages of Greece

achieved in their attempts to solve the mystery of their own nature

and their relation to the unseen, it may be said of them that by

their wisdom they knew not God. The altar which Paul saw at

Athens, by its inscription “ to the unknown God,” proclaimed their

failure. The history of the races whose inspiration was represented

by their so-called prophets furnishes an instructive comment on Mr.

Gore’s theory of an appointed sphere of action and a divine com-

mission to each race to take part in the instruction of mankind.
“ Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools, and changed

(or exchanged) the glory of the incorruptible God into (for) an image

made like to corruptible man and to birds, and to four-footed beasts,

and creeping things ” (Rom. i. 22, 23). Even Socrates, who certainly

takes rank as one of the wisest of Greek philosophers, counseled tbe

sacrifice of a cock to Esculapius, the god of medicine. In a word,

the history of this inspiration of the races is one continuous illus-

tration of the down-grade in theology.

Mr. Gore, however, singles out the Jewish race as distinguished

from all others by an inspiration which was supernatural. He tells

us what he means by this. “ That the Jews were selected, not to be

the school for humanity in any of the arts and sciences which involve

the thought of God only indirectly and can therefore be carried on

without a fundamental restoration of man into that relation to God

which sin had clouded or broken, but to be the school of that funda-

mental restoration itself. Therefore, in the case of the Jews, the

inspiration is both in itself more direct and more intense, and also

involves a direct consciousness on the part of its subjects. In the

race, indeed, the consciousness might be dim; but the conscious-

ness, as the prophets all assure us, did belong to the race and not

merely to its individual interpreters. They speak as recalling the

people to something which they know, or ought to know, not'as

preachers of a new religion ” (p. 342).
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It is really marvelous to find any one who has read the history of

the relation of the Jewish prophets to the Jewish nation speaking

of the nation as partaking, in any measure, whether dimly or

otherwise, of the same inspiration as the prophets. That history is

a history of prophetic struggle against national obduracy. One of

the objects for which the prophets were raised up was to counteract

the national tendency to ungodliness and open idolatry. Certainly

the sacred record gives no countenance to this theory of a national

participation of the spirit of prophecy. One of the saddest, as it is

one of the most prominent, facts of that history is the refusal of the

people to hearken to the divine message delivered by the prophets.

Mr. Gore says that the prophets assure us that the consciousness of

such inspiration belonged to the race, but he has cited no proof of

this statement from any prophet. If the prophets recall the people

“ to something they know, or ought to know,” that something is not

assumed by the prophets to be the offspring of their inner conscious-

ness, but a previously communicated revelation through the agency

of the prophets as God’s authenticated messengers.

Mr. Gore falls into the very common mistake of confounding

revelation, or the material the writer was commissioned to place

on record, with that agency of the Spirit by which he was enabled

to execute his task with infallible accuracy. “Various,” he says,

“ are the degrees of this inspiration. The inspiration of the prophet

is direct, continuous, absorbing. The inspiration of the writer of

Ecclesiastes, on the other hand, is such as to lead him to ponder on

all the phases of worldly experience, passing through many a false

conclusion and cynical denial, till at the last his thought is led to unite

itself to the great stream of divine movement by finding the only

possible solution of the problems of life in the recognition of God
and in obedience to Him ” (pp. 342, 343). All that inspiration has

to do with all this process of “ pondering on all the phases of worldly

experience,” etc., etc., is to put the account of it accurately on

record. The matter to be recorded was furnished through the mani-

fold experiences of the preacher under the mysterious providence

of God, who permitted him to indulge in worldly vanities for a

time, and then revealed to him their utter hollowness and inability

to satisfy the soul of man. This was God’s method of furnishing

the matter of Ecclesiastes, and it may be put down under the head

of revelation, as during the process God was instructing him by

experience in the knowledge of his own heart and of the evil of

sin. But when Solomon proceeded to make record of this sad yet

instructive experience, he was under the inspiring agency of the

Spirit, of which there are no degrees. That agency in this case

was just the same as it was in the case of Isaiah when he penned
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that wondrous fifty-third chapter of his prophecy. In the one case

as in the other, the agency of the Spirit was such as to produce

through the agency of the writer an absolutely infallible report of

the matter he was directed to transmit to others.

Mr. Gore errs also in alleging that the inspiration of the prophet

was “ continuous.” This account of prophetic inspiration is not

borne out by the facts of the case. It is one of the characteristic

features of prophetic inspiration that it was not continuous. It is

not au uncommon thing for the prophet to give the year, the month,

and the day of the month on which the hand of the Lord, or the

Spirit of God, came upon him. Perhaps Mr. Gore may mean that

the Spirit’s agency was continuous throughout the delivery of the

divine message. If this be his meaning, there is no reason for call-

ing his statement in question. It will be observed, however, that

in illustrating this point by a reference to Ecclesiastes he has, by his

test, ruled out the writer of that book from the category of pro-

phetic inspiration. He has fallen into this grave mistake by not

observing the distinction already referred to—the distinction between

inspiration and revelation. As the Book of Ecclesiastes recounts the

errors into which the writer fell as well as his restoration to right

views of his relation to God and His law, Mr. Gore thinks that he

could not have been, throughout these lapses and final recovery,

under the continuous guidance of the Holy Spirit. In this he is

right
;
but he is wrong in regarding the action of the Spirit in con-

nection with this experience as coming under the head of inspira-

tion. This species of action did not come into operation, as already

stated, until the Spirit moved the preacher to place his experience

on record. Much of the experience is sad and sinful, but the

account of it is given by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and the

book is, therefore, entitled to a place in the sacred Canon as part and

parcel of the Word of God.

This confusion of thought follows Mr. Gore into the next para-

graph and leads him to speak of “ the various sorts of literature

inspired,” and “ the literature of the Jews which the Holy Spirit

inspired,” evidently meaning by “inspired,” communicated, which is

all one with revealed. In like manner, in pointing out the differ-

ence between the Biblical account of creation and the Babylonian

and Phoenician cosmogonies, he finds the characteristic distinction

in the matter and object, and not in the form or style of the narra-

tives.

Despite this confounding of revelation and inspiration, Mr. Gore

occasionally, in some of the subsequent paragraphs, states clearly

and with great force many important truths respecting the object

and design of revelation, and the way in which Holy Scripture is to
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be read
;
that we are to put ourselves to school in every part of it,

and read it in the same spirit in which it was written (p. 850). This

is good counsel; but the sacred reverence and holy awe it inculcates

are not likely to be cultivated by those who adopt the principles

avowed by the author in the closing paragraphs of this essay.

While recognizing the historical character of “ the Old Testament

from Abraham downwards,” he holds that “ within the limits of

what is substantially historical, there is still room for an admixture

of what though marked by spiritual purpose, is not strictly histori-

cal
;
for instance, for a feature which characterizes all early history,

the attribution to first founders of what is really the remoter result

of their institutions. Now, historical criticism assures us that this

process has been largely at work in the Pentateuch What
we may suppose to have happened is that Moses himself established

a certain germ of ceremonial enactment in connection with the ark

and its sacred tent, and with the ‘ ten words and that this devel-

oped always as ‘ the law of Moses,’ the whole result being constantly

attributed, probably unconsciously, and certainly not from any in-

tention to deceive, to the original founder What we are

asked to admit is not conscious perversion but unconscious idealiz-

ing of history, the reading back into past records of a ritual devel-

opment Avhich was really later. Now, inspiration excludes conscious

deception, but it appears to be quite consistent with this sort of

idealizing
;
always supposing that the result read back into the ear-

lier history does represent the real purpose of God and only antici-

pates its realization.”

Such is the theory under which the devout reader is to cultivate

a right spirit in the study of Holy Scripture ! Let us look at its

assumptions

:

1. It assumes an acquaintance with the methods of the sacred

writers which no living man possesses, or has any means of acquir-

ing. One would think from the claims put forth by this school of

criticism, that its experts lived in the times of the sacred writers,

and were looking over their shoulders as the composition developed

under their hands. Had they been favored with such position of

vantage they could not have spoken with greater confidence or assur-

ance. This vantage has been denied them, and we discount their

dogmatism accordingly. They have no contemporary literature

with which to sustain their allegations, and all the resurrected litera-

ture of Babylon and Nineveh but serves to confirm the superiority

of the sacred record, and to demonstrate, wherever it comes into

touch with it, its literal historical character.

2. It is interesting to observe the way in which the writers of

this school are influenced in their terminology by the use and wont
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of the scientific evolutionists. Mr. Gore speaks in the language of

Darwin: “ What we may suppose to have happened is that Moses

himself established a certain germ of ceremonial enactment in con-

nection with the ark and its sacred tent, and with the ‘ ten words;’

and that this developed always as ‘the law of Moses,’ ’’etc. Like

the evolutionist, he and his friends begin with a supposition, and,

after they have accustomed their readers to the idea expressed by

it, they convert the supposition into a proposition which they quietly

assume to be an established truth. We challenge this assumption

regarding the Mosaic ceremonial and legal germ. It is an utterly

groundless assumption, incapable of proof. The elaborate cere-

monial sjstem which this theory assumes to have been evolved from

this small Mosaic germ was developed, not by any sacerdotal caste,

but by God Himself who revealed it to Moses, first, by personal in-

terview when He was with him on the Mount, and afterwards, as

change of circumstances required, by authoritative suitable enact-

ments. It is only by treating the history of that wondrous inter-

view as a fraud perpetrated upon a credulous nation, and substitut-

ing for it their own incredible, unhistorical suppositions that these

evolutionary critics have managed to gain a hearing or a critical

status among Biblical students. All that is necessary to the refuta-

tion of this ex-post-facto theory of the central ordinances of the

Mosaic economy is to place it, with its unwarranted assumptions,

side by side with the plain historic record which it has been devised

to supersede.

3. But this travesty of a history, recognized as such by both

friends and foes from time immemorial, has to encounter the grave

objection that it imputes to the sacred writers a manifest literary

fraud, and represents them as perpetrating it in the name and with

the sanction of the Holy Ghost ! Mr. Gore thinks he has obviated

this objection, but the veil wherewith he has tried to conceal the

immorality of the fraud is too transparent to serve his purpose. He
says: “What we are asked to admit is no conscious perversion, but

unconscious idealizing of history, the reading back into past records

of a ritual development which was really later. Now, inspiration

excludes conscious deception or. pious fraud, but it appears to be

quite consistent with this sort of idealizing
;
always supposing that

the result read back into the earlier history does represent the real

purpose of God, and only anticipates its realization ” (p. 353).

Of course, it would not be fair to hold a man responsible for what

he does in a state of unconsciousness; but it is difficult to see how,

in such a state, a writer could concoct the Mosaic economy. The

gravest feature of the case, however, is not met by this device.

Though the writer were unconscious, what about the endorsement
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of his unconsciously concocted fraud by the Holy Ghost? Can the

Spirit of truth and holiness lend Elis sanction to the principle that

the end justifies the means, even where the means employed involve

the perpetration of a fraud? It is only by the adoption of this prin-

ciple that this school of critics have achieved the reconstruction of

the Pentateuch, or have managed to “ read back into the earlier

records a ritual development which was really later.” It is true that

God, who bringetli good out of evil, has made these irreverent

speculations the occasion of much good by awakening a deeper in-

terest in the study of His Word; but, as Dr. Pusey has remarked

regarding the explorations of these critics themselves, “ they are

like Solomon’s fleet; some brought back gold and silver; but the

younger peacocks and apes.” In the case of these critics, the latter

items of the inventory of the cargo have greatly exceeded the

former. When Dr. Pusey put this estimate of the labors of such

critics on record he had little idea that, after the lapse of a few

years, his successor in office and occupant of his house would adopt

some of their wildest conclusions, and endorse one of their most

patent immoral principles.

In a word, these essays, combined here under the title of Lux
Mundi

,
are a confused medley of high churchism and broad church-

ism, and the latter for the sake of the former. They accept the

unverified hypotheses of critics and scientists, and endeavor to con-

strue the faith delivered once for all to the saints so as to conciliate

these errant speculators. As might be expected, the attempt has

proved a failure. The faith they have expounded is not the faith

revealed in the Word of God, and the critical and scientific theories

with which they have tried to harmonize it are simply unverified

hypotheses.

Robert Watts.
Assembly’s College, Belfast.
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“LOOKING BACKWARD.”

FROM our earliest knowledge of man as a social being down to

the present he has been painting with all the brightest colors

of life a time that was other than now. With this he has con-

trasted a dark and dismally colored view of the present, as enhanc-

ing the beauty and attractiveness of his ideal. In the dawn of His-

tory’s acquaintance with man we find him dreaming of a golden

age in the past
;

an age of heroes who, as Hesiod sang in his

Works and Days
,

“ dwell with careless spirit in the Isles of the

Blest, beside deep-eddying Ocean
;
blest heroes for whom thrice in a

year doth the fertile soil bear blooming fruits as sweet as honey.”

And now, in these latter days, comes the prophet, Mr. Bellamy,

dreaming, less poetically perhaps than Hesiod but more hopefully,

of a golden age to come. In his world to come we are promised a

government almost completely bureaucratic, yet realizing for its

subjects a universal freedom
;
a perfect social equality, yet develop-

ing a previously unknown diversity of capacity and function.

There, we are told, every one will have fully developed tastes

with more than half a life for leisure, and yet, withal, more than

enough of the material means of life to satisfy these developed and

expensive tastes and fill that life of leisure with happiness and con-

tent. Then, too, we shall have only a historical knowledge of war,

vice, poverty and misery. But the crowning beauty of it all is that

this is no blessed state only to be won by hard endeavor. We are

not required to win our way to it over that tough battlefield on

which generations of men have been fighting the world, the flesh

and the devil. Not at all
;
this golden age may be realized by

human nature even as we know it. Man, were he only aware of it,

has been preparing for this era in his own blundering way for sev-

.

eral centuries past. But, looking far afield for his ideal of happi-

ness, he did not notice that it was lying at his feet, hidden from his

gaze b}7 quite a thin veil of ignorance and stupidity. This veil Mr.

Bellamy has now pierced, and with prophetic vision has laid bare

to an astonished world the glorious inheritance which awaits us

whenever we choose to enter upon it by simple act of parliament

or amendment of constitution. Nor is his the voice of one crying
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in the wilderness. Thanks to those material developments of mod-

ern times which have placed this new era within our reach, its

prophet is enabled, with considerable incidental advantage to him-

self, to lift up hundreds of thousands of voices throughout all cities

and towns and habitations of men. Nay, we are told that already

more than one hundred and fifty Nationalist clubs have been formed

on the basis of this book, Looking Backward. These form centres

where the new gospel may be preached and expounded by many an

ardent disciple. The spread of the Christian gospel cannot compare

with this. Christianity called for spiritual regeneration, a radical

renewing of the whole life, which by all serious persons is acknowl-

edged to be no light matter, popular revivalists notwithstanding.

This new gospel, however, asks for no spiritual renewal
;
change in

our economic relations is all that is required. This change is

already well under way in the formation of trusts, combines and

similar monopolies, of which, it must be confessed, people have

hitherto been somewhat suspicious. No doubt the promoters of

these commercial enterprises will be pleased to learn that they are

the forerunners of the new millennium, and that in securing their

own fortunes they are in the vanguard of progress towards the pro-

curing of wealth and happiness for every one.

However, the very success of Looking Backward and the very

fact of it being able to start any kind of popular movement, shows

that in some way the ideas presented in it have struck a responsive

chord in the public mind. From the impression which such works

as Progress and Poverty and Looking Backward make on the popu-

lar mind, we are able to measure its comprehension of primary

social and economic questions. Thus, however imperfect in itself,

Mr. Bellamy’s book is worth considering from the point of view of

its relation to society.

It is not necessary to enter into the details of the book, for these

are of no great importance in themselves. They are, indeed, care-

fully selected to give color and plausibility to the central points, but

might have been quite altered without affecting these. The whole

matter of the book in its social teaching rests upon a few prominent

and wide-reaching principles. These are presented in such a way
that with a good deal of first-sight thoroughness they appear to

solve all social problems, directly or indirectly, and to lead by their

adoption straight onward to a triumphant realization of the social

ideal. I may briefly state the central ideas. Competition, or the

struggle for existence in the economic world, is the ultimate condi-

tion of poverty, vice and all other social evils. By doing away

with competition and adopting the principle of federal or national

cooperation, under a system of direction and organization analogous

18
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to the military system, the redemption of society would of necessity

follow. The returns from labor would be so enormously" increased,

partly by saving and partly by improved production, that twenty

years of each citizen’s life devoted to the service of the State

would be sufficient to supply the nation with abundance of wealth.

Each citizen is to have the same share, and this so large that it

would be sure to meet all reasonable wants. There being abund-

ance of wealth for every one, it is assumed that there would no

longer be any necessity or inducement for the citizens to wrong

each other. Thus all the better impulses of human nature would

be brought out and the universal brotherhood of man be made a

reality instead of remaining a mere dream. Thereafter the world

could not but go on in perfect peace, realizing a period of millen-

nial plenty and felicity.

Since we seek to estimate these ideas in their influence upon

society, it will be worth while to consider for a moment some of

the conditions in the nature of man and his surroundings which

have made it possible for Mr. Bellamy to hit it off so happily with

such a considerable portion of the public.

The fundamental fact of human life is the fact that a constant

stream of new humanity is being poured into the sea of life and

action, there to make its way as best it can, and never to cease

making its way while it exists. The primary incentive to action is

the presence of certain natural cravings and desires. Of the mean-

ing of these and of the means to satisfy them man is at first igno-

rant. He is born in a condition of incompleteness, but with many
capacities for development. Some of these are necessary to his very

existence, others are necessary to the attainment of any aim in life

beyond mere existence. This incompleteness and the divine unrest

which compels man to seek completeness are the ultimate grounds

of life and action as human. The primary characteristic of man
as a progressive being lies in his consciousness of needs and his ca-

pacity to combine these in a rational end or ideal. This ideal then

becomes the standard of his life and the personal measure of his

success or failure. The ideal is, of course, capable of constant devel-

opment, for it grows with his needs and takes its character at any

given time from the most important of these. As needs imply cer-

tain means and efforts for their satisfaction so the attainment of the

ideal or the securing of completeness is relative to means and efforts.

The whole of life is thus summed up in the struggle to make the

desirable real. All the joy and happiness, the successes and tri-

umphs of life are connected with the realization, in part at least, of

the desirable
;
whereas all the evils and trials, the miseries and dis-

appointments of life are connected with the failure to make real the
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desirable. Whoever, then, can show in a convincing manner how
to realize a popular standard of the desirable easily, directly and

with certainty for all men of whatever capacity or position, will be

sure of an attentive hearing and have no little influence upon the

opinions, and consequently upon the actions, of his fellows. Such a

one, to many people, is Mr. Bellamy, and the Nationalist movement

gives proof that his conception of the ideal social life and his pro-

posed method of realizing it have commended themselves to a con-

siderable section of the community. When, therefore, we find this

book not merely tickling the fancy but apparently convincing the

intellect, not merely stimulating the desire for a bettering of our

economic and social relations but actually commending itself to

many as affording a true means of securing this betterment, it be-

comes necessary to point out the purely utopian nature of its ideas

in view of existing human and material conditions quite other than

that of mere competition.

Dismal and pessimistic as it must seem to those who find such a

charm in the simplicity and thoroughness of Mr. Bellamy’s scheme,

I am nevertheless compelled to maintain that the very attractive-

ness of his scheme, its charming simplicity, the miraculous harmony

of all the elements, the smoothness of operation and the universal

effectiveness of the whole system, are the surest indications of its

utter failure as a working plan for social and industrial life. The
bewildering complexity of social and economic relations cannot be

reduced within the range of a few transparent commonplaces, in the

comprehension of which the ordinary man, even though a fool, can-

not err. The multiplicity of motives actuating the various classes

and grades of modern society are not to be huddled together under

these two heads—sense of duty towards the State and the desire to

excel in its service. From the man who in his practical life recog-

nizes his interests as identical with the interests of his fellows, down
to the man who recognizes no essential difference between his fellow-

men and other parts of physical nature in the search for means to

satisfy his needs, there is a very wide range of motive which refuses

to be thus condensed. Certainly it is no hard matter to show that

our existing industrial conditions are imperfect, or that men are

often ready to take advantage of their fellows when opportunity

affords. Most people will admit also that improved industrial con-

ditions, with greater numbers of labor-saving and comfort-bringing

inventions, would be to our social advantage, and, above all, that a

practical effecting of the universal brotherhood of man is a “ con-

summation devoutly to be wished.” But it is a very elementary

fault in logic to argue, as Mr. Bellamy does, that all our evils, in-

cluding the moral and social ones, are due to imperfect methods of
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producing and distributing wealth, simply because this can be shown
to be one of the causes. Equally illogical is it to conclude that an

improvement of these methods is all that is necessary to bring about

the removal of all those evils. A similar logical error is committed
by Mr. George, who traces almost all human ill to private property

in land, and professes to find in the appropriation of land values by
the State the universal condition of human well-being. Yet the

very considerable influence which Mr. Bellamy and Mr. George

have been able to exercise has been due to the employment of this

very fallacy. They are above all things men of one idea. They
trace all the ills of society to one cause—not so very difficult a task

when we remember that all social causes are mutually dependent.

They then produce a “ Morrison’s pill ” and try to persuade the body

politic that if it will but swallow this it will be quite purged of all

ills. Men of one idea have done much for this world. But then

none of these ever put forward such extravagant claims as either Mr.

Bellamy or Mr. George has done. Your one idea, to be effective,

must be true, and its claims must be somewhat proportioned to its

capacities. The objection I have to Mr. Bellamy’s one idea is that

it is not true, and that his pill is of homoeopathic inadequacy as re-

gards the work which is required of it. In the first place, all the

evil in the world is not due to the difficulty of getting a living
;

for

were the whole means of life insured to every one, vice, misery, in-

justice, jealousy and hatred, all that makes the tragic element in

life, would not come to an end, but would be intensified. The

causes of human misery are many and complex, of which the diffi-

culty of getting a living under the competitive system of produc-

tion is only one. The sources of our present evils may be roughly

classified under the following two general heads. The primary

source of incompleteness and misery lies in the fact that physical

nature does not spontaneously provide perfect means for the satis-

faction of human wants. It provides merely the raw material, the

manipulation of which is left to the skill and industry of man. The

other, and by far the most important source of incompleteness and

misery, lies in the fact that human nature does not spontaneously

provide a knowledge of what is required for our completeness, or

supply perfect motives for action. In other words, human nature

does not provide individual men with perfect knowledge or perfect

virtue
;

it simply gives the raw material of these in the shape of

capacities, and leaves to individual industry the development of

them. Thus man is left to work out his own salvation, impelled at

first by the importunity of physical needs. In providing satisfac-

tion for these he discovers that he has spiritual needs. These, once

awakened, carry him on through continual dissatisfaction with the
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present and an abiding consciousness of incompleteness, in the con-

stant attempt to reach an ever-widening ideal. The ultimate ideal

man never finds and is never likely to find
;
but what he does se-

cure is progress. In this is manifested the true quality of man’s

infinite nature.

Now, let us consider some of the practical consequences of these

original conditions of incompleteness as they affect Mr. Bellamy’s

scheme. The primary condition of action is that man must labor

and strive for all that he ever acquires, whether material or spir-

itual. If each individual does not provide for himself then others

must do so for him. Now, the whole object of Mr. Bellamy’s

scheme is to eliminate the first source of incompleteness by provid-

ing for every individual a complete supply of the material furnish-

ings of life. With regard to the second source of incompleteness,

he partly states in definite form and partly assumes that, the first

being removed, the second will necessarily follow. For him human
nature seems to require no development

;
it is all on the same level,

and that a very high one. The only reason why men have devel-

oped that long, black category of vices which we now find in society

lies in the fact that the competitive conditions of life force most of

these vices into existence, and give encouragement and opportunity

to the rest. Destroy competition in the acquisition of wealth and

all these vices, their occupation gone, will certainly vanish, or lin-

ger only in a few individuals as a kind of inherited moral taint,

which, however, will have lost all meaning and motive. Now, all

this implies a profound ignorance both of the fundamental character

of human nature and of its expression in society. As embodying

certain potentialities or capacities, human nature in all men may be

admitted to be the same in kind. But it certainly is not the same

in degree, especially as it is developed in society. This difference,

again, is not due to outward conditions only, but largely to personal

conditions in the individual, to the selection of his aims and the de-

termination of his motives. If we merely change the economic

relations of men, but do not take the trouble to question their

aims and motives, we shall find that we have gone a surprisingly

short distance on the road towards social perfection. But even on

its economic side his scheme is quite astray. Even if it were pos-

sible to get all men to work with diligence and conscientiousness in

the public service (which it would be absurd to admit), the amount

of wealth produced could hardly be equal to the present amount.

Granting that the production would be double what it is now for

the same time, yet the shortness of the hours which would have to

be allotted to certain of the most necessary work in order to induce

a sufficient number of volunteers to undertake it in preference to
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the easier or less disagreeable occupations, and the fact that only

twenty years of each individual’s life are to be given to industrial

service, would be more than enough to counteract the extra returns.

The largest possible returns, however, would be very far, indeed,

from supplying each individual with so liberal a share of the means
of life that he would no longer desire anything of his neighbor’s.

I wonder if Mr. Bellamy, or any of his disciples, has ever asked

himself how much wealth it would require to satisfy the reasonable

needs of any human being. Has he ever read with an understand-

ing mind this passage from Carlyle :
“ Man’s unhappiness, as I con-

strue, comes of his greatness
;

it is because there is an infinite in

him which, with all his cunning, he cannot quite bury under the

finite. Will the whole finance ministers and upholsterers and con-

fectioners of modern Europe undertake, in joint stock company, to

make one shoeblack happy f They cannot accomplish it above

an hour or two

;

for the shoeblack also has a soul quite other than

his stomach
;
and would require, if you consider it, for his perma-

nent satisfaction and saturation, simply this allotment, no more and

no less, God's infinite universe altogether to himself
,

,
therein to enjoy

infinitely, and fill every wish as fast as it rose.” This indicates to

what extent the reasonable needs of man reach.

The proposition that every individual should receive the same

income from the State is no new plan, but merits some considera-

tion on account of its fascination for the workingman, and for that

considerable class of social failures which is made up of the incapa-

ble, the vicious, the indolent, the ignorant, the improvident, and

other sections less numerous. While it is true that man can enor-

mously increase the efficiency of his labor, as regards both material

and spiritual returns, by division of labor aud mutual assistance in

an organized society, yet this does not in the slightest alter the fun-

damental truth that man must work for everything which he ac-

quires. No amount of legerdemain in the distribution of products

will ever increase them by one particle. The importance of division

of labor and mutual assistance is true only of the active members,

and is true of these only to the extent and efiectiveness of their

activity. In all real production, if a man’s labor is of greater value

to him in virtue of certain improvements in society, in like pro-

portion are his services valuable to society. The joint returns

from the whole of society’s efforts cannot be greater or less than the

joint contribution of the individuals composing it. As a matter of

fact, the distribution is never perfect Some receive more, others

less, than Lhe equivalent of the element contributed by them. This,

however, is incidental to any organized state of society lacking per-

fect knowledge.
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To say, then, that all men have equal claims upon the produce

of society in virtue of a natural right, is to negate the very founda-

tion principle of society. The only natural right which can have

any meaning is a right founded upon justice; and justice would

allow to each man a share in society’s returns equivalent to the

element which he contributes to these returns. To approach as

nearly as possible to this ideal is the aim of distributive justice.

But strict justice, on which rights are founded, is not the only de-

termining principle as regards distribution. Generosity, sympathy,

and a delicate regard for the feelings and infirmities of others are

powerful factors in all civilized communities, leading the better ele-

ment in man far beyond the strict limits of justice, and causing him

to protect and provide for the helpless and unfortunate. These are

provided for, not on the simple ground that they are specimens of

the human race, but because they are unfortunate and helpless hu-

man beings through no fault of their own. Their feelings, of course,

claim respect quite as much as their needs; for it is a poor charity

which takes away the self-respect of its recipients. On the other

hand, charity cannot give self-respect to those who have none to

begin with, as is the case with too many of our paupers. True

philanthropy neither causes a feeling of humiliation in the bestowal

of its benefits, nor expects in return anything more than the regard

and esteem which is due to every individual who fulfills the higher

moral obligations. These higher moral obligations rest upon no

natural rights in those who are to benefit by them, nor can they be

enforced by law. They arise from the necessity of realizing a moral

ideal. In other words, the ground of obligation lies not in the nat-

ural right of the recipient but in the duty of the giver. To say, as

Mr. Bellamy does, that every individual is entitled to an equal share

in the products of society simply in virtue of his bearing the image

of God, is an utter perversion of the plainest rule of nature as well

as of the clearest obligation of the higher morality. To give even

the smallest pittance’ of stray charity to the able-bodied mendicant

whose only claims are his necessity, vice, and indolence, is to con-

tribute that much towards the most effective association for the

destruction of society, the promotion of evil and the suppression of

virtue. The case is still much the same if your lazy or vicious

pauper simply pretends to conform to the requirements of society

as regards labor, but really seeks satisfaction for his needs without

any thought of a just return. This, of course, is only partially pos-

sible under our present system, where the State insures the means

of life to a relatively small number of persons. But under Mr.

Bellamy’s scheme, where every one is promised an equal share on

the simple ground of his humanity, the most direct encouragement
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is given to that class of persons, already too large, who have no

sense of duty, but merely one of necessity, as an inducement to work.

But, as I have already indicated, the great defect in the whole

book is not so much the lack of economic insight, but the lack of

moral and social insight. This is shown in the supposition that

were it not for the evils which competition fosters man could per-

fectly realize a universal brotherhood. It is heart-stirring, certainly,

to entertain the idea of all citizens saying to one another :
“ Go to,

let us forget all our greed and overreaching, our endless mutual

warring and struggling for the mere means of life
;
let us hence-

forth be brethren, working for the common good, all sharing alike

as in one great national family.” All of which is well and good so

far, could it be realized
;
but even this is not the end, scarcely more

than the beginning in fact. Man cannot live by bread alone.

Except in the case of a few insignificant misers, wealth was never

yet desired for itself alone. It is only as ministering to the central

and vital wants of man that it is so eagerly sought. Mutual gath-

ering and mutual sharing of wealth, then, is not enough to maintain

a universal brotherhood. Is it not known to Mr. Bellamy and his

followers that the most bitter conflicts, the most persistent struggles

between man and man have not been, and are not now, for the

mere means of life, but for the maintenance and realization of ideas,

religions, political and social ? And what is there that destroys the

inner peace of society and breaks up the strongest and most deeply-

seated bonds of life like the passions of love and hatred, the thirst

for power and ambition in all its forms? Yet these would not be

weakened if the difficulty of getting a living were removed. They

would simply be intensified. It is largely the very difficulty of

acquiring wealth which keeps the strong forces of life in check.

Insure to man half a life of leisure and a large command of wealth

and the tragic element in life would soon overwhelm society

in its present stage of development. Looked at from this point of

view, Mr. Bellamy’s scheme is woefully inadequate. It does not

come within sight of the real conditions of progress or the impedi-

ments to it. If society is in such a desperate condition as Mr.

Bellamy makes it out to be, then it needs much more radical meas-

ures than mere administrative, or indeed any outward reform. To

quote from Carlyle again, “ This universe has its laws. If we walk

according to the law the Law-maker will befriend us; if not, not.

Alas, by no Reform Bill, Ballot-box, Five-point Charter, by no

boxes or bills or charters can you perform this alchemy : ‘Given a

world of knaves, to produce an honesty from their united action !’

It is a distillation, once for all, not possible. You pass it through

alembic after alembic, it comes out still a dishonesty, with a new
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dress on it, a new color to it.” Not by material benefits, not by

act of parliament or amendment of constitution, not by the best

laws ever devised, can true well-being be secured. These may be

very good accessory corditiors, butaccessory only to a developed

human nature. In the intellectual, moral and aesthetic, which

together we may term the spiritual
,
advancement of man is to be

found the true and only final condition of human well-being. But,

alas, this is not to be reached by leaps and bounds. It is a slow,

tedious and laborious process very disheartening to all ardent and

impatient natures. Nevertheless, such is the teaching of all history,

of all philosophy and true religion, and, indeed, of all individual

experience. Utopian dreaming is a pleasant pastime, nor is it

without considerable profit as introducing the mind to thoughts of

higher things. But to present a dream of one minor idea as a

serious workable scheme for social redemption, manifests a strange

lack of practical wisdom, while the popular interest in the scheme

shows a great blank in the popular mind as regards the knowledge

of social first principles.

Adam Shortt.
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ont.



YI.

THE PROPOSITION FOR FEDERAL UNION
BETWEEN TIIE TWO REFORMED

CHURCHES.

i.

HE idea underlying the movement for union between the two Re-

I formed Churches in this country is not by any means unfamiliar

to our times. The recent reunion of the old and new school Presbyte-

rian Churches, the addresses of delegates at the various Church Assem-

blies usually replete with allusions to the general subject, and the

deliverances of such Assemblies themselves touching the same matter

in recent years, have served to bring the issue prominently before the

public. The spirit which prompts this repeated agitation is manifestly

a worthy one, that is, the desire to unify the Church and thus enable

it to present an undivided front to the enemy. Such a motive cannot

be gainsayed since it is in accordance with the high-priestly prayer of

Christ, that all His people may be one (John xvii. 21). It is evident

that the value of any real effort at practical union between the differ-

ent denominations will hinge upon the interpretation of this prayer of

Christ. If we hold with Meyer that onty ethical unity is intended,

that is a likeness of disposition, of love and of endeavor on the

ground of faith among all of Christ’s disciples
;
or even if with Godet

we hold that we have here the general idea of a unity of the most

elevated order, that unity among believers arises from their oneness

in Christ, we are still only in the realm of theory.

It may be said that in view of the separate denominationalism now
prevailing in the Church, the world finds no evidence of this union in

spiritual life. On the contrary, it refers to the facts as proof of a

divided Christendom. From this standpoint many will say that the

emphasis on differences required for the extension of denominational

interests, continually obscures the light of the unity proposed. Evi-

dently, our Lord desires that His people should ever seek to occupy

such a position as will convince the world of their real unity, since He
adds to His petition, u That they also may be one in us

;
that the world

may believe that Thou didst send Me.” The ever-recurring question

comes up at this point, Does the Church at the present time occupy the

position above described ? To this inquiry, two extreme replies are pos-

sible. The first is that the unity of sentiment underlying all denomi-
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national distinctions meets the conditions of the case : that the Church

owes nothing further to humanity in this direction. The other reply

affirms that the conditions are not met by this existing union-sentiment

among the denominations, and that nothing short of external, organic

union will ever satisfy the demands of the prayer, and fully meet the

duty required of the Church in the case, to all mankind. Somewhere

between these two extremes must be placed this plan of federal union

proposed for the Reformed Churches.

Federal union implies more than mere cooperation, and less than

organic union. As outlined by the joint committee, it proposes to

establish a new interdenominational Synod consisting of twenty min-

isters and twenty elders from each body, to meet annually; and to it

is to be committed carefully defined and guarded powers relating to

missions, education, Sabbath-schools, and possibly publications. Evi-

dently the proposition is of the nature of an experiment. It is, as

yet, untried
;
but we may venture to affirm, 1. That its tendency is

in the right direction. Admitting that organic union is the ideal at

which the Church should ever aim, we may still favor federal union as

a tentative measure. The annual gathering of the interdenomina-

tional Synod will serve to bring about an acquaintanceship between

the members, on either side, and thus also between their constituents.

The reserve that is natural and proper between two total strangers will

in this way soon disappear, if harmonious counsels prevail
;
and the

power and influence of the joint Synod will soon be proportionately

enlarged. This result will yield good fruit from time to time, on the

score of economy in administration, and also in more extended effort

all along the line of aggressive church work. 2. The movement is

conservative and is thus to he commended on the ground of safety.

Not that the spirit of distrust enters into the negotiations; but cer-

tain vested interests are thus preserved intact, while the movement is

in the experimental stage. Judicious guarantees are never to be

regarded as the fruit of unworthy suspicions. Only the light-minded

and reckless among men enter into life-unions without acquaintance

with existing facts and probabilities. All experience teaches that

precipitate action is “ as the hasty fruit before the summer; which

when he that looketh upon it seeth, while it is yet in his hand he

eateth it up.” The movement is thus conservative, and the joint com-

mittee must have kept in mind the old proverb, “ In medio tutissi-

mis ibis,” or “ Mittlemass die beste Strass.” 3. The txco Churches are

favorably situated for the experiment. If the various denominations

are ever to come into closer union it would seem fitting that those

nearest each other historically, should initiate the movement. From
this point of view the two Reformed Churches would certainly be in

a position to undertake the experiment.

As is well known, the Heidelberg Catechism is their common sym-

bol of faith. While it was prepared by Ursinus and Olevianus, at the

instance of Frederick III, Elector of the Lower Palatinate, in 1563, and
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thus was German in its origin, it was heartily adopted by the Reformed
Church in the Netherlands at the Synod of Wesel in 1568, and has been

equally honored by both churches ever since. This is a significant fact.

There has never arisen any general demand for its revision or modifi-

cation in any way
;
nor is there an}- such agitation at the present time

in either denomination. As to cultus, it may be said that originally the

Palatinate liturgy, yet in use as a standard in the Dutch Church, was

the common standard of both churches, coordinately with the Cate-

chism. It is true that within the past thirty years the German Church
has entered upon the task of extending its liturgical forms, and thus

has passed through a period of controversy
;
but since the year 1878 the

book named A Directory of Worship
,
prepared by the commission of

the General Synod and later approved by that body, is regarded as

the expression of the united sentiment of the Church on the subject.

The government of the two Churches is substantially the same, except

that the General Synod of the German Church meets triennially,

while that of the Dutch Church meets annually. Geographically, the

two bodies are so situated that they would suffer no loss by union.

The boundary line follows mainly the Delaware river to its source, and

then the State lines between New York and Pennsylvania, Michigan

and Indiana. With a few exceptions the Dutch churches are to the

east and north of this line, and the German churches to the west and

south. There is no such line of demarcation further west. Union,

therefore, would result in addition rather than absorption. There is

remarkable freedom from local competition between congregations of

either body owing to the peculiar situation hinted at above.

It is not necessary here to refer to the well-known fact, on the one

hand, that the Revolutionary war put a period to the union of the

two bodies, which had existed from 1727 until that time. Nor is it

necessary, on the other hand, to treat at length of efforts subsequently

undertaken for the purpose of effecting organic union. These facts

indicate that the two Churches, in view of their similarity and their

contiguity have been moved towards this step in the past. What was

not found practicable, however, a quarter of a century ago may be

more feasible now because of changed conditions. The asperities of

the controversial periods are no longer in vogue. Nevertheless it is

safe to affirm that any union at the expense of doctrinal soundness

would not result in any permanent advantage. No union can stand

securely that has not the basis of Amos iii. 3 ;
that is, unless the

parties have a common object in view, and a common foundation of

faith. The point of agreement for the present movement seems to lie

mainly in the line of outward action. The missionary spirit which is

characteristic of our times here comes to the front, and proposes at

first a federation of interests in the line of aggressive work. Should

this be the ultimate reach of the movement, many might be inclined

to question the probable result. For while partnerships for purely

secular ends may be financially successful, while at the same time the
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parties composing it vary widely in their views touching other mat-

ters
;
yet in matters pertaining to religion, which is a life of commu-

nion with God and of devotion to His service, deeper agreement than

this is required for lasting and beneficial effects. The Netherlands

Church, retaining the Belgic Confession and the Canons of the Synod
of Dort, holds firmly to the views of inspiration and of the divine

decrees therein set forth
;
while the German Church, holding to the

Catechism alone, has not hitherto emphasized these points in the same

way. Notwithstanding this, the plan of federal union is in place;

cooperation may lead eventually to doctrinal coordination, and the

Saviour’s prayer may thus be fulfilled in the developments of the

future, even in respect to the matter in hand, as it will be eventually

in other human events.

David Yan Horne.
Heidelberg Theol. Seminary, Tiffin, Ohio.

II.

The problem of union is an ever-varying one. It depends on the

spirit of the age and the temper of the denominations entering into

union. And yet underneath all the varieties of church union, as the

beautiful laws of crystallization reveal themselves in the inorganic

world, so the laws by which denominations crystallize into one in the

spiritual world, reveal themselves
;
and as the ages move on, these laivs

leading to union are becoming more distinct. Time was, when only

one sort of union was supposed to be possible—namely, organic union

as revealed in the Romish Church. Since then the idea of alliances

has sprung up, and now that Romish idea of unity—viz., the union

of all in one denomination—has been given up. It would now be

called uniformity and not unity. Thus out from the mists and fogs

that have darkened the subject, -will gradually appear the general laws

of union upon which all denominations will be led to unite ulti-

mately. In the proposed federated union between the two Reformed
Churches of our land, certain laws of union have come out promi-

nently, and we trust through this effort certain principles will be made
more definite and clear. The first important law revealed by it is

emphasis of points of contact. This is a great fundamental principle.

Almost all evangelical denominations have more points of contact

than of difference. It is by emphasizing these points of difference

that they have been enabled to remain separate. The great difficulty

that has barred the way towards union has been, that as soon as

denominations have decided to make an effort at union they began to

look at the points of difference. Neither would give up its own pecu-

liarities unless perhaps the other would give up corresponding ones.

This made the union a mercantile transaction rather than a spon-

taneous hearty act. They were thus led to lay emphasis on points of

difference rather than on points of contact
;
and they kept on looking

at these points of difference so long that they concluded to differ; and
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so remained separate. This method of procedure has been the great

cause of failure after failure in church unions. But the committees

of the Reformed Churches, while not ignoring the differences, yet

put them in the background and set themselves to looking earnestly

for matters common to both. This was the more easy, not only be-

cause both denominations were both Calvinistic in doctrine and Pres-

byterial in government, but because both had been one in their early

history in this land : and. although each denomination during the cen-

tury that they have been separate may have developed shades of

peculiarities, yet these were comparatively unimportant. The points

of contact far exceeded any shadows of difference
;
so the committees

laid emphasis on the points of union and left the points of difference

that might appear to work themselves out
;
or rather, while looking

after the points of contact, they left God to look after points of differ-

ence, as He best can do, by His providences. So the union, like

man’s salvation, became a matter of faith in God.

The second prominent principle that appeared clearly was, that in

the union each denomination should join just so far as it pleased

—

that is, it was to be a free, hearty spontaneous union. Denomina-

tions are naturally selfish, not perhaps sinfully so, but naturally so.

Each denomination has a history and a position which it is proud to

maintain and loth to give up. Property rights, if nothing else, often

prevent it from merging itself into another denomination. As a

result, many denominations, inclined towards union at first, at the last

hold back from organic union. They are ready to move towards union

up to a certain point, but there they stop. Note why not take advan-

tage of this feeling for union as far as it goes
,
and on that low tide

of union-feeling build up a union? In other words, adjust the union

to suit the desire for union. Unions are so many and various that

surely some kind must be found to suit
;
for a forced union will never

be a blessing in the end, but, on the contran’, a union should be a

growth. If the union-sentiment has grown up to a certain point,

why not meet it at that point, unite them there until a higher stan-

dard of union can be evolved or attained? Now this has been the

plan of the committees of the Reformed Churches. When they

found that an organic union was not feasible, they adjusted the plan

to the circumstances and proposed a federal union
;
and while a fed-

eral union maj' not have the stability and strength of an organic

union, }
Tet it has a wonderful elasticity and freedom

;
for any loss of

strength it has a gain in freedom, as it allows for growth. But a

federal union, though not as strong as an organic, is yet a vast ad-

vance over a non-union or separation of denominations. So this

second principle evolved is that each denomination can go into the

union just as far as it wants. The union is not to interfere with the

integrity of either denomination, nor with its work, unless it sur-

renders them voluntarily of its own accord. It is in fact a free union,

a spontaneous one, and, therefore, a genuine one.
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Thus out of this proposed union we have evolved two of the most

important principles of union : 1. Emphasis of points of contact rather

than of difference. 2. Union only so far as it is pleasing to each de-

nomination. These principles may not seem to be important, because

they are so simple; but the basal truths of any subject are the simple

ones, and these are the foundation-principles of union. We may
not seem to have gained much advance, but really we have gained a

good deal. For we have clarified the subject of union, and brought

forth the starting and the ending points. The starting point is em-

phasis of points of contact, for that is the way to begin
;
the ending

point, or goal, is union so far as it will meet with favor and be a suc-

cess
;
and with these two points distinct^ in view the way between

is comparatively easy.

Having applied these principles to the two Reformed denomina-

tions, we found that there were certain points of contact in common
on which we could both heartily agree

;
and yet, in order to allow

each denomination liberty to transfer these common interests to the

union, we saw that a federative union was the one necessary. Now
there are several kinds of federative union. We can briefly specify

such as have been tried. There are in general four kinds of federated

union

:

1. A paper union. This is the lowest kind, and exists only on

paper, and not in practical affairs. It consists largely in correspond-

ence and not in personal contact. Such a union is often a mere senti-

ment, and does not have vitality to live long, yet there have been such

weak unions between denominations
;
and, though weak unions, they

have been productive of great good, especially in paving the way for

larger unions.

2. A conferential union. Here both denominations hold conferences,

at which ministers of each denomination read papers on matters of

common interest. This union is very advantageous in producing ac-

quaintanceship, the lack of which is often the chief barrier to union.

Such a union, in the form of alliances and congresses, has done great

good in cultivating and influencing sentiment.

3. A still higher kind of federal union is the advisory. Such a

union exists between the Presbyterian Church of England and the

United Presbyterian Church of Scotland. This union consists (1) in

a recognition of the status of ministers, elders and deacons of the

other denominations as if they were its own (any vacant congregation

is at liberty to find supplies in either)
; (2) in each denomination hav-

ing a corresponding membership in the supreme court of the other (not

exceeding five per cent, of the whole number of congregations on each

side), who shall sit with full rights, and be accorded all the privileges

of the floor of the Synod, except the power to vote
; (3) in a coun-

cil composed of an equal representation, which shall consult about

matters affecting both denominations or the Church of Christ at large,

but having no legislative or judicial—only advisory—functions. The
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union has been operative mainly on the first two points. But Princi-

pal Cairns bears testimony that this union has exerted a very blessed

and helpful influence. It has prepared the way for other unions, as

between the Free Church of Scotland and the Presbyterian Church
of England, which either have or are about to be consummated.

4. The highest kind of a federal union is the cooperative. This is

higher than the last, for its aim is real work, and not mere words.

And the union of the Reformed Churches is to be of this kind. It

aims to cooperate on points of contact and to cooperate only so far

as each denomination sees fit to do so. To carry this out a Federal

Synod is suggested, which shall control the united interests. At first

it is possible this Federal Synod might have only the powei’s of a

Board, but as it gains the confidence of the Churches it will receive

from them greater authority and jurisdiction. And it will gradually

grow into the powers of a Synod, without, however, interfering with

either of the General Synods or denominations unless they choose to

let it do so. These are the four kinds of federative union. We suggest

that there is hardly a denomination existing but could use one or other

of them and find it helpful to itself and efficient for the cause of

Christ’s Church.

Now this kind of a cooperative federative union we feel is a great

step forward. It marks an epoch in the world’s and Church’s history.

A federative union of this kind can be attempted where an organic

union would be out of the question. Its practical character appeals

to the practical mind that seems to possess the Church just now. It

is in harmony with the spirit of the age
;
for federation is in the air.

We hear rumors of civil federations, the federation of the English

colonies, the ultimate federation of nations. If there is federation of

nations, why not of denominations too? It has been said that church

governments are the reflection of the civil governments of their age.

We are inclined to think it is the other wajr
,
especially since Calvin-

ism came into existence, for Calvin is the father of the republics of

Holland and the United States, and also of the civil liberties of Eng-

land. Then since federation is in the air, let us have federation of the

churches, so that the Church may lead the way to federation of the

nations. To bring this about why may not the various Presbyterian

bodies federate for practical purposes ? There would be a great gain

in influence and efficiency and a great saving in men and money. Why
could not the Methodist denominations and the Baptist and the Epis-

copalians similarly federate among themselves ? The terms of federa-

tion could be adjusted to each individual case. How immense the

gain if all the denominations, though preserving their integrity, were

united to conquer the world for Christ. Who knows but the day will

come when just as there is to be a federation of nations—a syndicate

to keep the world in peace—so there shall be a federation, not of indi-

vidual denominations, but of families of churches to lay the world at

the feet of the Prince of Peace ? Let us labor and pray for the com-
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ing of that day when all shall be one, even as the Father and Son

are one.

Reading, Pa. James I. Good.

III.

The Church of Christ is one. In this sentiment, all true believers

are agreed. Yet all admit that the visible, practical unity of the Chris-

tian Church should be much more complete than it is. While any

denomination of the Church visible would doubtless welcome a union

with other bodies on the basis of that form of doctrine or polity which

is peculiar to itself, each hesitates and draws back when called to

surrender any of its own distinctive tenets. When we consider the

lines of separation which divide the great body of believers into

different communions, we find that there is no point of doctrine or of

church order which is held exclusively by any single evangelical

Church, which true Christians would assert to be an essential condi-

tion of acceptance with Christ, or of entrance to heaven. Such

things are the “ wood, hay, stubble ” of the Christian faith
;
the

“ impedimenta ” which will all be laid aside when the pearly gates are

reached. In the commercial world, men are coming to learn that it

is more profitable for those who are in the same line of business to

combine capital and effort for the common good, than to spend time

and money in competition, which is often wasteful and sometimes

ruinous. And there is evidence on every side that this spirit of co-

operation is becoming more prevalent and more pronounced in the

Christian Church. The more earnest and active members of the various

evangelical denominations are regarding with increasing impatience

the restrictions and divisions which separate them from their brethren.

They recognize the advantages of associated interest and effort, and

ask in their hearts, why these divisions are allowed to continue.

Overtures have been made from various quarters looking to the

closer union of the Churches known as evangelical. Notable among
these was the proposition of the House of Bishops of the Protestant

Episcopal Church of the United States, in which was the noble declara-

tion, “ That in all things of human ordering, or human choice, relating to

modes of worship or discipline, or to traditional customs, this Church

is ready, in the spirit of love and humility, to forego all preferences

of her own.”

If genuine church unity is ever to be realized, there must be a be-

ginning somewhere. And where shall be the initial point of such a

movement, unless between churches whose differences are reduced to

the lowest terms
;
whose agreement in doctrine and polity is already

most complete
;
where the concessions to be made are the fewest and

most unimportant ?

Such a movement has already been inaugurated in the proposed

Federal Union between the Reformed Church in America and the

Reformed Church in the United States.

19
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This plan of union has been enthusiastically endorsed by the Gen-

eral Synods of both Churches, and, for its development and comple-

tion, committees of leading men in both bodies have been appointed.

Of this Federal Union, Dr. Charles A. Briggs writes, in the Inde-

pendent of January 1, 1891 :
“ This is probably a nucleus about which

will eventually gather all divisions of the Presbyterian Reformed
family. It may be that the principle will rise higher, and effect a

union with the great divisions of Christ’s Church.” To the Reformed
Churches of this land belongs the honor of taking the most emphatic

step towards a union, which, it is to be hoped, will eventually become,

not merely federal, but organic.

The arguments for such a union are numerous and weighty.

1 . There is no great doctrinal truth for which either of the Re-

formed Churches stands, as distinguished from the other. Both

accept the Heidelberg Catechism as the symbol in which their doc-

trinal belief is set forth and explained. This Catechism, with its

careful and moderate statements, avoiding the promulgation of ex-

treme views, might well be made a basis of union for at least all Cal-

vinistic churches. Of this, Dr. Schaff remarks :
“ The Catechism is

a true expression of the convictions of its authors. But it communi-

cates 011I3
' so much of these as is in harmonj^ with the public faith of

the Church, and observes a certain reticence, or reservation and

moderation, on doctrines which belong rather to scientific theology

and private conviction than to a public church confession, and the

instruction of youth.”

2. In church polity and cultus, there is no essential difference

between the two Churches. Both are Presbyterian in their form of gov-

ernment. Both are liturgical, providing formulas for the administra-

tion of the sacraments, the ordination of officers and the exercise of

discipline. In addition, certain forms of prayer are furnished, but

the use of these is optional
;
the extent to which they are emplojmcl

in public worship being left to the discretion of the jiastors and offi-

cers of the individual churches.

8 . There are no antagonisms between the two Churches resulting

from past differences. The relations between them have always been

most cordial and fraternal. Neither has anything to forgive or forget.

For fifty jmars after the establishment of the German Church in this

land, it was cared for by the Dutch Church. And for the century

succeeding, during which the two Churches have maintained a sepa-

rate existence, nothing has occurred to disturb their friendly rela-

tions, or to create a barrier between them.

4. The difference of nationality between the members of the two

Churches presents no real obstacle to their union. I 11 this land, for-

eign customs and associations and languages soon disappear. The

children of those who come to us from beyond the seas speedily for-

get that they are Hollanders or Germans, and become Americans in

speech and manner and interest. When united in work for Christ,
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nationality soon fades out of sight in the higher and more enduring

relationship of Christian brotherhood. The Dutch Church has be-

come almost entirely American. In the German Church the English-

speaking members and congregations largely outnumber the German.

Both churches, in their corporate titles, have laid aside the foreign

names bj' which they were formerly distinguished. Both are known
as “ The Reformed Church,” and it has been stated that, in the event

of union, the brethren of the German Church would be willing to

adopt the corporate title of “ The Reformed Church in America.”

5. The territories occupied by the two Churches are adjacent, but

for the most part not identical. In the providence of God, the atten-

tion of each has, in the past, been directed to different parts of this

great land. If, therefore, they should become organically one, the

union would largely increase the area of their operations, and not

merely multiply churches of the same denomination in fields already

occupied.

6. Both Churches would reap substantial benefits from union. The
Dutch Church is hampered in its efforts for extension by the fact that

its growth depends, in considerable measure, upon the Hollanders

who come to this land. It is not increasing in the East. In many
localities it is weaker in membership than it was twenty-five years

ago. Its principal growth of late years has been in the West and

among the Hollanders. But Holland is a small kingdom, and the

number of immigrants from that country is not large when compared

with the multitudes that come to us from other lands.

Germany is a mighty empire, and sends each year to this land a

host of her children. Those who are Protestants, and who have re-

ligious tendencies, are connected either with the Lutheran or the

Reformed Church. In the fatherland they know comparatively little

of the Presbyterian Church, but on coming hither they are naturally

attracted to the Reformed Church. They are acquainted with its

history
;
they are familiar with its usages

;
and they find a congenial

home in its communion. While retaining affection for the church of

their fathers, with its glorious history and its long roll of martyrs,

who sealed with their blood their devotion to Christ and His truth,

they soon become American in their opinions and sympathies, and,

in a generation or two, cannot be distinguished save by their family

names from those born in this land. The German Church has now, in

round numbers, a membership double that of the Dutch Church. The
two, united, would constitute a body of 270,000 members. This

union would not be merely an increase of numbers. It would de-

velop and sustain a more intense enthusiasm and promote increased

efficiency in the work of the Lord. If united, the Churches would be

enabled to conduct their missionary operations, at home and abroad,

with less expense and with greater concentration of effort.

The Dutch Church is distinguished for its interest and success in

Foreign Missions. The German Church, while doing noble work
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abroad, has directed its efforts more largely to the extension of

Christ’s kingdom in this land. If the two were united each would
encourage and assist the other, and the result would be seen in the

development of greater enthusiasm and wider usefulness. Such a

union would afford to the world a most emphatic demonstration of

Christian unity in spirit and affection not only, but a unity actual

and practical. Such a union is, we believe, most earnestly desired by
the large proportion of those in both denominations who have calmly

and thoughtfully considered the matter. Its advantages are many
and great. Its disadvantages disappear, like ghosts, before serious

and unprejudiced investigation. For its complete consummation, we
believe there is already substantial agreement among those who seek

the true welfare of Christ’s Church, and desire a speedy answer to

the Saviour’s prayer, “ That they all may be one.” And so will we
ever pray.

William H. Clark.
Philadelphia, Pa.

TV.

The prolonged discussion of Church union has served to settle sev-

eral things. 1. That it is greatly desired by increasing numbers in

all Churches. 2. Much progress has been made towards it in the growth

of Christian comity, and the determination of the real barriers to its

more perfect expression. 3. That the method of simple fusion

—

commonly known as organic union—is impracticable in the present

condition of denominations and of spiritual life. 4. That the great

need for the further advancement of Christian union is a practicable

method by which a united front will be presented to the world, and

waste of aggressive power be checked, and at the same time large

individual and local liberty and autonomy be preserved.

Believing as I do that the federal method has in it more of prom-

ise for the healing of the divisions of Christianity than any other, I

will be pardoned for emphasizing as my contribution to this sympo-

sium the principle on which the particular union under consideration

is proposed.

If attention be rightly given to the matter few will dispute that the

successful application of the federative principle in the now more-

than-1 00-year-old Constitution of this country has marked an epoch in

history. The American Constitution set the example of the delega-

tion to the general government of certain defined powers
;
and the

retention by the States of all powers not thus surrendered. It differed

radically from all previous federations in that it was not a league or

an alliance, but a union based on governments within a government

;

the central authority being as absolute within its defined limits as

the constituent autonomies were absolute in the provinces reserved to

themselves.

This was a distinct advance in the science of government. Yet, as
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Prof. John Fiske has shown in his recent text-book on Civil Govern-

ment in the United States
,
it is only the extension of the system which

prevailed within the several States which united to make up the Fed-

eral Union. It was a wider application of ideas and principles which

existed in all the colonies, which had given shape to their State organi-

zations, and with whose workings on a more limited scale they were famil-

iar. Its successful operation under the Constitution which embodied
the principle, demonstrated to the world a method of consolidation

for States at once feasible and efficient. The result has been the

constantly wider extension of the principle. Under it Switzerland

has become a federal republic, instead of a republican league. France

and the States of Central and South America have modeled their gov-

ernment after ours.

The principle, moreover, has been found to be as applicable to the

monarchical as to the republican form of administration, and by aid

of it a united Germany has become possible, and England is learning

that only by this means can the British Empire avoid dismemberment.

In the light of history, the federative method of union is seen to

be not a brilliant theory or dream, but a practical device, effective in

binding into oneness diversified and even conflicting interests.

It is worthy of remark in this connection, that this potential prin-

ciple in civil government was generated in the Christian Church. It

was born of the Reformation, and was one of the valuable conti’ibutions

of the Reformed Church to the science of government. Space does

not admit of the elaboration of this suggestion
;

it is sufficient to

note it, in order to affirm that it is most meet and proper that a prin-

ciple which has on a broad scale proved itself workable and bril-

liantly successful in consolidating nations, should be invoked by the

Christian Church, in which it had its birth, to heal its own divisions.

The federative principle is the fundamental idea of Presbyterial

church government
;
indeed, it has so far commended itself, through

success in civil government, that I was near to erasing “ Presbyterial ”

and saying church government, since in their modern forms, Episco-

pacy and Congregationalism even have given hospitality to the idea.

To the entire Protestant Church, and particularly to the Reformed
Churches from the time of their organization, the federative principle

is familiar in the working of graded judicatories : of the local church
;

the classis or district assembly
;
the Synod embracing a larger ter-

ritory; and the supreme judicatory, whether called General Synod,
Assembly, Council or Convocation. The general body, with its dele-

gated and defined powers, binds into unit3r subordinate judicatories

and organizations. To seek a wider union in a still higher judicatory,

is but to extend the principle a little further, and do as our fathers

when out of the States they constituted the Federal Union which
has so blessed the people who were made one by its agency.

As has been said, the essential principle in a federal union is the

distribution of powers among bodies each of which is supreme in
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its own sphere. Hence every Reformed denomination is in a sense a

federal union. The Consistory or Session, the Classis or Presbytery,

the Synods or Assemblies, constitute an ascending scale of delibera-

tive, legislative and judicial bodies, each with defined powers, and in

the harmonious exercise of them, the denominational life, unity and

growth are maintained. Is it too much to expect that many bodies

familiar with this system, in sympathy through doctrine and cultus,

engaged in practically the same work, and kept apart more by inheri-

ted peculiarities and prejudices, by fear of domination of the larger

over the smaller, than by essential differences, should find in an exten-

sion upward of the representative system, the solution of the problem

how a good measure of independence, liberty and individuality may
be conserved, and yet a real union be effected ?

It is of more than local interest, therefore, that two branches of

the Reformed Church in this country are making the experiment of

union on this basis, and the results of it, we are sure, will be carefully

watched b}r all to whom the present divisions of Christendom are

deplored. The union as projected, and so far as formulated, has

respect entirely to the conditions and needs of these two Churches.

That the principle on which it is to be formed admits of extension,

and that a wider union is possible on the same lines, does not admit

of a doubt; and yet very wisely and properly the Reformed Church

in America and the Reformed Church in the United States have con-

fined their attention to what is feasible and best for them, irrespective

of what the future may bring in the way of other and Avider confed-

erations. These two Churches were originally one—the Dutch Re-

formed was for a generation or more the foster parent of the German
Reformed—the government of both was centred in the same classis

in the Netherlands. They drifted asunder through diversity of lan-

guage, geographical barriers, and inadequate ministerial supplies dur-

ing the formatWe period of each in the neAv country. The indepen-

dence of their de\Telopment, the influence of the larger German as

compared with the Dutch immigration, the potency of leaders of original

and forceful character, made of these Churches, having largely the same

doctrinal and liturgical standards, divergent bodies—so divergent in-

deed as to frustrate each attempt heretofore made to combine them

into one Church. It is needless to recite the history. The fact that

the last movement begun four years ago, while proceeding hopefully

for some time on the basis of a simple fusion—an organic union—in

the end promised to fail, is a particularly striking instance as to how
difficult, if not hopeless, are the projects continually agitated for the

organic union of denominations. The hopeful feature of the present

movement lies in its federative form. In leaA'ingto each denomination

its individuality, creed and independence, as Avell as every power,

jurisdiction and right Avhich is not expressly relegated to the Synod

of the united bodies, there is preserved much of the autonomy of the

respecth’e Churches; Avhile by committing to a body constituted of
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an equal number of members from the two Churches such matters as

respect the aggressive work and the relation to other Churches of

both, a real union is effected within the spheres designated and de-

fined. It is too early yet to predict what will be the final issue of this

effort. The large committees of the two Churches have met in joint

session and with remarkable unanimity agreed upon articles embody-

ing these principles. A report will be made to the respective General

Synods, and if adopted, be submitted to the Churches in the orderly

way. The outlook is most promising for the adoption of the formu-

lated plan.

It would not be proper to discuss at this time the proposed consti-

tution in its details
;

it is sufficient to say that it seeks to carry out

the federative principle. It commits to the general and highest judi-

catory—the Federal Synod of the Reformed Churches—certain speci-

fied interests : e. g., missions, foreign and domestic
;
beneficiary edu-

cation
;
Sabbath-school interests and literature

;
and fraternal corre-

spondence with other Churches
;
the powers and prerogatives as to

these are left to be further defined by the concurrent action of the

two General Synods
;
and everything not thus given to the Federal

Synod is reserved to the authorities at present existent in the two

Churches. The plan proposed is yet inchoate and tentative; but it is

a beginning
;
we believe it to be on right and hopeful lines

;
and if

adopted will lead the Churches to grow together rather than apart,

and be a fresh vindication of the federative principle of union.

John B. Drury.
New Brunswick, N. J.

Y.

1. The question before us is that of Federal Union. There is

some reason to think that it may long be impossible to accomplish

organic union. In the physical body, what physicians call “ lack of

coordination ” perverts and perturbs all organic functions, the con-

tradictory limbs sprawling all ways at once. Something correspond-

ing to that would pretty surely take place in an attempt at organic

church union. Historical considerations, burnt into men’s minds by

hot pressure in the past and now ours by heredity, personal idiosyn-

crasies whei’eby minds classify themselves instinctively into doctrinal

schools of thought, and even geographical and climatic considerations,

would all obstruct that coordination which would render an ecclesias-

tical organism really and practically organic. Besides all this, there is

reason to doubt whether it be the will of the great Head of the

Church that unity of this particular type shall prevail. “ That they

may be one,” said He, “ even as We are One.” If that prayer be

exactly answered, the Church will never have its lines of distinction

obliterated until those of the Trinity are obliterated. The blessed

Trinity is One, but its formal distinctions are indelible.

But cooperation is another thing. The age tends to it. For liter-
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ary, artistic, social and philanthropic purposes men cooperate every

day, while retaining their individual views. Surely in itself there is

no objection to cooperative federation in the Christian Church. It

would be a fine and imposing thing to present one grand front as

against organized evil. Its advantages are too obvious to need re-

hearsal here.

2. So far as cooperative federation refers to the German and Dutch
branches of the Reformed Church abstractly, there is certainly no
particular difficulty. There is no space here to repeat well-known

history. Over a century ago both Churches were in close affiliation,

both under the care of the Classis of Amsterdam and ruled from Hol-

land. Both are now fully Presbyterian in government, and both

cherish the Palatinate, or Heidelberg Catechism. But their unity

seems more one of original than of present condition. There are

now wide differences which present practical difficulties, absolute as

against organic unity, and which possibly would obstruct even a

federated one. The German Church holds to the Heidelberg Cate-

chism as tenaciously and as vigorously as does the Dutch. But the

latter is unmistakably Calvinistic, while the former is Melancthonian.

Indeed, according to one of its own authorities, it has in some por-

tions of its field passed into outspoken Arminianism, while such a

statement as to any portion of the Dutch Church would be entirely

without foundation. This fact indicates an essential variation in ten-

dency. In the German branch there is a further divergence on the

matter of sacramentarian views ever since the agitations from Mer-

cersberg thirty years ago. But it would be difficult to find any traces

whatever of high sacramentarianism in the Dutch branch. It would

seem clear that the spirit and atmosphere of a sacramentarian and of

a non-sacramentarian body must be one of strong contrast.

Again, the two bodies differ doctrinally. One among the Germans

who is certainly entitled to speak for his denomination, affirms that

those who adopt the Calvinistic construction of the Heidelberg Cate-

chism are “ in sympathy with intellectualistic, unsacramental and un-

churehly views.” But the Dutch Church certainly does adopt just

that Calvinistic construction in the Articles of Dort, and in the Bel-

gic Confession. According to the same eminent authority, the Ger-

man branch, among many other less grave matters, denies “ that there

is a twofold eternal decree,—that the Incarnation is an expedient to

make an atonement for sin,—that justification consists in a forensic

act of God imputing the righteousness of Christ ab extra
,
and that it

is realized by an act of faith in the imputed righteousness of Christ.”

On the other hand, it affirms that private judgment is subordinate to

the general judgment of the Church, that the individual comes to

a right apprehension of the contents of the Bible through the teach-

ing of the Church, and that justification consists both in the imputa-

tion and impartation of the righteousness of Christ. These cer-

tainly, whether they be true or not, are not Dutch doctrines. Up rises
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Amos to ask once more, “ Can two walk together unless they be

agreed ?
”

There are some other statements which are not at all expressed in

the idiom of the Dutch household, but which may be susceptible of a

construction not inharmonious therewith. It is true that it is admit-

ted by themselves that the German branch has a respectable minority,

located chiefly in the west, who dissent from the above statements of

doctrine, but it is asserted by its representatives that “ the prevailing

faith as held by the Eastern Synod, is gradually overcoming opposi-

tion and extending.” They claim to oppugn equally those who adopt
“ the theory of salvation taught by the Methodist Church,” and those

whose “ teaching conforms to the Presbyterian, or Puritan type of

religion.” But the Dutch Church stands decidedly in the latter cate-

gory.

There are other points also of which sight must not be lost. It has

been urged that the foreign element is about equal in both branches,

the proportion of churches using the German language in the German
Church being about the same as that in the other branch where Dutch

is still employed. But that statement does not seem to cover all the

facts. The use of the Holland tongue in Dutch church services is con-

fined to the Holland colonies in circumscribed western districts, and

the main body of the Dutch Church is thoroughly American. In the

German Church that language is used, not in segregated colonies, but

scattered all through their churches, eastern and western, the foreign

element permeating their entire body, and giving some tone to it as a

whole. There is much suggestion in a casual remark made by a dele-

gate from the German, before the Dutch Synod last summer, when in

urging the points of resemblance and sympathy, he remarked that

their own General Synod “ had recommended their churches to hold

prayer meetings.” Imagine a Dutch or Presbyterian Synod gravely

recommending prayer meetings as likely to prove useful. What a new
church-world this is into which we here glance.

It must be admitted that the above considerations are not absolutely

decisive as to the felicity of the outlook for federation. There are

certainly wider differences than some of these in some communions.

The Roman Catholic body readily embraces far wider variance of

opinion for the sake of external unity. The Anglican Church and

her daughters, cheerfully admit, and even glory in, a unity which com-

prises the extremes of Arminianism and Calvinism. Indeed, the

recent agitation in the Presbyterian fold would indicate that very

great differences of theological opinion do already exist in that great

unity without any rending force. Accordingly it might be urged that

the proposed federation would embrace no wider extremes than those

already existing in other bodies. But maj' it not be one thing for

divergencies to arise within an already organized body, and quite

another for such divergencies to seek to unite from without ?

There is still a question beyond this. The details of the results
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reached by the Joint Committee of conference are very properly with-

held until the time for them to make their report. But it has been

made known that it will propose to constitute a Federal Synod, to

which the General Synods of the Dutch and German Churches shall

commit the management of Missions, Education, Publication and the

Sunday-school. At this stage of the business, it is not proper to go

further than to point out the danger that the new Synod shall be

either useless or too efficient—that the want of doctrinal sympathy

alluded to above might embarrass the relations of such a Synod to its

theological seminaries—and the danger that joint systems of working

might be cumbrous and clumsy.

The writer is a Dutchman of the Dutchmen. He has not the least

leaning toward absorption into the Presbyterian Church. In his hum-

ble judgment the Dutch Church stands for something which no other

denomination represents in this country, and has its own high and

solemn witness to bear. But if we must have federation, why not fed-

erate with some Church whose type of religious life, while in some

respects it may be different, is at least more like our own ? The Ger-

man and Dutch Churches do not come in geographical and therefore

personal contact. If we must federate, would we not better federate

with fellow Christians whom we sometimes see ?

Yet these considerations are submitted only as considerations.

The plans proposed by the Joint Committee on Federation are still

in the protoplasmic state. Great changes may be made in them,

either by the Committee or the Synods, before they differentiate into

organic life and form. They are too embryotic now for intelligent

opposition even. All that the writer cares for is that hasty action

shall not be taken under the impulse of amiable fraternal sentiment,

which sober second thought or patient experience may prove on the

whole no very distinct advance. May the Holy Spirit illuminate us

all, and show His will in these great plans.

Mancius H. Hutton.

New Brunswick, N. J.



VII.

PRESBYTERIAN UNION IN INDIA.*

I.

THE union movement in India is a child of prayer. The Indian

Alliance, a fruit of the week of prayer, has prepared the way for

an able committee representing, with a few unimportant exceptions,

every Presbyterial bod}- in India, instructed to consider “ the difficulties

in the way of union, with the best method of overcoming them.” The

Alliance at its Fifth Council, after considering this committee’s re-

port clause by clause, endorsed it heartily and (but for one vote)

unanimously, as a practical and suitable outline-scheme of union.

Foreign missionaries, who introduced and understand foreign divi-

sions and are still leaders in all important ecclesiastical movements,

have naturally taken the lead in clearing away foreign obstructions.

Hence the obvious propriety of appointing European and American

delegates for Alliance and Committee. Congregations, Presbyteries,

and Synod were organized without waiting for an advanced stage of

financial independence. Nor does it seem necessary to wait for it

before making this attempt to improve the ground plan of our eccle-

siastical structure while foundation-work still progresses. The “ ma-

terial ” for an Indian Church is not rupees but souls. We have a

Christian community of 40.000, with 15,000 communicants, and a fine

body of presbyters in whose ability, orthodoxy, and spirituality there

is every reason for fullest confidence. With the growth of the super-

structure difficulties will increase. “ Long delay ” means time for the

development of two tendencies hostile to union—ossification and alien-

ation. On the one hand, denominational differences are hardening into

fixed habits, and on the other, a strong native sentiment against sec-

tarianism is forming new sects as rallying points for independence and

unity. “ Long delay,” like McClellan’s masterly inaction, may lose

for us an opportunity never to return, and bequeath to India an in-

creasing swarm of Presbyterian sects instead of one Presbyterian

Church. The strong native sentiment demanding a national Church,

united and independent of foreign control, which was noticed by the

* [These papers give the state of opinion on this important subject, in the

field itself. The interested reader will find a full statement of the facts as to

the movement in a carefully written paper by tbe Rev. Dr. S. H. Kellogg, of

Toronto, which appeared in the issue of this Review for last July (Vol. i. pp.

462, sq.).—Editous.]
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Conference of 1873, has, under the Spirit’s impulse, been the real

originating cause of the present movement. The Panjab Presbyterian

Conference of 1878, called by a committee mostly native, presided

over by a native, and four-fifths native in its composition, gave this

feeling most enthusiastic expression. A movement for the establish-

ment of union churches free from foreign control has already begun

among our members and officers of independent means. In December

1889, the Presbytery of Lahore, and in November 1890, the Presbj’-

tery of Lodiana voted unanimous affirmatives. A few members of the

former Presbytery, it is but fair to state, have begun within the last

few months to see difficulties in the way of immediate union. That

they have been influenced principally by the fear of losing home sup-

port, an objection vigorously urged in India as “ the weightiest of

all,” is beyond doubt. This demand, in politics and religion, for repre-

sentation, for national independence and unity, is a marked feature of

the times. Trampled on or ignored, it may prove our bane
;

if wisely

led, our blessing.

National independence
,
on conservative lines, would be itself a

blessing, and productive of other blessings. Because our Church is

a foreign thing, our religion and our Christ are looked upon as foreign

innovations. Many of our formulas and forms are essentially occi-

dental, and some of our laws impossible. Because the “ Mission ”

and “ Presbytery ” are both American, very few know the difference

between them. Hence our most intelligent elders, though Presbyterian

by nature and inclination, have very little interest in this foreign Pres-

byterianism controlled entirely by missionaries. An elder lately gave

up his office for the reason that Presbytery possesses practically no

authority. When the Church becomes Indian from its lowest to its

highest court, the Presbytery, emerging from the shadow of the

Mission, will begin to assume an interest, reality and life it has never

yet known. Prominent elders, who gladly attend an Episcopalian

“ Congress,” will begin to show their faces at Presbytery meetings

when made to feel that the Indian Church has an existence and im-

portance of its own. Many weak Presbyteries will gain in numbers

and dignity. A number of missions will enter for the first time into

the advantages of a Presbyterial life. Both “ Mission ” and “ Presby-

tery ” will be left freer, each in its own sphere. Onr elastic Presbyte-

rian system enables each to do its own proper work with no more fear

of friction or complications than in the case of Princeton College and

the Presbytery of New Brunswick. In a safe and legitimate sense, the

“ Mission ” should decrease that the Church may increase.

Financial independence has an important connection with ecclesi-

astical independence. If the Church is willing to continue her aid as

long as needed, there is no practical reason why self-support must of

necessity precede union. Ecclesiastical before financial independence

is the generous policy of our Church, and accords with the deliberate

judgment of Indian Presbyterians in Council assembled. If we do
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not hesitate to ordain presbyters and organize our converts into a

church before they can support their own pastors, why should we
shrink back from a mere improvement of the organization already

formed by allowing it a real and national life while still under the

guidance of missionaries ? In all human probability union must pre-

cede self-support, if it comes at all in India. In some places union

will enable two weak congregations to form one that is self-supporting,

and thus set the ball rolling. In all places it will help to stimulate a

healthy self-respept. This big Indian child, seventy-five years old, has

been carried in arms and wheeled about in a baby-carriage a trifle too

long, perhaps. Soiled pinafores and an occasional bump will do it no
material damage. It is no longer a matter of speculation but of

plain, practical experience, that Indian Christians will give towards

pastoral support when made to believe that pastor and church are

really their own. It is a matter, too, of sad experience that the old

perambulator policy, which still has a few advocates, produced depend-

ent Christians and almost hopelessly decrepit churches. Some strik-

ing illustrations might be given from the Lodiana and Furrakhabad
Missions, respectively. The dependent condition of most of our

churches, instead of showing union to be “ premature ” or “ imprac-

ticable,” shows it to be exceedingly and immediately desirable.

Greater economy in the distribution offorces secured for the future,

with wasteful rivalry discouraged and prevented in the present, are

also benefits expected from our Indian union. The Alliance, badly

handicapped by want of ecclesiastical authority, has been able to do
but little in originating cooperative schemes, and practically nothing

in removing friction. Considering the respect paid to comity prin-

ciples among evangelical missionaries, Presbyterian interests have

clashed with a sad and shameful frequency. Rival colleges exist where

men are sorely needed for evangelistic work, and rival congregations

where union would strengthen discipline, prevent discord, and promote

self-support. In one small town, besides a government institution, there

are two Presbyterian boys’ schools for the heathen, two congregations

which might easily be self-supporting if united, and two girls’ boarding

schools in prospect ! The two rival missions, after twenty-five years of

conflict, have for the second or third time agreed upon a boundary, which

has already proved to be an imaginary line. Yet a respected brother

from the forefront of this inter-Presbyterian fray writes :
“ How there

could be a more economical distribution of forces is a mystery.”

Everywhere we meet the same Hinduism and Mahommedanism, the

same un-Christian government. A united Romanism and a united

Ritualism lord it over us. We possess and oppose so much in com-

mon that a more solid phalanx is both practical and necessary.

The advantages of unity cannot be detailed in three short pages.

The wiping out of sectarian divisions while we may, the planting of a

Church native to the soil, the encouragement thereby of self-support,

the greater simplicity and efficiency of our ecclesiastical machinery,
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increased facilities for counsel and cooperation, for sympathy and
united prayer, the gathering up of many small and isolated fragments

into the living whole, will, we believe, more perfectly manifest our one-

ness in the Faith and Spirit, will produce a more catholic and a more
Calvinistic Church. The union of the Northern and Southern churches

would not be so great a boon to America as that of sixteen ditferent

Presbyterian denominations to India. Perhaps, in India especially,

we need to be aroused from denominational inertia, aggravated by an

enervating climate. We ma}r be thought oversanguine, but this quiet

movement, unheralded by ostentatious clamor, yet carefully thought

out through thirty j'ears of patient waiting, born and bred in prayer,

appeal’s to many in India the prophecy of a new Pentecostal era of

more consecrated enterprise, and more intelligently organized effort

in which we shall be able to do and dare more for God.

II. Morrison.

American Presbyterian Mission, Rawal Pindi, India.

II.

The union of the native Churches of India into an organic body has

been before the Christians of this country for the last thirteen or four-

teen years. It has been repeatedly suggested by the leading Christian

men and missionary societies of both England and America. In pur-

suance of this suggestion, the Rev. R. Clark, the venerable Secretary

of the Church Missionary Society for the Punjab and the Sind, pro-

posed in 1877 the formation of an organic union between all the native

Churches of India in a pamphlet entitled, The Native Church for the

Natives of India. The Presbyterian missionaries laboring in the

Punjab held a conference next year to consider this subject and met

Mr. Clark half way, proposing terms on which they would be willing

to join the union. This scheme, however, collapsed on account of the

discouragement shown to it by the Bishop of Lahore.

The next attempt to bring about a union of the native Churches

was made five or six years ago, by Mr. K. C. Banerjee, an eminent licen-

tiate of the Free Church Presbytery of Calcutta. This was a purely

indigenous effort. Mr. Banerjee proposed the formation of a national

Church on a broad and simple basis which could be accepted by all.

He called his new Church “ Christosomaj ” (the Society of Christ) and

adopted for his motto, “ The Unity and the Minister.” But as he did

not consult the tastes and the wishes of the Churches existing in the

country, and introduced into his new organization the church polity

and the practices of the Plymouth Brethren, he did not meet with a

general approval. Only a few of the members of other Churches joined

him. Instead of uniting the different Churches into an organic body

and forming a national Church, he has thus far succeeded only in add-

ing another denomination to the many already existing in the country.

We have now before us a third proposal for union. It is more limi-
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ted in character, and aims at producing union only between the Pres-

b}rterian Churches of India. The initiative in this matter was taken

by the Lahore Presbytery, which at a meeting held in December 1887,

appointed Rev. R. Morrison to consult the different Presbyteries of

the country on the desirableness and practicability of forming a Pres-

byterial union. Mr. Morrison discharged the duty entrusted to him

with great earnestness and has succeeded in forming a committee of

thirteen delegates from as many Presbyteries, carefully to consider the

subject and draw out a plan for the proposed union. The subject was

referred by him to the Fifth Council of the Presbyterian Alliance of

India, which assembled in Calcutta in December 1889. The Council

expressed its approval of and sympathy with the movement, and

recommended as the doctrinal basis of the contemplated Presbyterian

Church of India— 1. The Apostles’ Creed, 2. The Nicene Creed, and,

3. A modern statement, say that of the missions of the three Scotch

Churches or that of the English Presbyterian Church, to be subscribed

by the ordained ministers of the Church
;
while also the Church shall

hold in veneration and as useful for edification the Westminster Confes-

sion of Faith, Westminster Shorter Catechism, and Heidelberg Cate-

chism. It has since been discussed in the leading Presbyterian organs

of the country and all that could have been said has been said on both

sides. Some of the oldest and most experienced missionaries have fa-

vored the movement
;
but others equally old and experienced have dis-

favored it. Those who support the movement put forward, amongst

other pleas, the sympathy of the parent Churches and the policy of the

General Assemblies in its favor. This is said specially to be the case

with the Presbyterian Churches of the United States of America and the

General Assemblies which represent them. We are amongst those who
disfavor the movement. We do not question its desirableness or im-

portance, nor do we undervalue the many advantages that would accrue

from it. We admit all these most freely. We are warm advocates of

Presbyterian union. We, however, do not think the time has come

yet for bringing it about in this country. The movement is premature

in India, and we are anxious that our parent churches in America and

the General Assembly that heads them should know our reasons before

giving their final decision in this matter.

Our principal reason for disfavoring the movement is to be found in

the feeble state of the native churches. An organic union implies sep-

aration from the mother Church—a measurable giving up of its care,

protection and control. It implies therefore the possession of life and

vigor in the churches that thus separate themselves—the power at least

of sustaining and governing themselves. None of these conditions

exists in the Presbyterian churches of India. All, or almost all of

them are weak, unable to stand or walk alone—more fit to be carried

about in their mother’s arms than to commence an independent exist-

ence and life of their own. To prove this I have only to mention that

there are twenty-eight churches in connection with the Synod of India.
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Two only out of these have just undertaken to support their pastors,

and their undertaking is yet in a tentative state. The rest are entirely

dependent on the mission for their spiritual ministrations. All look

up chiefly to the churches of America for the building and repairing

of their church edifices, for the maintenance of their poor, for the

education of their childi'en, for the creation of a Christian literature

and for printing .and circulating the books that compose it. Their

financial condition is still very low. The native Christian community
as a whole is the poorest in India.

None of the churches are possessed of the power of self-govern-

ment. They are still intellectual and moral babes and unprepared for

such a duty. This would be apparent to all who have attended the

meetings of our Church courts. The majority of our pastors and eld-

ers do not think for themselves—they are not able to do so. They
move as they are moved by the missionaries of the station to which

they belong or under whom they work. Whenever an important ques-

tion comes up for decision it is generally the missionaries who decide

it for them. Private and personal interests are often allowed to pre-

vail against the public good.

What is true of the churches of the Synod of India, is also true in

a more or less degree of all the Presbyterian churches of India. Such

being the state of things, would it not be better and wiser to allow

them to remain under the care of the Churches by whom they have

been brought to Christ, and be trained and educated for self-support

and self-government and for the various other duties of a living

Christian Church ? When the training has been completed, then will

be time enough to think of separation and union—of giving up old

connections and forming a new one. Then they will probably of them-

selves choose a home of their own, not in the Church of England or

in the Presbyterian or Congregational Church, but in the Church of

India, where they will rule themselves with their own institutions and

organizations. Until then let us not force on them any new organiza-

tion. My firm conviction is self-support and self-government of at

least half the number of churches ought to precede any proposal for

organic union or for the formation of a new Church.

Our second reason is to be found in the apprehension, nay, moral

certainty we feel of the diminished interest on the part of the home

churches in our support and welfare, when an organic union takes

place. By saying this, we do not charge the home churches with sel-

fishness or sectarianism, but simply state a fact in human nature which

observation and experience daily confirm. It is human nature, even

in a sanctified state, to take more interest in institutions and people

under our immediate care and control and less in those that are sep-

arated from us. We feel more responsibility for the former, and hence

our greater care and interest for them. It would be ridiculous to

expect parents to continue the same care and support to children who

have left the parental roof and control and started homes of their own,
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as when they were under them. Why should we expect differently

from spiritual parents ? Our strong conviction is that we still need the

fostering care, control and support of our mother churches and there-

fore we hesitate to encourage any movement that would or is likely

to deprive us of these blessings. We would rather strengthen our

bonds than weaken them. We would do so, not for any personal or

selfish purpose, but for the good of the Church—for the upbuilding of

and further extension of it—and for the good of the Christian work

now going on in this country.

We also object to the new organization because it proposes to make
use of the English language in its highest court. No other language

can be possibly used. There are no less than ten different languages

spoken in the country in which the Presbyterian churches are situated.

These form the vernaculars of the people who as a rule do not under-

stand English. The great majority of our pastors and elders come
from this class and their voice would be unrepresented in the new
General Assembly, and consequently the wants of the people whom
they represent. The administration of the Church would fall into the

hands of a few who may not be always the best of men. The least

that could be said of this arrangement is that it is unconstitutional

and un-Presbyterian.

We might speak also, if space were allowed us, of the vast distances

that separate the Presbyterian churches from each other—the diffi-

culty of traveling over these distances for mutual conference and

communion—the expense involved in traveling and the difficulty of

providing funds for this expense, the native churches being too poor

to supply it—the difficulty of adjusting the position of foreign mis-

sionaries in the new Church and of the difficulty of dealing with such

a variety of tribes and races with their peculiar customs, tastes and

prejudices that would be included in the new organization. When we
consider all these difficulties—and when we consider too that a Pres-

byterial Alliance already exists in India, manifesting to the world our

unity of heart and spirit and securing to us most of the advantages of

an organic union, we feel it to be the part of wisdom not to put our

hands to it for the present.

May the great Head of the Church Himself guide us all and lead us

to a right conclusion.

K. C. Chatterjee.

American L’resbyterian Mission, Hosuyarpur, India.

III.

I have all along been a warm advocate of Christian union amongst

all Protestant bodies in general, and of the proposed organic union

amongst Presbyterians in India in particular. In the present state of

Christendom, where long-established prejudices and denominational

differences have been handed down for centuries, an organic union even

20
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amongst Presbyterians, in their respective mother countries from which

they come, may not be feasible
;
but, in the Providence of God, in the

East, the birthplace of Christianity, facilities manifest themselves for

the proposed union. However strange this may sound, such unions

have been actually formed in China and Japan. I am not aware of any

great doctrinal differences that exist amongst them. Their original

standards are the same, namely, the Westminster Confession of Faith,

the Catechisms, the Form of Government, and the Directory for the

Worship of God. If so, what circumstances should hinder them from

uniting ? When such a momentous consequence as the conversion of

the world is made to depend upon the union that obtains between

Christ as the Head and ourselves as members of His mystical bod}q it

is our bounden duty to bring about the realization of the Saviour’s

last prayer on behalf of His disciples recorded in the 17th of John:
“ Father, that they all may be one

;
as thou, Father, art in me and I in

thee, that they also ma}' be one in us : that the world may believe that

thou hast sent me. And the glory that thou gavest me I have given

them
;
that they maj'- be one even as we are one, I in them and thou in

me, that they may be made perfect in one, and that the world may
know that thou hast sent me and hast loved them as thou hast loved

me.” This is the legacy our blessed Redeemer has left us. We must

ever look upon it as the Magna Charta of our union. In proportion

as we see the prayer realized shall we be able to sympathize with the

risen and glorified Redeemer, the Lord Jesus Christ, in the vast scheme

He had for the regeneration of the world :
“ I pray not for these alone,

but for them also which shall believe on me through their word and

again, u Other sheep I have which are not of this fold
;
them also I must

bring, and they shall hear my voice, and there shall be one fold and

one shepherd.” And s}rmpathizing with nim, we shall consider our

glorious privilege to bring into the kingdom the teeming millions of

India’s people, for which cause alone we as missionaries profess to exist

in this country.

If union be strength, what a solid front the thirteen united Presby-

terian bodies will present to our common foes by whom we are sur-

rounded. If we who have no valid cause to remain separate can unite,

other bodies, such as Independents of various shades, Methodists,

Baptists, Episcopalians, ma}r see their way to form unions amongst

themselves and thus weaken the strong denominational spirit that has,

alas, done so much harm to the cause we all have at heart.

I have heard of objections being put forward against the union,

namely, (a) the long distances by which we are separated
; (b) differ-

ence of languages
;
and (c) alleged unwillingness of native brethren

to unite.

With regard to distances, some fifty years ago this objection might

have appeared specious, but now the network of Indian railways has

greatly diminished distances. In fifty or sixty hours we can meet at

any central spot that may be fixed upon, from all parts of India. Differ-
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enee of languages likewise might have formed a hindrance, hut that

too is now rapidly disappearing. The English language has already

become a medium of communication amongst natives of various presi-

dencies. Of late large gatherings of Christians and non-Christians

have been held in different parts of the country, and the common
medium of their intercourse was through the English language

;
when

necessaiy, Hindi and Hindustani come in to aid, these tongues being

understood more or less throughout the whole peninsula. As for the

last objection, I must say there must be some sad misunderstanding

about it. In my experience of nearly half a century I have observed

a general and natural disposition amongst native Christians of various

Protestant denominations to unite freely for prayer and praise, with

the exception of those belonging to the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel and Anglicans, and even in the case of these, in many in-

stances, their position was in consequence of the attitude the teachers

assume rather than any backwardness on the part of the taught. Here

in my Christian village, Bethel, in the midst of a Mohammedan and

idolatrous population, we are working side by side with brethren of

the Church Missionary Society, the Faith Mission, and the Congrega-

tionalists. I have invariably found that our converts far more readily

unite with one another than some of their teachers, though thoroughly

evangelical in their doctrine and sentiment. If this is the case, native

presbyters will be only too glad to form an organic union.

The non-appearance of some brethren at the stated meetings of the

Presbyterian Alliance may be owing to accidental circumstances rather

than to their unwillingness to form an organic union.

The main idea that pervades the Presbyterian Form of Government
is that the Lord Jesus Christ is the sole Head, King and Ruler over His

Church, and every member is expected to show allegiance to Him, to

obey His laws, and to act under His sole authority for His honor and

glory. No Erastian or earthly ruler has any part or lot in this matter.

Whatever is done in the Church is done with a single eye to the glory

of God the Father and the crown-rights of the Redeemer. Thus a

very great responsibility is thrown upon every member of His Church
in the election of ministers, elders, deacons, etc. This individual

responsibility, when viewed in this light, prevents ministers and office-

bearers from ever becoming “ lords over God’s heritage and those

that form the bulk of our churches, who have known no other form

of government than that of despotism, will be educated to appreciate

the principle involved in the apostolic precept, “ Stand fast in the lib-

erty wherewith God has made His people free.” Thus we are put in

possession of a unity of the very highest kind we can ever conceive of,

and realize the blessed Saviour’s declaration, “ Call no one master, for

one is your Master in heaven, and all ye are brethren.”

I should like the idea that an experienced and honored missionary,

Dr. Scudder of Arcot, has brought before the Presbyterian Alliance,

fully carried out. India is wide enough for three or four Synods,
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meeting once a year, and a representative meeting of a grand General

Assembly once in three or four years.

In conclusion, I am of opinion that if Presbyterian polity could be

fully developed in India as in Scotland or America, we should have

strong indigenous Christian churches amongst us, growing in intelli-

gence and spiritual power, and thus should preserve them from heter-

odox notions which are fast taking hold of a large and increasing class

of people in the army, civil service, mercantile community, and indeed

of educated natives throughout India.

Narayan Siiesiiadri.

Free Church of Scotland Mission, Jalna, India.

IY.

The question of the organic union of all the Presbyterian Churches

in India, proposed by the Presbyterian Alliance, must go before long

to the Churches in Europe and America for their consideration. I

proppse to give briefly the reasons which lead me to oppose the pro-

posed union.

1. And first, there is the obstacle of the thirteen languages spoken

by the ministers and elders of the Churches to be united. How could

they ever confer together profitably, the great majority of them know-

ing only their mother tongue? How could the proceedings of the

lower courts, conducted and recorded in these languages, be examined

fairly by the highest court ? To remove this difficulty, the Alliance

proposes to make English the language of the General Assembly.

This certainly is cutting the knot. It practically disfranchises the

great majority of our ministers and elders, closing their mouths in the

highest court. It gives an immense and undue influence to the few

who can take part in a discussion carried on in English. It practi-

cally throws the power of the highest court into the hands of a few

men on the ground of their knowledge of English, and excludes many
able, faithful and experienced men, whose presence and advice would

be most desirable and valuable. Such men would never be found in

the Assembly, debarred by their ignorance or little knowledge of

English. Dr. J. C. Lowrie well says, “ If all must be one, as now con-

tended for, let us first obtain a renewal of the gift of tongues.” In

the United Church of Japan, which is held up as our model, there is

but one language used, and that the language of the people of the

country. In every church and ecclesiastical meeting throughout Japan

the one vernacular of the people is the medium of communication.

When we are told of the success of the union movement in Japan, we

answer, “ Give us one language, spoken by all the people from Madras

to the Panjab, and we shall have one of the real hindrances to union

in India removed, but no number of resolutions of the Alliance can

remove this hindrance.”

2. But secondly, this union involves the putting aside of the West-
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minster Confession of Faith and adopting in place of it a short, elastic,

irenic creed. Only such a creed will hold together the members pro-

posing union. The Westminster Confession is now termed by leading

advocates of the union “ a 3
roke,” “ Western in thought and expres-

sion,” obsolete, containing chiefly “ the condemnation of exploded

errors of the past.” The Indian Standard
,
the organ of the Alliance,

urges the preparation of an entirely new Confession, and the editor

has even set about writing one. All this shows the drift of opinion.

It also shows why the Alliance was forced to put the Confession aside

as a relic of the past. Now, many of us think that with a few changes

the Confession is wrell adapted to mould the theology of our Indian

churches. A brief*creed may do for an old Church, established in the

faith, fortified by a sound literature and scholarly ministry
;
but for a

young Church with a limited Christian literature, with converts gath-

ered every year from those ignorant of the Scriptures and saturated

with a false theology, we need a full, clear, dogmatic statement of

truth which shall mould our ministry and control our teaching
;
and

the fuller, clearer, more dogmatic that statement is, the better will it

be for a young Church of such material and with such surroundings.

Hence I oppose the effort to found a Church in India on a few articles

of faith.

3. But thirdly, we are asked not only to put aside our Confession

of Faith, but also our Hymn Book. The Alliance proposes that in the

meetings of Church courts where certain brethren who object to hymns
are present, “ Psalms alone be sung, out of respect to their opinion,

and also because the Psalms are a sufficient medium b}r which to ex-

press divine praise.” The advocates of union may be Avise in trying

thus to win the favor of the seven thousand Presbyterians who sing

only Psalms, but some of us are not yet prepared to say that “ the

Psalms are a sufficient medium by Avhich to express divine praise.”

Confessedly they are not a sufficient medium to express our prayers,

and perhaps some Presbyterians may haATe as great difficulty in fram-

ing their praises in the words of the Psalms as they have their prayers.

If there is anything wrong in singing the doxology in a meeting of

Presbytery or Synod because a brother objects, it will be difficult to

show that it is not wrong to sing it when the Presbytery dissol\res into

a prayer meeting. Hence at the outset we say, Ohsta principiis.

4. A fourth objection is founded on the proposal to have two

classes of ministers in the same Presbytery, the foreign missionaries

being alloAved to retain their ecclesiastical connection with their home
Churches. Although members of Presbyteries in Europe and America,

they are to be allowed to sit by right in the Indian Presbjdery wdthin

whose bounds they labor, having all the rights of a presbyter saAre that

of \roting. This creates two classes of ministers Avorking side by side,

yet amenable to different courts. This tends to destroy the parity of

the ministry, the foreign missionary not being amenable to the Pres-

bytery within whose bounds he labors, to whose churches he ministers,
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and in whose councils he has a right to sit and take part. That this

will not work well needs no argument.

5. But a still more serious obstacle in the waj* of union, is the

financial condition of our Indian churches. So very poor are the most

of them that it is onl}r here and there that one can support its pastor,

to sa}' nothing of pushing evangelistic work. A Church is not pre-

pared for independence until it is able to support itself iu a far greater

measure than the Indian Church can. The Edinburgh Missionary

Conference has put on record “ that it is in the highest degree desira-

ble that mission Churches should be encouraged to become indepen-

dent of the home Churches, that is, self-supporting and self-governing,

self-government naturally following upon self-support.” And this is

right. The proposal to cut loose from the mother Churches and organ-

ize a Chui'ch on a new basis ought to carry ou the face of it the prom-

ise to do with less aid from the foreign Church, but such a promise

could not be made in good faith b}r a single mission in India. I make
bold to sajr, believing that I have back of me three-foui’ths of the mis-

sionaries in India in saj-ing it, that there is not the slightest evidence on

which to found a hope that the proposed union would hasten by an hour

the day of self-support. Hence I cannot go to the American Church

and ask for independence of her Confession of Faith and control, and

in the same breath ask her to enlarge her contributions to support our

pastors, preachers and work. For an American Church gradually to

withdraw its aid from a Church in India which has formed new alli-

ances, with which she has no ecclesiastical tie, over whose ministers

she has no control, and whose doctrinal standards are different, I do

not regard as either strange or selfish. One breath of suspicion as to

the doctrinal soundness of even a few ministers of this Pan-Presby-

terian Church, with no power on the part of the contributing foreign

Churches to examine or discipline the suspected ministers, could have

but one effect, and that disastrous to the interest of our mission work.

A great deal is said of the evil of perpetuating thirteen Presb3derian

bodies in India, but this evil will not appear so great when we remem-

ber that three of these bodies consist of one missionary each, 011 I3
'

one being a foreigner. Two consist of missions with only one or-

dained foreign missionary. While the remaining missions occupy far

separated provinces and districts, except in a very few places and in

these there is harmony and fellowship. For example, in Bengal, with

its population of sixty-six millions, there are no two Presbyterian mis-

sions, outside of Calcutta, occupying the same district; and in Calcutta,

with its 600,000 inhabitants, the two Scotch missions can hardly be

said to be crowding each other. One or two other Presbyterian bodies

might be planted in Bengal and find themselves hundreds of miles

from the nearest Presbyterian mission. The same holds good of the

Northwestern Provinces, with their forty-four millions
;
of the Bombay

and Madras Presidencies, with their fort3’-seven millions; of Rajpoo-

tana and the Central Provinces, with their twent3
* millions. The dis-
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tribution of the Presbyterian forces in India has been made, for the

most part, most wisely. The result is that there is no friction and no

waste of force anywhere, one or two places excepted.

It is urged that the Indian Christians wish a “ United National

Church,” “ something more far reaching even than Presbyterian union.”

No doubt this is true of the comparatively fewT who speak English, but

it must not be forgotten that the- union which they wish would wipe

out eveiy Presbyterian Church in India. Their desire, born of a nat-

ural national sentiment, is to see all the Churches now at work in India

swallowed by a great Indian Church—this new Church to be free from

foreign control, wrhile at the same time it draws aid as largely as ever

from Europe and America. This is the kind of independence which

we are asked to favor. I cannot see that it promises any improvement

on the old order of things.

In view of the obstacles in the way of organic union, viz., the differ-

ent languages spoken in the seven Provinces
;
the immense distances

separating the churches
;
the necessity of sacrificing a full, clear Con-

fession in order to unite men holding opposing views
;
the practical

limiting of our public praise to the Psalms
;
the creating of two classes

of presbyters working side by side; the total unpreparedness of the

Indian churches for such a union
;
and if we add this, that most of

the advantages claimed for organic union may be secured by enlarging

the scope and powers of the Alliance, each Church delegating to it

certain powers -while retaining its own creed, independence and au-

tonomy : 1 am forced to oppose the organization of the proposed Church

as premature, impracticable, promising nothing towards a healthy

independence, the building up of self-supporting churches or the speedy

evangelization of India.

J. J. Lucas.

American Presbyterian Mission, Allahabad, India.

Y.

I have been asked to write a few words for this symposium, and as

I have, partly from inclination, partly from my position as editor of

The Indian Standard
,
the organ of the Alliance, been actively engaged

in this controversy in India, I gladly avail myself of this opportunity

of addressing American Presbyterians on the subject.

The union of the various Presbyterian Churches in India seemed to

most of us so natural and desirable that we were hardly prepared at once

to resist effectively Dr. Lucas’ onslaught. Such a union we are sure

would be in harmony with the mind of Christ and with the growing

sentiment of the home Churches. Our separation is the result of histori-

cal forces that still operate in Britain and America, but with which in

our effort to create for Christ a free, independent Church in India,

based on Presbyterian polity and worship, we have nothing to do. It

is because this fact is forgotten, because v*e missionaries cannot rid
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ourselves of home sentiment, cannot realize its incongruity on the

mission field, that we are so lukewarm in the matter of union. No
doubt there are serious difficulties in the way, but these would vanish

if we could forget for a little the special “ ism ” in which we were

brought up.

The greatest difficulty is the size of India. It is a vast continent,

peopled by different nations, speaking different languages. The attempt

to unite its scattered churches in one is a scheme dazzling to the imagi-

nation, but well-nigh impracticable. This difficulty it is proposed to

meet by creating provincial Synods with practically the power of

Assemblies, and giving Presbyteries many of the powers of Synods, as

I understand is the case in America at the present time. The arrange-

ment suggested by the Alliance has been seriously called in question.

Well, it is not intended to be final. Very probably many modifica-

tions of this scheme will be necessary before it becomes workable.

But does the suggestion of such Synods, with delegates to a great

Assembly of India, change the question from a wild dream to a possi-

bly practicable scheme? If it does, we have no right at the present

time to condemn it. Each home Church as it stands covers a much
larger territory with its missionary Presbyteries all over the world,

which are yet practically without representation, except through for-

eign missionaries, in the higher courts. The Indian scheme would give

them such a representation. The language difficult}' is not so great as

it appears. English is widely spoken by the educated classes all over

the country and almost every Hindu and Mahomedan can speak in

Urdu. Throughout the whole country lectures are constantly being

delivered in English by natives, and the proceedings of the National

Congress are in the same language. The delegates from Synod to

Assembly would not as a rule be illiterate men, but rather men of

known capacity, the leaders of their own communities, and as such

likely to make themselves understood wherever they go. Nor is there

much in the fact that there are various races in India living side by

side. Hinduism and Mahomedanism meet us everywhere. There is

no third religion to oppose
;
and by remaining separate we do not keep

them separate, but have to face them together in every town in India.

One caste, one idolatry, one superstition hold the people together in

resistance to Christian effort; and one faith, one heart, one baptism

unite all Christians in one.

Another objection urged to union is the apparent apathy of the na-

tive churches themselves. But this is due to ignorance, not to want

of sympathy. The other day the question came up in the Rajputana

Presbytery of the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland. At first

the native members were at a loss to understand the meaning and

purpose of the Alliance scheme, but when once they grasped the idea

in its Christian breadth, the greatest enthusiasm prevailed. One of the

most experienced of our missionaries set before them all the difficul-

ties, but he spoke to men whose interest and delight in the proposed
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union made them deaf to his most earnest appeal. The Rev. Thabur

Dass, writing in The Indian Standard
,
says, “ In the first place I earn-

estly ask Dr. Lucas to withdraw his first objection against the union.

He says, ‘ The first reason against this proposed organic union of all

the Presbyterian Churches in India is that there lias been no call or

demand for it on the part of the native members of these Churches.’

The natives are under such control of Foreign Missions that they dare

not even suggest such a thing as Presbyterial union. The native

Christians are made to feel that their religion must be in accordance

with the foreign money—so that the same fear which makes the for-

eigners oppose union, keeps the natives from making anjr demand for

it. Give them freedom of thought and you wr
ill soon see the result.”

Another objection is the proposed creed. Dr. Lucas objects to put-

ting the Confession of Faith apparently in the background as held in

veneration
,
and putting in its place a simple statement of faith which

the native churches will be able to understand. It is not pretended

by Dr. Lucas and his friends that the native churches know anything

about the Confession. The great majority of our native members are

ignorant of the existence of such a document, and would fail to under-

stand it were it put before them. Why should an objection be raised

to giving them a creed they can understand ? Paul says, “ Except ye

utter by the tongue words easy to be understood, how shall it be known
what is spoken? for ye shall speak into the air.” The object in pro-

posing a simpler creed is not to do away with unpalatable doctrines.

Let us have all the doctrines of the Confession, but in a form that will

be understood by the churches holding them. It is once more the

failure of the foreign missionaries to put themselves in the place of

the native Church that is at the root of this objection. If we remem-

ber that all foreign missionaries come out from home under the vows

of their respective Churches, and that these in the case of Presbyteri-

ans are practically identical, we shall cease trying to make the Con-

fession of Faith a kind of mysterious fetish for the native Church.

Still another objection is the suspicion of heresy in some of the

missionaries who would be members of the United Church. Dr.

Lucas’ whole ground for this fear is the fact that The Indian Standard

seemed rather to favor Profs. Bruce and Dods in the recent contro-

versy in the Free Church, and that the editor cut out from one of his

articles a paragraph commenting strongly on the fact. The editor of

The Indian Standard is an accident. A few months ago he was a Free

Church man
;
he is now a United Presbyterian

;
in a few more months

he may be an American Presbyterian. Some of us hope he will b}^ and

by be Dr. Lucas himself—when his orthodoxy would be guaranteed. If

the United Church were dissatisfied with the tone of its own organ, it

could have it changed. Practically all Dr. Lucas’ argument under

this head amounts to is this, that because one or two of the younger

men in some of the Scotch missions have a certain sympathy with

Profs. Dods and Bruce, we would better not unite with them. Why
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not unite with them for their good ? Why be afraid of the native

Church of India, why tremble for the ark of God? Heresy, if it ever

arises in the native Church, will not be a reproduction of Western
ideas, but a tendency towards some one of the many erroneous theories

indigenous to the land.

The last objection to union I have room to mention within the limits

of this paper is the fear of the home Churches taking less interest in

us, and sending us less money than formerly. It seems an unworthy
estimate of any one of our home Churches. It runs counter to the

growing enthusiasm for missions found in every Church at home. It

betrays a doubt of the Master’s presence and blessing when we are

taking a step in harmony with His mind and will. But it is an objec-

tion the home Churches themselves must consider; and we are not

doubtful what their answer will be. As long as the Church of India

needs help, help will be forthcoming, and all the more gladlj- because

the spirit of brotherhood, unhampered by the divisions of home, has

found a dwelling-place in a united, prosperous and happy Church.

Francis Ashcroft.

Scottish United Presbyterian Mission, Ulwar, Kajputana, India.

YI.

It is admitted that something can be said in favor of Presbyterian

union in India. Xo sincere disciple of Christ can be indifferent to the

solemn prayer of our Lord, “ That thejT all may be one ”—even though

this petition may not in his opinion necessarily refer to external or-

ganization
;
nor can he refuse to aid in securing the largest coalition

which may appear practicable and healthful, not only among Presby-

terians but also among Christians in general, and not only in India

but also throughout the whole world. The Presbyterian system of

church government, moreover, logically implies the unity of God's peo-

ple and points as its ideal to a universal republic of saints. There is

a charm, too, in the very thought of having as our ecclesiastical breth-

ren a multitude that no man can number out of “ every kindred and

tongue and people and nation.” The spirit of the age also is largely

in favor of the union of Christian forces, and no one without good and

sufficient reason should refuse to go with the presumably holy tide or

run counter to the Church's onward progress. Xor can it be denied

that in the prosecution of missionary work here, a large union of those

who bear the Presbyterian name might in the case of rare individuals

or localities give more stimulus and power to evangelistic effort, or

aid occasionally those politico-ecclesiastical movements in behalf of

religion and morals which require dealings with the government, or

that it might furnish some help in our struggles against Episcopal

supremacy, Arminian error or Roman superstition. It may be ad-

mitted even that here and there some benefit would be derived from

union through the settlement of inter-mission or interdenominational
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difficulties, the more economical and advantageous distribution of

forces, and the more perfect division of labor.

But it is contended that the weight of these and similar arguments

has been unduly magnified. The bearing of our Saviour’s prayer even

must be consistent with the fact that while He was present with them

He did not insist on a rigid external unity among His disciples (Mark

ix. 38-40), and with the other fact that during apostolic times, while

inspired men were still guiding the movements of the Church, few

traces can be discovered of such an all-embracing, uncompromising

ecclesiastical organization as that for which unionists contend. The

spirit of any given age, moreover, is not infallible
;
and the charm of

membership in a large body is one which should be regulated, and if

necessary, modified by the love of truth and righteousness. The boasted

advantages of union‘in the matter of stimulus, standing, economy, har-

mony and power are most of them, especially in a country where there

is such a complete geographical distribution of territory among mis-

sions as there is in India, easily attainable through ordinary confer-

ence and comity, or through the existing Presbyterian Alliance. Nor
can it be supposed that the duty of seeking and expressing Presby-

terian or Christian unity through a regular organization, is so impera-

tive as to supplant all other duties which are imposed upon believers,

or in every case override all the difficulties, disadvantages and dangers

which may stand in the way.

It is claimed, too, that the objections to Presbyterian union in India

at the present time are so numerous and formidable as to be practically

insurmountable, and that the attempt to ignore or overrule them would

only create new and uncalled-for evils.

When we consider the great size of this country, which is at least

eighteen hundred miles long and sixteen hundred broad, and covers an

extent of territory equal to some twenty States like that of Pennsylva-

nia—the difficulties of travel and communication, owing to the fewness

of our railways and the trying character of our climate,—and the great

loss of time and strength to missionaries and native laborers involved in

the maintenance of an extensive and complicated ecclesiastical machin-

ery (under such conditions), with the result of drawing them off from

direct evangelistic work
;
when we consider the great expense of the

additional meetings which would be required by a general union

—

expense for travel, entertainment and incidentals—and the impossi-

bility of meeting this outlay without imposing on the delegates them-

selves or on the foreign Churches that support missions—for the native

Church herself is too poor to furnish it
;
when we consider the great

variety of peoples inhabiting India, which comprises more races,

tongues, customs, tastes, prejudices and superstitions than the whole

of Europe—and the difficulty of their happily cooperating together

and legislating for one another; when the number of languages in

India (perhaps one hundred and fifty) and even in Presbyterian fields

(at least twelve or fifteen) is taken into account, together with the
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practical exclusion of all persons from the highest ecclesiastical courts

who cannot speak English, that is, of all who are nearest the people

and most in sympathy with them, and the moral certainty that church

management would fall into a few and perhaps unworthy hands
;
when

we consider the vastly increased amount of friction, and consequent

wear and tear involved in the union of so many different classes

—

foreigners and natives of every variety, Churches and missionary asso-

ciations of conflicting principles, policies, jealousies and foreign con-

nections—and these, too, found often in the same Synod and even in

the same Presbytery
;
when we consider the feebleness and scattered

condition of the native Church, not a single congregation of which, so

far as known, is self-supporting, and the fact that a healthy, active

union cannot be maintained without a large measure of indigenous

and independent ecclesiastical life
;
and when we consider the evil

consequences of separation from the home Churches, involving as it

would, not only the removal of much needed religious sympathy and

moral support, but in some cases at least the withdrawal of much
pecuniar}' aid and the consequent suppression of many missionary

operations—to say nothing of the probable extinction of some mis-

sionary associations altogether; when, I sa}', we take into account all

these and other difficulties and disadvantages, people will hardly won-

der that, in the absence of a spontaneous, irresistible demand for union

on the part of native Christians, we should refuse to admit the wis-

dom of the movement, and that some of us should pronounce the

scheme premature, wild and chimerical.

Special objection, moreover, may be made to union at the present

time on account of the particular basis on which its accomplishment

is proposed. The expression, “ He descended into Hades,” which

forms part of the so-called Apostles’ Creed (one of the constituent

parts of our proposed new Standards), according to its common in-

terpretation, conveys a meaning which Presbyterians generally con-

sider opposed to the teachings of God’s AVord. The rejection also

of the Westminster Confession of Faith and other time-honored

symbols of the Reformed churches as a part of our creed and the

substitution in their stead of a modern statement of doctrine sim-

ilar to that of the English Presbyterian Church is thought to be

unwise. We have men in India, as well as in other countries, who
entertain advanced vfews on some biblical subjects—to say noth-

ing of the crude thoughts and erroneous notions which are likely to

be put forth by theologians who, like many of the patristic Church, are

only just emerging from the darkness of superstition and idolatry

—

and a briefer, less definite statement of doctrine than that found in

the old Standards will certainly be less adapted to secure a high grade

of orthodoxy and more likely to open a door to error. Does not the

Church here in her forming and militant state need a large and care-

fully worded Confession of Faith to instruct and guide her children,

her neighbors and her opponents—to give her a balance wheel of sta-
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bility, to furnish her with an ideal up to which she may grow ? Surely

if Presbyterian churches require this help in lands where Christianity

has long been established they need it far more in a land like India.

And then, according to the terms of union proposed, not only that

denomination to which the writer belongs, but one or two others also,

would find it difficult to maintain for any length of time, even within

the limits of their own territory, their principle on the subject of

Psalmody or their protest against fellowship with members of certain

societies which are un-Christian (and therefore anti-Christian), and

which exhibit a religion the deism and superstitious rites of which are

little exalted above the errors of that Hinduism and Muhammedanism
which we have come here to combat and destroy.

Robert Stewart.

American United Presbyterian Mission, Sialkot, India.



VIII.

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL NOTES.

KLOSTERMANN OX THE ORIGIN OF THE PENTATEUCH.

Under the title Beitrdge zur Entstehungsgeschichte des Pentateuchs,

Prof. Klostermann of Kiel, in two recent numbers of the Neue kirch-

liche Zeitschrift, has published a theory that deserves special notice

as showing a new turn of Old Testament criticism, and as affording a

less destructive explanation of the phenomena of the Pentateuch than

the ruling theory of the day. His two articles together occupy fifty-

four pages of closely printed matter in which the several points of

the argument are fully discussed, and illustrated at length in an excep-

tionally interesting manner. Here, of course, we cannot do more than

give a brief outline of the contents.

Prof. Klostermann begins by examining in detail four traditional

presuppositions which are shared by all the critics and which, in his

opinion, are wholly without foundation. The first of these is the Re-

dactor. This assumed individual is entirely unknown
;
he is every-

where and nowhere
;
we know nothing of his object, his style or his

method. At the most, he has written only this or that line
;
and when

we attempt to pin him down on a particular phrase, one says that this is

a later gloss, another that it was an earlier addition to his source, and

he flits from our sight like a ghost. One such individual is hard enough

to believe in
;
but now we are asked to accept a whole troop of these

remarkable composers, and their number is growing so rapidly that

soon, in addition to R 1

,
II

2

,
etc., we shall need to have R r

, R^ and R"'.

The second presupposition is that the analysis of Genesis alone is

a sufficient foundation on which to build the critical structure. As a

matter of fact, the analysis of the middle books should be more cer-

tainly determined and the age and place of Deuteronomy more care-

fully investigated before definite conclusions are drawn.

The third pi'esupposition is the independence of the three main docu-

ments. It is well known, however, that J and E are uniformly parallel

narratives, and the keen sight of Wellhausen has recognized that Q
also is throughout dependent upon JE and that the portions of Q
left out by R and supplied from JE must have had the same tenor

as the sections that are inserted. The conclusion lies very near that

these supposed documents are in no sense independent, but are only

parts of an original unit.
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The fourth presupposition is the primitiveness of our present Mas-

soretic text. Theoretically this is denied by the critics, and they do

not hesitate to amend the text when they see fit
;
but practically they

use it as infallible, basing the most tremendous theories on minute

differences in its phraseology. All theories of the so-called higher

criticism that rest on the absolute authority of the Miqra, that is, the

pointed text, or even of the Massoreth, that is, the unpointed text,

have only a hypothetical value and fall to pieces at once when the

supposition upon which they rest is shown to be false.

A theory that meets all the facts of the case and does not lie open

to the above objections, is that the several documents used in forming

our present Pentateuch were only different recensions of one and the

same original, and that the whole is the work of a commission which

combined ecclesiastically, not independent sources, but different edi-

tions of the same source. There is a Greek Old Testament in which

the most is from the LXX, Daniel is from Theodotion, Ecclesiastes

from Aquila. If now we call the LXX, J, Theodotion E and Aquila

Q, and suppose a combined text for practical purposes of edification

to be formed, we should come from a mere separation of the sources

to exactly the same phenomenon that Wellhausen finds in the Penta-

teuch. What shall we say, moreover, when we find that in the two

recensions of one and the same LXX text, as, for instance, in Judges

of the Roman and Lagarde editions, the same Hebrew word is repre-

sented on one page by ivcimov, on the other by h 6<p&aA/ioT? • on one

by Ttapaysviaftai, on the other by ilfte'iv
;
on one by noXe/ielv, on the other

by TrapardiTffsffdat

;

and what is specially delightful, the Hebrew phrase,

“ His anger was kindled,” is represented in one by ibpylofa
7

ftup.(p and in

the other by ihupmhrj (bpyft with consistent uniformity? Let us sup-

pose now that, at a time when all other codices of Judges were lost

or out of circulation, a commission undertook out of two partly mixed

and fragmentary codices with the above peculiarities of diction to

construct a consecutive text of Judges with due respect to the holiness

of both sources
;
then without doubt they would supply every failure

and obscurity of one from the other, in certain sections let that one

speak which was most legible or intelligible or seemed to offer the

greater completeness, and when the choice between the two was too

difficult set both expressions alongside of one another. What phil-

ologist would draw the conclusion from this mixed text that there were

two historians of the time of the Judges, and taking both under his arm,

spring back into the dim antiquity of Samuel’s time in order to search

the subsequent centuries for a period that will correspond with the

physiognomy of these two effigies ?

What has just been assumed as a hypothetical case has in Kloster-

mann’s opinion been the actual process of formation of our Old Tes-

tament text. The idea of a uniform codex never existed until the

holy writings took the place of the holy land. In the centuries before

that time wide variations of text must have existed in different com-
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munities in different parts of the land, and when at last a composite

codex was prepared, many traces of these differences would naturally

be preserved. That there was a time when the saci'ed text was edited

from such remaining documents as could be found is not only antece-

dently probable, but is witnessed by the legend of the construction of

a standard codex from three codices that were in the temple archives

;

and in this number three, as over against the seventy homophones of

the Greek Thora, there lies a true memory of the extraordinary scarcity

of manuscript material at the time of the recension. Another evi-

dence of the same fact is found in the preservation of different read-

ings in the Massoretic text itself. Critical points in certain words

were known to Jerome, and the list of Massoretic corrections to the

primitive text shows often the most astonishing variation.

In the period after the return from exile, with the strongly legalis-

tic spirit that then developed itself, the need for such a collated text

must have been very great, for the changes that the Pentateuch

has undergone since the time of Ezra are nothing to those that it

must have passed through before that time. The method of the

author of Kings, who wrote during the exile, furnishes an instructive

example of the way in which the old records were treated even as

late as this period. The free manner in which he handles his sources,

inserting edifying comments wherever he sees fit, leads us to suspect

that in still earlier times when the community, under the guidance of

priest and prophet, enjoyed that real religious life whose beginning is

found in the Thora, faithfulness to the primitive text was not consid-

ered such an important matter as to keep the word as near as possible

to the comprehension of the community.

The Hebrew language must have undergone vastly greater changes

in the centuries from Moses to Ezra than would appear from our

present form of the text. The fact that in such isolated regions as

the Arabian desert or Iceland the languages have remained compara-

tively stationary, furnishes no analogy for Israel that lay in the midst

of a throng of nations and on the highway of travel between Asia

and Egypt. Then again the Thora was not a book that was kept un-

der lock and key, but one that circulated freely among the people and

was read for purposes of instruction and edification. This may safely

be inferred from Ex. xxiv. 7, Deut. xxxi. 9 ff., Josh. xxiv. 26, I Sam.

x. 25, 2 Kgs. iv. 23, Lev. xxiii. 3 ff., Jer. xv. 19, and Jer. viii. 8. And
such a use would naturally be a fruitful source of amplification and

variation in the text.

Along with the Law in the more restricted sense there must have

been from the earliest times an explanatory narrative which gave an

account of the institution of the ceremony that was to be observed or

the occasion of the precept that was to be obeyed, and before the cen-

tralization of worship was fully effected this liturgical narrative ac-

companying the observances of the law must have assumed a variety

of types in different parts of the land. When now the centralization
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became a fact, it was necessary that the ruling priests at Jerusalem

should offer the people who came up out of all the tribes as much as

possible of that to which they had been accustomed in their home
worship; and so they would be led naturally to the idea of forming a

collection of these different narrative types, and of using them in con-

nection with the Thora in the narrow sense in much the same way as

the later synagogue united the Pentateuchal and prophetical sections.

In this way arose the first draft of our Pentateuch, but between this

draft and the Pentateuch of Ezra lay many changes. The original

normal codex could be superseded by new normal editions, and along-

side of these codices existed the manuscripts of the schools and of

rich private persons which were naturally still more receptive of ob-

servations, insertions of new material, alterations of style and all sorts

of other changes. The normal codex perished along with the ark at

the destruction of Jerusalem, and between this time and Ezra, through

the lack of organization of the people and the absence of any normal

text, the copies saved by single communities and families must have

undergone at least as much change as Luther’s Bible has done. When
now we look at the character of Ezra and consider his reverence for

the past and his punctilious observance of all the details of the public

worship, does it not seem probable that, instead of inventing a new
Thora, his work would be the editing of the old one ? Whatever he

could find in the way of manuscripts among the priests or Levites he

would carefully collect and combine with more regard to the sacred-

ness of the old records than the elegance of the style.

A most instructive analogy to this process is to be found in the

Book of Psalms. The core of the Psalter on which the following:

groups are joined, namely, Ps. (i) ii-lxxxv, is formed b}r the union

of two different but parallelly constructed song books, Ps. ii-1 and

li-lxxxv. Both are so arranged that after a total of David’s songs

there follows a group of the songs of his most famous musicians

(cf. lxxii. 20). The editors then had two old parallel song books

with nothing but hymns from the same composers, but these collec-

tions, or at least the manuscripts of them, dated from different periods,

for in one God is regularly called mrP and in the other

In combining them for liturgical use the method followed was to allow

the same psalm to appear only once, namely, in that book which was
the oldest or offered the most intelligible form, but when in the use of

the congregation the psalm had developed into a practically new form

as in the case of Ps. xiv-liii, to retain it in both of its recensions.

The formation of our present Genesis has been precisely similar. A
Jehovist recension and an Elohist recension lay before the compilers

and they have taken extracts from both. Usually the divine names
remain unchanged, but in the section Gen. ii. 4-iii. 24, which would
naturally always be read in connection with i. 1—ii. 3, the name D’rfti*

was later inserted, not because dwk mrr was a current form of

speech, but simply to indicate to the reader that he might preserve
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consistency by substituting for flliT- Neither the divine

names nor the names of the patriarchs are in any sense a characteris-

tic of the original text
;
and when the special Genesis criticism of the

day makes Jehovah and Elohim or Jacob and Israel the infallible test

by which it can draw the line between the vitall}* connnected mem-
bers of a sentence, I must say (says Klostermann) that such criticism

seems to me, in spite of its apparent activity, to have all the signs of

scientific death.

Lewis B. Baton.
East Orange, N. J.

TWO IMPORTANT NEW PERIODICALS.

With the new year two 'new theological periodicals have begun

what we hope will prove their prosperous and useful careers, which are

of such unusual interest to our readers that we are warranted in taking

this occasion to direct attention to them. One of these is The Critical

Review of Theological and Philosophical Literature
,
published quar-

terly in Edinburgh by T. & T. Clark, and in New York by Charles

Scribner’s Sons, under the accomplished editorship of Prof. S. D. F.

Salmond, D.D., of Aberdeen. This is the first serious attempt to found

an English journal devoted exclusively to the reviewing of current

theological literature. The first number, a beautifully printed octavo

pamphlet of 116 pages, starts out admirably with about a score of first-

rate reviews from such scholars as Drs. Rainy, Plummer, Davidson,

Driver, Bruce, Reynolds, Dods, Blaikie, Candlish, Gibb, Stalker, Laid-

law, and others. It is the only English rival in the number and value of

its reviews to The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, and students

who desire to keep abreast of the rich theological literature of the day

will find their interest in becoming subscribers to it from the beginning.

The other journal, which we wish to recommend to all who are inter-

ested in the spread of the Reformed Church, moves in a different but not

less important sphere—a monthly journal established by one who, in

comparative isolation from the great stream of Reformed life, wishes by it

to further the international intercommunion of the Reformed Churches.

This is the Evangelisch-reformirte Blatter aus Oesterreich
,
published

at Kuttelberg, Oesterr. Schlesien, by Pastor J. G. A. Szalatnay—who at

Kuttelberg has the honor of being the pastor of (with one partial ex-

ception) the only German-speaking congregation in connection with

the Bohemian superintendency of the Evangelical Reformed Church.

The two numbers of his beautifully printed journal that have reached

us are filled with the most interesting papers bearing on the position

and history of the Reformed Churches in Bohemia, Hungary, Holland,

and Germany. The subscription price is only one dollar, and may be

sent directly to the editor as above, by post-office money order.

Benj. B. Warfield.
Princeton.



IX.

EDITORIAL XOTES.

THE MATERIALISTIC PHYSICS UNMATHEMATICAL.

The discussions respecting the scientific value of that theory of

evolution which makes all the phenomena of the mineral, vegetable,

animal and rational kingdoms to be alike the mechanical motion of

molecules of matter, have overlooked the fact that it has no founda-

tion or support in mathematics. A really mechanical force and mo-

tion can be investigated and enunciated arithmetically and algebrai-

cally. Gravitation is expressed in the well-known formula, that its

attraction is inversely as the square of the distance. The motion of

light in the dispersion and refraction of its rays, is governed by laws

that have been demonstrated by the employment of the calculus.

Mathematical optics is one of the most striking examples of the man-

ner in which material nature operates mathematically. The motion of

heat has been subjected to the tests of mathematics, and Clausius by
this method has proved that when the heat-motion of ignited gun-

powder is converted into the motion of the cannon ball and then is

reconverted into heat-motion by impact upon an iron plate, there is

an actual loss of heat, and consequently of motion. This is some-

thing which no observation of the senses, naked or armed, could have

demonstrated. Electricity and magnetism are likewise beginning to be

measured b}^ this method. “ Geometers,” says a French journalist,

“ who are the continuators of Ampere, Fourier, Ohm, Gauss, Helm-

holz, Thompson and Maxwell, and have helped so much in connecting

electricity with the laws of mechanics, are preparing a great synthesis

which will mark an epoch in the history of natural philosophy. They
are very near demonstrating that the electro-magnetic phenomena are

subjected to the same elementary laws as the optical : that they are

two manifestations of a motion in the same element, namely, ether

;

the problems of optics are solved by equations of electro-magnetism

;

and the speed of light, fixed by optical methods, is measured also by
purely electrical measures.”

It is owing to the fact that whatever is really mechanical is also

mathematical, that it has from the first been the aim of the natural

philosopher to introduce as much as possible the calculations and

methods of mathematical science into physics, because in this way a

precision and certainty are secured, such as the most careful observa-
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tion by the senses even when armed with instruments cannot afford.

In some instances, the algebraic process demonstrates irrefragably a

result that contradicts the notices of the senses. “ An eminent geome-

ter,” saj-s Herschel (Discourse, § 24), “has proved by calculations

founded on strict optical principles, that in the centre of the shadow

made by a small circular plate of metal exposed in a dark room to a

beam of light emanating from a very small brilliant point, there ought

to be no darkness—in fact no shadow at that place
;
but on the con-

trary an illumination precisely as bright as if the metal plate were

away.” The remark of Euler after demonstrating certain properties

of the arch, that “ all experience is in contradiction to this, but that

this is no reason for doubting its truth,” paradoxical as it sounds, is

scientific certainty.

Accordingly, the progress of genuine in distinction from spurious

physics has invariably been accompanied with that of mathematics.

Newton’s theory of gravitation immediately resulted in the Principia

—that wonderful treatise of which the full title is The Mathematical

Principles of Natural Philosophy
,
in w'hich the calculus is employed

by an intellect never excelled in the power of concentrated reflection,

to demonstrate the truth of an hj-potliesis which without this method

of proof would be open to doubt and denial. For substract the evi-

dence furnished by the axioms and propositions of the Principia, and

leave the law of gravitation to be accepted merely on the ground of

what can be observed and measured of its operations by the naked or

the armed eye, and itwTould no longer have the certainty and authority

that it now has for the scientific mind.

Now if, as the materialist contends, the phenomena of the vegeta

ble, animal and rational kingdoms are really and truly mechanical,

like those of gravitation, cohesion, chemical affinity, light, heat, elec-

tricity and magnetism, they should, like these latter, be capable of

algebraic expression and demonstration. If it be indeed true, as

Haeckel
(
Creation

,

i, p. 21) asserts, that “ when a stone falls by cer-

tain laws to the ground, or a solution of salt forms a crystal, the

result is no less a mechanical manifestation of life than the flowering

of a plant, the generation or sensibility of animals, or the feelings or

mental activity of man ”—if it be indeed true, that all of these phe-

nomena are alike the effect of molecular motion, then the vitality of

the plant, the sensibility of the animal, and the rationality of the man,

can be examined mathematically and the results expressed in mathe-

matical formulae. In this case, treatises in biology and psychology

should be as full of mathematical calculations and propositions as

those in chemistry and mechanics. But the mere assertion of such a

possibility is the refutation of the theory of evolution. The law of

vegetable life has nothing in common with that of gravitation, and to

attempt to express it in the terms of arithmetic by the use of numbers

is absurd. The same is true of the law of animal life, and still more

of rational. How would a “ scientist ” set about describing the motion
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of the sap, or the circulation of the blood, in terms of the calculus?

How would he express the thinking of the human mind, or the feeling

of the human heart, by algebraic equations? No evolutionist has as

3*et gone to the length of asserting that one sense can evolve from

another : that smelling can transmute itself into hearing, or seeing

into tasting
;
and no one of this class has attempted to explain one

sensation by another
;
but the task would not be greater than to ex-

plain vegetable life in the blooming of a rose, or animal life in the

crawling of a worm, or rational life in the “ thoughts that wander

through eternity ” and are “ too deep for tears,” by the mechanical

motion of atoms algebraically formulated by some Newton or La Place.

When one considers the great amount of publication by materialists

during the last twenty years upon subjects in phj'sics, and how little

of mathematics there is in it all, he is made suspicious concerning its

credibility. Former periods in the history of science that were dis-

tinguished for real additions to the knowledge of nature were marked,

as we have already observed, by the cultivation of mathematical analy-

sis. But the present is a time when the most singular and improbable

theories of matter and mind are broached without a particle of this

highest order of proof. Let one read the history of the physical

sciences by Whewell, one of the first mathematicians of the century,

and see how constantly and inextricably mathematical calculation is

inwoven with all that is really mechanical and inorganic in them, and

then let him turn to the physics of Haeckel, Huxley, Maudsley and

Buchner, and see how destitute their schematizing is of all support

from the exact sciences, and he will perceive the immense difference

between the historical, and the provincial and temporary phjrsics.

A striking instance of the error introduced into the physics of inor-

ganic nature by theories that not merely lack corroboration by mathe-

matics but are refuted by it, is seen in Goethe’s theory of colors. He
contended, in opposition to Newton and phj'sicists generally, that color

is not a particular mode of light, but a mixture of light and darkness.

He held that darkness is a positive quality, and not the mere negation

of light, and that colors are composed of light and darkness—which,

as Lewes remarks, is “ like saying that tones are composed of sound

and silence.” He prosecuted his experiments and observations with

great industry, but in a purely empirical way, without any knowledge

or employment of mathematical optics. On the contrary, he rejected

the aid of this science, and actually took credit to himself for so

doing. “ I raised,” he said, “ the whole school of mathematicians

against me, and people were greatly amazed that one who had no in-

sight into mathematics could venture to contradict Newton. For that

physics could exist independently of mathematics, no one seemed to

have the slightest suspicion.” His biographer, who shared in the exag-

gerated estimate of Goethe common to all his devotees, was nevertheless

too sound a physicist to fall in with this view of mathematics. Re-

specting those sciences which are concerned with really mechanical
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forces, he remarks that “ no amount of observation will render obser-

vation precise, unless it can be measured. Xo force of intellect will

supply the place of an instrument. You ma}r watch falling bodies for

an eternity, but without mathematics mere watching will yield no law

of gravitation. You may mix acids and alkalies together with prodi-

gality, but no amount of experiment will yield the secret of their

composition if you have flung away the balance. Goethe flung away
the balance ” (Lewes, Life of Goethe

,

Book v, chap, ix).*

The German poet was more successful in botany than in optics.

His Metamorphoses of Plants, in which he developed a theory that had

been suggested but not adopted, by Liumeus, namely, that all the

parts of a plant are varieties of the leaf, has met with favor among
scientific botanists. But botany is within the domain of life, not of

mechanics—if the historical physics is to be believed rather than that

of the materialistic schools. Because botany is concerned with a vital

force, it cannot be constructed mathematically, and consequently

Goethe’s ignorance of the exact sciences did no great harm in this

instance, as it did in that of optics.

The inability of the materialist to ground his theory, that mind is

matter, and thought like heat a mode of molecular motion, in the mathe-

matics that support all genuine mechanics, is proof that it must be

short-lived.

W. G. T. Shedd.
New York.

* It is worthy of particular notice that this error of the poet was endorsed by

the philosophers Schelling and Hegel—one of the instances, not few in the his-

tory of German speculation, in which a remarkable power of intuition and reason-

ing in some directions is associated with obtuseness of perception and judgment

in others
;
an association that explains the copresence in one and the same sys-

tem of contradictory principles and conclusions.



X.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Studia Biblica et Ecclesiastica. Essays chiefly in Biblical and Patris-

tic Criticism. By Members of the University of Oxford.
Yol. ii. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1890. 8vo, pp. vii,324.

The essays included in the second series of Studia Biblica (the addition et

Ecclesiastica seems hardly necessary in view of the important bearing of the

date of Polycarp’s martyrdom and of the Clementine homilies on problems

of New Testament criticism) make no important new contributions to knowl-

edge—and indeed fall behind those of the first series published five years ago

in independent value. But they are suggestive studies and acceptable com-
pilations, which will not fail of a hearty welcome from serious students.

New Testament textual criticism receives the largest share of attention

—

three essays being concerned with it. Two papers are given to patristic

studies
;
one to the Synoptic problem

;
and one to the Old Testament.

The last-named paper (the first in the volume) is a useful compilation, by
Dr. Neubauer, of early Jewish opinijn concerning the authorship and the

titles of the Psalms, which brings out clearly the extreme conservatism of

Jewish tradition as to the one (pp. 6, 17, 18,20, 25, 28, 30), and its entire ignor-

ance of the meaning of the other :
“ It is evident that the meaning of them

was early lost

“

our only remaining resource is the critical method, which,

however, on the present subject, has made no considerable progress ” (p. 57).

On the origin of the Synoptics, Mr. Woods reaches conclusions which are

practically identical with Iloltzmann’s of 1889 (p. 94). He thinks that he
proves that “ the common tradition upon which all the three Synoptics are

based, is substantially our St. Mark as far as matter, general form, and order

are concerned and he suspects far more than this. Mr. Turner’s paper on
Polycarp’s martyrdom is acute and interesting, and offers an alternative to

Lightfoot’s 23d February, 155, in the 22d February, 156—which may be pos-

sible, though we think not likely. The whole argument depends on what
seems to us the unnecessary, though not improbable assumption that “ the

great Sabbath ” belongs to Purim : and the author’s idea is that 156 was a

leap-year ;
that the extra day was intercalated at the beginning of Xanthicus

giving it two seconds as well as its (normal) two firsts, so that in that year
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the (first) second of Xantliicus fell on February 22d. There is further sup-

posed an error in synchronism, made either by the original •writer or a sub-

sequent scribe from the use of a Hemerology which did not mark the leap-

years
;
hence the textual 23d February. Dr. Bigg’s paper on the Clementines

is probably the most valuable in the collection. His theory of their composi-

tion is practically Uhlhorn’s, except that he thinks the Qrundschrift was
catholic (p. 185). The present form he ascribes conjecturally to an Arian
Christian of Syriac nationality, turned Ebionite, who wrote early in the fourth

century (p. 192); the catholic original he dates about 200 A.D. (p. 188).

Mr. Bebb’s paper on the evidence of the early versions and patristic quota-

tion to the Xew Testament text is an industrious compilation, but betrays a

lack of grasp of the true value of the evidence of these secondary authorities.

The dangers and difficulties of their use are more fully developed than their

importance. Dr. Sanday’s appended note was needed for preserving to the

reader the right point of view. Mr. Gwilliam devotes his paper to an
account of the Syriac form of the Ammonian Sections and Eusebian Canons,

and although he adds very little to what the Abbe Martin had already given

us, presents the matter in a very usable form. The arguments which he
develops at the end from the care the Syrians bestowed on these accessories

to their text, to prove the relative originality of the text that underlies the

Peshito, is not only liable to the destructive objections which Dr. Sanday

(p. 272) points out, but rests on a fundamental misconception of the view
of Dr. Hort and his school as to the nature and estimation of the “ Syrian ”

type of text. The final essay of the volume is a very acceptable account

from the competent pen of Mr. White, of the brilliant series of investigations

and studies which have resulted in restoring to us the history of the great

Codex Amiatinus of the Yulgate. This precis was worth giving, and no one

could have put it together better. Dr. Sanday follows it with a brief note, in

which he discusses a list of peculiarities in Latinity put forward by Hamann
as marks of Italian origin. This, brief as it is, is the most suggestive part of

the volume. Will not some young scholars hearken to Dr. Sanday’s call, and
devote themselves to making out the history of the Vulgar Latin dialects

—

if indeed it had any dialects ?

Princeton. Benj. B. Warfield.

Das Deuteronomium. Eine Schutzschrift wider modern-kritisches Un-
wesen. Von Adolf Zaiin, Dr. d. Tlieol. Giitersloh : Bertelsmann,

1890. Pp. vii, 122.

The period of the Graf-Ivuenen-Wellhausen destructive criticism of the

Old Testament, now drawing to its close, is marked by the same character-

istics which have distinguished its predecessors. From the days of Semler

and Eichliorn, in the last century, each theory of destructive criticism has

first been tentative, then speedily ran into intense dogmatism, and, at the

moment of apparent and asserted victory, it was smitten with paralysis and

buried out of sight by its numerous children of newer theories that promised

better results. Was there ever a man who lorded it over German scholar-

ship with more imperious learning and decision, or was followed by a

larger and more subservient clientele than Ewald ? And yet, dead but a

few years, one of the inheritors of Ewald, Siegfried, declares that not one of

Ewald ’s opinions has any following in Germany now. The learning of nine-

teen centuries of Christianity, the dried bones of deserted theories that mark
the desert on either side of the path of faith in the God-given Word, the utter

failure through all these centuries to offer any possible substitute for a God-

given Word, render the existence of destructive theories paretic, swift has-
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tening to decay. When the whole argument of the Graf-Kuenen-Wellhausen

theory is summed up, it is found to demand the surrender of all faith in

Jesus Christ as anything more than a man very imperfectly informed
;
of all

reliance upon the New Testament as the Word of God
; of all trust in the

sciences of Egyptology and Assyriology, with their myriad proofs against

this theory; in other words, of believing anything but what these critics tell

us, and because they so tell us. But the tide has already turned in Germany.
There is still plenty of strong assertion, but Assyriology and Egyptology can-

not be longer ignored
;
the letters of El Amarna (B. C. 1400) now being pub-

lished in Berlin make the historical assumptions of “ historical ” criticism

very ridiculous
;

all the new work in destructive criticism is done not upon
the Old, but upon the New Testament ; the friends of the Bible in Germany
have begun a very vigorous Review (JVeue kirchliche Zeitsehrift) of the best

class on the lines of positive faith in the Bible, to stand with the Beweis des

Glaubens,and the men of positive faith are increasing in the churches.

The work of Dr. Zahn is another evidence of the turn of the tide. It is a

popular attack upon the present destructive criticism, and a defense of Deu-
teronomy as properly belonging to the era of Moses. The points treated are

:

The genuineness of Deuteronomy
;

its unity
;
Deuteronomy in its relation to

the four preceding books
;
Deuteronomy and the remaining portions of the

Bible
;
with an Appendix, containing extracts from lectures by Wichelhaus

on Genesis, and from an article in Hebraica by Prof. W. Henry Green. The
author asserts that the only time possible for the composition of Deuteronomy
is the era of Moses; that it is the genuine writing of Moses, taught by the

Holy Spirit
;

that it is a recapitulation of the history and laws in Genesis to

Numbers, for the purpose of inculcating grateful obedience to Jehovah
;
that

the rest of the Bible confirms this view.

There are some new and striking features belonging to this treatise. The
author is a thoroughly educated and sharp-sighted German, well versed in the

critical controversy, who is not at all afraid to say that he believes the Bible

is the Word of God. Among German writers of the author’s stamp of in-

telligence and learning such courage in isolation is seldom seen. Their claims

for the Bible are often made with so many adverse concessions, that the con-

cessions have more force than the claims. Dr. Zahn, in common with friends

and foes, laments, as he points out, the vacillating statements of Delitzsch,

as well as the vacillation and timidity of other professed friends of the Bible.

Our author is as well acquainted with the Pentateuch literature of England
and even of America as he is with that of his own land. Not only is he ac-

quainted with it, but he is bold enough to quote it for the profit of Germans.
He says, after enumerating the apologetic works of Germans, “ I regard the

apologetics of the Americans as more important than those of the Germans.
The Americans have a clearer, more practical insight.” Those who have had
much experience with Germany know how rare is an acquaintance with

English or American works among German scholars, and how much rarer

still is the appreciation of them. To quote an American work to a German
scholar is to stir his sense of humor, but only because of his ignorance of the

subject. For the benefit of Germany it is to be hoped that Dr. Zahn presages

a better day. Our author crowns his originality and independence by dedi-

cating his work to “ The eminent American Apologete, William Henry
Green, in Princeton, with sincere esteem,” and adds to this dedication the

recommendation to Germans to “ study the works of William Henry Green,

professor in the Princeton Theological Seminary,” as well as the works of

other American authors on the Pentateuch question.

We very fully agree in this appreciation of our most eminent Hebrew
scholar, and extend to Dr. Zalm a cordial greeting. Ilis words are an echo
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of those of ail eminent man, though without faith in a God-inspired Bible,

the aged Prof. Reuss, of Strasburg, “that Hebrew learning was fast

taking its flight to America.” And we will add to this, because it ought to

be said when it can be said, as now, with entire independence, that, after

thirty years' intimate acquaintance with German methods and works on
Hebrew and Old Testament learning, we are convinced that there is more
and better instruction in Hebrew and the Old Testament at Princeton for

American students than in any university in Europe.

Howard Osgood.
Rochester

,
N. Y.

The Epistle to the Hebrews. The Greek Text, with Notes and
Essays. By Brooke Foss Westcott, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of West-
minster, Regius Professor of Divinity and Fellow of Kings College,

Cambridge. London and New York: Macmillan & Co., 1889. 8vo,

pp. Ixxxiv, 504.

No more welcome addition to exegetical literature could be made than a

commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews by Dr. Westcott. The affinities

of the epistle with the Gospel of St. John call for the same mental charac-

teristics in the interpreter, and the difficulties of interpretation offer the

widest scope for the wealth of learning and patience of investigation which
render Dr. Westcott ’s work authoritative. We have here the results of what
has long been a favorite study, and they will be an invaluable aid to stu-

dents. At the same time the commentary can best be used in connection

with others which give a clear enumeration of the different views, while Dr.

Westcott is contented with the results. It is high testimony to verbal in-

spiration when he says that the work of forty years has brought the surest

conviction that we come near to the meaning of Scripture by the closest

attention to subtleties and minute variations of words and order. After a

thorough exhibition of the sources of the text, and discussion of the title,

position and original language of the epistle, the destination is concluded

to be the church of Jerusalem, or some sister church in Palestine dependent

upon it. The date is set just before the war in 67 ; the place of writing is un-

determined. Then follows a brief exhibition of the style and language,

which are fully illustrated throughout the commentary. Then a clear, full

analysis of the epistle, under the theme of the Finality of Christianity.

Then a treatment of its characteristics, in which Riehm’s view of the Pales-

tinian, in contrast with the Pauline, teaching of the epistle is adopted. It is

regarded as a “ final development of the teaching of the three,” not a special

application of the teaching of St. Paul. The authorship is impossible to deter-

mine
;
only the case against Paul is decided, both on account of the early history

of the epistle, and of its style and thought. While admitting much in common
with Paul, Dr. Westcott agrees with those who think the differences irrecon-

cilable with his authorship. No separate treatment of its canonicity is found.

This rests upon its acceptance by the Church. “ We acknowledge the divine

authority of the epistle, self-attested and ratified by the illuminated con-

sciousness of the Christian Society.” We may, however, fully recognize this

self-evidence without neglecting at the same time the fact that those who first

received it knew its source, and no doubt received it as authoritative
;
and

that it was used in the Roman Church from the time of Paul’s life, and later

in Alexandria, as undoubtedly canonical, while its authorship was either

ignored or disputed. The evidence points not to the gradual acceptance on

subjective grounds, but to an authoritative issue and acceptance, while the

anonymousness and other circumstances easily account for the authorship
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soon becoming obscured. But the greatest help the commentary brings is

in the treatment of the most difficult question of the use of the Old Testa-

ment. Greater fullness and definiteness may sometimes be desired in the

exegesis of the quotations; but always the resulting unity of thought is pro-

foundly suggested, and we gain the inner conception of the mind of the

author in quoting. Dr. Westcott does not write controversially, but he gives

the whole weight of his authority, and convincing evidence in his explana-

tions, to the true ground that the ideas and doctrines of Christianity are not

novelties of the apostolic or subapostolic age, but are typically embodied in

the Old Testament; and that the quotations are not mere adaptations, but
the fuller unfolding of the essential thought which has its historical applica-

tion in the first as in the later expression. The book will become with its

companion on St. John the favorite commentary of many contemplative,

sympathetic students, and may greatly enrich the pulpit treatment of themes

of biblical theology.

Princeton. C. Wistar Hodge.

The following books on the New Testament are also on our table

:

Christ in the New Testament. By Thomas A. Tidball, D.D. With an In-

troduction by S. S. McConnell, D.D. 8vo, pp. 357. (New York : Thomas
Whittaker.) This is a course of lectures delivered before the Church-
woman’s Institute in Philadelphia. The aim was to set forth the special

teaching of each book of the New Testament concerning Christ. To this

end, all that throws light upon, first, the genuineness of each book, and then

upon the time, object and author of the same is brought forward as con-

tributing towards understanding its peculiar teaching. The work is a skillful

arrangement of the facts of canonicity and New Testament introduction. It

will be useful to many who wish, in popular form, to know the best attested

conclusions in those departments of work which have given the author his

material. Indeed, it was the very helpfulness of the course of lectures in

this way that led to their publication. St. Paul : His Life and Times. By
James Iverach, M.A. 8vo, pp. 216. (New York: Anson D. F. Randolph
& Co.) This belongs in the “ Men of the Bible” Series. It is concise, clear,

conservative. Despite the fact that its scope shuts out much of the material

which has made so fascinating biographies of the great apostle like those of

Conybeare and Ilowson, and of Lewin, this little work has its charm too.

It certainly gives a faithful portrayal of Paul. Discussion is in order only

when absolutely necessary, as e. g., in defending the reality and objective

character of the vision to Paul on the way to Damascus or in determining

the position of the Pastoral Epistles. It may be of interest to note that Prof.

Iverach places Galatians between 1 and 2 Corinthians, and does not seek a

place for the Pastoral Epistles in the account in Acts. The Gospel of Mat-

thew. By John Monro Gibson, M.A.,D.D. 12mo, pp. 450. (New York : A. C.

Armstrong & Son.) This belongs in the series of “ The Expositor’s Bible.”

The peculiar problem set before the writer of so opening the gospel as to

avoid the detail of mere commentary on one side and extended biography on
the other, has been singularly well solved. The distinct aim of the work is

set forth on p. 16 :
“ We confine ourselves to those general thoughts and sug-

gestions which seem best fitted to bring out the spirit of the passage as a

whole.” The chapter on the “Temptation” is a fine specimen of the realization

of the aim. The book as a whole is sober in statement, spirited in treatment

and clear in interpretation. One cannot always agree with the statements

made, as eg., on p. 359, that “ the talents signify ability and opportunity;”

but a discriminating selection of subjects and a graphic exhibition of their

action and spirit give a very satisfactory conception of Matthew’s Gospel.
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The Gospel of Luke. By Rev, Henry Burton, M.A. 12mo, pp. 415. (New
York : A. C. Armstrong & Son.) Of the same series as the above. From
the first the writer seeks the peculiarities of Luke’s presentation of the facts

concerning Christ. A good idea of the individuality of these Gospel exposi-

tions may be gained by comparing the chapter on the “ Temptation” with the

same in Gibson’s Matthew. Burton’s work is characterized by breadth of

view, by poetic diction, and by rich spiritual suggestiveness. It carries one

to the heart of the gospel. Der Ziceite Brief an die Korinther. Siebente

Auflage, bearbeitet von Dr. C. F. Georg Ileinrici. 8vo, pp. 417. (Gottingen :

Vanderhoeck & Ruprecht
;
New York : B. Westermann & Co.) This isa part

of Meyer’s commentary. Dr. Heinrici’s position is well known from his own
valuable commentaries on 1 and 2 Corinthians. lie has here followed his own
method as far as he could consistently do so, keeping in mind the original

purpose of Meyer. It is Meyer brought up to date, enriched by conclusions

gained from recent discussions, and made doubly valuable because of Dr.

Heinrici’s own work. The letter is (according to him) written from Macedonia
and its references are to the First Epistle and not to an intermediate and lost

epistle. The Methods of the Higher Criticism illustrated in an Examina-
tion of Dr. Pfleiderer’s Theory as to the Resurrection. By William P. Dick-

son, D.D., LL.D. 8vo, pp. 32. (Glasgow: James Macklehose & Sons.)

Small as this timely brochure is, it is capable of great service to the truth.

Its trenchant criticism and complete exposure of the assumptions and falla-

cious conclusions of one who has led many astray by his earnest plausibili-

ties, ought to have wide circulation. It lays bare the weakness of that

method of theorizing which, denying the miraculous facts of the New Tes-

tament narrative, seeks to account for realities by natural processes, physical

or psychological, and then assumes that the natural event has been trans-

formed into an “ external, supernatural incident.” The Gospelof Matthew,

Carr; The Gospel of Mark, McLear; The Gospel of Luke
,
Farrar. 16mo.

(New York: Macmillan & Co.) These three belong to a neat, compact

edition of the Cambridge Bible for Schools. They are all supplied with maps
and furnished with concise helpful comment, suited to their purpose. The
edition is already too well known to need further word. We call attention

merely to the handy, neat form in which this edition is presented.

Auburn. J. S. Riggs.

II.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

Teste und UxtersuchtjXGex zer Geschichte der alt-christ-

liciiex Literatur von Oscar vox Gebhardt und Adolph
IIarxack. Y Band, Heft 4. Agrapha atjssercaxoxische Evax-
geliexfragmexte, gesammelt und untersucht von Alfred Resch.

Anhang: Das Evaxgeliexfragmext vox Fajjum von Adolph
IIarxack. Leipzig: J. C. Ilinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 18S9.

Resch ’s monograph on the so-called Agrapha has already attracted atten-

tion among students of early Christian history, and a brief statement of its

object and argument is all that need be attempted in this notice. Apart from

the critical theory which the author seeks to uphold, his book is of value as

the most complete collection yet made of the apparent quotations of words

of Christ’s scattered through patristic literature and not found in our canon-

ical gospels. The author defines the “ Agrapha ” to be “ the words of the

Lord and expressions akin to them handed down in early Christian literature,

which are not contained in the canonical gospels, nor in those apocryphal
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ones known to us, and which also cannot, because of the fixed expressions

used by the authors citing them, be referred to those apocryphal gospels of

which we have only fragments.” By thus rigidly excluding what he con-

siders apocryphal traditions, Resell limits the number of the Agrapha
considerably. He finds sixty-two, the citations of which are fully given

and so arranged that the reader can form an independent judgment
upon each of them. To make his monograph complete, he also gives a list

of 103 doubtful or spurious Agrapha, presented with similar care and clear-

ness, and preceded by brief but satisfactory accounts of the gospel according

to the Egyptians, the gospel used by the “ Didascalia,” and the gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews. Each Agraphon, genuine or spurious, is then crit-

ically examined. The result is to provide a treatise which admirably sup-

plements the books which students often lack, and presents the evidence so

that all can estimate it.

The clearness and completeness of the collection of themselves give Resell ’s

volume great value ; but in the author’s mind all is subsidiary to the critical

result which he seeks to establish. The monograph is intended to contribute

to the solution of the so-called Syuoptic problem, that is, the question how
our Synoptic gospels are related to one another, and what was the original

gospel, if any, which lay at their base. Beginning with an examination of

the gospel citations in the earliest fathers, Resell concludes that it is im-

possible to explain all their variations of form and text by the habit of quot-

ing freely and from memory or by the corruption of the original texts of our

gospels, though he acknowledges the use and antiquity of the latter. In

respect to them he maintains that criticism has established the following

facts: that Mark is the oldest of the three ; that there was an original gos-

pel in Hebrew which contained mainly, though not only, sayings of Christ

;

that out of this Hebrew gospel and Mark our Matthew and Luke were chiefly

made; and that the author of our Matthew possessed besides these principal

sources many traditional items of information and worked the whole up into

a higher unity such as we see in his book. Resell also insists on the use to a

considerable extent of the original Hebrew gospel by Mark. This long-lost

Hebrew gospel is in fact the key by which he endeavors to solve the whole
problem presented both by the Synoptics and by the Agrapha. Such a docu-

ment, he argues, must have been widely known and left many traces. These
traces appear notably in Codex D and other textual authorities of a western

type which present, he thinks, in their peculiarities a really older testimony

than do B and X or A and C. He distinguishes in an accurate and interest-

ing manner the patristic evidence for an original Hebrew Matthew from that

for the gospel according to the Hebrews, and then argues that just as the

various renderings found in the Greek translations of the Old Testament are

explained by the Hebrew, so the variations of language found in the Synoptics

may be often best explained by the supposition of a Hebrew gospel from
which all drew. So finally the gospel quotations in the early fathers which
differ from the canonical texts are to be explained as remnants of other trans.

lations of this same original Hebrew gospel. A number of these, together

with the canonical texts, are placed in comparison with the supposed Hebrew
text, and in not a few instances a very plausible hypothesis is produced. On
this basis the author’s criticism of the Agrapha in general proceeds. He
points out that they are introduced with the same formulae as Scripture and
concludes that they are, at least in many cases, genuine remains of the orig-

inal gospel obtained by the fathers from different translations than those

preserved in the canonical evangelists.

Clever as the argument is, we cannot but feel that it is not proven and that,

if an original Hebrew gospel be proven, our author uses it to explain too
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much. So far as the Synoptics are concerned, the instances given to show
that a Hebrew base underlies their variations are too limited a nd minute to

demonstrate the theory or else they explain themselves equally well without

it. So far as the patristic gospel-quotations are concerned, other causes be-

sides that supposed by the author, allowing the latter to have existed, cer-

tainly operated to produce textual variations. But it is common for critics

to ascribe too much value to even true causes. That evangelical fragments,

not included in our gospels, floated down the stream of early tradition is of

course indisputable. Paul himself is a witness to the fact. That Matthew
wrote in Hebrew is also the testimony of the oldest writers. Resch may be

right in his general explanation of the Synoptic question by means of a

Hebrew gospel. But that his theory explains all that he claims we cannot

believe, nor can we regard the theory as being more than a possible and some-

times plausible one. Apart from this, however, his book, as already re-

marked, is a valuable and practical aid to every student.

The volume concludes with a brief tract by Harnack on the gospel frag-

ment parallel to Matt. xxvi. 30-34 and Mark xiv. 26-30, found in the Fajjum
papyrus, in which he reaffirms the opinion expressed by him in 1885, that the

fragment represents an original source and is not taken from the canonical

gospels.

Pittsburgh. George T. Purves.

History of tiie Old South Church (Third Church), Boston, 1669-

1884. By Hamilton Andrews Hill. Two volumes. Boston and
New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1890. 8vo, pp. xiii, 602; viii, 688.

Few churches can hope to have their annals commemorated in so elegant

a style or at the hands of so competent a historiographer as have been given

to those of the “ Old South” in these two noble volumes. The history of

the “Old South,” as Mr. Hill justly observes, has been from the nature

of the case the history also of the sister churches by which it has been

surrounded ;
these volumes thus contain a large part of the history of

Congregationalism in New England and indeed much of the history of

New England itself. The printing of the long narrative with which the

founders of the “Old South” sought to justify their course to posterity,

and which occupies nearly two hundred pages, would alone be an in-

estimable boon to students of the religious life of the seventeenth century

and of the working of the Congregational polity in its earliest and rawest

(and most consistent) days; and the large extracts added to this from the

records of the church and the Sewall diaries place the volumes easily among
the very first authorities in the field. The only jarring note arises from Mr.

Hill’s zeal in seeking support in his history for several private opinions of his

own, and his lack of self-restraint in characterizing the opinions of those

who hold opposite views on points concerning which he feels deeply ; he has

thus done something to transmute his valuable history into a partisan docu-

ment. Fortunately, this is only on the surface
;

his historical sense and in-

tegrity rescue the book to its proper purpose and make it distinctly the most

valuable history of a local church which has come under our notice.

The “ Old South ” Church was born in the midst of conflict and as the

result of conflict
;
the immediate occasion of its formation being the settle-

ment of the Rev. John Davenport in 1669 over the First Church in defiance

of the protest of a large and important minority, the ground of the protest

and the ultimate occasion of the difficulty being, however, doctrinal. Dr.

Davenport was an active supporter of the strict view of the subjects of bap-

tism, while the protestants were set for the defense of the “ half-way Cov-
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enant.” It was distinctly on the basis of the “half-way Covenant,” thus,

that the new church was organized ;
and by it it was destined to be brought

into repeated difficulties. But the First Church was not disposed to bid a

complacent farewell to those whom she chose to consider her disobedient

children; and readers of the disgraceful proceedings detailed in the “Old
South ” narrative, by which the seceders were harassed for years by the

mother church, will have a rare opportunity of noting the extreme tyranny

of which si rict Independency is capable. An appeal was made to an ex-parte

Council—a step in the direction of Presbyterianism, the first of a series of

several which were necessary to save religious liberty ; and, pace Mr. Hill,

the only pity is there were not several more. Once launched, the Church took

from the first a most prominent place in the religious and even political life

of New England; and it has lived through two hundred years of usefulness

to our own day. We cannot even hint at the numerous subjects of interest,

even those of universal rather than of local importance, on which the volumes
throw light ; such as the witchcraft troubles, the Quaker disputes stirred

up by Keith, the visits of Whitefield, the several revivals (all of them the

fruit of distinctively Calvinistic preaching), the close relations of the Boston
pulpit in the latter part of the eighteenth century with Princeton, the Uni-

tarian controversy, and the like. We can only promise the readers of the

book itself a feast of gleanings.

A number of curious old customs come to light in the course of the his-

tory. For instance, the early use of gowns in preaching (ii, 366) ;
funeral

customs (ii, 85) ; the odd habit of keeping on the hat during preaching (but

not during service) (i, 312). This last notice, which belongs to 1707, seems
to puzzle Mr. Hill. It appears, however, to have been the universal practice

for men in public assemblies to remain covered
;

was it due to the unheated

rooms? Thus the old picture of the Dissenting Synod of Sutter’s Hall in

1719 represents the members as wearing their hats; so also the old cut of

the Synod of Dort in Yol. ii of Brandt’s Histone, and that of the French
Synod in Yol. i of Quick’s Synodicon Gallice Reformatce. So, .according to

Neal, at the Westminster Assembly, one of the earlier rules gave the mem-
bers (except the scribes) liberty to be covered

;
while in June, 1615, it was

determined :
“ In case any member have occasion to be out of his place, that

then he be uncovered.” Mr. Pemberton’s vehement preaching in 1707

“ against being covered in Sermon time,” probably marks the beginning of

the practice of sitting uncovered.

We have missed in our reading of the book a formal roll of the pastors of

the “Old South.” For the benefit of any who may follow us we give one
here: Thomas Thatcher (1669-1678)

;
Samuel Willard (1677-1707)

;
Ebenezer

Pemberton (1700-1717)
;
Joseph Sewall (1713-1769); Thomas Prince (1717-

1758); Alexander Cumming (1760-1762)
;
Samuel Illair (1766-1769); John

Hunt (1771-1775); John Bacon (1771-1775); Joseph Eckley (1778-1811)

;

Joshua Huntington (1808-1819)
;
Benjamin B. Wisner (1820-1832) ; Samuel

H. Stearns (1834-1836)
;
George W. Blagden (1836-1872) ; J. M. Manning

(1857-1882) ; George A. Gordon (18S4-).

Princeton. Benj. B. Warfield.

Our summary includes the following

:

Apollonius von Tyana. Inaugural-Dissertation. Yon Johannes Gott-

sching. Pp. 126. (Leipzig.: Hoffmann, 1889.) Apollonius of Tyana, aeon-
temporary of the apostles, has been praised as a pagan Christ, a sage, a

miracle worker
;
and he has been called a common fortune teller, a Spiritual-

ist medium. Our knowledge of him comes from the Life written in the third

century by Philostratus. Gottschihg rejects the view of some modern critics,
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that this Life was a sort of gospel of Xeo-Pytliagoreanism
, the revived pa-

ganism. It was not written in opposition to Christianity
;
only the journey-

accounts in it by Damis have historic elements ; the rest is a romance in de-

fense of Hellenism and praise of its preservation. Apollonius was a travel-

ing philosopher, who did nothing like the miracles of Christ. Die Chris-

tenverfolgungen der ersten drei Jahrkunderte, nach iiusserer Veranlassung und
geschichtlichem Verlaufe geschildert. Von Rudolf Plekwe. 2. Auflage.

Pp. 53. (Berlin: Xitschke & Loechner, 1SS9.) A suggestive essay. The
persecutions are divided into three periods, which are thus characterized

:

1. Christians were persecuted “not always as confessors of the doctrines of

Jesus, but often through personal opposition of the persecutors (Xero-Do-
mitian), or through lack of perception of what Christianity was, or the idea

that it was treasonable” (Trajan). From Xero to A.D. 150. 2. Persecu-

tions through popular outbreak—A D. 150 till towards A.D. 250. 3. Per-

secutions, not of individuals (1) or churches (2), but of Christianity

itself; it was a battle for existence
;
persecution by the State on principle

—

from Decius onward. Der guie Hirt in der altchristlichen Kunst. Von Dr.
Hans Heinrich Bergner. Pp. 44. (Berlin: Speyer & Peters, 1S90.) Xoch-
raals Principienfragen der christlichen Archceologie. Von Joseph Wilpert.

Pp. 19. (Freiburg i. B : Herder, 1890.) The Catholic view of early Chris-

tian art makes it a symbolism, in which all papal theology can be traced.

Bergner follows Schultze in the natural method, which finds this art of a

popular character and not theological. Heathen decorations were used, and
gradually moulded by Christian ideas. But Hasenclever goes too far in de-

riving nearly all Christian types from antique models. This is shown in the

case of the Good Shepherd, which is a purely Christian product, derived from
Luke xv. 4-7, and did not come from Hermes Kriophoros. Wilpert re-urges

the Catholic position against Schultze and Hasenclever. Der aricinische

Streit (bis zur Kirchenversammlung zu Xicsea). Von C. Maly, in Jahres-

bericht d. K. K. Gymnasiums in Mahr. Pp. 22. (Weisskirchen, 1889-90.)

Die Christologie des hi. Hilarius von Poitiers • Von Prof. Dr. Theol. Baltzer.

In Festschrift d. Konig. Gymnasiums zu Rattweil, 18S9. Pp. 42. These

two essays treat of the rise of Arianism, and of the setting forth of the true

Christology by the “ Athanasius of the West.” The genesis of Arianism
Maly traces from the Monareliianism of Paul of Samosata, through Lucian

of Antioch and the inadequate statements of Alexander of Alexandria, to

Alius. The fundamental error of Arius was in separating God and the

world, in gnostic fashion, and bringing Christ in as a middle created being.

It was an attempt to Ilellenize Christianity, as the Xeo-Platonists were then

attempting to Christianize Hellenism. Baltzer shows that Hilary set forth

the full soteriological Christology against every form of cosmological Chris-

tology, from Ebionism to Eutychianism. Vigilius und Justinian im Drti-

kapitelstreit. Inaugural-Dissertation. Von Paul Conrad. Pp. 33. (Berlin

:

Schade, 1S90.) Leveque and other Catholic writers have recently tried to

defend the orthodoxy of Pope Vigilius ; but Conrad shows that he first prom-

ised to oppose the decisions of Chalcedon to gain the papacy, but as pope

refused to condemn the “ Three Chapters” of Theodore, Theodoret and Ibas,

which agreed with the Council of Chalcedon, and finally, under imperial

pressure, A.D. 547, condemned the Chapters, though supporting the decrees

of Chalcedon. The whole West denounced him, though a pope and infalli-

ble. Die Vita Gregorii IX. Quellenkritisch untersucht von Jakob Marx,

Dr. Theol. et Phil. Pp. 59. (Berlin: Speyer & Peters, 1S89.) This anon-

ymous life of Gregory IX, Marx finds, was written by a defender and friend

of that pope, A.D. 1240. The author was probably John of Ferentino, head

of the papal treasury. He was a contemporary of Gregory, gives a somewhat
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one-sided account, and omits unfavorable things; but was well informed,

did not consciously misstate events, and is a valuable source of information.

Burchard I, Bischof zu Worms. Inaugural-Dissertation. Yon Hermann
Groscli. Pp. 82. (Jena: Promman, 1890.) Burchard was bishop A.D.

1000-1025, one of the darkest parts of the middle ages. His life is of great

interest, because he saw thoroughly the needs of the German episcopate, and

led successfully in the way of reform. The ruling idea of his life was to

elevate his diocese after mediaeval ideals. Worms was ruined by Normans,
Hungarians, and civil wars; he restored it. The people were demoralized

by robber barons
;
he reduced them to submission. The bishop must be

strong in order to reform
; that was the key-note of all the mediaeval Puri-

tans. The means which Burchard, used Grosch sums up in, (1 ) the civil and
religious improvement of the metropolis,—Worms must be a model city; (2)

increase of the wealth and lands of the diocese, centring all in the hands of

the bishop
; (3) law and justice must be guided by the church

;
and (4) pub-

lic worship throughout the diocese must follow the example of the metropolis.

Die Aebte des Cisterzienser-Stiftes Waldsassen von 1133 bis 1506. You
F. Binhack. 2 Parts. Programm d. K. Studieranstalt Eichstatt. Pp. 186.

(Eichstatt: Dantler, 1887,1889.) As is well known, monastery chronicles

shed much light upon the history of the mediaeval church. These Pro-

gramrus by Binhack include the brief biographies of thirty-two abbots, trans-

lated from the chronicles of the monastery, and give an outline of the history

of the abbey, especially in its relation to the outer world. It is very sugges-

tive to look out upon Frederick Barbarossa, the Waldenses, 300,000 men on
horseback at the coronation of Wenzeslaus of Bohemia, papal schisms,

famines, pestilence, the Husites, and civil wars which finally destroyed the

monastery, through the eyes of a monk, and hear what he has to say about

them. Berthold von Regensburg iiber die Zustande des deutsclien Volks im
13. Jahrhundert. Von Oberlehrer Dr. Gartner. Pp. 20. (Zittau : R. Men-
zel, 1890.) Das deutsche Volksleben im XIII. Jahrhundert nach den
deutsclien Predigten Bertholds von Regensburg. Inaugural -Dissertation.

Yon H. Gildemeister. Pp. 54. (Jena, 1889.) Einiges iiber Berthold von

Regensburg. In Programm des K. K. Obergymnasiums der Kleinseite in

Prag. Yon Rudolf Piffl. Pp. 33. (Prag: A. Haase, 1890.) Zur Theo-

logie des Berthold von Regensburg. Von Oberlehrer Dr. Phil. Karl Foste.

Pp. 27. (Zwickau : R. Ziickler, 1890.) These essays give a striking picture

of the religious and social state of Germany in the thirteenth century and of

the activity of that greatest of all German mediaeval preachers, Berthold of

Regensburg. The information is all drawn from the sermons of the great

Franciscan monk himself. Outwardly all looked well ; it was the time of

Innocent III
;
pilgrims were on every road ; Gothic architecture was laying

its foundations
; scholasticism flourished ; the church ruled in every domain

of thought and activity. But beneath the surface of German life both politi-

cal and religious decay appeared. The civil wars of Philip and Otto were
followed by an interregnum in which “ every man did that which was right

in his own eyes.” The crying evil was the robbery of the common people by
nobles and kings. Berthold denounces various forms of- this wrong—usury,

buying crops before they grew and cornering the market, cheating in trade,

and robbing the laborer of his hire. The judges were corrupt; might was
right

;
churches, convents, villages, farm-yards all were plundered. The

state was weak. The church was worldly. Social life was poisoned in its

heart, the home. Hence heresies spread. Berthold enumerates ten kinds,

various forms of the Waldenses and Albigenses. Sunday was profaned
; sac-

raments neglected
;
drunkenness common

;
gambling frequent ; abortion

practiced; man and wife “live with one another as the devil with the souls

22
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in hell” (Berthold)
; disobedience and ignorance of children were dreadful

;

“ unchastity so common that no man thinks about it and magic, witch-

craft, and superstition the religion of many of the people. The upper classes

were rich and profligate, the mass of the nation were poor, hungry, half-

naked, wretched. Amid these things Berthold announced himself as “ a

stern messenger,” a German Elijah, a mediaeval Moody, an open-air preacher,

like Wliitefield, speaking at times to 100,000 people. He was a well-educated

man, especially learned in jurisprudence, so that he equaled Finney in his use

of such knowledge to move men to God. He revolutionized the dull allegorical

homily-preaching, and did for German preaching what none other ever did

again till Luther arose. He combined nature, dialogues, terrors, scorn, irony,

pathos, humor
;
“ he did not come down to the level of the people ; he never

went up from their level.” Ilis sermons were carefully prepared, and will

well repay study by any preacher now who seeks to learn how to reach the

masses of men. Das Bistum Kulm und der Deutsche Orden. Inaugural-

Dissertation. Yon Gottfried Froelich. Pp. 44. (Dantzig: A. W. Kafe-

mann, 1889.) This essay describes the long struggle between the German
Order in Prussia and the bishops, ending in the independence of the bishops,

and their subjection to the pope only. Ueber einige Berliner Tlieologen und
was von ihnen zu lernen ist. Yon Paul de Lagarde. Pp. 80. (Gottingen :

Dieterich, 1S90.) This is a characteristic sketch by Lagarde. Here, as often,

he is a theological Ishmaelite. He thinks Prussia, east of the Elbe and

Saale, converted late to corrupt Christianity, received the new religion “ only

as there was and is measles and typhus there.” There never developed a true

Christian life. The Berlin theologians did not possess it. “ Hegel’s import-

ance for religion was null.” Hengstenberg was a “ man of understanding,”

but “ had no horizon.” Neander was “ an abyss of poison and hate.” Twes-

ten was better, but he “ did not know the requirements of theology.” La-

garde says :
“ Theology is a science only because it strives to find a system

of God’s thoughts lying outside man’s imagination.” Protestantism is ob-

solete, as well the orthodox as that of Ritschl, which absurdly builds

itself out of a few select years of Luther’s life. “ The Christian teaching of

the twentieth century will not be dogmatics, but a doctrine of home, and will

embrace two biographies, that of the single sonl and that of the human race.”

If a modern theologian wishes to be thoroughly stirred up, let him read this

essay of Lagarde. Der Apostel von Ohio. Ein Lebensbild des hochw.

Eduard Dominik Fenwick, aus dem Dominikanerorden, ersten Bischofs von

Cincinnati, Ohio. Yon P. Bonaventura Hammer. Pp. 168. (St. Louis,

Mo.: Herder, 1890.) Papers of the Ohio Church History Society. Yol. i.

Edited by F. H. Foster. Pp. 103. (Oberlin, 1890.) These publications

give glimpses of Catholic and Congregational Ohio. In telling the story of

Bishop Fenwick, Hammer also gives a .clear outline of the history of the

Roman Catholic Church in America. The report of the Church History

Society contains papers on “ The Field and Work of a Local Church History

Society,” by Prof. Foster
;
“Early Ecclesiastical History of the Western

Reserve,” by Rev. W. E. Barton
;
“ The Mormon Sojourn in Ohio,” by Rev.

D. L. Leonard ;
“ The Bible Christian Church and its Relations to Congre-

gationalism, Particularly in Ohio,” by Rev. F. M. Whitlock ; and “ The His-

tory of the First Religious Society of Marietta,” by Rev. C. E. Dickinson.

Chicago. H. M. Scott.
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III.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.

Religionsphilosofjiie. Yon Dr. L. W. E. Rauwenhoff, weilaud Pro-

fessor in Leiden. Uebersetzt und lierausgegeben von Lie. Dr. J. R.

Hanne. Braunschweig : C. A. Schwetschke & Sohn, 1889. 8vo, pp. 608.

The author of this important work died in January 1889, while the print-

ing of the book was in progress. lie had been for about thirty years a mem-
ber of the theological faculty at Leyden, holding first the chair of Church
History and related subjects, and afterward that of Theological Encyclopaedia

and Philosophy of Religion. For more than twenty years he had been one

of the editors of the Theologiscli Tijdschrift. His most important early

work was his Geschiedenis van het Protestantisme, contributed in 1865-71 (in

three parts) to the Haarlem series of works on De voornaamste Godsdiensten.

He wrote an able criticism of Strauss’s Old and New Faith.

The Dutch original of the work before us appeared in 1887, and the trans-

lation was entrusted to the very competent hands of his friend, Dr. Hanne,

with the constant supervision of the author. A few pages—thirty or forty

—

were omitted. A second, historical, section was contemplated and prepared

in part, but was not so far advanced as to warrant its completion and pub-

lication. The most competent authorities recognized at once the superior

ability and value of Dr. Rauwenhoff’s work. Among German scholars,

Lipsius and Pfleiderer were especially emphatic in their tributes, although

the views of the latter especially had been in important points criticised and

opposed by Rauwenhoff. (Pfleiderer is classed with the “centre” of the

Hegelian school, and Lipsius with the New-Kantians, to whom Rauwenhoff
stands much nearer.) Lipsius, in the Theologischer Jahresbericht, 1887, speaks

of the work as “ in a high degree worthy of the attention of German readers,”

and expresses the great satisfaction with which he regards it as a whole and
in detail, notwithstanding some difficulties which are not relieved. Pfleiderer,

in the Jalirlucherfiir Prot. Theol., xv, 1, pronounces the first part of Rau-
wenhoff’s book, which treats of the origin and development of religion, as

not only the most brilliant part of his work, but as the best that has thus

far been done on that subject. The other two parts, which deal with the

essence and right of religion and religious faith, and the manifestation of

religion and religious faith, bring out more sharply the points of diffei'ence

between the two philosophers.

The style of the book is remarkably clear and satisfactory. The same is

true of the arrangement of the material. The subdivisions of the second

division of the first part are “ Factors,” “ Laws,” and “Forms of the De-
velopment of Religion, etc.” The second part has for its three main divis-

ions, “ The Basis of Religious Faith ” (which Rauwenhoff makes the uncon-
ditioned sense of duty)

;
“ Religious Faith as the Postulate of the Moral

Consciousness ” (the world must be so constituted that the moral law shall

prevail in it; faith in a moral order of the world is the essence of religious

faith); “ Justification of Religious Faith as Faith in a Moral Order of the

World ” (a justification which Rauwenhoff finds in the recognition and right

conception of design, final cause).

The author anticipates that his view will be as little acceptable to the

majority of believers as to the majority of unbelievers. The one will find it

too little positive, and perhaps take offense because in the definition of relig-

ious faith, God does not come to earlier recognition. The other will not be

able to understand a system resting on facts of the spiritual life for which
they have no tests, and no place in their system. To the first he says :

“ The
philosophy of religion cannot speak in the language of the Bible or the
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Church
; but it has no other truth than that which constitutes the truth of

all the faith of the Bible and the Church.” To the other he makes the

appeal that men of exact science cannot shut their eyes to the fact within

themselves : that to every man something makes itself known as duty, and
that thereby every man is brought to a moral judgment upon himself and
others (pp. 331, 332).

The remaining third part of the volume is devoted to Manifestations of

Religion and religious Faith
;

first, in conceptions with respect to the super-

sensual ; and, secondly, in worship and religious fellowship.

The entire discussion is very thorough and able. It deals with many of

the deepest questions of philosophy and theology from the point of view of

ethical rationalism. Its temper is excellent. With many of its scientific

and theological positions we are in entire disagreement—as for example, his

utter rejection of miracle, as absolutely inconsistent with natural science

(p. 72) ; his maintaining it to be beyond all doubt that faith in miracles has

always done injury to true religious faith (p. 78) ;
his doctrine in regard to

the religion of Israel, and the world’s indebtedness to it (pp. 93, 91) ;
his

teaching in regard to religions having a personal founder, that “ the venera-

tion of his person rises to deification, for which pious fancy supplies the need-

ful material—of which tendency Buddhism and Christianity are the most
speaking examples ” (p. 106) ; his preference of some of the nobler Greek
conceptions of the gods above “ the jealous and vengeful God of the Jews,

so well known to us from some passages of the Old Testament ” (p. 128)

;

his position in regard to “ the illusion of the old dogmatic school, that we
have actual knowledge of a reality outside of ourselves ” (p. 200) ;

and the

like.

In many ways the emphasis which Rauwenhoff puts on the ethical is ad-

mirable ; we must think that he builds religious faith and the religious life

too exclusively on this foundation. His entire omission to treat of revela-

tion attracts the attention of Ptleiderer, who thinks that this would have

been a troublesome topic to him. Points suggest themselves constantly that

challenge comment, and often vigorous dissent. Nevertheless the book is

not only very stimulating to thought, but worthy of careful study. The
comparative student of religions finds that a constant effort has been made,

from the definitions onward, to take account of all phenomena, from the

lowest to the highest. Xaturism, animism, polytheism, pantheism, henothe-

ism, etc., are carefully and ably treated. The book is one to be reckoned

with seriously in its department of inquiry, and will be read with pleasure

and profit.

Princeton. Charles A. Aiken.

Die Religion Jesu Ciiristi in den Formen deh kirciilichen
Dogmatik. Entwickelt uud dargestellt von Adolf Antze. Braun-
schweig : C. A. Schwetschke & Sohn (Appelhaus & Pfenniugstorff), 18S9.

The well-known firm of Schwetschke & Sohn, publishers of the Corpus

Eeformatorum ,
has been found willing to publish the work of an author,

whose name lends no charm or prestige to his books. This is certainly a

point in favor of the book before us. The firm, which undertook the pub-

lishing of it, was no doubt convinced of its intrinsic value and of the pros-

pects of a good sale. I do not know whether they have realized their expecta-

tions as booksellers
; but were they correct in their estimate of the value of

the book? I confess to a certain prejudice with regard to books which pro-

pose to discuss “ die Religion Jesu Christi.” The genitive “ Jesu Christi ”

generally is a genitivus subjectivus. It pretends to give us the religion which
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Jesus Christ Ilimself professed, not the religion which He gave us. I have

no patience with such treatises, for they place our Saviour on the same level

with His followers. We have had too much already of the human element

in Christ, and we are in great danger of losing altogether the divine ele-

ment, which after all forms the peisonajity of our Lord. I have tried, how-
ever, to be as calm and unprepossessed as possible in reading this addition to

the literature about “ die Religion Jesu Christi.”

Formally considered, the book before us deserves much praise. The style

in which it is written is excellent. The author’s German prose is a thing of

rare beauty. It is indeed not a daily occurrence in the history of German
literature to meet with a book on theology which reads as a novel. Mr.
Antze has accomplished a difficult task

;
he has set his picture in a splendid

frame.

The disposition of the subject-matter is equally good. The author uses the

traditional forms of Ecclesiastic Dogmatics to good advantage. Ilis book
is divided into four parts. The Doctrine of Religion is the opening subject.

In nine chapters he speaks about all the questions generally considered in the

Prolegomena , or, as it is now called, The Doctrine of Principles. Antze treats

this part as an integral part of his system. In the second part he proceeds

to give us his view of The Doctrine of God. About this important subject, as

well as about the next, The Doctrine of Man , he has little to say. The Doctrine

of Redemption is more fully considered. lie devotes to this subject sixteen

chapters. In an Appendix, isolated from the system itself, the author dis-

cusses within the limits of a few paragraphs the momentous question of the

hereafter. But whatever may be said against the architectural symmetry of

the whole, the careful reader will have to acknowledge that the author has

succeeded in giving a lucid and logical disposition of all the questions which

are generally discussed in “die kirchliche Dogmatik.” And after having

studied the book, he will also find, that even the seeming irregularities of its

structure are in full harmony with the author’s views.

This is all we can say in favor of this extraordinary book. Its theology is

of the most wretched kind. It presents a psychological enigma. The author

has apparently deep religious convictions. He is by no means a follower of

Comte’s positivism. He exalts religion, and endeavors to prove its necessity

for the entire human race. In this respect he does not admit of any excep-

tions to the rule
;
he is emphatic in his assertion that everg one needs it. The

ethical poitions of his book are to a great extent good reading. To a great

extent, I say, for he maintains that it is the privilege of the perfect Saviour

to deceive in order to do good. Such a statement, of course, is bordering on

blasphemy. No wonder that he defends the accommodation theory in the old

rationalistic sense. He claims, however, to be an opponent of rationalism.

He asserts that there are religious truths which do not belong to the domain
of reason, and about which reason has no right to judge. Ilis principle is,

if I am not mistaken, the old rationalism+ religious fervor. He reminds me
of Dr. Schwalb, of Bremen, who although being an entire agnostic, kneels

with his wife and children daily at the family altar. In theology, Mr. Antze
seems to follow Huxley’s advice: “ If you desire to keep your faith, throw

away all your facts.” Indeed, the author has thrown away all the facts on
which an old-fashioned Protestant builds his faith. “ Die vollkommene Ge-
sinnung Jesu,” i.e., the perfect mind of Christ, is not only his foundation, but

also his building material. The gospels give us, although not adequately, a
view of Christ’s perfect mind

;
Gautama—the great Gautama, as he calls him

—helps us to understand Christ’s perfection ;
for he is nearly as great as Christ

himself. Theology proper is of no account in his system. As a New-Kantian
he has agnostic inclinations. The supernatural has no place in his system.
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Man is the centre of the system, man as sinner, and man as perfect, revealed

in Christ. Redemption is, although this portion of the book abounds in evan-

gelical phrases, self-redemption in a Buddhistic sense. A man has to acquire

the perfect mind of Christ. If he does not succeed in this life, he will have
to try it over again in the next phase of existence. lie believes in the prob-

ability of a migration of souls. We may have actually existed in many
forms, before we entered upon our present mode of existence. It is even very

likely, for some men have a recollection of their preexistence. Whether we
will be conscious after death or not, cannot be decided, for we know nothing

about it ; but if there be a conscious life in the hereafter, those only will be
happy, who have succeeded in acquiring the perfect mind of Christ. And
happiness is the chief end of existence.

After having read this book, I understand better than ever before, why the

late Prof. Rauwenhoff
,
of Leiden, urged upon his friends the necessity of

secularizing religion. lie claimed that the old forms no longer suited

modern religious ideas. And he was honest enough to see that it would be a

pious fraud to palm upon the Church religious ideas in harmony with the

modern manner of viewing the world, for religious truths of the Bible, as

formulated in Ecclesiastic Dogmatics. “ Die Religion Jesu Christi ” is not

the religion of Christ. Why then do men, who have discarded this religion,

use “ die Formen der kirchlichen Dogmatik ” to preach a gospel of their

own V Gentlemen, we would say, “secularize your religion and be honest ”

Holland , Mich . FT. M. Steffens.

LuxMundi: A Series of Studies in tiie Religion of the Incar-
nation. Edited by Charles Gore, M.A., Piincipal of Pusey House,

Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. Seventh edition. London: John
Murray, 1890; Xew York: John W. Lovell Co. (from the fifth English

edition), 1S9U.

The series of studies embraced under the above title consists of twelve

essays contributed by eleven writers, who, as they inform us, “found them-

selves at Oxford together between the years 1S75-1885, engaged in the com-

mon woik of University education; and compelled for their own sake, no

less than that of others, to attempt to put the Catholic faith into its right re-

lation to modern intellectual and moral problems ” (Preface, p. vii). “ We
have written,” they further state, “not as mere individuals, but as ministers

under common conditions of a common faith. This unity of conviction has

enabled us freely to offer and accept mutual criticism and suggestion
;
so that

without each of us professing such responsibility for work other than his own
as would have involved undue interference with individual method, we do

desire this volume to be the expression of a common mind and a common
hope ” (p. x). The object of the writers is an eminently laudable one, and,

in the execution of the task they have undertaken, they have brought under

review some of the most important doctrines of Revelation. The subjects

discussed are: Faith; The Christian Doctrine of God; The Problem of

Pain, Its Bearing on Faith in God ;
The Preparation in History for Christ

;

The Incarnation in Relation to Development; The Incarnation as the Basis

of Dogma ; The Atonement ;
The Holy Spirit and Inspiration

;
The Church;

Sacraments; Christianity and Politics; Christian Ethics. As the views en-

tertained by the writers on the subjects treated have been to a very large

extent influenced by their idea of the Church, it will save both time and

space to examine their views of this subject. The fact is that the leading,

indeed the all-determining question, between Protestants on the one hand, and

Romanists and Anglican Romauizerson the other, is the question regarding
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the nature and prerogatives of the Church. It is for this reason that the writer

differs from others who have reviewed this book, in his estimate of the com-

parative importance of the essays it contains. The reviewers, generally,

have given the foremost place to the essay on “ The Holy Spirit and In-

spiration,” by the Rev. C. Gore, M.A., but in this review that place is assigned

to the essay on “ The Church,” by the Rev. W. Lock, M.A. Indeed, Mr. Gore’s

essay is almost as much occupied with discussions on Mr. Lock’s theme as on

his own. All that he says in disparagement of the institutions of the Old

Testament, including its sacrifices and its moral standard, and all that he

says regarding the indwelling of the Spirit in the visible organized ecclesias-

tical society under the New Testament, and the relation of this society to

faith in the Scriptures as the Word of God and to the salvation of men, is in

perfect accord with the popish theory of the Church propounded by Mr.

Lock. A glance at pages 323, 338, 341 will fully justify this view of Mr. Gore’s

essay. Nor does Mr. Gore’s essay stand alone in its relation to the essay on
“ The Church.” The same view of the Church and her relation to the re-

deeming and reconciling of men to God is presented in Essay vi on “ The Incar-

nation as the Basis of Dogma,” by the Rev. R. C. Moberly, M.A., page 248

:

“ Is the work of Christ in redeeming and reconciling to God, in His present

relation to the world, properly intelligible or not—apart from the Church ?

Is the ministry of the Church, or are the sacraments of the Church, to those

who thoughtfully read Scripture and history, a demonstrable pai't, or normal

condition of the working of the Holy Ghost in the Church ?” The like sen-

timents regarding the relation of the Church to the means of grace are

avowed in Essay x on “ Sacraments,” by the Rev. F. Paget, D.D., page417,

where the Sacraments of Baptism and the Eucharist are designated as the
“ vital and distinctive acts of the Christian Church.”

It is therefore clear, that the doctrine regarding the Church is the domi-

nant doctrine of this volume, and formally stated is as follows :

1. “The day of Pentecost was the birthday of the Church. Before there

were followers of the Lord
;
now there was the Church ; and this as the re-

sult of a new act, for which all that preceded had been but preparation

;

now the Church was born in becoming the possessor of a common corporate

life. The Spirit was given to the whole body of Christians together; it was
not given to an individual here and there in such a way that such Spirit-bear-

ing individuals could then come together and form a church. It was given

corporately, so that they who received the Spirit realized at once a unity which
preceded any individual action of their own ” (p. 373). 2. The organization

of this body was committed to the apostles. “ They could do His work and
organize Ilis Church

;
they could bind and loose in His name ; they could repre-

sent Him when He was gone .... to them He gave at Pentecost the full

conscious gift of the Holy Spirit, and so at last formed them into the Church,
the Church which was to continue His work, which was to convey His grace,

which was to go into the whole world, holding this life as a treasure for the

sake of the whole world, praying and giving thanks for all men, because the

unity of God and the unity of the mediation of Christ inspires them with
hope that all may be one in Him ” (p. 373). 3. “ The bishops have succeeded

to the apostles and so become the guardians of the unity of the Church. As
soon then as we find the Christian episcopate universally organized, wr

e find

it treated as an institution received from the apostles and as carrying with it

the principle of historic continuity. So it has remained ever since, side by
side with the other safeguards of unity, the sacraments and the common
faith. The Roman Church has added to it what seemed a further safeguard

of unity, the test of communion with itself
;
but this was a later claim, a

claim which was persistently resented and which was urged with disastrous
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results. The Reformed Churches of the Continent, in their protest against

that additional test, have rejected the whole principle of historic continuity;

they have remained satisfied with the bond of a common faith and of com-
mon sacraments ; but the result can scarcely be said to be as yet a securer

unity ” (pp. 380, 381). 4. While the Church possesses a universal priesthood,

as a body in which each member is a priest, “ this function naturally has its

organs, whose task it is to make its offerings and to stand before it as the

types of self-consecration” (p. 392). “As the Church stands in relation to

the world, so they stand in relation to the Church
;
they fill up that which is

lacking of the afflictions of Christ in their flesh for His body’s sake which is

the Church, whereof they are made ministers; they convey spiritual gifts and
benediction to the Church” (p. 393). 5. These organs through whom all

grace is bestowed upon the Church are priests. “ Sacerdotalism, priestliness,

is Ihe prime element of her being” (p. 391). This is said of the whole
Church, but this apparent recognition of the priesthood of the individual

members, as the foregoing quotation from page 393 shows, is neutralized and
negatived by the limitation of this function to an official priestly caste with-

in and over the body, through which alone its services can be presented ac-

ceptably before God. 6. All the benefits conferred by this priestly order are

conveyed through the medium of the Sacraments of Baptism and the Euchar-

ist. “ The spiritual unity derived from the Lord is imparted through sacra-

ments.” “ Baptism becomes the source of unity” (p. 378). “This act of

Eucharistic worship, above all others, has become the centre of unity” (p.

392). In Essay x, Baptism and the Eucharist are pronounced “ the vital and
distinctive acts of the Christian Church” (p. 417). Mr. Gore agrees with

all this and speaks even more strongly. “ Under the old covenant, and in all

the various avenues of approach to the Church, men could be the subjects of

the Spirit’s guidance and could be receiving gifts from Him
; but the ‘ initi-

tiated ’ Christian, baptized and confirmed, possessed not rnere'y His gifts, but

Himself. He is in the Church, as the ‘ Vicar of Christ,’ in whose presence

Christ Himself is with them. He is the consecrator of every sacrament, and

the substance of His own sacramental gifts. The services of ordained men
indeed are required for the administration of sacraments, but as ministers of

a power higher than themselves, of a personal spirit who indeed is invoked

by their ministry, and pledges Himself to respond to their invocations, but

never subjects Himself to their power ” (p. 333).

These extracts justify the estimate the present writer has formed of the

comparative importance of the essay on the Church. It is manifestly the

heart and soul of this Oxford school, and it is equally manifest that the theory

of the Church it propounds is simply popery with the pope left out.

Its first and fundamental position, and the only one there is space to notice,

or necessity of noticing, is that there was no such institution as the Church

prior to the day of Pentecost. This is just the position taken by Cardinal

Manning in his Temporal Mission of the Holy Ghost. Manning’s reason and

Rome’s reason for taking this position are obvious. As the promises of spirit-

ual guidance and defense against all enemies, made to the Old Testament

Church, are just as strong as those made to the Church under the New Tes-

tament, the question arises, Did such promises secure that Church, asan out-

ward visible organization, from error in fundamental truth, and render her

absolutely infallible ? There is only one answer to this question possible. Met
in her formal representative council, the Sanhedrin, to consider the claims of

Jesus of Nazareth to be the predicted Messiah, she decided against Him and

declared His avowal of His claims to be blasphemy and adjudged Him
worthy of death for asserting them. The bearing of this historic incident

upon the claims of Rome and her Anglican disciples is too obvious to be over-
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looked. If such promises did not guarantee the infallibility of the Church, as

a visible organization, under the old dispensation, with what show of reason

or semblance of consistency, can it be assumed that similar and exactly

equivalent promises, should guarantee the infallibility of the Church as a

visible, organized body under the new ? If the former, despite such promi-

ses, apostatized, rejecting the hope of Israel, might not the latter, despite like

guarantees, depart from the faith “ once for all ” delivered to the saints ?

The Word of God and the history of the outward organization, constrain us

to answer this question in the affirmative. The Scriptures not only assert

the possibility of such departure, but predict the certainty of it. They tell

us that it was in “ the Temple of God,” the Church of God, “ the Man of

sin, the Son of perdition,” was to appear, “ showing Himself that He is God ”

(2 Thess. ii. 4). Even in apostolic times, as the context shows, the mystery
of iniquity was already working in the visible organization, as it had afore-

time wrought in the Old Testament Church until Elijah thought the Church
had perished altogether. “ Hut what saith the answer of God unto him ? I

have reserved to myself seven thousand men, who have not bowed the knee
to the image of Baal.” This answer was not framed on the lines of Lux
Mundi. The seven thousand whom Elijah could not see constituted, in

God’s sight, “a remnant according to the election of grace,” through which,

despite the apostasy of the official hierarchy, the continuity of the Church
wasmaintained. These constituted the true Israel. “What then? Israel”

—

the outward organization—“hath not obtained that which he seekethfor;

but the election (the elect) hath obtained it, and the rest were blinded ”

(Rom. xi. 2-7). Could there be a more explicit condemnation of the theory

of continuity advocated in this volume? This passage teaches that in

Elijah’s time the true Israel was invisible to all save the eye of God, and that

the rest, who could be no other than the visible hierarchy and their adherents,

were blinded. That is, it teaches what these brethren deny, and denies what
they have been at such pains to teach. God’s answer to the prophet sets at

naught and repudiates the whole theory of a spiritual continuity maintained
through the channel of the outward visible organization, and proclaims the

truly Protestant, Calvinistic doctrine that the continuity is maintained

through the body of God’s elect, despite the apostasy of the body “ corporate ”

which our Oxford friends would have us regard as the sole repository of the

grace of God.

What history, inspired history, thus teaches on the question of the channel

of continuity in Old Testament times, history both inspired and profane

teaches regarding the channel of continuity from the days of the apostles

till the present. What the inspired record predicts regarding the rise of the

man of sin, uninspired history arrays before us as an accomplished fact.

Gainsay it who will, the two great divisions of this idolized “ body corporate ”

—the Greek and the Latin

—

in their organic capacity, have so lapsed from the

faith as to become heretical in doctrine, idolatrous in worship and tyrannical

in government. Equally pronounced is the verdict of history in respect to

the channel through which the true continuity has been secured. In these

divisions of this body, as, for example, in the Latin Church, God has had His
hidden ones, and when, in His sovereign grace and infinite wisdom, He saw
fit to deliver them from the thrall of the mystic Babylon, He raised up and
endowed with the requisite gifts and graces, such men as Wicklif and IIiiss

and Jerome of Prague and Zwingle and Luther and Calvin and Knox to

whom, under God, we owe the Reformation with its precious heritage of a

restored Gospel. Both Testaments, therefore, and profane history, are against

the claim advanced by Rome and Oxford. They prove that the true continu-

ity of the Church o God has been maintained through the invisible, mystical
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body, and not through any outward visible organization, whether under the

Old Testament or the New. In denying the Church status of God’s people un-

der the former, they have but confessed that the recognition of it would place,

as we have seen, their whole theory of the Church, and with it their whole
theory of the way of life, not only in imminent peril, but in hopeless, irretriev-

able ruin. The only conclusion warranted by the testimony of God’s Word
under both Testaments, is that the promises of infallibility, perpetuity and
eternal life, which Rome and Oxford arrogate as the exclusive heritage of the

outward visible organization, belong to the invisible mystical body of Christ.

Now what the theory of the Church advocated by Rome and Oxford com-
pels them to deny is one of the most clearly revealed truths of the Bible. It

is of course admitted by all interested in this discussion, that the Old Testa-

ment led its readers to look forward to the introduction of the Messianic

kingdom. The sole question, therefore, so far as the point at issue is con-

cerned, is as to the relation of this kingdom to the Old Testament institu-

tion : Was the kingdom of the Messiah to be a distinct organization, having

no relation whatever to that institution, but entirely distinct from it and
independent of it ? or was it to be an extension and expansion of it ? To
these questions the answer of the Scriptures is most explicit and decisive.

Having given an account of the nature and results of the Messiah’s suffer-

ings in the fifty-third chapter of his prophecies, Isaiah immediately, in his

fifty-fourth chapter, calls upon the old institute to prepare for enlargement.

In the next chapter nations that Israel knew not are described as running
unto her, and to them are promised the sure mercies of David. The same
representation respecting the increase of Israel and the source of the supply

is given in detail in the sixtieth chapter—a representation strikingly realized

on the day of Pentecost. The teaching of the Xew Testament is in accord

with this prophetic forecast. The Messiah does not lay out a new threshing-

floor. He enters the existing floor, which is claimed as His , to winnow His
wheat and gather it into the garner, while He will burn up the chaff with

unquenchable fire. He recognizes Nathanael as an Israelite indeed, and
Nathanael recognizes Him as the Son of God and the King of Israel. The
song of Zacharias proclaims His approaching advent as the fulfillment of

God’s “ holy covenant ; the oath which he sware to our father Abraham,”
thus identifying the covenant under which Israel was delivered out of Egypt
with the covenant under which men are delivered from the bondage of sin.

This Abrahamic covenant spans the alleged break in the administration, and
unites the two dispensations of the one Mediatorial Kingdom, for it was “ to

Abraham and his seed the promises were made,” and “ if we be Christ’s then

are we Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the promise.” It is the bless-

ing of Abraham, and not some species of “ uncovenanted mercy,” that the

redemption effected by Christ from the curse of the law has brought upon the

Gentiles through faith (Gal. iii. 13, 14). When the Gentiles “come from
the East and West” to partake of the blessings of the kingdom and take

their places in it, they find that the patriarchs were there before them. They
“ sit down icith Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven,”

while “ the children of the kingdom.” the “ men of the historic continuity,”

corresponding to “ the historic Episcopate,” are “ cast out into outer dark-

ness ” (Matt. viii. 10-12).

Of the same import is Paul’s figure of “ the olive tree ” and God’s treat-

ment of it (Rom. xi. 16-24). God, as the husbandman, does not pluck up
and cast aside the old Abrahamic olive, and plant a new olive tree in its

stead, as Lux Mundi teaches. Some of the branches were broken off, but

the root was holy and, by His grace, abides the ordeal. The exscinded

branches are replaced by branches from the wild Gentile olive which are
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grafted into this same olive and “ partake of the root and fatness ” thereof.

And when the natural branches shall be grafted in again, it is into the same

old olive and among Gentile grafts they shall be grafted, and shall constitute

with them one olive, among whose branches there shall be no distinction of

class or caste. This same apostle propounds at large (Ephesians ii and iii) this

same doctrine of the relation of the Old Testament Church to the kingdom
introduced by Christ under the New Dispensation. He reminds the Ephesian

Christians of their former state. They “ were without Christ,” and the

reason assigned is most pertinent to the question before us. They “ were

without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and strangers

from the covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God in the

world.” What is here denied of these Ephesians is surely affirmed of the

commonwealth of Israel. That commonwealth had what the Gentiles had

not. It had Christ, and to it pertained the covenants of promise. Lux
Mundi may tell us that the possession of Christ and of the covenants of

promise did not entitle that ancient commonwealth to be called a Church,

but the nature of such a possession, embracing, as it does, all that God has

covenanted to bestow through the Surety of the covenant, and the Surety

Himself, justifies us in treating the allegation as sheer unfounded assertion,

at war with the constitution of the economy of grace. But the full force of

the argument from the former relation of the Ephesians can be seen only

when we place side by side with the account of their alienation the change

effected in their relation by the blood of Christ. In Christ Jesus, and by His
blood, they “who were sometime afar off were made nigh.” How nigh?
“ No more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints and

of the household of God, and are built upon the foundation of the apostles

and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone.” The
foregoing is our reply to all that Mr. Gore has said in his gross disparage-

ment of the institutions and moral standard of the Old Testament (pp.

328-331).

There is no room for further development of the argument in support of

the Scripture doctrine of the reality and unity of the Church under both

Testaments. It is a doctrine which pervades the entire Revelation. As
there is but the one Propitiation—a Propitiation which justifies God for

justifying men under both dispensations (Rom. iii. 25, 26 and Heb. ix.

15)—so there is but one way of salvation, and there is but one Church
for which that Propitiation was made. Through types and shadows
the children of the Old Testament looked forward to that one sacrifice,

just as we, under a clearer revelation, look back to it. The last book
of the Canon presents us with this same view of the Church in the sym-
bolic concrete. It portrays the Bride, the Lamb’s wife, under the figure of

a city. That city exhibits, most graphically and gorgeously, the unity and
glory of the one Church. Its “ wall had twelve foundations, and on them
the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb ” (Rev. xxi. 14). And as the

wall had twelve foundations, bearing the names of twelve apostles, it had
also twelve gates bearing “ the names of the twelve tribes of the children of

Israel.” The Romish and Anglican theory requires that all these explicit

testimonies to the status of the patriarchs and prophets and others living

under the Old Dispensation, should be ignored, and that even Abraham, the

father of the faithful, should have no place in the Church of God. But a

theory demanding the suppression of such testimonies, and the exclusion

from the Church of that cloud of witnesses whose faith triumphed over
sword and flame and famine and torture, bears on its forehead the brand of

its own condemnation. Such is the ecclesiology of Lux Mundi, and despite

the toil with which it has been elaborated, it is manifest that it cannot “be
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held in context” with the Word of God, or the history of the Church since

apostolic times.

Assembly's College, Belfast. Robert Watts.

We call attention also to the following :

A Recently Proposed Test of Canonicity. Inaugural Address by W. M.
McPheeters, D.D., on the occasion of his Installation as Professor of Bibli-

cal Literature in the Theological Seminary at Columbia, S. C., May, 1890.

8vo, pp. 23. (Chester, S. C. : The Presbyterian Quarterly’s Office, 1S91.) The
11 recently proposed test of canonicity ” which Dr. McPheeters examines in

his able Inaugural Address, and the absurdities (no less strong word will serve)

of which he unsparingly but very calmly exposes, is that recent attempt to

hide an essentially rationalistic attitude towards Holy Scripture under the

name of the testimonium Spirilus sancti, of which Dr. Briggs is the best known
American exponent. Accordingly the address busies itself solely with Dr.
Briggs’ expression of it, which is first cleared from the obscurities of speech

by which its full meaning is clouded and then shown to be ” not only intrin-

sically false, but based upon principles which if admitted must be fatal to

the Christian system.” The best part of the address is taken up in arriving

at a clear statement of the theory; this is accomplished with a scientific

accuracy of exegesis of unusually obscure language which makes us congratu-

late Columbia Seminary on her choice of a Professor of Exegetical Theology.

After this, the task of refutation was easy ; for as Dr. McPheeters observes,
“ this is one of those cases where a clear statement of a theory is almost

equivalent to a refutation of it.” Nevertheless it is carried through in con-

vincing detail. The essential difference between this destructive modern
theory and the Protestant doctrine of the testimonium Spiritus sancti, is that

the latter conceives of the Spirit as acting by quickening our apprehension

of the strength of the various evidences, thus producing a conviction which
is rational in its form and divine in its strength and source ;

while the modern
theory begins by discrediting the evidences and is thus shut up to conceiving

of the testimony of the Spirit either as a special revelation or a blind convic-

tion, framed apart from or prior to or even against the evidences. This brings

this definition of the testimony of the Spirit into analogy with that defini-

tion of faith which makes it the power to believe to be true what we clearly

see to be false. Thus it separates science and faith and must ultimately

reduce one or the other to an “ innocuous desuetude.” Letter to the Rev.

Andrew A. Bonar
,
D.D., on a Manifesto issued by him on the Dods and

Bruce Cases. By William G. Blaikie, D.D., LL.D., New College, Edin-

burgh. Second edition, with Postscript. 8vo,pp. 20. (Edinburgh: Macniven
& Wallace, 1890.) Reply to Letter of Prof. Blaikie, D.D., LL.D., to Rev.

Andrew A. Bonar, D.D., on a Statement issued on the Dods and Bruce Cases.

By Rev. Robert Howie, M.A. 8vo, pp. 76. Also, second edition, with Post-

script, completing five thousand. 8vo, pp. 80. (Glasgow : David Bryce &
Son, 1890.) A Letter io the Rev. Prof. William G. Blaikie, D.D., LL.D.,

New College, Edinburgh, in Reply to Ids Letter to Rev. Dr. Andrew A. Bonar.

By Robert Watts, D.D., LL.D., Assembly’s College, Belfast. 8vo, pp. 32.

(Edinburgh: R. W. Hunter, 1890.) Quite a little literature on inspiration

bids fair to grow up in Scotland out of the manifesto issued by those who
were dissatisfied by the disposition made of the cases of Drs. Dods and Bruce

at the last Free Church Assembly. It is ominous of much that men of un-

doubted reverence for the Bible like Dr. Blaikie eagerly take up the cudgels

for a loose doctrine of inspiration—how loose Dr. Blaikie does not seem to

understand himself, as he rings the changes on “ infallibly ” and “ verbally ”

correct on the one hand and “ substantially accurate ” on the other, and yet
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seeks to disprove the former by adducing substantial and “ material ” errors

(p. 8); and arrays the phenomena of Scripture against its assertions, as if

these assertions were not just the chief phenomenon of importance in the case

and as if the next most outstanding phenomenon was not the use of the Old
Testament by the writers of the New, the significance of which even his co-

Free-Churchman, Mr. Stuart, in his Principles of Christianity
,
might have

taught him. Dr. Blaikie is mistaken in supposing that the loose view that

he represents is inductively established, while a priori reasoning is the sup-

port of those who hold to plenary inspiration ; the difference in procedure is

precisely as it is stated by Dr. Watts, in his crushing reply: “ While the

principle of your theory is a mere inference from apparent discrepancies not

yet explained, the principle of the theory you oppose is the formally expressed

utterance of prophets and apostles and of Christ Himself ” (p. 30). The whole
issue really turns on the “ methodology shall we begin with the Scripture

doctrine of inspiration and then consider whether this doctrine is supported

or negatived by the phenomena, or shall we begin with the “ difficulties ” of

Scripture and then seek to minimize the Scripture doctrine to fit our ability

or inability to explain the “ difficulties.” If the former path is taken we
shall certainly end in a doctrine of

11 verbal ” or as it is less ambiguously
called, “ plenary ” inspiration ; for on any fair exegesis this is indubitably the

doctrine of the Bible writers and none of the phenomena negative it. If

the latter is taken, we may land in the fogs. All this and more is pointed

out, however, by Dr. Watts and Mr. Howie in their rejoinders. We can

take time to speak here only of the singularly temperate strength and well-

guarded language of Mr. Howie’s reply, badly requited as it is by Dr. Blai-

kie’s angry and unjust postscript. The Gospel and Modern Substitutes.

By A. Scott Matlieson, Dumbarton. 12mo, pp. 319. (Edinburgh : Oliphant,

Anderson & Ferrier
; New York and Chicago: Fleming H. Iievell.) A

series of very pleasantly written chapters on the Gospel and Agnosticism,

Science, Positivism, Socialism, Pessimism and iEstheticism, which must
prove useful for the popular audience for which they are intended. Mr.
Matheson belongs to the school of Prof. Drummond, and exhibits some
of the faults, as well as some of the excellences, of that fascinating but

not always satisfactory writer. The World and the Man. By Hugh
Miller Thompson. The Baldwin Lectures, 1890. 12mo, pp. 258. (New
York: Thomas Whittaker, 1890.) The eloquent bishop of Mississippi is

evidently in demand as a lecturer. He delivered the Bedell lectures for 1885,

and the Paddock lectures for 1888, and now we have his course of Baldwin lec-

tures. The same eloquence, brilliancy, and, we fear we must add, the same
mannerisms, the samepointof view and the same general conceptions meet us

now as in the previous courses. The similarity of these lectures to the Pad-

dock lectures is great enough, indeed, to detract from their freshness. Bishop

Thompson proclaims himself before all thingsa “ Catholic Christian,” whose
orthodoxy is the orthodoxy of “ the undivided Church.” But he is not un-

touched by the modern spirit. To him Christianity is, first of all, an ethical

system (p. 59); indeed, one is led sometimes to wonder whether the “Jim
Bludso” type of religion is not unduly magnified in his thought (p. 150).

Supremacy of Law. By John P. Newman, D.D., LL.D., a Bishop of the

Methodist Episcopal Church. 12mo, pp. 239. (New York: Hunt & Eaton,

1890.) Dr. Newman writes brightly and popularly, and his book will prove

a useful treatise for the instruction of men in the majesty of law and the

several duties of life. It is not based upon such thorough scholarship as will

commend it to students. It is odd to find God’s ineffable holiness conspicu-

ous by its absence from the eloquent description of the “ Author of Law”
in the first chapter

;
and it is perhaps not without significance that some space
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is given to explaining away the hard doctrines of the Second Commandment.
Dr. Newman teaches that God is “ a jealous God” only in the sense that He
is deeply solicitous for man’s happiness; and appears to think that if the visi-

tation of the iniquity of the fathers upon the children is a law of nature, God
is not responsible for it ! Yet this occurs in a chapter the title of which calls

God the “ Author of Law.” It need not surprise us after this that he goes out
of the way to fulminate against the third chapter of our Confession of Faith,

which he seems to think was written by Calvin. We must express our surprise,

however, that he permits to himself such unbecoming language as meets us on
p. 44. The God whom Dr. Newman here curses, though deformed somewhat
by his caricaturing description, is, in the essential features, the God of Nature
and of the Bible, and the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Jewish

Dreams and Realities. Contrasted with Islamitie and Christian Claims. By
Henry Iliowizi. 8vo, pp. 279. (Philadelphia: Henry Iliowizi, 1845 N. 18th

St., 1890.) Kabbi Iliowizi publishes this book under the honorable impulse

of supplying to his coreligionists a reason for the faith that is in them. Much
of it is necessarily painful reading to the Christian, and this pain is nor less-

ened, though no doubt the acceptability of tbe book for the class for which it

is written is increased, by the warmth of its controversial tone. The Jew
may be pardoned for an indignant state of mind towards mediaeval Chris-

tendom, and towards as much of modern Christianity as has not laid off

those grave clothes with which its spirit was so long bound. But his atti-

tude toward Jesus is unpardonable, and that on every ground, philosophical,

ethical, historical. No cause, for instance, is worth defending which cannot

reckon with the/acts of the life and death of Jesus, and of the origin of Christi-

anity. And these are not given in the Gospels according to Renan, Strauss

and Baur, much less in Rabbi Iliowizi’s baseless reconstruction. The Jew has

suffered much at the hands of unworthy Christians
;
Christianity offers him

nothing but blessings. We will all allow Rabbi Iliowizi’s emphatic claim that

to his race “ mankind is everlastingly indebted for its highest blessings the

pity is that so many of “ the eternal race ” still refuse to share these supreme

blessings. Eschatology ; or, The Doctrine of the Last Things, according to

the Chronology and Symbolism of the Apocalypse. By F. G. Hibbard, D.D.,

etc. 12mo, pp. viii, 360. (New York : Hunt & Eaton, 1890.) Dr. Hibbard

writes with a devoutness of spirit, earnestness and general ripeness of con-

sideration appropriate to the great subjects he discusses. The conception of

his theme is determined by his correct apprehension of the “ last times ” as

synchronous with the present dispensation; and this, together with his plan,

which is to use the scheme of tbe Book of Revelation (misunderstood as

continuously historical) as the framework of his presentation, has led him to

include under Eschatology a full exposition of the fortunes of the Church

during this dispensation. In our view, the continuous historical interpreta-

tion of Revelation is fundamentally wrong, and we could gladly spare the

chapters of church history which figure here as an exposition of that book.

Dr. Hibbard teaches, in its course, that Rome is Antichrist, and that Anti-

christ is to be destroyed about 2016 A.D. (p. 84). He is a postmillenarian.

His dogmatic teaching is accordant with the general faith of the Church. We
do not know what to make, however, of his exposition of Ps. viii. 5, as

teaching that “ in the order and rank of being, man, not angels, stands next

to God ” (p. 231), with its consequents
;
nor does he catch the true explana-

tion of the“ natural ’’ and “ spiritual ” bodies (p. 260).

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.
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IV.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

Cardinal Lavigerie and the African Slave Trade. Edited by

Richard F. Clarke, S. J., Trinity College, Oxford. London and

New York : Longmans, Green & Co., 1889. Pp. viii, 380.

Cardinal Lavigerie is one of the interesting men of the times. He has

identified himself with one of the “ burning ” questions of the day. Some-
what after the manner of Peter the Hermit, he has been preaching a crusade

against the African slave trade, appealing with considerable eloquence to the

Christian sentiment of Europe, Protestant as well as Catholic. In depicting

the horrors of the traffic in slaves he utters no new voice. Yet the reitera-

tion of the old story is timely, and has an added force as Stanley again

emerges from the Dark Continent, and the eyes of Europe are fastened anew
upon its people. The two men most prominently associated with the problems

connected with the opening up to civilization of the interior of Africa are the

King of Belgium and Mr. Stanley. Cardinal Lavigerie becomes a third in

his special advocacy of the cause of the Negro slave. Mr. Clarke, who mod-
estly assumes the title of editor of the book under review, although he might
justly have taken that of author, is a Jesuit priest. lie appreciates more
fully than does Leo XIII what Protestant England has done towards the sup-

pression of the slave trade in Africa, and recognizes, with much fairness, the

labors of Protestant missionaries in that country. In Cardinal Lavigerie,

however, he sees a long-needed apostle, a man fired with the love of God and
his fellow-men, who can work wonders and attain results that diplomacy and
conferences, and the action of the Powers can never accomplish.” His book
is divided into two distinct parts, as indicated by its title. The first and
larger part presents the life of Lavigerie, and much of this is in the words of

the cardinal himself. The ambition of the boy was to have the care of a

country parish in his native France. But his unusual abilities would not

leave him long in this seclusion. In 1858, before he was thirty years of age,

he was seated in the chair of Ecclesiastical History in the Sorbonne. Two
years later the recently organized Society for the Promotion of Christian

Education in the East chose him as their agent. Iii this capacity he was sent

to Damascus to relieve the distress of the Christians who had suffered during

the persecutions of 1860. Later the See of Nancy was offered him. In 1866

he left France to enter upon what proved to be his life-work in Northern
Africa. The See of Algiers, recently vacated, was raised to an archbishopric,

with two suffragan sees, those of Oran and Constantine. Considering the

nearness of Algiers to Marseilles, and the fact that Algeria is a French
province, one is inclined to smile at the idea of exile which made it painful

for the new archbishop to leave his native soil for a foreign mission. The
imaginative disposition of the missionary was fired with the historic associa-

tions of his extensive see, and he took up the new duties with immediate and
effective zeal, and with much discretion. He set about the formation of

Christian villages, the first of which was named after the African, St. Cyprian.

He came into frequent conflict with the civil authorities, because of what he

conceived to be their impolitic and unjust treatment of the natives. In these

conflicts he was always in the right and generally victorious, and succeeded

in exciting accusations of political aspirations. He had not been many
years in Algiers when the condition of the inhabitants of the centre of Africa

aroused his sympathy and interest. The formation of an African mission of

“ White Fathers ” soon followed. The first missionaries attempted to reach

Timbuktu by way of the desert. Three of them were murdered en route.

After this the missionaries entered Central Africa by the customary Zanzibar
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route. Their successes and their varying fortunes under kings Mtesa and
Mwanga are narrated. In 1881, the archbishop goes to Tunis. In 1882, he

is made cardinal and the metropolitan of Africa. This concludes the account

of his life. In the second part of the book his views upon the suppression of

the African slave trade are given. He has been at pains to state that his

crusade is not against slavery, but against slave traffic. Where domestic

slavery is an established institution he would not seek to overthrow it. He
comes into conflict with Islam, the religion of the principal slave dealers, and

is by no means of the opinion of Canon Taylor concerning the blessings which
this religion will bring to Central Africa. Recent reviewers in the Academy
and in Blackwood's Magazine think Cardinal Lavigerie too hard upon Islam.

They have some historic right to object to some of his comparisons, if they

take the treatment of the Mohammedans of North Africa by the Church of

Rome in the time of Cardinal Ximenes as an indication of the methods that

Cardin il Lavigerie would employ. But this would be unjust, and our Protes-

tant missionaries in Mohammedan countries are as pronounced as Cardinal

Lavigerie in their views of Islam. Mr. Clarke gives an interesting presenta-

tion of Islam’s easy conquests in Central Africa. It is better than fetichism,

but is not, as Dr. Blyden supposes, a desirable precursor of Christianity. “ It

admits j
ust enough of Christian or quasi-Christian doctrine to afford an excuse

for rejecting all the essential elements of the religion of Jesus Christ.” The
Christian conquest of Africa means war between Christianity and Islam.

Mr. Clarke does not approve of Cardinal Lavigerie’s plan for the suppression

of the slave trade, viz., the establishment of anti-slavery stations about the

great lakes and along the principal water-ways leading to them; these

stations to be composed of European volunteers, and to be military. He
gives a very favorable notice of the American Colonization Society and thinks

the redemption of Africa must be accomplished by methods similar to those

employed by it. Cardinal Lavigerie's crusade is unpractical. Protestant

Europe is not ready to unite with Rome for the extinction of the traffic in

slaves, even against so well-recognized a common foe as Islam.

Princeton. J. H. Dulles.

The Gospel of Common Sense, as Contained in the Canonical
Epistle of James. By Charles F. Deems, D.D., LL.D., Pastor of

the Church of the Strangers. New York: Wilber B. Ketclium, 1889.

Whether, without a deep revival of reverence for the Word of God, the

ethical essay can be crowded from the pulpit by expository preaching, is doubt-

ful : all the more gladly do we hail every exhibition of the successful use of

exposition. The student who is looking about for a good illustration of the

practical value of exposition in the pulpit would do well to study this book.

The book, indeed, is not altogether free from defects which seem incident to

popularity and marked individuality in the pulpit orator. The author some-

times sees more in the narrative than perhaps did the writer of the epistle,

and occasionally there is a suggestiveness or insinuation which could profita-

bly be spared. It is surely an ungenerous suggestion which would have us

think, that in advanced age the apostle John permits his pen to be influenced

by his jealousy of Mary of Magdala ; and this on the mere guess that Mary
“ seems to have been the dearest person on earth to Jesus” (p. 15). How
large a conclusion also is it to draw from, “ God, who has been found in

fashion as a man, has never worn angelic nature,” that, “there is no man on

earth, however low, who is not dearer to God than any angel ” (p. 170).

So, too, the positive statements concerning Rahab (founded apparently

upon the translation, “ Was not Rahab the harlot made just by works?”)

4
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that “she made a profession of her faith, she abandoned her former sinful

life, .... and spent the rest of her life in the service of Jehovah ” (p. 148),

tends to make one cautious in receiving freely the writer’s assertions. The
popular preacher is no doubt strongly tempted to overstatement ; but we might
look in the printed page for some evidence of pruning, even of that which
was first “ loosened out and inflamed for the pulpit.”

Dr. Deems, no doubt, does well to vindicate the sanctity of marriage from
the slur cast upon it by the un-Scriptural theory of the perpetual virginity of

the mother of our Lord
; but in a social order, where so much of misery occurs

from inconsiderate marriages, the wholesale denunciation of voluntary celi-

bacy is surely too sweeping (p. 19).

In the independent translation of the epistle, force is often added by the

author’s suggestive change of words, though occasionally (as in ii. 2, 3,
“ For

if there come into your assembly a man be-gold-ringed in brilliantly colored

clothing, .... and you say to him, ‘ Sit thou thus beautifully ’”), the idiom

of our language and the understanding alike suffer. We may add also to

our list of exceptions that not a few will find their taste offended by the fre-

quent juxtaposition of the phrases, “his brother James,” “his brother

Jesus.” But in a work with so many and marked excellencies, it is pleasant

to pass more quickly beyond the relatively small defects.

The writer’s point of view is, that the James of the epistle was the son of

Joseph and Mary, and that not a few of those strong and uncompromising
characteristics shown in the sermon on the Mount were implanted in his

character, as they had been in the character “ of his brother Jesus,” by the

high standard which Mary kept before her sons. Identifying him with the

James of Acts xv, he is represented as giving “ the decision ” in the famous
deliberation about the status of Gentile Christians. “ The decision ” can be

thus referred, only by a straining of verse 19 and an entire overlooking of

the fact that the “ us” of verse 28 is the equivalent of “ the apostles, and
elders and brethren ” of verse 23. James was certainly one of the “ pillars ”

(Gal. ii. 9) of the home church, and the discreet compromise which he offered

was adopted. To make him first “ pastor ” or first bishop of the little church

goes, however, beyond the known facts, and calls in the creative power of

imagination or tradition—if these are to be discriminated here. The author

claims for James an ardent Jewish sentiment and surpassing common sense
;

and the latter claim he certainly vindicates by a most sympathetic and practi-

cal interpretation of the epistle, especially in its application to our modern
life.

The epistle he regards as in no sense a theological treatise, and as in no
wise affected by Paul’s doctrine of faith. Its object is practical. Hot that

the author divorces doctrine and practice. “ The outward life of a man is

the product of his character, and his character is the product of his creed ”

(p. 311). “ If any one shall object to this that there are so many who profess

a good creed and lead a bad life, the reply is ready. In such a case the creed

is only professed, it is not held. Indeed, ,a creed is not that which a man
holds at all

;
it is that which holds him. When a man once comes into vital

connection with the creed, he is never its master
;

it is always his ” (p. 312).

That is meat
;
indeed there is a refreshing absence of pulpiness from this

healthy and vigorous book. It partakes of the manly tone in which James
warns the scattered disciples against errors, and seeks to “ confirm them in

a large, strong life of fidelity, and chastity, and charity.”

The second chapter is an admirable specimen of comprehensive and wisely

practical treatment, illustrating the vividness of the writer’s imagination (pp.

30, 31) ;
and his quickness in adapting truth to our own circumstances—while

not at all lowering it to suit prejudice, speaking in full sympathy with the
23
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difficulties which fall alike upon the conditions of poverty and wealth
;
yet

with no catering to caste feeling, giving honest warning and helpful encour-
agement. In treating of the necessity of adjusting ourselves to the law
of life, of trouble, of temptation, of providence, of wisdom, of the poor
and the rich, many admirable illustrations of life, full of shrewd and pene-
trating insight and of practical wisdom are given, tempting to liberal quota-

tion. The distinction between the pain from trouble and the wound from
sin, he illustrates forcibly by the sorrow of our first parents over Cain and
the dead Abel. “ On one side was a loss, on the other a crime. They had a
son who was dead and another who was a murderer” (p. 41). But Dr.
Deems can hardly expect to carry with him the sympathies of a sentimental

age which is ready to dethrone God if there be suffering in another life, and
is not much disturbed at the more awful problem of sin here and in its own
heart, when he asks it to take as a governing principle of life,” the sentiment
that a grain of guilt is heavier than ten tons of trouble ” (p. 43). That sen-

timent would have kept our Lord upon the cross until to day, if the price of

coming down had been “ only a little sin.” But the standard of the morality

of this book is not popular, it is the standard of the epistle, divine. Possi-

bly the illustration at greater length might have been desirable of the princi-

ple, that temptation is as much the condition of forming virtuous as of vi-

cious habits
;
and yet, one striking excellence of the volume is the rapidity

with which the author passes from one salient point to another, avoiding

those long, tempting, yet wearying disquisitions, by which so many of us

have suffered wreck.

If the author does not greatly increase our understanding of the problems

of sin and heredity and environment (where the Calvinism of science is

more grim than that of theology, being not only immediate but cumulative),

he certainly gives us most excellent Christian philosophy to enable us to

minimize the evil: “Let none of us go into ‘doubtful places,’ by which
phrase we ought to understand not simply those places which are known to

be dangerous, but also those places which are not known to be safe ” (p. 76). If

there were any danger of the adoption of such a principle for the conduct of

life, Satan might well be kept awake with anxiety for his kingdom in society.

Yet it would seem that this should be a primary axiom for Christian society.

The author’s command of fitting language, his quick appreciation of

rhetorical antithesis, and his aptness in epigrammatic statement, make the

book easy reading ; though occasionally his fondness for terse expression leads

to a statement more significant to the ear than to the mind—as in, “ Anger is

zeal gone crazy.” There is at times a not unpleasing colloquial element in

the illustration; as in the case of the woman who desired to have the “ bow
on the congregation side of her bonnet ;” but throughout there is the earnest,

manly, practical tone of the Lord’s ambassador who does not hire himself out

to entertain, or “ drum ” for pew rents. These incisive, instructive and

graphic lectures are cordially commended, alike to minister and layman.

Auburn. T. G. Darling.

Christmas-tide in St. Paul’s. Sermons bearing chiefly on the Birth of

our Lord and the end of the year. By H. P. Liddon, D.D., D.C.L.,

Canon and Chancellor of St. Paul’s. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co.,

1889.

The recent lamented death of Canon Liddon has brought out many glow-

ing eulogies of his preaching, and given an increased interest, perhaps, to his

sermons. By one writer he is said to have been “ the most eloquent and

popular preacher of the present day, who combined rhetorical powers of the
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highest order with great argumentative skill.” Another competent critic

speaks of his sermons as “ orations which, for beauty of language, elevation

of thought, and lucidity of reasoning, could not be surpassed.” By another

he is characterized as “ the most brilliant and eloquent of English preachers
;

a great scholar and a great preacher, a loss to all Christendom.” The late

Dean Stanley called him “ the greatest preacher of his age.”

Certainly none can doubt that Dr. Liddon was a successful preacher of

remarkable power. The inquiry is natural and legitimate, What were the

causes of his eminent usefulness and success? We have read this volume
of sermons with this question in mind.

Here are twenty-live sermons, all preached in St. Paul’s Cathedral, London.
These sermons were addressed, therefore, not to an Oxford University audi-

ence, but to the people of London. They were preached at St. Paul’s on va-

rious occasions during seventeen years—the earliest in January, 1871, and
the latest in December, 1888. Having been preached at such long intervals,

and then, most of them, after many years, deliberately selected by the author,

we may not doubt that, in his own opinion, they repiesent at least the

average character of his best discourses. The last sermon on “ St. Paul’s and
London,” was first published in 1871

,
immediately after its delivery, at the de-

sire of the late Dean Mansel, and appears in this volume revised and corrected.

The subjects are such as “ The Incredulity of St. Thomas” and “ The
Kevelation to St. Thomas,” “The Gospel Covenant,” “Christ Born of a

Woman,” “ Born of a Virgin,” “ God in Human Form,” “ The First Mar-
tyr,” “ Our Knowledge in the Future,” “ Providence and Life,” “ Hope for

a New Year,” “The Circumcision of our Lord,” “ The Glory of Christ at

Cana.”

Not only is the order of subjects suggested by “ The Church Calendar,”

but all are “ not inappropriate to Christmas-tide though they cover some-

what larger ground than the title of the volume would imply. The sermons

themselves are not very “churchly.” Canon Liddon’s leadership of the

High Church party certainly does not appear in his preaching. With per-

haps a single exception, it would be difficult to discover in any one of these

sermons any peculiarities plainly indicating his ecclesiastical relations. He
preaches Christ and His salvation in every one. All his sermons are Biblical.

Themes and texts are congruous. The subject discussed is in the text,

and developed out of it. Nothing remote or inconsequent is dragged into

the discussion, and the development is, in most cases, complete and satisfac-

tory, without defect or redundance. Occasionally, he is quite as much hin-

dered as helped by the Church Calendar in his choice and treatment of themes
and texts, as in the adaptation of the text in the twelfth sermon to the Feast
of the Holy Innocents. Thus many liturgists may be like “ Bishop Wilber-

force, who used to say that, ready as he generally was, there were times when
it caused him almost physical suffering to speak to order on a given subject.”

The preacher’s method is clear and natural. The sermons are practical.

The theme is not selected and discussed for its own sake only. They are

not essays. Evidently the preacher has his audience in his eye as he thinks

and writes for them and to them. He preaches to human nature as it is, as

well as to our nature as it ought to be. He has the Pauline spirit—that
“ sympathetic insight” which he himself attributes to St. Paul.

These sermons are truly instructive. The intelligence of his audience is

recognized by the preacher. Yet in every one he is a teacher without ped-

antry. Evidently Canon Liddon had not surrendered and transferred his

teaching office as a minister to the Sunday-school or Bible-class or home, alto-

gether. And, like every true teacher, he is willing to acknowledge his ignor-

ance, as in the twelfth sermon on “ Our Knowledge in the Future.”
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His style is lucidity itself. There is not an obscurely expressed thought in

the volume. Dr. Liddon, certainly, was no disciple of the obscure and indefi-

nite. In his style he would not sacrifice perspicuity to the suggestive, and so

manifest his genius by concealing his thoughts in language that only a genius

can understand. What has been said in one of our leading religious jour-

nals, of a dedication sermon recently preached in Central Xew York, can be

truly said of almost every one of these discourses: “ With slightly different

phraseology, it might have drawn forth the encomiums, ‘ profound, scholarly,

etc.’ It had these qualities in an eminent degree, and yet it seemed but a

plain address by a deeply earnest, thoroughly competent, and altogether

practical man, speaking from a glowing heart upon a subject of immense and
vital importance, and too intensely interested in what he was about to run any
risk of not being understood.” I know of few sermons in which profound

thought is so simply and clearly expressed so as to be easily comprehended
by the hearer of average intelligence, as the twenty-fourth discourse in this

volume on “ The Conquest of Evil.”

Evidently Canon Liddon did not strive habitually to say striking things

in a striking way. Xot mauy sentences are quotable. Xo antithetic or epi-

grammatic brilliancy diminishes the confidence of his hearers. Xo undue
self-exaltation is apparent: no hiding of the truth behind himself. As a

preacher he was fearlessly honest, yet not antagonistic. In this respect his

example may be useful to those who seem to find it impossible to speak the

truth without exciting ill will. Would that such preachers would study

these sermons until they become imbued with their spirit, until they

preach no longer as if they felt that honesty and hostility are convertible

terms.

We are told by one who heard him often that Dr. Liddon’s sermons were

always written, and that he spoke with “ hesitation; almost a suggestion of

timidity in his manner. He always read his sermons closely, and made few

if any gestures.” Xow and then his delivery was indistinct and bespoke

too fast. His voice was not rotund or robust, but was not unlike Charles

Spurgeon's—a clear and sympathetic tenor—much more distinctly heard in

large spaces than a heavier voice. He thus gave appropriate vocal expression

to “ the intense religious fervor with which he spoke.”

Xow, here is a student who was exceedingly quiet, even to shyness, who
loved solitary walks at Oxford, who delighted, like Charles Lamb, to potter

about second-hand bookshops, dressed in the shabbiest and dingiest of gar-

ments, a celibate, preaching sermons one hour in length in the interior of St.

Paul’s Cathedral, a place which he himself describes as, at the time these ser-

mons were preached, “ a dreary waste.” Yet, when he preached there, “ the

working people of London thronged this vast space under the dome. And
when he preached at Oxford the students and dons crowded the beautiful

University Church of St. Mary’s to hear him.”

Our superficial discussion of the characteristics of his preaching, thus far,

may have accounted already, to a degree, for this remarkable success. But

there can be no doubt that we have in these sermons, also, au impressive ex-

ample of the fact that spiritual power and mental culture and wide learning

are not incompatible. Yet by many, even now, the opposite assertion is still

maintained. This great preacher by his sermons “ turned St. Paul’s from

a monument into a power.” lie combined his spiritual gifts and scholarly

attainments to influence the people. These sermons teach preachers once

more a lesson which, strangely enough, they need to be taught over and over

again : the falsity of the notion, even now still advocated, that only the un-

educated can attract and influence the ignorant. Prof. Austin Phelps has

said, “The great problem of life to an educated ministry is to make their
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culture a power instead of a luxury.” These sermons of Canon Liddon are

an example teaching the ministry how to solve this problem.

Glens Falls, N. Y. Anson J. Upson.

Sermons and Addresses. By Rev. Jacob Merrill Manning, D.D.,

Pastor of the Old South Church, Boston, Mass. Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., 1889. 8vo, pp. viii, 542.

We have read with great pleasure and instruction these sermons of the late

Dr. Manning. There are thirty-seven in all, and not a feeble one among them.

They are full of life and power without being in the least degree sensational.

Taking them as specimen discourses of Dr. Manning, they indicate a pulpit

ministry of a very high order, and form an excellent model for the present

generation of preachers.

Projected and planned from the side of human duty and responsibility

rather than from the side of divine grace, they tend to magnify man’s ability

and activity above his helplessness and dependence on the sovereign mercy
of God. This mercy, free and all powerful, is taught, but, ordinarily through-

out the volume, is regarded not as moving sovereignly and efficiently but

cooperatively with the human mind. We say, ordinarily
,
for there are

some eloquent and striking exceptions to this remark in which the absolute

necessity of Almighty Power is exhibited, not as assisting and accompanying

the will of the sinner, but preventing and quickening it in its disabled and

hostile state, so that regeneration precedes and conditions conversion and all

the obedience of faith. In the sermon entitled “ The Valley of Vision,” p.

185, we have ilie following vivid and strong exemplification of this: “ ‘ Come,
O breath ! Holy Ghost, blessed Comforter, Spirit of all truth, only Regenera-

tor and only Sanctifier, Essence and Life of the Eternal God, Thou art all

our hope. Come, as Thou didst when the place where the disciples were met
together was shaken, and breathe upon these slain that they may live.’ That
is the prayer that must break from all our hearts, with strong crying and
tears, if we would see the dead bodies stand upon their feet, an exceeding

great army, ready to follow the Captain of our salvation whithersoever He
shall lead them. The Holy Spirit must take of the things of Christ, and
show unto them that are dead in sin Elijah can repair the altar of

the Lord, and lay on it the sacrifice
;
but not till the fire descends from heaven

do the people fall on their faces and say, ‘ The Lord, He is the God ; the

Lord, He is the God.’ The disciples can roll away the stone from the door

of the sepulchre, but not till the voice of eternal love pierces its gloom do

the dead come forth.” We wonder why, when such truth is thus clearly

perceived, it is not made to dominate every sermon, and glorify God alone in

the Gospel of His Son. There are some other fine illustrations of this in

the volume ; we only wish that there were many more.

Our ideal for the ministry is a vital and exhaustive combination of two
things, preaching the Word and praying. Ezekiel illustrates it in his authori-

tative word to the dry bones of the valley and his earnest cry, “Come, O
breath, breathe upon these slain that they may live.” This was all. And so

Peter, forsaking the service of tables and everything else, declares, “ wre will

give ourselves continually to the ministry of the Word and to prayer.”

Another criticism may be made. It is suggested by the sermon on a
“ Suffering Saviour.” On pp. 54 and 55, is a very strong and emphatic de-

scription of the sufferings of Christ, which, however, lacks the deeper element

of those sufferings as revealed in the Scriptures. Compare with this the

familiar sermon of McLaurin on “ Glorifying in the Cross of Christ.” Dr.

Manning lays stress on the fact that the sufferings our Lord endured from
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the Jews and Gentiles were appointed and predetermined of God
;
and so

were from God
;
McLaurin emphasizes the atoning agony and bloody death as

inflicted not by men, but by the eternal justice of God for human sin, which
had been laid upon Him as the substituted Victim and Redeemer, The bit-

terness is not in the wormwood and the gall given Him to drink, but in the

cup of wrath given Him by His Father in Gethsemane. The anguish is not

from the scourge and the thorns and the nails, but from the sword in the

hand of God awaked against the man who was His fellow ; and His culmi-

nating sorrow is not in the desertion of II is friends and disciples, but in the

abandonment of Him by His loving Father. It is fundamental to the Scrip-

ture view that the sufferings of Christ be regarded as atoning, penal, and

substitutionary. Dr. Manning does not deny this, but gives, we think, a dis-

proportionate prominence to the other aspects of the subject.

A calm, rich, sometimes piercing spirituality pervades the sermons of this

volume. Many of them have a fascination that carries the reader all through

the discourse and tempts him on to the perusal of the next in spite of him-

self. At times, what may be termed a marvelous feeling of eternity, appears

in sentences and half pages, when the littleness and nothingness of all tempo-

ral things are so vivid that the earth and all it has contained or ever will

contain, are not worth naming except as a warning, or as an appeal to that

which is alone enduring and immortal. As instances of this, we refer to the

sermons on “ New-born Souls” and the “ Immortality of the Cross.”

We are deeply impressed with Dr. Manning’s fidelity to the souls of men.

A passionate love for and yearning over them seems to possess and master

him. Warm, earnest, searching, seemingly irresistible appeals to them are

perpetually recurring. They are in the beginning and middle as well as at

the close of his discourses. One almost feels that every sinner is an elect soul

who must at once be brought to Christ.

The sermons cannot be justly said to be argumentative. There is little or

nothing of the syllogism in them. They have a sort of carrying power in

them. Their positions and statements are self-evidencing. They are cumu-
lative and “climactic,” if there were such a word, as there ought to be;

and were it not for the aversion of man to divine things, they would capture

and enchain alike those who heard them and those who read them.

Chicago. Thomas H. Skinner.

Tiie Incarnation as a Motive Power. Sermons by William
Bright, D.D., Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, Regius Professor, etc.

London: Rivingtons; New York: E. & J. B. Young & Co., 1889.

12mo, pp. xxvii, 283.

This volume contains in addition to Preface and Appendix, thirty sermons

on subjects for which the author claims a “ unity of purpose indicated on the

title-page.” This aim was suggested by that quickened sense of interde-

pendence, cohesion and reciprocal action which has made the “ unity of

nature ” a familiar phrase, and “dualism” a word of ill-omen. This ten-

dency has its correlative in the domain of religious thought. As wisely sug-

gestive to the Presbyterian Church touching the entire field of revision, we
quote Canon Bright’s caution to English churchmen which St. Athanasius,

preeminently among the fathers, taught—the lesson that to isolate any piece

of revealed truth from the rest, to look only at this or that aspect of the

“ wisdom ” which is “ manifold ” while it is one, is the sure way to confu-

sion, if not to heresy.

Interlarded with much that magnifies rites and holy days which is legiti-

mate in the language of a ritualist, are expositions of sound doctrine clearly
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set forth. Among the former we read of the “ baptismal infusion of spirit-

ual life,” and “ ministerial priesthood,” and allusions which point directly

to high-churchism. We find also, what ordinary reading in this direction

compels one to suspect, the usual misconception of Divine Sovereignty in

Salvation, under the abused term “ Calvinism.” Yet a little examination

of the antithesis in which the writer speaks of the “ association of Christian-

ity with Calvinism,” reveals enough of its salutary power to refute tjie objec-

tion. The churchly drapery of the discourses might mislead an uninformed

reader through the value which the author attaches to holy days and rites.

But he frequently soars above this environment. Then he is at his best. In
this vein he shows how modern developments of unbelief have been over-

ruled to bring home to us the relation which exists between specifically

Christian doctrine and primary religious ideas. Whence “ the duty to keep

in mind the very direct bearings of Christian and Catholic doctrine on the

formation of character and the sustentation of moral life.” Throughout
the book we are called upon to listen to what the Incarnation in its several

stages, and in the several media of its continuous activity, can say on the

supreme practical question, How is man to draw nearer to God ? What will

help him to become purer, truer, better ? Which is answered in the moral

and spiritual “ fruits ” of that which is in fact the only possible and 'working

religion which has no other “ root ” than the “ theology which welcomed the

presence of the Eternal Beauty, the Eternal Sanctity, and the Eternal Love,

the Sacrifice and Reconciliation of the world.” Christian morality is best

accounted for by the infusion of a divine “ life.”

The author further displays a liberal spirit in exhibiting the Incarnation

as a safeguard against a narrow and conventional estimate of Christian duty

and virtue. Clearly is it shown that the faith must claim dominion over

conduct. Every one who tries honestly to “ live in the faith of the Son of

God ” (Gal. ii. 20) vitalizes his creed by consistent action, and brings it to

bear on daily requirements, difficulties and temptations
; and “ he is, without

knowing it, a persuasive apologist for Christianity, and a living answer to

the cavil that its professors are encouraged to put belief in placeof morality.”

The faith which is the “ root ” of this life rests upon a Person ; for Christian

morality consists in doing what Christ has bidden, and cannot but be

grounded on the doctrine which tells us who Christ is. And thus throughout

all Christian ages, “the essence of Christian life is the absolute devotion of

the soul to the Person of its divine-and-human Saviour;” so that for the

purposes of a belief which is to be not barren but fruitful, not otiose but
operative, not dead but living, “ the Incarnation ” will mean the Incarnate.

The sermon on Theism is a model of learned discussion simplified (p. 30).

It is grounded upon the text, “ Ye believe in God, believe also in me.”
Christ tells us that his religion addresses itself to those who acknowledge a

real and living God ; and men must in some sense know the Father before

they can accept the Son. Theoretical Theism, or unconscious First Cause,

or force, or law, is not sufficient. lie who rests in either is not genuinely a

believer in God. The Canon's philosophy is not Kantian but realistic. He in-

quires for the soul’s testimony as bearing upon the personality and attributes

of God. He most aptly quotes Pascal, in the remarkable passage of the

Pensees, beginning “ The heart has reasons of its own.” Through the

nature of the soul which is spiritual we conceive of a sovereign Spirit: from
what we know of human love, purity, faithfulness, we lift our thoughts to

perfect Goodness of whom they are dim reflections, and who alone can throw
light upon the mysteriousness of this life : whence the mind is led through
the tokens of His presence in nature to anticipate a specific revelation from
God

;
and the next step is to the only-begotten Son who hath revealed the
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Father, and whom the Church throughout the world adores as the Word In-

carnate. “ He that hath seen me,” said our Lord, il hath seen the Father
and history shows that a true and rational Theism has its stronghold in

Christian faith and worship. [See Liddon, Bamp. Lects., 452 ;
Flint, Theism

,

395.]

These sermons remind the intelligent reader of the change which has come
over the style of sermonizing in the English Church, exemplified in Newman,
Stanley, Farrar, Liddon. They bear a fair comparison with their contempo-
raries in substance and method. The longest of them, entitled “ Christ’s

Presence amid Theological Studies,” is a fair example both of logical and
rhetorical excellence, and is worthy of the prayerful perusal not only of stu-

dents but of ministers also. And the sermon on “ Christ’s Presence with
Ilis Ministers ” is equally worthy of careful study and self-application. The
proficiency of an able teacher appears in the condensation of thought, often

presenting what is germane to the subject or the occasion in a single para-

graph, achieving conciseness without sacrificing precision and perspicuity.

Though scholarly, the discourses are not pedantic. The clerical reader will

find them suggestive
;
and they will be useful in private reading, especially

to members of any ritualistic church, touching as they do upon “ all the an-

niversaries from Advent to Whitsuntide.”

The Appendix contains a discussion on the exinanition notion which was
founded upon the Yulgate of Phil. ii. 7, 8, semetipsum exinardvit. It is

scholarly and conclusive.

San Francisco. Aaron Ladner Lindsley.

The Parables of the Old Testament. By Alfred Barry, D.D.,

D.C.L., Lord Bishop of Sidney and Primate of Australiaand Tasmania.

London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge; New York: E.

and J. B. Young & Co.

Dr. Barry has been widely and favorably known for many years through

the honorable positions he has held in the English Church, and as a teacher

and principal in several of her colleges ; nor less from his various contribu-

tions to the theological literature of the last quarter of a century. He de-

livered the Boyle Lectures for 1876-78 and 18S0, published under the titles

What is Natural Theology ? and The Manifold Witness for Christ. He was
associated with Bishop Ellicott in The New T stament Commentary for Eng-
lish Readers, furnishing the comments on the epistles to the Ephesians,

Philippians, Colossians and to Philemon. He is an able and thoughtful

writer, presenting his themes in very clear and attractive style.

The present work makes no claim to originality or independent research.

It is not addressed to scholars, but to simple readers, and is offered

as a help to Bible reading. It admirably fulfills its purpose. In the

outset the author discusses the general idea of the parable and the main
purpose of parabolic teaching. He gives in groups, the various classes

of parables which are to be found in the Old Testament, shows their connec-

tion, and notes the progress from lower to higher forms, as under divine gui-

dance the human mind gained a clearer conception of the spiritual and was
able to pass from the visible to the invisible, from the concrete to the abstract.

An interesting contrast is shown between the vague and variable use of

the parable in the Old Testament, and the almost exclusive use of the high-

est type of it in the New Testament. The prefatory character of the teach-

ing of the older Scriptures is indicated even in its forms of illustration.

In our Lord’s hands, the parable throws off the lower and cruder forms

that mainly illustrate the dealings of man with man, and appears in the
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higher forms, that reveal and impress the ways of God. The perfect revela-

tion of our Lord Jesus Christ cannot clothe itself in fable and allegory and
fanciful analogies but must deal rather with substantial realities in human
life, and its relations to God. The parable of the New Testament is trans-

fused with religion. It is preeminently spiritual. The parables of the Old

Testament were leading up to this more perfect teaching. While this thought

underlies the author’s examination of the parables of the Old Testament,

he does not fail to study their striking passages and bring out their practical

lessons for their own times.

After an admirable introductory chapter of a general character, Dr.

Barry discusses in succeeding chapters: “ The Parable as a Narrative from
Real Life

“

The Parable as Fable “ The Parable as Allegory “ The
Parable as spoken or acted Riddle;” “The Parable as Symbolic Vision;”

“The Parable as Proverb;” “The Parable as Figurative Prophecy.”

The simple readers for whom the book was prepared, will find it interesting

and instructive, and public teachers of the Word of God will find in many
of its pages help for the clearer and more vivid presentation of divine teaching.

Allegheny. T. H. Robinson.

We notice also the following :

Stories about Jesus our Lord and Saviour; His Wonderful Words and
Works. With 389 Pictorial Illustrations. By the Rev. C. R. Blackall and
Mrs. Emily L. Blackwall. (Philadelphia: Benjamin Griffith.) This volume
draws all its matter from the gospels, and therefore is certainly correct. The
illustrations are not always unexceptionable either in design or execution,

but they will serve a very good purpose in engaging the attention of the

young and increasing their familiarity with what is told by the evangelists.

Seven Years in Ceylon. Stories of Mission Life. By Mary and Margaret
W. Leitch. (American Tract Society.) This slender quarto is the product

of two ladies who spent eleven years in Ceylon under the direction of the

A. B. C. F. M. Their narrative tells in an agreeable way of the work to be

done and of the progress that has been made. A number of portraits and
other illustrations add greatly to its value. Its wide circulation could hardly

fail to aid the great cause of missions. From Solomon to the Captivity.

The Story of the Two Hebrew Kingdoms. By the Rev. D. Gregg, D.D.,

and the Rev. L. W. Mudge, D.D. (Ibid.) This volume contains discourses

upon the Scriptures selected for the Sunday-school Lessons of the current

half year. They are simple, direct and earnest, furnishing the needful ex-

planations and suggesting to the careful reader the most pertinent applications

of the truths set forth. The teaching is always sound. Diccionario de la

Santa Biblia para TJso General en el Estudio de las Escrituras; con Graba-

clos, Mapas y Tablas. (Ibid.) This is a reproduction in Spanish of Dr.

Rand’s Bible Dictionary
, a very admirable work, written with judgment and

representing the latest results of Biblical scholarship. The book, being un-

sectarian yet thoroughly evangelical, can be used by all bodies of Christians

working in Spanish-speaking countries. In issuing it the American Tract

Society nobly vindicates its right to exist. The Period of the Reformation,

1517 to 161ft. By Ludwig Hausser. Edited by William Oncken, Professor

of History in the University of Giessen. Translated by Mrs. G. Sturge.

(Ibid.) A reissue of a work of established character for accuracy and tone,

and covering the interesting period from Luther’s first activity until the close

of the Thirty Years’ War. A single volume fairly summarizing the history

of this important time must be of service to many readers. Social and
Religious Life in the Orient. By K. II. Basenajian. (Ibid.) The autobiog-

raphy with which this volume begins tells how the author, the son of Arme-
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nian parents, was converted in Adrianople, and after due training at Broosa
and Marsovan, was brought into the ministry and became a pastor and editor.

After some years he joined the Baptists and came to this country to get a

higher education and to come in contact with American Baptists. His book
answers to its title and conveys a great deal of information in an agreeable

manner concerning the country, the government, manners and customs,

amusements, the state of the Eastern Church and the methods and progress

of Protestant missions. Numerous well-executed illustrations add greatly

to the value and attractiveness of the volume. The People's Bible. By
Joseph Parker, U.D. Yol. xii : The Psalter. (Funk & Wagnails.) Like its

predecessors, this volume is in no sense an exposition. It is in the main a
series of sprightly and suggestive discourses upon detached portions of the

Psalms. But towards the close is a collection treating of God’s character,

of divine providence, of the destiny of the wicked and of the scope of

revelation as shown in the Psalter, all of which are well worth reading. The
“Handfuls of Purpose” at the end of the volume and the prayers which
precede every discourse are of the same general character as those in the

previous issues of this extensive work. The author’s remark on the impre-

cations in the 69th Psalm, that “ the man probably did not know what he
was talking about,” is as shallow as it is irreverent. Studies in Young Life.

A Series of Word Pictures and Practical Papers. By Bishop John H. Vin-
cent. (Ibid.) This volume is excellent in conception and execution. It

illustrates by narrative many of the dangers to which the young are exposed,

and the way in which they may be escaped. The style is quite plain and
sometimes homely, but the hints are always pointed and serviceable. The
book is very well suited for the older members of a Sunday-school, and will

also furnish material for those whose office it may be to engage the attention

of the young by what is both interesting and profitable. Outpourings of

the Spirit; or, A Narrative of Spiritual Awakenings in Different Ages and
Countries. By the Rev. W. A. McKay, B.A. (Presbyterian Board of Pub-

lication and Sunday-school Work.) This neat little volume answers exactly

to its title, and is written with good sense and sound judgment. The author

pleads earnestly for revivals, yet we hold that a pastor should aim to keep his

people at concert pitch all the time, winter and summer, and thus need no

revival just because there has been no declension. Experience shows that this

is a possible thing. Bits of Pasture; or, Handfuls of Grass for the Lord's

Hungry Sheep. Culled and Arranged by Mary A. Butler. (Ibid.) This

book is better than its title suggests. It consists of extracts from the ser-

mons of the Rev. J. R. Miller, gathered from his manuscripts by one who
had the chance to read them during “ several shut-in years.” They furnish

a short portion for every day in the year, and one that has substance and

freshness enough to fit it for a day’s meditation. Boston Homilies. Short

Sermons on the International Sunday-school Lessons for 1891. By Members
of the Alpha Chapter of the Convocation of Boston University. (New
York: Hunt A Eaton.) There are fifty sermons by as many ministers, and

all are respectable, indeed quite a credit to the Methodist pulpit. The Inter-

national Lessons will be of service beyond their original aim if they provoke

and encourage a biblical method of preaching. It is what God says, and not

what man says about Him that convinces sinners and edifies saints. That

pulpit is most successful that gives most emphasis to the thoughts and words

of the Most High. Profound discussion or fervid imagination or honeyed

speech may gratify taste and awaken admiration, but it is “ the foolishness of

the preaching ” that saves. Christian Missions in the Nineteenth Century.

By the Rev. Elbert S. Todd,D.D. (Ibid.) The author’s purpose, as the

Preface states, is to call attention to some phases of the theme that have
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been neglected, particularly the missionary efforts of the middle ages and
of apostolic times. We confess to have not been aware of any deficiency in

this respect. Dr. Todd says many good things, but is prone to exaggeration.

Thus he says, “ Much of the Old Testament is of little value to us—the Minor
Prophets, for instance—because so essentially oriental in thought and expres-

sion ” (p. 37); which is surely incorrect. Another error (p. 78) is more seri-

ous, in pronouncing the Old Testament economy a “ signal failure,” whereas it

did all it was intended to do. In the chapter on “ Methods,” Dr. Todd defends

the self-supporting or “ martyr ” plan, as he calls it, of carrying on missions,

whereas reason, Scripture and experience show it to he a mistake and a costly

one. Still the book will stir thought in its readers and in this way do good.

The Sermon Bible : Matthew i-xxi. (Armstrong & Son.) This continues the

series which completed the Old Testament in four volumes, and is carried on in

the same manner. A compressed precis of important sermons is given with

references to other works in which the same portion of Scripture is homiletically

treated. The work is unmistakably modern, and gathers its material from
writers of the present century and largely from those of the present generation.

The selection is drawn from a wide range and is usually well made. The value

of such a book depends, as has been said before, on tl\e use that is made of it.

If employed as a stimulus, or considered after one has faithfully done his best

to get at the heart of a text, it may be advantageous; but if it be made a

crutch, or a labor-saving machine, or a substitute for independent thought,

it works evil and only evil and that continually. More than one good mind
bas been effectually ruined by leaning on other people’s brains. While, there-

fore, this series of volumes is very good of its kind, we can hardly agree with

the publishers in saying it is “ indispensable to every preacher.” It is quite

a different class of books of which such a strong adjectivecan be justly used.

Life's Phases. An Attempt to Present and Deal with some of the Sali-

ent Experiences and Needs of a Human Being from the Cradle to the Grave.

(Edinburgh and London: Oliphant, Anderson & Perrier.) A volume of

thoughtful essays of the character mentioned in the title. They are well

written, sensible and sound, without being particularly original or brilliant.

Thus in the one entitled At Leisure , the author tells what leisure is, and how
it can be best improved, offering some useful suggestions on companionship,

reading, art and music, and confirming his views by unhackneyed quotations

from standard writers. On the matter of reading he makes some very dis-

criminating remarks, especially upon the folly of making the daily newspa-

per the staple food for the mind. One hardly likes to think how many there

are who never read anything else. And though it may be a harsh judgment
to call the newspapers, as a celebrated modern writer does, “ gutter water,”

it is still true that a large portion of modern journalism is quite insensible

as to the moral effect of what it inserts.

New York. T. W. Chambers.

Y.—GENERAL LITERATURE.

Studies in Literature and Style. By Theodore W. Hunt, Pli.D.,

L.H.D., Professor, etc. New York: A. C. Armstrong & Sons, 1890.

12mo, pp. 303.

Prof. Hunt’s earlier works, on The Principles of Written Discourse

and Representative English Prose and Prose Writers
,
have deservedly

received high commendation. They reveal an earnest and elevated purpose,

and a strenuous and painstaking effort to establish the rhetorical art on a
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truly philosophic basis. The aim of the volume before us is (in the author’s

words) “ to state, discuss, and exemplify the representative types of style,

with primary reference to the needs of the English literary student.” The
author’s analysis and classification are clear and well justified

;
his discussion

serious and vigorous
;
and his illustrations evince the broad and appreciative

study of many writers. The structure and style of this book (as is true of

its predecessors) show that a thorough student and an experienced teacher is

seeking to make a permanent contribution to the literature and apparatus of

his profession. The books, however, are by no means designed and adapted
merely for the class-room. They may be read with pleasure and advantage
by any one who is looking beneath the surface of literature. The numerous
incidental criticisms which are scattered through these chapters are discrimi-

nating, and very generally commend themselves as just. The representative

selections, chosen to illustrate various types of style, are apt and effective.

A large amount of good work is compressed into these solid pages.

Princeton. Charles A. Aiken.

American Spiders and tiieir Spinning Work. A Natural History of

the Orb-weaving Spiders of the United States, with special regard to

their Industry and Habits. By Henry C. McCook, D.D. Yols. i and
ii. Philadelphia, 1889, 1890. Pp. 369 and 480. (Yol. iii in progress

will complete the work.)

Dr. McCook, besides being the successful pastor of a city church, is well

known to the scientific world for his investigations on the ants and spiders.

His works on the Harvesting Ants of Texas and on the Honey Ants raise

these creatures to the domain of romance : he kept the ants in his own house,

accommodated with glass cases, so that he was able to watch their domestic

life, and he came to understand much of their pantomime language. It would
almost seem as if they appreciated and reciprocated his attentions, for they

permitted him to see twice as much as an ordinary man could discover. In

the large and beautifully illustrated volumes now issuing, he applies his skill

to the spiders, and tells the results in vivid language. It is astonishing how
much that is curious he sees in these creatures that haunt our cellars and
doors and crowd our gardens, and to whose singular habits we have been

blind. He watches them at their web-spinning and cocooning, at their swim-
ming and ballooning, their hunting and courting and nursing

;
he describes

their webs in their variations and incidentals, as hubs, spaces, spirals, radials,

traplines, mazes, ribbon-braces, zigzags, draglines and anchors, their sus-

pension bridges and gossamer lines; and he winds up his account of their

soaring by help of the gossamer with a well-sustained theory that their dis-

tribution over the tropics is in some measure explained by their transference

on gossamer threads across the ocean in the line of the trade winds. lie

illustrates their power of making captives by cases in which they ensnared

birds, captured a fish in the water (said fish being five times as heavy as the

spider), and entrapped and hung up until dead a young mouse, and also a

small snake. He pleads for their utility as the great destroyer of noxious

insects, especially mosquitoes, cites a case where he counted thirty-six mos-

quitoes entrapped by a single spider-web at Deal Lake, and informs us that

spiders never intrude into our houses save in pursuit of insects that have

previously invaded us. Strangest of all are the curious courtships of Mr.

and Mrs. Spider, which usually come off on the outskirts of the latter’s web,

and where the alternative frequently is whether the female will wed or eat

her ardent suitor.

These volumes show that the highest kind of science can be so written as
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to be readable by the uninitiated
;
for they give us pictures fresh from nature,

so plain and attractive that we are tempted to rise up and go out of doors to see

the things for ourselves. In chap, ix of Yol. ii the vignette of the balloon-

ing evolutions has an excellent likeness of the author in his hunting garb.

He is greatly honored among scientific men in the Old World as well as here.

He ought to be doubly honored by us who see the Christian pastor behind

the naturalist, and who see that his religion is an inspiration to his researches

and shows itself in his writing.

Princeton College. G. Macloskie.

The Ice Age in North America, and its Bearings on tiie An-
tiquity ofMan. By G. Frederick Wright, D.D., LL.D., F.G.S.A.,

Professor in Oberlin Theological Seminary, Assistant on the United
States Geological Survey, etc. With an Appendix on “ The Probable

Cause of Glaciation,” by Warren Upham, F.G.S.A., etc. With many
Maps and Illustrations. New York: D. Appleton & Co.; London:
Caxton House, 1889. Pp. xviii, 622.

In this sumptuous volume, Prof. Wright has brought together in a form
which appeals to the cultivated world rather than solely to geological special-

ists, a full and very satisfactory account of glaciation and of the so-called

Glacial Age, especially in North America. Beginning with a simple descrip-

tion of the nature of ice and its behavior as a semi-fluid, he carries the reader

with him first to an examination of existing glaciers, and then to an investi-

gation of the remains of the past glaciers which once covered the whole

northern portion of the American continent. Nothing can surpass the

expository skill with which the untechnical reader is made to understand the

meaning of the various effects which have been wrought by the ice and the

ice-floods and which stand as their monuments, in the form of morainic

ridges, drumlines, kames, kettle-holes and terraces
;
and then to reproduce

in imagination the geography of North America in preglacial and glacial

time. On the cause of glaciation, Prof. Wright occupies (p. 440) a some-

what safe agnostic position
;
he is skeptical as to the astronomical theory of

Mr. Croll which has had very great vogue, but which appears to be in conflict

with the time-measures which seem most easily and safely estimated. These

seem to point to a period not more than from seven to ten thousand years ago

as marking the close of the Ice Age. Prof. Wright also carries the lay mind
with him in his suggestion that a single ice age with oscillations accounts bet-

ter for the facts than the common assumption of two great and well-marked

periods of general glaciation, divided by a general period of warmer tem-

perature.

To the theologian the most interesting problem connected with the Ice

Age is that which concerns the antiquity of man. To this Prof. Wright
devotes two lucid and instructive chapters. That man existed on this conti-

nent not only at the close of this age, as the remains discovered in the Tren-

ton gravels, in Ohio and iu Minnesota prove, but also for a long period during

it, seems to follow from the discoveries by Mr. Cresson of wrought implements
in the older deposits of the lower Delaware. What we are to think of the

apparently still older remains from the Western coast seems not yet obvious.

It is perfectly true that all the older estimates of geological time are in

course of a revision which much reduces their length
;
and that the close of

the glacial era cannot now be assigned to a date much more remote than some
seven or eight thousand years. Possibly the oldest human remains of Eastern

America will not carry the direct evidence of man’s existence back to more
than double that age. But it would be rash to contend that man existed no
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earlier than he has been as yet traced by the chance relics that have been pre-

served of him in gravel-heaps and caves. And if, as seems reasonable, the

California evidence be admitted (new items of which Prof. Wright has him-

self brought to light since his book was published), the direct witness to his

existence may be pushed considerably further back. On the whole, an agnos-

tic position is safest here too. Man seems to have existed on the globe at least

ten or fifteen thousand years; how much longer let the investigations of the

future search out for us. Theology at all events has nothing to gain or lose by
the result. It is exegetically untenable that the earlier genealogies of G-enesis

supply us with a basis for a chronology. The appearance of a linked chain of

generations presented, at the first superficial glance, by Genesis v and xi, is de-

lusive: the numbers there are obviously given for the different purpose of em-
phasizing the vigor and longevity of the antediluvians, and would not all be
serviceable for a chronological purpose. As another purpose has to be called

in in order to account for them, all, we have no right to assume that this was
the purpose of any of them. Each sentence thus has its whole end in itself,

and is to be read separately. But if so, any number of generations may have

occurred bet ween each name mentioned
. j ust as unnamed generations occurred

in the course of the apparently similarly closely-jointed genealogy of Matt. i.

The genealogical tables of the Old Testament, in a word, as Dr. W. II.

Green has lucidly shown, do not supply the material for a chronology. The
age of man on the earth is therefore a question in which theology as such

has no more interest than she has in all truth. Theologians will look to the

exegetes of the book of nature to read her this riddle and will rest in their

results.

Princeton. Benj. B. Warfield.

Our summary for the current quarter includes the following works:

Life of Dorothea Lyncie Dix. By Francis Tiffany. 12mo, pp. 392 ($1.50).

(Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1890.) “Here is a

woman,” says the biographer, “ who, as the founder of vast and enduring

institutions of mercy in America and in Europe, has simply no peer in the

annals of Protestantism.” The story of her work in behalf of the insane,

reaching as she did by her personal effort all parts of her own land and
nearly every nation in Europe, and hardly less directly laying her hand upon
remote Japan, fully warrants this tribute. She revolutionized throughout

the civilized world the forlorn condition of the unfortunate class to whose relief

she devoted herself for forty years with amazing energy and extraordinary

power of influencing men. The cause and the advocate were irresistible,

with State legislatures, the National Congress, scientific and philanthropic

associations, Cabinet officers at home and abroad, the Pope, the Turk, the

Japanese minister. The story is well told in the volume before us. We
would not detract from the high merits and many valuable services of philan-

thropists of Dr. Channing’s school. We cannot, however, accept as wholly

just our author’sJudgment upon the Puritanism and Calvinism of New Eng-

land, in which Miss Dix's early life was nursed, nor regard the question of

their indifference and positive sternness towards the unfortunate classes as

foreclosed against debate. William E. Dodge: The Christian Merchant.

By Carlos Martyn. (“American Reformers ” Series.) 12mo, pp. 349. (New
York and London : Funk & Wagnails, 1890.) This series will find few sub-

jects more worthy of commemoration than that here brought before us. Mr.

Dodge’s mercantile, philanthropic and patriotic work and services, as well as

his more private Christian and domestic life are delineated with skill,

sympathy and enthusiasm. We could wish that the model had more powerfully

influenced the artist. Mr. Dodge's “ gracious and urbane personality ” should
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have tempered the spirit and chastened the style of his biographer. Mr.
Dodge could be an ardent and active temperance man “ yet with not one par-

ticle of denunciation ” (p. 333) ;
Mr. Martyn is not superior to vulgar flings

against “rummies in Church and State ” (p. 94). Without a liberal educa-

tion Mr. Dodge developed a style of writing and speaking more than ordi-

narily chaste and refined
; we hesitate whether to call his biographer a “ high

license ” or a “ low license ” man in the liberties which he often takes with

the parts of speech. Nouns are constantly on duty as verbs, as he “ cargoes ”

and “ companions ” and “ side tracks ” this and that person or thing. We
wonder that he did not “cataract” his invective upon some of the special

objects of his reformatory or political aversion
;

it only did not occur to him.

His style is sometimes riotous in its vivacity, as when he tells us (p. 277) how
“ Cambyses came down from Persia and thundered across Egypt, trampling

it out beneath his horse’s hoofs from battered palace and crumbling convent

into the light of day.” We cannot wholly “approbate” his work. Citi-

zeness Bonaparte. By Imbert de Saint-Amand. Translated by Thomas
Sargent Perry. 12mo, pp. 30G ($1.25). (New York: Charles Scribner’s

Sons, 1890.) The Court of the Empress Josephine. 12mo, pp. 344. (Same
author, translator and publishers.) Two earlier volumes of this series were
noticed by us in the October number of the Review. Besides the volumes
now before us two others have appeared, treating of Marie Antoinette dur-

ing the closing j ears of the monarchy, and Marie Louise and the decadence

of the first Empire. The volumes which we have at present in hand relate

to two of the most interesting periods in the life of Josephine, the years next

following her marriage to Napoleon, and the first years of the Empire. They
are brilliant in style, and full of historic incident, depicted with great skill

and excellent proportion. The public events of these momentous years, im-

mense in their own interest and importance, are treated with .admirable

judgment, in their due relation to the personal, domestic, social and court

life which it is the author’s main object to set forth. Shadows begin to

gather ominously in the closing chapters of the later volume. The transla-

tor’s work ordinarily reproduces very successfully the vivacity and the color

of the original
;

it now and then betrays haste, and at times fails to convert

French into English idioms. The Pacific Coast Scenic Tour. From South-

ern California to Alaska, the Canadian Pacific Railway, Yellowstone Park,

and the Grand Canon. By Henry T. Finck. 12mo, pp. 309 ($2.50). (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1890.) This volume is no mere rechauffe

produced by a tourist who has hurriedly glanced at some of the things which
he was expected to see, and has crammed himself with information from his

Murrays and Baedekers and their congeners. Mr. Finck has spent more
than ten years in the region of which he writes. He is a trained observer

and critic. His book is written with genuine enthusiasm, and with unusual

descriptive power. He has traveled extensively elsewhere and has at his com-
mand for purposes of comparison abundant material, which he uses skillfully

in setting forth the beauties and wonders and rich resources of our Far
West. Etchings in Verse. By Charles Lemuel Thompson. 12mo, pp.

147 ($1.25). (New York: A. D. F. Randolph & Co.) The honored pastor

of the Madison Avenue Church is here introduced to us in a new role. We
have known him in the pulpit and on the platform, as an efficient Moderator
and an adroit parliamentarian ; he now comes before us as a poet. This lit-

tle volume deals with a considerable variety of themes, looked at in many
different moods, with really poetic conception and no little facility in versifi-

cation. We shall welcome other similar productions of his pen. Guslavus

Adolphus and the Struggle of Protestantism for Existence. By C. L. Ii.

Fletcher, M.A. (“ Heroes of the Nations ” Series. $1.50.) 12mo, pp. 310.
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(New York and London : G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1890.) This volume is much
less full and minute in its detailed recitals than that published a few years

since by the same firm from the pen of “ Consul ” Stevens, as Mr. Fletcher

designates our late minister to Sweden. It is, however, prepared after wide
and careful studies in many quarters, and presents clearly and forcibly the

great characteristics of its hero, and the leading movements and events of

the period in which he won his undying fame. The archives of many courts

must disclose their secrets before the many confused and intricate complica-

tions of the “Thirty Years’ War ’’will become fully intelligible. Few
nobler names stand forth in that or any other period of modern history than

that of the great Swedish hero whom Mr. Fletcher delineates so successfully.

If the service for which he thanks his father in the Preface had been still

more minute and thorough the few blemishes in style which we have observed

would have been escaped. The Hammer. A Story of the Maccabean
Times. By Alfred J. Church, M.A. ($1.25). 12mo, pp. 372. (New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1890.) Mr. Church’s well-known skill in historical stories

of this class is here engaged upon a very interesting and important period.

The sad story of the corruption and oppression of the Jewish people in the

days of the Antiochi, and the heroic work of the Maccabees, are brought

before us with that historical conscientiousness and that artistic feeling and

power which make all similar works of the author so instructive and attrac-

tive. Crusaders and Captives. A Tale of the Children’s Crusade. By
George E. Merrill. 12mo, pp. 299. (Boston : He Wolfe, Fiske & Co.) This

excellent little story, whose scene is laid in the thirteenth century, has enough

of the historical in its basis and substance to make it instructive, and is in every

way well done. An Old Chronicle of Leighton. By Sarah Selina Hamer.
Crown 8vo, pp. 384. (Edinburgh: Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier, 1890.)

This story is well entitled to the commendation that has been awarded to

other works of the author. The tone and style are excellent
;
the individual

characters are well conceived and depicted, and decided dramatic power is

exhibited in the way in which they are carried through unpromising situa-

tions to the happy denouement. Norman Reid, M.A. By Jesse Patrick

Findlay. Crown 8vo, pp. 312. (Edinburgh and London : Oliphant, Ander-

son & Ferrier.) The leading figures in this Scotch story are strongly drawn,

and the main issues worked out satisfactorily. The style is sometimes a little

exaggerated. The religious tone while earnest is decidedly Broad Church.

The Genesis of Nature. Considered in the Light of Mr. Spencer’s Philosophy,

as based upon the Persistence of Energy. By Thomas H. Musick. 12mo, pp.

377. (New York : John B. Alden, 1890.) With many crudities in the execu-

tion of his plan the author takes up for discussion the doctrine of the Conser-

vation of Energy, which modern science and philosophy so widely and confi-

dently hold to be the universal solvent of the problems of matter and mind,

and even of sociology and religion
;
a doctrine which men of science declare

to be “ the grandest generalization,” the “ greatest triumph,” the “ highest

law,” “ that doctrine which ‘ binds nature fast in fate,’
” “ more momentous

if that be possible ” than the principle of gravitation. He scrutinizes defi-

nitions, challenges assumptions, tests reasonings, first in the grosser and more

material region, and in the last six chapters in the realm of thought and

mind, society and religion, and shows what gulfs are leaped in reaching con-

clusions. He appears to be scrupulously careful not to misrepresent those

whose favorite dogma he attacks so boldly and vigorously, and seems to the

lay mind to have struck many joints in the armor of the champions of the

doctrine in question.

Princeton. Charles A. Aiken.
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